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         Editorial 

 
 

This is the second issue of the journal. The first article is by Professor J.N. Pal. In it, he has written 

about the results of excavations at Hetapatti district Allahabad, U.P., the analysis of artifacts recovered 

from Tokowa, district Mirzapur, U.P. and result of explorations at Pandepur-Chhivainya. The second 

article by Professor D.P. Tewari, gives the preliminary report of the excavations at the famous site of 

Naimisharanya, district Sitapur, U.P. It is much celebrated in Puranas and Mahabharat. Its antiquity 

stretches back to NBP period according to this excavation. The third article is by Dr. G.K. Lama. He 

gives the result of excavations at Rukhaegarh, Nalanda, Bihar. In addition to this he describes 

antiquities found at large number of sites. The fourth article is by Yashwant Singh Rathore. He has 

written in details about the coins found from different sites of districts Sitapur and Banda, U.P. The 

fifth article is by Vijay Kumar. It presents the first part of the archeological gazetteer of district 

Sitapur, U.P. Sixth article is by Rajendra Yadav. It gives the preliminary account of the new temple 

remains of district Chitrakoot, U.P. The seventh article is by M.K. Pundhir, describing Lal Mahal, the 

hunting lodge built by Shahjahan at Bari, district Dhaulpur, Rajasthan. The eighth article is by Roshan 

Tauqi. He dwells in details about the process of decay in old buildings and ways to repair them. I am 

sure that this issue will provide new data to the researchers and fulfill the aim of saving the 

antiquities and monuments in digital form.  

 

 

 

 

Chief Editor 
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Archaeological Investigations in the Middle Ganga Valley 2010-11 

J.N. Pal 
Professor (Retired), AHC and Archaeology 

University of Allahabad 

Allahabad 211 002 (U.P.) 

 

 

 The archaeological investigations on the project proposal entitled “From Hunting-gathering to 

the Threshold of Urbanization in the Northern Vindhyas and the Middle Ganga Valley” included 

further excavations at a multi-culture (ranging from Neolithic to early Medieval Period) site of 

Hetapatti on the Ganga in Allahabad district (in the middle Ganga valley), analysis of artifacts 

recovered from excavations at Tokwa situated on the confluence of the Belan and Adwa in Mirzapur 

district (in the Vindhyas) and explorations in the Vindhyas and the middle Ganga valley in the field 

season 2010-11. The further excavations were continued in the next field season 2011-12 the report of 

which is under preparation. 

 

Excavations at Hetapatti, Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh 2010-11:  

 

Excavations at Hetapatti (Lat 250 29’ 0” N, Long. 810 55’ 30” E).on the left bank of the Ganga in 

Allahabad district were resumed after a gap of 3 years. The extensive field survey in 2007 had 

revealed that the extensive site of Hetapatti is mainly divided into three mounds: Hetapatti I, 

Heatapatti II and Hetapatti III.. Excavations up to virgin soil at Hetapatti I were conducted in 2005 and 

2007 and at Hetapatti III in 2007, revealing cultural sequence from Neolithic to early Iron Age. A 

trench of 5 X 5 metre named as A 1 at Hetapatti II was laid at the highest point at Hetapatti in 2007 but 

due to paucity of time and funds it could be excavated only upto 30 cm below datum point. It had 

revealed deposit of Kushana period divided into three layers. The trench is further divided into five 

squares A-1 to A-5 - E-1 to E-5 for the sake of recording.  

This year excavations were done only at mound HPT II. Trenches A 1 and WA 4 were 

excavated. The excavation team consisted of Prof. J.N. Pal, Dr. M.C. Gupta, Dr. Harindra Prasad Ram, 
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Sri V.K. Khatri and Sri Rajnish Kumar Soni. Some other research students also participated as trainee. 

A preliminary report of the excavation is as under: 

 

HPT II Trench A1: 

The excavation was resumed after removing the filled of soil in the trench. A brick structure of five 

coarses was exposed in the south western part of the trench. The wall running west to east measures 

2 meter and south to north 1.20 meter (Plate I). This structure is constructed from incomplete bricks; 

hence full length of the brick could not be determined. The width and thickness of bricks were 29 cm 

and 6.5 cm respectively. Between the two walls towards north the evidence of brick paved floor is a 

significant evidence of the structure. The floor is composed of broken brick bats and the mud. The 

floor measures 1.5 m in length and 1.0 m in width. There is evidence of an earlier platform in the 

trench which has been made of brick bats and rammed yellowish earth. This platform measuring 1.20 

m in thickness was disturbed by later activities including the above mentioned structure and its brick 

paved floor. Later pit activities also disturbed this platform. A pit was marked towards south east 

corner and other towards north east corner of the square, the later going down up to 1.20 m below 

datum. There is also evidence of another brick structure consisting of four coarses of bricks in the 

section facing west towards southern side of the square. The excavation revealed a good number of 

potsherds of red ware, terracotta and semiprecious stone beads. The bricks and ceramic industry 

indicate that this is the Kushan level at the site. Among the other artefacts from this level mention 

may be made of mullers and sharpners made of sand stone, iron objects, bone arrowheads, ghata 

shaped and arecanut shaped terracotta beads, glass beads, glass bangles, terracotta human figurines, 

terracotta and pottery disc, terracotta balls, etc.  

As northern part of the trench, mainly E series of squares, was disturbed by several pit activities of 

later periods and it had no structures insitu this portion was taken for further digging in lower level. 

Excavations in part of Squares D and E series were conducted for deep digging. In square D 2 a burnt 

brick wall, measuring 48 cm east-west and 82 cm north south, was exposed was exposed just below 

the red-yellowish platform referred above. The brick size of this structure is 43 cm X 29 cm X 6.5 cm.  

Square E 3 yielded a fragmentary human skeleton at a depth of 120 cm below datum (Plate II). A 

brick is longitudinally standing in the centre. Both the femurs along with tibia and fibula along with 

metatarsal and tarsal bones are present. The Skull and other bones of upper limb are not present. 

Now only D 4, D 5, E 4 and E 5 were available for further deep digging. In square E 5 130 cm below 

datum a brick wall made of single brick width and a big sized hand made flat pan having a diameter 

of 60-65 cm, were exposed (Plate III). A dabber and brick bats with potsherd were found in square D 

5. D 4 square was disturbed by an oval pit measuring 120 cm north-south and 90 cm east-west. Now 

the deep digging was done only in square D 4 upto the depth of 2.20 m below datum. The lower two 

layers, 11 and twelve belong to late NBPW phase. The stratigraphic details of trench A 1 are as below: 
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Layer Thickness Depth below datum  Nature and content 

 

1 8 cm 32 cm  Loose creamish soil containing small kankar nodules, 

brickbats, potsherds, etc. 

2 7 cm 38 cm Loose brownish soil with brick bats, pottery, etc. 

3 14 cm 51 cm Loose brownish clay with ashy deposit containing brick bats, 

potsherds, burnt clay, etc 

4 20 cm 72 cm Loose ashy clay with patches of yellowish compact clay 

containing  small brick bats, potsherds, etc. 

5 17 cm 89 cm Loose ash clay marked by brickbats, potsherds, etc. 

6 17 cm 108 cm Compact brownish clay with patches of yellowish clay 

containing brickbats, potsherds, small kankar nodules, etc. 

7 18 cm 128 cm Compact hard brownish deposit containing pottery etc., 

associated with brick structure. 

8 15 cm 142 cm Brownish compact clay containing pottery etc., associated 

with brick structure. 

9 13 cm 156 cm Loose brownish clay associated with brick structure. 

10 17 cm 172 cm Hard compact brownish clay, broken bricks, potsherds, 

associated with a floor.  

11 26 cm 198 cm Slightly yellowish loose clay, NBPW level starts 

12 20 cm 220 cm Loose ash deposit full of potsherds 

     

HPT II Trench WA 4: 

The western portion of the mound was damaged to make it plain by one of the villagers as he 

intended to make a college on the mound. The dug earth from the mound was deposited in nala and 

western slope of the mound. As it was not possible to go further deep in Trench A 1, the trench WA 4 

to the west of Trench A 1 on the western slope of mound was selected to go to the lower level to 

understand the stratigraphic position and cultural sequence. The trench contains filled up soil of 

about 40 cm thickness dug out from the mound in the process of leveling by the villager. The filled 

up soil contained a good number of archaeological material of Kushana period. A good number of 

lakhauri bricks ( about 25 bricks in complete) measuring 18 cm X 11 cm X 3cm were collected from 

the filling indicating thereby that the mound also had some medieval deposit marked by structures, 

medieval pottery and other artefacts. After removing the filled up material the original surface was 

found at the depth of 161 cm below the datum. Due to paucity of time and fund the step digging was 

done in this trench. Square E 5 was dug upto the depth of 185 cm below datum. In the second step 

squares E 4 and D 5 were excavated upto the depth of 220 cm below datum. The third step in squares 

E 3, D 4, C 4, C 5, B 4, B 5 and a3, A 4 and A 5 was excavated upto the depth of 280 cm below datum. 
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From 161 cm to 261 cm (from layers 11 to 18) below datum the archaeological material is marked by 

NBPW sherds and associated red ware belonging to NBPW culture. Some pit activities were also 

demarcated. Among the antiquities mention may be made of antimony rod of copper, arecanut and 

ghat shaped terracotta beads, etc.  From 261 to 280 (from layers 19 and 20) it was pre NPBW deposit 

(Chalcolithic). After 280 cm below datum a yellowish hard clay deposit was excavated upto the depth 

of 330 cm below datum which yielded hand made pottery of red ware along with burnt clay lumps, 

animal bones, charcoal, etc. Evidently this 70 cm thick deposit belongs to the Neolithic culture. After 

330 cm below datum it was virgin soil. The stratigraphic details (Plate IV) of trench WA 4 are as 

below: 

Layer Thickness Depth below datum  Nature and content 

 

11 20 cm 146 cm Compact hard brownish clay, contains potsherds, burnt clay, 

brickbats, etc. 

12 13 cm 160 cm Compact brownish clay, potsherds, contains burnt clay, 

brickbats, etc. 

13 12 cm 174 cm Slightly yellowish hard compact clay, containing kankar 

nodules and potsherds 

14 13 cm 185 cm Brownish and hard soil containing potsherds and small 

brickbats 

15 14 cm 199 cm Brownish and hard soil containing potsherds, burnt clay 

lumps and small brickbats 

16 16 cm 210 cm Hard compact brownish soil containing potsherds, etc. In a pit 

sealed by this layer ash, pottery, charcoal, animal bone 

fragments, etc. 

17 16 cm 240 cm Brownish hard compact soil containing animal bones, 

potsherds, charcoal etc. 

18 8 cm 248 cm Loose ashy soil containing potsherds, brickbats, etc. In square 

E 1 there is a pit sealed by this layer 

19 14 cm 262 cm Slightly blackish ashy soil containing potsherds, pieces of 

animal bone pieces, etc. 

20 6 cm 282 cm Loose ashy soil, contains potsherds, charcoal, etc. A pit sealed 

by this layer also yielded animal bones, pottery etc.  

21 17 cm 309 cm Yellowish hard clay, hand made crude pottery of red ware 

22 24 cm 320 cm Yellowish hard clay, hand made crude pottery of red ware 

23 9 cm 330 cm Yellowish hard clay, hand made crude pottery of red ware 

24 16 cm 340 cm Yellowish hard clay, hand made crude pottery of red ware 
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Layers 11 o 18 belong to NBPW culture, layers 19 and 20 are pre NBPW culture and layers 21 to 24 

are Neolithic. Layer 25 is natural virgin soil of hard yellowish clay, which was excavated upto a 

depth of 385 cm below datum. No archaeological artifact was found. 

 The significance of the site is self explained by this excavation. As the site is likely to be further 

damaged by Ganga Express way it should be excavated in detail culture wise horizontally.  

 

 
Plate I Brick structure and brick paved floor 
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Plate II Human burial, Hetapatti 

 

 
Plate III Hand made pot and brick wall, Hetapatti 
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Analysis of Artefacts Recovered from the Excavations at Tokwa:  
  

The site of Tokwa (24° 54’ 20’’ N; 82° 16’ 45’’ E), Mirzapur district, Uttar Pradesh, is located at a 

distance of 68 km southeast from Mirzapur district headquarters. The site is situated on the 

confluence of Belan and Adwa rivers. Belan flows on the northern while Adwa River flows on the 

southern side of the site. On the western side of the site, the two rivers meet at an acute angle. The 

extant site though eroded by the two rivers, is spread over an area of approximately 6 ha. The 

thickness of the cultural deposit was found to be about 4 m.  

Tokwa was reported a long time ago by Sri B.B. Misra, of the Department of Ancient History, 

Culture and Archaeology, University of Allahabad, Allahabad. Shitala Prasad Singh of APS 

University, Rewa while doing his doctoral dissertation in 1995-96 discussed about the archaeological 

finds from this site in his thesis. The exploration at the site in 1999 by archaeologists of Allahabad 

University resulted in the discovery of Neolithic and Chalcolithic ceramics and animal bone 

fragments. Tokwa was excavated by the Allahabad University in 2000 and 2003.   

The excavations in four squares measuring 5X5 each resulted in the cultural deposits of 

Neolithic, Chalcolithic, Pre-NBPW with Iron and the NBPW phases. Archaeological remains 

included: 

(i). For the Neolithic Phase: Hand made pottery, microliths, terracotta, steatite and stone 

beads; food processing stone artefacts, bone arrowheads, polished and ground celts, etc. 
 

(ii). For the Chalcolithic Phase: Wheel thrown red, black-and-red and black slipped pottery, 

microliths, terracotta and stone beads, socketed and barbed bone arrowheads, grinding stones, etc. 
 

(iii). For the Pre NBPW with Iron Phase: Artefacts included like that of the Chalcolithic phase 

along with iron objects.  
 

(iv). For the NBPW Phase: NBPW and associated wares, terracotta and stone beads, stone, 

bone and iron objects, etc. 
 

These artefacts for each phase were analysed item wise and layer wise and were 

photographed. The selected pottery types of each phase were also drawn showing plan, section and 

elevation of the pots. 
 

Explorations in the Vindhyas and the Middle Ganga Valley: 

The Lower Belan valley, from Deoghat to Belan-Tons confluence, was explored and a good 

number of Paleolithic and Mesolithic sites were located. Some habitation sites of Chalcolithic and 

Iron Age marked by scatter of potsherds were also located. Explorations along the Ganga brought to 

light an important site of NBP and Pre NBPW culture, viz. Pandepur-Chhivainya on the left bank of 

Ganga, about 8 km south east of Jhusi. 
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Naimisaranya in Tradition, Literature and Archaeology 

Dr. D.P.Tewari 

Professor 

Department of Ancient Indian History 

University of Lucknow 

tewaridplu@gmail.com 

 

Before the burst of population in Ganga plain a considerable area of land was occupied by the 

forests1. Devi Puran2 mentions nine holy forests which include Shaindhav, Dandakaranya, Naimish, 

Kurujangal, Utpalaranya, Jambumarg, Pushkar, and Himalaya.  Naimisaranya was one of the biggest 

forests of this region. It is mentioned in Mahabharat, Ramayan and Puranas3 that Pandavas came here, 

took bath in river Gomati and donated wealth and cows4.  It is mentioned in Mahabharat, (Aadi Parva 

214/6) that Arjuna also visited Naimisaranya and after taking bath offered cows and wealth to the 

saints. 

vkuqiwO;sZ.k rhFkkZfu n`f’Vokudq#lRreA 

unha pksRifyuha jE;kej.;a uSfe’ka izfrAA 

As per Vaman Purana (57/2) there were many tirathas is this area and it is believed that it was 

spread in an area of 84 Kosa (126 Km). Even today it is marked by a circumferential path 

Parikramapath and on every bright half of Falguna month devout Hindus take a round of it. 

This forest was shelter of saints and ascetics. Rishi Saunak, Maharshi Dadhichi and great Suta 

Ugrasravas a disciple of Vyas lived here. B.C. Laha has mentioned that 60,000 rishis were living in it 

and many of the Puranas were composed here. The inhabitants of this area were known as Naimish 

too5. Kathak Samhita, Kaushitaki Brahman and Chhandogya Upanishad describe them as a pious citizen6. 

Mahabharat mentions that Ugrasravas son of Lomaharshan, narrated Mahabharat story to a big group of 

saints collected here in the 12 year satra of Rishi Saunak at Naimisaranya7. 
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      There is a story that Asuras got a boon not to be defeated by any weapon made of wood or 

metal. They conquered devaloka and ousted Indra from there. Indra was given shelter by Vishnu, who 

revealed to him that asura Vritta can be defeated only by weapon made of bone. Indra went to Rishi 

Dadhichi and asked for his bones, for making weapon to defeat asura Vritta. He agreed the proposal of 

Indra but expressed his desire to leave the world after Indra collected water from all holy rivers at 

Naimisaranya in which Dadhichi took bath and passed away, after taking bath in the pool. Indra 

prepared his weapon and defeated asura Vritta8. Mahabharata describes this event with a slight change 

that Gods after failing to conquer Asura Vritta went to Brahma headed by Indra. Brahma after listening 

to the problem of Gods advised them to approach Dadhichi and get his bones. The gods reached the 

hermitage of Dadhichi located on the other bank of river Saraswati and asked for his bones. Dadhichi 

cheerfully accepted it. Indra got the bones of Dadhichi and Vishvakarma made a vajra from it. Finally 

Indra killed Vritta from this weapon (Mahabharata, Aaranyak Parva, Chapters 97-100)  

Later this place got a religious sanction. Ramayana describes it as a beautiful and pious place 

where marvelous fire sacrificial huts9 existed and Rama performed horse sacrifice here. 

The description of its beauty is also mentioned in Brahma Purana. It is said that this was full of 

saints, different type of flowers and trees. Hermitages of all four varnas existed here. The land was 

fertile and wheat, barley, horse gram, moonga, urad, lentil, sugarcane were cultivated10. Later it 

developed as a city center which is now known as Naimish or Naimisharanya. It is located on the left 

bank of river Gomati in Misrikh tehsil of Sitapur district of Uttar Pradesh at lat 270 21’ 55” north and 

Longitude 800 29’ 15”east at the distance of 32 km southwest of Sitapur and 42 km south west of 

Hardoi district headquarters.( Fig.-1, Map showing the location of the site).  
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Fig. 1: Map of Sitapur showing the location of sites. 
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District Sitapur is divided in to six tehsils: Biswan (340 villages), Laharpur (321 villages), 

Mahmudabad (343 villages), Misrikh (585 villages), Sidhauli (351 villages), and Sitapur (414 villages) has 

2321 villages with a population of 4474446 (Census 2011) spread in an area of 5743 sq km. The 

population density of the district is 780/ Sq km. During field season 2002-03 village to village 

exploration in the district was conducted and 126 sites of archaeological importance were identified11.  

The word Naimisaranya is a compound of the words Nimisha = Moment + Ana (v.k~ izR;;) = 

Naimish (the time of dropping eye lids) momentary and Aranya meaning forest. A forest being thick 

and dark caused eyelids to drops because of fear. The Varah Purana gives another story about why 

this place was named as Naimisharanya. Vishnu told to saint Gaurmukha, “I have killed the whole army 

of a demons living in this forest with in a moment therefore it will be known as Naimisharanya”12. 

Shanti Parva of Mahabharata mentions that in earlier days where on the bank of Gomati, the religious 

wheel was broken, the place was named as Naimisaranya13. The person who offers tarpan to his 

ancestors at this place gets the benefits of Purushmedha14. In the same way it is also described that the 

person who takes bath at Naimisaranya goes to heaven15. This place being holy, Manu and his wife 

Satarupa did penance here16. Prahlad also took bath at some of the holy places of this area and 

worshipped Devadeveshwar17. Raghuvamsa describes that there was a tradition in solar dynasty of 

Ayodhya that kings used to take shelter in the forest of Naimisaranya during their third stage of life18. 

Kurma Purana mentions that all the saints headed by Marichi, Atri, Bhrigu, Vashishtha and 

Angiras prayed to Brahma to learn the method of calling Ishan Deva. He advised them to perform 

Yajñyas at a place where the wheel thrown by him will fall. They acted upon his advice and followed 

the wheel. The place where its fell was known as Naimisharanya19. Similar narration is found in the 

Naimishopakhyayan of Vayaviya Samhita of Shiva Purana20. Brahmand Purana also supports this 

narration21.  

Devi Bhagavat Purana mentions that the saints of Naimisaranya being afraid of Kali age went to Brahma 

and asked for a secure place to reside during this period. Brahma threw a wheel and asked saints to 

follow it22. 

 It is mentioned as a very old place in the Ancient Indian Literature. Samvidhan Brahman describes: 

laoRlje"Ves dkys Hkqatkuks xzkE;eUua iz rq nzosfr n'krekorZ;u uSfe"kh;e~ }kn'klaoRljeokIuksfr A Tandya Brahman 

mentions- uSfe"ka uSfe"kh; ,rsu }kn'klaoRljk[;su l=ks.k oS uSfe"kh;k% lokZefðek?uqZou~ A Jaiminiya and Sankhyayan 

Brahman also refers Naimish, Naimishiyah and Naimishiyanam. Valmiki Ramayan mentions that Rama 

came here and performed horse sacrifice23. Mahabharata also refers to it as a very holy and religious 

place where Prajapati Brahma lived with of other gods24. 

Thus according to ancient Indian religious literature, it was an old settlement and holy one 

also. On the basis of these narrations, the antiquity of this place can be go back minimum up to 1000 
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B.C.E. because the writing of Brahmanas is generally accepted in a time bracket of 1000-800 B.C.E.25 

Secondly Valmiki Ramayana mentions Rama performing horse sacrifice at this place. 

The place where the wheel of Brahma was broken is identified as Chakrateertha where people 

use to take bath to make themselves free of all sins (Fig.2). This place is the main attraction of the 

devotees. The relics of many ancient temples and buildings of modern temples are found around this 

tank. 

  
Fig. 2: General view of Chakrateeth at Naimisaranya 

 

There are three old sculptures of Vishnu, Shiva and a Kirtimukha kept under a banyan tree 

behind the temple of Saraswati Devi Gyan Peetha mandir located to the east of Chakrateertha (Fig.3). 

                             
Fig.3: Old stone sculptures behind Saraswati Devi, Gyanpeetha Temple. 
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An old Dwarsakha and some other sculptures are fixed on the wall of Ganesha temple. An icon 

of Shaiva dwarpalas is fixed on the platform of Radha- Krishna temple also (Fig.4). 

             
        

     Fig. 4: stone pillar and sculptures at Ganesh temple and Dwarpalas at Radha–Krisna temple 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5: Lalita Devi Temple at Naimisaranya 

           

Towards east of Chakrateertha tank there is the famous 

temple of Lalita Devi (Fig.5). It is a modern temple but in its 

premise there are some old sculptures of Shiva, Matrikas, 

Revant and Bhairava belonging to late Gupta and Pratihara 

periods. The main deity Lalita devi is being worshipped here 

which is made on red sand stone measuring 46 cm in height 

(Fig. 6). 

 

   
Fig. 6: Old sculptures in premise of Lalita Devi temple 
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During the year 2007 the author excavated the site. Eight trenches were laid at the different 

locations of the habitation. Some of these were laid on those particular areas which have long 

religious tradition.  

T-1 Suta Gaddi: 

Suta Gaddi is a brick temple (Fig. 7) dedicated to lord Shiva. Shiva ling with argha is placed in 

the sanctum. An earlier stone panel of Uma Maheshwar and other marble sculptures of late period are 

also kept in the temple (Fig. 8).  

 
Fig. 7: General view of Suta Gaddi temple 

According to traditions, Rishi Ugrasravas used to deliver his lectures on Puranas in this place.  

 

 
Fig. 8: Stone panel of Uma –Maheshwar         
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About 100 meter to the south east of this temple 

at Lat. 270 20’ 54. 3” North and Long. 800 29’ 19.7” 

East, on the top most part of the area a trench 

namely T-1 was laid. Its size was 10x10 meter and 

its quadrant III was excavated up to the natural 

soil i.e. 4.50 meter (Fig. 9). The total deposit was 

divided into 8 layers and the lower most deposit 

of layer 7 and 8 was assigned to Kushana period. 

Vishnu Purana describes that Naimisharanya was 

under the control of Manidhanyakas26.  

             
                                    

 

The short description of the cuttings is as follows. 

The place selected for excavation contained tiny and shapeless shards of red ware and brick-bats 

littered on the surface.  

Layer 1 was 28 cm (0-28 cm) thick deposit of brownish earth disturbed by cultivation on the site. It 

was slopping towards north containing pottery and brick-bats. The shapes in red ware included 

bowls, vases and handis. 

Layer 2 was 27 cm (28-55) thick deposit of brownish colour having a pit on the southern side which 

has been cut from the top of the layer 2 and reaching up to end of layer (3) contained pottery, clay 

lumps, shell and brick-bats. Out of these deposit pieces (Red ware) of bowls, basins, vases, handis, 

miniature bowls and spouted vessels were found. 

Layer 3 was 45 cm (55-100 cm) thick deposit of light grayish compact earth with patched of ash and 

loose earth- which was sloping towards west. It contained pottery, animal bones, brick-bats and 

nodules of kankar. The notable shapes in red ware included bowls, vases, jars, handis and storage jars. 

Layer 4 was 51 cm (100-151) thick deposit of yellowish hard earth undulating and was not of uniform 

thickness. It contained red ware pieces of bowls, basins, dishes, vases jars, handis, knobbed lids, 

spouted vessels, troughs and sprinklers. A few shapeless pieces of black slipped ware were also 

found in this deposit. The antiquities encountered were terracotta aricanut shaped beads, marbles, 

glass bangles, stone beads as well as animal bones and brick-bats. 

Floor-1 

 A floor made of reused bricks of Kushana period was exposed at the depth of 1.50 meter below 

surface (Fig. 6). The bricks used in floor measured 38 x 22 x 8 cm and 38 x 24 x 8 cm in size. While 

Fig. 9: General view of trench T-1 with floor at -1.50 Meter 
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brick- bats were mainly used to build the floor. It had single course. Its measurement was 2.70 m. 

(east-west) x 1.10 m (north-south). It was built on layer (6). Contemporary layer was 5 and sealed by 

layer 4. 

 

Floor 2 

A small floor made of rammed earth mixed with brick jelly and kankars, oriented north-south 

was found extending towards section facing west and facing north. Its extent measurement in east-

west was 70 cm and north-south was 85 cm. The thickness of the floor was 17 cm. It was sealed by 

layer 4 and was built on the top of layer 6. The contemporary layer was 5. Both the floors 1 and 2 are 

contemporary. 

Layer 5 was 17 cm (151-168 cm.) thick deposit of compact brownish earth, which is contemporary to 

these floors (floor 1 and 2). A few scattered brick-bats and kankar were also found. Potsherds were 

absent in this deposit. 

Layer 6 was 48 cm. (168-216 cm.) thick deposit of compact yellowish silt deposit. It contains brick-bats 

and kankar. Potsherds were absent in this deposit. 

 

Pit: A pit sealed by layer 5 was cut up to layer 7. It contained loose earth and brick-bats. 

Layer 7 was 30 cm. (216-246 cm.) thick deposits of yellowish loose sandy earth; running uniformly 

and having slope towards west. It contained potsherds of red ware and brick-bats. The important 

shapes were bowls, sprinkler, button knobbed lid, handis and jars. A terracotta sealing was also found 

from this deposit. 

 

Floor 3 

A working floor made of brick-bats was recovered attached with the section facing west and north 

measuring in north-south axis 1.05 m. and east-west axis 1.59 m. and having thickness 6 cm. It was 

built on the top of layer 8 and sealed by layer 7.  

Layer 8 was 29 cm. (246-275 cm.) thick deposit of yellowish loose sandy earth. It yielded potsherds 

(red ware) of bowls and jars. Thus layers 1 to5 were assigned to medieval period, layer 6 was hiatus 

and layer 7 and 8 belong to Kushana period. 

 

Trench T-2 was laid near the gate of Nardanand Ashram and its two quadrants were excavated up the 

depth of 2.70 meter. Its two quadrants were excavated (Fig. 10) 
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Fig. 10: T-2, General view of excavation 

 

Layer 1 was 36 cm (0-36 cm.) thick deposit of brownish semi compact earth. It thins out towards west. 

There is slope in that direction. It contains potsherds of red ware and brick-bats. Red ware potsherds 

reveal shapes of bowls, handis, vases and jars.  

Layer 2 was 32 cm (68-93 cm.) thick deposit of brownish semi compact earth. It yielded potsherds of 

red ware and brick-bats.  

Layer 3 was 25 cm. (68-93 cm.) thick deposit of semi compact brownish earth. It contains potsherds, 

brick size 26x24x6 cm. and brick-bats. The shapes of red ware potsherds were bowls, vases, handis 

and troughs. A stone weight, terracotta aricanut shaped bead and pottery hop-scotch were also 

recovered. 

 

Floor 1: 

A 15 cm thick floor made of paved bricks and brick-bats was encountered. Its extent length was 5.50 

m. and width was 2.65 m. The floor was damaged in between. Used bricks in the floor indicate that 
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water has been flowing over them for quite sometimes. It was built on the top of layer 5, 

contemporary layer was 4 and it was sealed by layer 3. 

Layer 4 was 15 cm (93-108 cm.) thick deposit of semi compact brownish earth. It contains potsherds of 

red ware and brick-bats. The shapes of red ware were bowls, dishes, vases, jars, basins, miniature 

pots. A terracotta aricanut shaped bead and animal bone were also recovered. 

Layer 5 was 17 cm (108-125 cm) thick deposit of compact brownish earth. It yielded potsherds of grey 

ware and red ware and brick-bats. The available shapes of grey ware were bowls and dishes. The red 

ware represented bowls, dishes, vases, jars, handis, and inkpot lids.  Terracotta figurines, skin rubber 

and pottery hop scotches were also found from this deposit. 

Layer 6 was 18 cm (125-143 cm) thick deposit of compact brownish yellow earth. It is uniformly 

running in both the quadrants. It yielded potsherds of grey ware and red ware and brick-bats. The 

recovered shapes of grey ware were dishes and bowl and that of red ware were dishes, bowls, vases, 

jars, handis and basins. 

Layer 7 was 25 cm (143-168 cm) thick deposit of light yellowish compact earth preceding the natural 

soil. It contains potsherds of grey ware and red ware and brick-bats. The main shapes of grey ware 

were dishes and bowls; red wares were bowls, dishes, vases, basins, handis and jars. Fragment of a 

copper coin and animal bones were also recovered. 

 

Structure 1: 

 A burnt brick wall oriented along north south axis was encountered in quadrant IV. Its extent length 

was 3.52 m., width 47 cm. and height 34 cm. It retained only 5 courses of bricks measuring 

47x25x6cm, 46x26x8 cm and 46x26x6 cm laid in headers with mud mortar. Two courses were in the 

foundation and 3 courses were part of the wall which has been pushed by the water flow, the same 

fell in the rain gully. As a result the bricks have shifted slightly on the western side. It has been 

extensively damaged by water being on the slope of the mound. It is built on the top of layer 6, layer 

3, 4 and 5 were contemporary deposits and sealed by layer 2. The contemporary and sealing deposit 

have been washed out. It was sealed by eroded materials. The floor 1 was also associated with this 

structure (Fig. 11)                         
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Fig. 11: Remains of a brick wall 

 

Thus the deposit of this trench was divided in two cultural periods: Period I- Shunga period which was 

assigned with layers 6 and 7 and Period II -Medieval period was assigned with layers 1 to 5. (Fig. 12) 

 
 

                         
Fig. 12: General view of T-2, section facing east 
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Trench T-3 was laid in the western side of the habitation in front of Balaji temple in an open field. It 

was excavated up the depth of 5.10 meter (Fig. 13). The upper part of this area was made of filled up 

deposit full of ash and earthen pots while the lower part was found stratified. 

 

 
Fig. 13: General view of T-3, section facing east 

 

The total accumulation was divided in to 3 cultural periods as follows: 

1. Period II- Kushana- Layers 8, 7, 6 

2. Period IV –Early Medieval Period- Layers 5-2 

3. Period V- Medieaval-Layer-1 

 

T-4   

It was laid behind a mosque in northwest of BSNL office and its quadrant III was excavated up 

to the depth of 0.70 meters. The red ware and pieces of brick bats were found littered on the surface. 

There was a brick lined well in southern side of the mound which indicated habitation. According to 

local traditions, during medieval period at this spot, there was Muslim habitation, known as 

Chhappan Sarai. After digging, the cultural deposit was divided into 3 layers. 
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Layer 1 was 10 cm thick deposit of grayish hard earth which yielded red ware shapes of bowls, vases, 

long necked jars, storage jars, brick-bats in thickness of 5 cm, animal bones and teeth of a bovid. 

Floor -1: A small brick paved platform in a limited area of the trench attached to section facing west 

was encountered. It was built of brick bats and a small burn patch was noticed near it. It was sealed 

by layer 1, contemporary layer was 2 and it was built on layer 3. 

Layer 2 was 10 cm (10-20 cm) thick deposit of grayish semi compact earth which yielded red ware 

representing bowls, long necked jars, spouted vessels and a broken animal figurine. Burning activity 

was noticed in a small area at this level. 

Layer 3 was 50 cm (20-70 cm) thick deposit of grayish semi compact earth which represented red 

ware including bowls with flaring sides, shallow bowls, basins, handis of pots, miniature handis, 

carinated handis, spouted vessels, bowls of Kushana period, an inkpot type of lid, terracotta tiles, glass 

bangles, toe of a human figurine, a bone dice having circular marks, iron nail and terracotta marbles. 

It is noteworthy here that a human skull was also found at the depth of 70 cm buried in this layer 

(Fig. 14). 
 

 
Fig. 14: T-4, Qdt.-III, General view of floor made of brick bats and a skull in-situ 
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The archaeological material at this level was the mixture of two periods, Medieval and 

Kushana, therefore the excavation in this quadrant was stopped and next quadrant IV was excavated 

up to the depth of 5.47 meter, where we got habitational deposit about 1.78 meter thick and further 

the area was excavated for next 3.43 meter in the natural soil in search of any earlier cultural deposit, 

which could not be found (Fig. 15). The total cultural deposit in this quadrant was divided in seven 

layers as under. 

Layer 1 was 20 cm (0-20 cm) thick deposit of grayish loose earth which yielded red ware representing 

bowls of medieval period as well as bowls of Kushana period in mixed manner. 

Layer 2 was 28 cm (20-48cm) thick deposit of semi compact earth. It yielded red ware comprising of 

bowls, basins, inkpot type of lid, button knobbed lid, vases and jars. Three pottery hop-scotches, an 

archaic terracotta plain human figurine and other with tiny hands and deep impression for eyes and 

naval part were found. A very beautiful net sinker was also found from this deposit. It bears a hole 

across. 

Layer 3 was 27 cm (48-75 cm) thick deposit of semi compact earth which yielded brick-bats and 

potsherds. The material was similar to layer 2. An archaic terracotta human figurine having split 

mouth, deep eyes and tiny hands slightly bent were also found from this deposit. 

Layer 4 was 17 cm (75-92 cm) thick deposit loose earth. It yielded red ware comprising handis, vases, 

basins, knobbed lids, bowls with a depression inside below the rim, inkpot type of lid, jars and high 

neck vases. One potsherds having stamped design; few animal bones; an archaic terracotta human 

figurine and glass bangles were also recovered. It is Kushana assemblage. 

Layer 5 was 24 cm. (92-116 cm.) thick deposit of brownish semi compact earth. It yielded potsherds of 

red ware and brick-bats. The potsherds of red ware consists of high neck vessels, basins, jars with 

collared rim, bowls with featureless rim, bowls with flaring sides etc. On the basis of the findings it 

also belongs to Kushana period. 

Layer 6 was 28 cm (116-144 cm.) thick deposit of semi compact earth. It was noticed in a very limited 

area. It yielded red ware and brick-bats the potsherds of red ware comprising handis, vases, spouted 

vessels, bowls, miniature bowls, knobbed lids, miniature vases, a pan with handle and storage jars. A 

terracotta wheel, an ear stud, a broken piece of aricanut shaped bead, a terracotta female figurine 

having folded hands and beautifully ornamented and skin rubber were also recovered from this 

deposit. The material of this deposit is assigned to Shunga period. 

Layer 7 was 34 cm. (144-178 cm.) thick deposit of yellowish semi-compact earth. It yielded red ware 

comprising bowls with depression inside below the rim, sprinklers, spouted vessels and vases. On 

the basis of these remains it may also belongs to Shunga period. 

Pit-1: A pit was found in a large area sealed by layer 5 and continued up to natural deposit. It yielded 

potsherds of red ware, brick-bats, ash and burnt nodules etc. The potsherds of red ware comprise big 

bowls with depression inside below the rim, inkpot lids and spouted vessels. Fragments of leg, arm 
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and hand of terracotta human figurines; glass bangles and terracotta aricanut shaped bead were also 

recovered. 

Thus the layer 1 belonged to Early Medieval period, Layers -2 to 5 Kushana period and layers 6-7 were 

assigned to Early Historic Period (Period. I) 

 

 
Fig. 15: T-4, Qdt IV, Animal bones from Natral sand deposit 

Apart from ceramics a floor of brick bats, a human skull and huge quantity of animal bones were also 

found from this locality.                                                                                                                                                

 

T-5  

A trench measuring 2 x 2 meter was laid in the campus of Vedic and Pauranic Research Center 

complex at a distance of 50 meter from water tank and about 5 meter south of metalled road. It was 

excavated up to the depth of 5.25 meter which yielded a cultural deposit divided in 12 layers (Fig. 

16). The earliest deposits yielded archaeological components of Kushana period. The description of 

these deposits is as follows: 
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Layer 1 was 5 cm (0-5 cm) thick deposit of light brown, loose earth which yielded shapeless shards in 

red ware along with a chilam of modern times. 

Layer 2 was 13 cm (5-18cm) thick deposit of brownish loose earth which yielded red ware bowls in 

medium fabric along with fragments of basins, vases, miniature bowls belonging to medieval period. 

Layer 3 was 45 cm (18-63cm) thick deposit of brownish loose earth which yielded pot shards and 

brickbats. An iron nail was also found from this deposit. The shapes (red ware) were jars, spouted 

vessels, and knobbed lids. 

Layer 4 was 45cm (63-108 cm) thick deposit of grayish semi compact earth which yielded red ware 

representing bowls, jars, sprinklers, storage jars, handis, and lug handles along with brickbats. 

Layer 5 was 47 cm (108-155 cm) thick deposit of light brownish semi compact earth yielding a good 

quantity of pot shards including bowls, basins, spouts, jars, handis and knobbed lids. A terracotta 

female head wearing ear and neck ornaments was found at the depth of 142 cm. Again an aricanut 

shaped bead and a head of a terracotta female figurine was also found at the depth of 155 cm. 

Layer 6 was 38 cm (155-193cm) thick deposit of light brownish semi compact earth which yielded a 

good quantity of pot shards and brickbats. The pottery represented by red ware included bowls, 

sprinklers vessels, jars, basins, handis, storage jars, vases, knobbed lid and a few shards of black were 

found at the depth of 167 cm and 187 cm. 

Layer 7 was 60 cm (193-253 cm) thick deposit of brownish semi compact earth which yielded red 

ware including shapes of bowls, lid cum bowls, miniature handis, jars, sprinklers, spouted vessels, 

and miniature vases. Brickbats, two terracotta marbles, an aricanut shaped bead and a kauri was 

recovered from the deposit of this layer.  

Layer 8 was 41 cm (253-294 cm) thick deposit of grayish semi compact earth which yielded red ware 

along with the shape of bowls, basins, lids, jars, and spouted vessels. An ivory bangle and tortoise 

bones were also found from it. 

Layer 9 was 12 cm (294-315 cm) thick deposit of light yellowish semi compact earth which yielded 

pot shards and brickbats. The pottery represented in red ware included bowls, basins, jar, inkpot lids, 

and handis. 

Layer 10 was 45 cm (315-360 cm) thick deposit of light brownish semi compact earth which yielded 

brick-bats and fragment of red ware representing the shapes of bowls basins, jars, spouted vessels 

handis. A terracotta humped bull, a bone arrowhead was also recovered from this deposit. 
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Layer 11 was 70 cm (360-430 cm) thick deposit of yellowish loose earth in which the occurrence of 

potshards reduced. A few shards of bowls and vases in red ware were found.  

Layer 12 was 24 cm (476-500 cm) thick deposit of yellowish colour which was marked as natural 

deposit of sand and at the depth of 5.25 meter. The excavation work was closed at this point.    

Thus the layers 1 and 2 were assigned to medieval period, layers3 to 5 to early medieval period, 

layers 6 and 7 to Gupta period, layers 8 to 10 to Kushana period and layers 11 and 12 to Shunga period.    

                     

 
Fig. 16: General View of Trench T-5 with section facing east 

 

 T-6 Vyas gaddi: 

This trench measuring 2x2 meter was laid behind Vyas Gaddi towards north (Fig. 17).  
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Fig. 17: General view of trench, T6 

 

According to traditions, the ancient religious literature was rewritten at this place. This trench 

was excavated up to the depth of 2.40 meters in which the lowermost 65 cm dig was made in natural. 

The objective of excavation was to determine the cultural sequences of deposits in Vyas Gaddi area. 

The land selected for excavation was covered with shrubs and while cleaning its upper surface the 

thin layer of humus was cleared. This did not yield any remarkable pottery or antiquity. The total 

deposit was divided in 4 layers belonging to Kushana period. Six copper coins of Kushana age were 

recovered from this location. Summary of the excavations is as follows: 

Layer 1 was 40 cm thick deposit (0-40cm) of semi-compact nature with grayish colour which yielded 

red ware including the shapes handis with collared rim, bases of bowls, upper part of a sprinkler, 

miniature pots, bowls with slightly everted rim and broken pieces of terracotta tiles (Fig. 18).  
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Fig. 18: Terracotta tiles 

 

The pottery of this phase is plain but some of these bears thin coating of red slip over it, mica dusting 

was also noticed. No potsherd was found with any type of decoration. It yielded 06 copper coins, 

circular in shape and badly corroded. These coins need cleaning for further information.  An archaic 

terracotta figurine with stretched out arms and legs was also found from this deposit. An aricanut 

shaped bead and a broken piece of dabber was other finds from this deposit. 

Layer 2 was 50 cm thick deposit (40-90 cm) of light grey colour and comparatively harder than layer 

1.  A pit was encountered in north eastern part of the trench in a small area in layer 2. It was full of 

ashes and a few pieces of pottery, a conical flask type of pot with sager base and a basin with collared 

rim was founded from this pit. Layer 2 yielded only red ware represented by bases of bowls, bowls 

with flaring sides having finger impressions on exterior with featureless rim, handis, and sprinklers. 

Some of these pots were treated with fine chocolate slip. A broken archaic terracotta figurine was also 

found from this layer.   

Layer-3 was 51 cm thick deposit (90-141cm) of light brownish colour. Its composition was semi-

compact. It yielded only red ware comprising bowls with flaring side with a shallow undercut below 
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rim in interior. Knobbed lids, spouted vessels (only spout) with red slip were found from this 

deposit. 

Layer 4 was 30 cm thick deposit (141-171cm) of dark brownish semi-compact earth. It yielded the 

potsherds same as layer 3 and it was also assigned to Kushana period. It was further excavated for 65 

cm in natural soil. Thus the deposits of this trench belong to Kushana period only. No other cultural 

signature was noticed at this point (Fig. 19). 

 

Fig. 19: General view of T-6 

T-7  

This trench was laid in front of Dashaswamedh ghat temple (Fig. 20) towards the river. It is 

narrated in Valmiki Ramayana that Ram the king of Ayodhya of Solar dynasty performed a horse 

sacrifice at Naimisaranya on the bank of river Gomati. At present there is a brick temple dedicated to 

lord Ram and icons of Ram with Sita, Lakshman and Human are installed in the sanctum and being 

worshipped. The steps of the temple were going in south towards river Gomati where a dam has been 

constructed to control the flood. During the excavations nine steps were opened buried in soil but in 

the last at the depth of 2.82 meter water appeared and we were forced to stop the excavations (Fig. 

21-23). A coin of 1972 was found from the lowest levels which indicated that before 1972 Gomati was 

flowing at this point and after the building of dam it was pushed towards the south. 
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Fig. 20: Dashashvamedha ghat temple 

 

          
Fig. 21 -22 General view of excavations T-7 
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Fig. 23: Lower level of excavation where water appeared 

T-8  

There is a famous place known as Humangarhi temple. On its entrance part, a well of medieval period 

is still standing (Fig. 24). This trench was laid behind the temple which was excavated up to the depth 

of 4.40 meter and it also yielded cultural deposit of Kushana period at its lowest level (Fig. 25).  
 

 
Fig. 24: A well in Hanumangarhi temple 
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Fig. 25 General view of trench T8 

 

From the excavations, a chronological sequence of five cultural periods was established on the site as 

follows: 

V. Medieval period 

IV. Early Medieval Period 

III. Gupta period  

II. Kushana Period 

I. Shunga Period. 

 

Pottery: The pottery of period-I comprised of red ware, black slipped ware, fine grey ware, Orange 

red slipped ware and coarse red ware. It is pertinent to mention here that no shard of Northern Black 

Polished Ware was found in excavations. The recovered pottery was mostly wheel turned. The main 

shapes encountered were dishes with incurved rim, bowls with slightly incurved / vertical rim, 

channel spouted bowls, dish on stand (?), vases, handis, and jars. A few shards in thin fabric in red 

ware were found in very depraved condition leaving reddish powder but it could not be Ochre 

Colour Pottery. It has got rolled and powdery surface because of being buried for a long time in moist 

and sandy layer (Fig. 26-33).  
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                              Fig. 26                                                           Fig. 27                                                              Fig. 28 

 

 

       
                            Fig. 29                                                            Fig. 30                                                                  Fig. 31 

 

 

                                      
                                              Fig.32                                                                          Fig. 33 

                                Potteries of Shunga period (Fig. 26-33) 

 

The pottery of period-II was represented by red ware in medium fabric, wheel turned,  mostly 

without any surface treatment but some times treated with red slip on the exterior surface. It 

represented the shapes of bowls with flairing sides with an under cut below rim on the interior. The 

finger marks were visible on exterior because it was prepared on a slow wheel. Other shapes 

included handis, vases, jars, storage jars, troughs, knobbed lids, ink pot type of lids, sprinklers treated 

with bright red slip on exterior. Some of the pots had incisized stamp design on its exterior too. A 

pedestalled bowl perhaps used in religious rituals was also found in damaged condition from the 

deposit of this period (Fig. 34-39). 
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                                  Fig. 34                                                                                                             Fig. 35                                       

 

                            
                         Fig. 36                                                                                                                     Fig. 37 

                           

                                 
       Fig. 38                                                                                                                   Fig. 39 

                                   Potteries of Kushana period (Fig. 34-39) 

 

Period-III yielded red ware and period-IV yielded knife edged bowls in medium fabric. It was 

plain and devoid of any surface treatment. A few pots in this category were treated with thin red slip 

on the exterior. Other shapes include handis, basins, jars, storage jars and troughs. Knobbed lids, 

shards of black ware were frequently found. Period V yielded red ware and glazed wares (Fig. 40-42). 
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                                 Fig. 40                                                                         Fig. 41           Fig. 42                            

                                                                                    Pot shards of Period IV (Fig. 40-42) 

 

Antiquity:  The antiquities found from period I represented archaic terracotta figurines. It is worth 

mentioning here that a large number of terracotta archaic figurines were recovered from the 

excavations at Sanchankot temple complex of Jalesar belonging to Shunga / Kushana period which 

shows that these were used in religious offerings in this area. Terracotta skin rubber, terracotta net 

sinkers, bone Arrow-heads, iron sickles and axes were also found. A beautiful figure of a lady made 

on the handle of a pot with folded hands full of bangles in standing posture, wearing dhoti as 

undergarment, kati mekhla in waist, was also found from the deposit of this period. The antiquities of 

this period are as follows: 

 

1. Terracotta Ear-stud, grey, looks like a damaru, about 1/5th portion horizontally broken on both 

sides. Both plain surfaces are concave in centre, length 3.3 cm, width- 1.9 cm, from T4, Layer 

5,-120 cm. Shunga. Accession no. 4080 (Fig. 43) 

 

2. The aricanut shaped bead, blackish, cracked from top to bottom, a thin hole across in center, 

slightly concave bottom, height 2.2 cm, diameter 1.6 cm, from T4, -130 cm. Shunga. Accession 

no. 4082 (Fig. 44) 

 

 

                        
                               Fig. 43: Terracotta ear stud                                                                      Fig. 44: Aricanut Bead 
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3. A small and broken piece of terracotta pestle with red color and many deep pores appears like 

holes. Inner material is somewhat grayish in color, length 8.5 cm, thickness, 4.8 cm, from T4, -

120 cm. Shunga. Accession no. 4083 (Fig. 45) 

 

4. A big terracotta wheel, red in colour and handmade, diameter 6.1 cm, thickness,1.8 cm, from 

T4, layer-6, -148 cm. Shunga. Accession no. 4084 (Fig. 46) 

                                     
                               Fig. 45: Terracotta pestle                                                                               Fig. 46: Terracotta wheel 

 

5. A copper coin, small, rectangular in shape, thin, patina on sides, obverse and reverse of the 

same in not identifiable. Length 1.3 cm, width 0.8 cm, thickness 0.2 cm, from T2, layer 6. 

Shunga. Accession no. 4085 (Fig. 47) 

 

                             
 

Fig. 47: Copper Coin 

 

6. A bone arrowhead, reddish, damaged at but-end, length 5.2 cm, thickness 0.7 cm, T5, -360 cm. 

Shunga. Accession no. 4139 (Fig. 48) 

   
            

               Fig. 48: Bone arrowhead 
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7. A terracotta sealing, grayish, having a positive impression of a standing bull in front of a tree, 

diameter 3.1 cm, thickness 1.3 cm, from T1, layer 7, -240 cm. Shunga.  Accession no.4016 (Fig. 

49). 
 

8. A terracotta skin rubber, red, rectangular (Fig. 50). 
 

9. An archaic terracotta human figurine, red, punched eyes, pinched nose, tiny arms and legs, 

handmade, from period I (Fig. 51).  
 

                                          
        Fig. 49: Terracotta sealing                                      Fig. 50: Terracotta skin rubber          Fig. 51: Terracotta human figure 

 

10. Handle of a pot, bearing figure of a lady in standing posture, with folded hands. from period I 

(Fig. 52). 
 

The antiquities of period-II are as follows: 

1. Terracotta female figurine, red, damaged, and badly mutilated. Height 6.2 cm, width 5.4 cm, 

from T2, layer 2,-45, Kushana, Accession no.4015 (Fig. 53) 

 

2. A fragment of an ivory bangle, white, fine, one surface of bangle is somewhat plain-convex but 

other two are plain. Arch: 4.3 cm, thickness 0.5 cm, T5, -265 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4134 

(Fig. 54).                                                                                        
 

 

                                     
Fig. 52: Terracotta handle   Fig. 53: Terracotta female figure                                 Fig. 54: Ivory bangle 
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3. Terracotta bull figure, grey, handmade, crude, hind portion and one frontal leg is broken, 

hump is unusual showing its robustness, length 3.7 cm, height 3.2 cm, T5, -328 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4135 (Fig. 55).  
 

4. A terracotta net sinker, dull red, handmade, crude, height 5.4 cm, width 4.4 cm,T5, -277 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4137 (Fig. 56) 
 

5. A terracotta bull figurine, red, handmade, crude, its tail and legs are broken, eyes represented 

by dots, prominent hump, a hole across on neck to tie it with thread to drag it, length 6.2 cm, 

height 4.7 cm, T5, -347 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4138 (Fig. 57). 

 

              

                  

                  Fig. 55: Terracotta bull figure            Fig. 56: Terracotta Net Sinker                    Fig. 57: Terracotta bull figure 

 

6. An aricanut shaped bead, grey in color, badly damaged depression on bottom, conical at top, 

thin hole across, diameter 2.4 cm, thickness 1.4 cm, from T3, Qdt III, -380 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4104 (Fig. 58) 
 

7. Fragment of a bangle, greenish, thin, Arch 2.6 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T4, -70 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4105 (Fig. 59) 
 

8. Terracotta dabber, dull red, the but-end damaged and missing, diameter: 6.1 cm, height 4.4 cm, 

from T6, layer 1, -35 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4107 (Fig. 60) 

 

               

                  Fig. 58: Aricanut Bead                              Fig. 59: Fragment of a bangle                           Fig. 60: Terracotta Dabber 
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9. Three copper coins sticking to each other and also covered with patina, diameter 2.5 cm, 

thickness 1 cm, from T6, layer 1, -35 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4108 (Fig. 61) 

 

10. Copper coin, patinated, obverse and reverse are not clear therefore not identifiable Kushana (?) 

coin, diameter 2.7 cm, thickness 0.6 cm, from T6, layer 1, -35 cm. Kushana (?). Accession no. 

4109 (Fig. 62) 

 

                                    
             

                          Fig. 61: Three coins                                          Fig. 62: Copper coin 

   

 

11. Copper coin, thick, badly covered with green patina, obverse and reverse arenot clear, 

diameter 2.7 cm, thickness 0.7 cm, from T6, layer 1, -35 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4110 (Fig. 

63) 

 

12. Copper coin, covered with green patina, thick, circular, big, obverse and reverse badly covered 

with green patina, unidentifiable, diameter 2.7 cm, thickness 0.5 cm, from T6, layer 1, -35 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4111 (Fig. 64) 

 

                   
             

             Fig. 63: Copper coin                                                                   Fig. 64: Copper coin 
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13. Archaic terracotta human figure, dull red, tiny hands and legs, handmade, crude fabric, 

prepared from clay mixed with husk, length 5.4 cm, width 4.4 cm, from T6, layer 1, -35 cm.  

Kushana. Accession no. 4112 (Fig. 65) 
 

14. Terracotta aricanut shaped bead, dull red, a thin hole passes through its centre, broken, 

diameter 2.4 cm, thickness 1.6 cm, from T6, Layer 1, -35 cm.  Kushana. Accession no. 4113 (Fig. 

66) 
 

15. An archaic terracotta human figurine, dull red, rounded head, stretched out arms, portion 

below waist damaged, handmade, crude, length 5.1 cm, width 4.4 cm, from T6, Layer 2, -50 

cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4114 (Fig. 67) 

                                         
                                    

           Fig. 65: Terracotta human figure                Fig. 66: Terracotta Aricanut                       Fig. 67: Terracotta human figure               

  

16. Aricanut shaped terracotta bead, upper portion from bottom is grayish and bottom surface 

black, diameter 2.4 cm, height 1.7 cm, from T3, -375 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4116 (Fig. 68) 
 

17. Aricanut shaped terracotta bead, black, a thin hole passes through its centre, plain bottom, 

diameter 2.3 cm, height 1.6 cm, from T3, -380 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4117 (Fig. 69) 
 

18. A terracotta aricanut shaped bead, grey in color, fine, perforation across in center, diameter 2.3 

cm, height 1.4 cm, from T3, -408 cm. Kushana. Accession 4118 (Fig. 70) 

                                            
         

              Fig. 68: Terracotta bead                                       Fig. 69: Terracotta bead                            Fig. 70: Terracotta bead 
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19. ragment of a stone pestle, brownish, cylindrical shape, rough and crude, damaged, length 9.3 

cm, width 4.1 cm. T3, -410 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4119 (Fig. 71)       
 

20. Terracotta aricanut shaped bead, black, fine, depression on bottom, diameter 2.2 cm, thickness 

1.7 cm, from T3, Qdt III, -412 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4120 (Fig. 72) 
 

21. Broken arm of a terracotta figurine, grey, handmade, crude fabric, fingers are shown by two 

deep incised marks, length 3.9 cm, thickness 1.1 cm, from T3, -435 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 

4121 (Fig. 73) 

             

                                            

                Fig. 71: fragment of a stone pestle              Fig. 72: Terracotta bead           Fig. 73: Broken arm of Terracotta figure 

            

 

22. An aricanut shaped terracotta bead, black, fine, a circular mild groove at bottom, hole across, 

diameter 2.4 cm, thickness 1.9 cm from T3, -438 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4122 (Fig. 74) 
 

23. Iron khurpa, badly rusted and very brittle, length 5.8 cm, width 1.5 cm, from T3, -428 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4123 (Fig. 75) 
 

24. An archaic terracotta human figurine, grayish, pinched nose, punched eyes, out stretched arms 

and legs, handmade, crude, length 5.5 cm, width 3.2 cm, from T8, -405 cm. Kushana. Accession 

no. 4132 (Fig. 76)     

 

        
                   Fig. 74: Terracotta bead                                          Fig. 75: Iron Khurpa                  Fig. 76: Terracotta human figure 
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25. A small terracotta marble, dull red, handmade, crude, devoid of any surface treatment, 

diameter 2.0 cm, from T5, -245 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4133 (Fig. 77) 
 

26. Broken right hand of a terracotta figurine, crude, dull red and wrist portion is badly damaged, 

bearing bajuband made in appliqué, length 4.5 cm, thickness 2.8 cm. from pit sealed by layer 5, 

Kushana. Accession no. 4103 (Fig. 78) 
 

27. Pottery hopscotch, circular, red, thick fabric, gritty core. Diameter 4 cm, thickness 1.4 cm, from 

T2, -90 cm. Kushana, Accession no. 4005 (Fig. 79) 

             

    

                  Fig. 77: Terracotta marble                 Fig. 78: Broken hand of a Terracotta figure        Fig. 79: Pottery Hopscotch 

 

                                                       

28. Terracotta marble, irregular round, small in size, dull red in colour. Diameter 1.5 cm, from T1, 

-1.80 cm.  Kushana. Accession no. 4010 (Fig. 80) 
 

29. Fragment of a terracotta spindle whorl, circular, red, fine fabric, treated with red slip, a central 

perforation across. Diameter 3.6 cm, thickness 0.4 cm, from T1, Qdt.III, -300 cm, Kushana, 

Accession no. 4023 (Fig. 81) 
 

30. Pottery hopscotch, one side red and other black, thick fabric, clay mixed with mica. Length 6.2 

cm, thickness 1.4 cm, T4, Layer2, -38 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4044 (Fig. 82) 

 

          
                                         

                Fig. 80: Terracotta marble                     Fig. 81: Terracotta spindle whorl                     Fig. 82: Pottery hopscotch 
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31. Fragment of a glass bangle, green, thin fabric, flat interior, depression on top, rectangular 

section. Arch 1.8 cm, thickness 0.2 cm, from T1, -3.00 m, Kushana, Accession no. 4019 (Fig. 83) 

 

32. Fragment of a glass bangle, black in colour, triangular section, flat interior, apex of triangle in 

exterior. Arch 3.6 cm, thickness 0.4 cm, from T4, layer-2, -30 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4060 

(Fig. 84) 

                              

                                  Fig. 83: Fragment of a glass bangle                                          Fig. 84: Fragment of a glass bangle 

 

33. Fragment of a glass bangle, light blue in colour, flat bottom, and crescentic section. Arch 3.7 

cm, thickness 0.4 cm, from T4, layer 2, -30 cm. Kushana.  Accession no. 4061 (Fig. 85) 
 

34. Fragment of a glass bangle, exterior is in red colour, interior and sides are in white colour, flat 

bottom, rectangular section, exterior has eight irregular circle shape, Arch- 5.9 cm, width-0.4 

cm, and spotted design on the upper surface, from T4, layer 2, -30 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 

4062 (Fig. 86) 
 

35. Fragment of a glass bangle, exterior is red, interior and sides are white in color, flat bottom, 

rectangular section, four irregular circled dots made on top. Arch- 3.9 cm, thickness 0.4 cm, 

from T4, layer 2, -40 cm. Kushana.  Accession no. 4063 (Fig. 87) 

                                 
                                  Fig. 85: Fragment of a glass bangle                                              Fig. 86: Fragment of a glass bangle    

 

36. Fragment of a glass bangle, green in colour, flat interior, apex of triangle on exterior and 

triangular section. Arch 5.5 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T4, layer 2, -30 cm. Kushana. Accession 

no. 4057 (Fig. 88) 

                           
  Fig. 87: Fragment of a glass bangle                                        Fig. 88: Fragment of a glass bangle 
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37. Fragment of a glass bangle, dark blue in colour, triangular section and flat bottom with 

pointed top, mild grooves on sides. Arch 4.6 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T4, layer 2, -35 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4067 (Fig. 89) 
 

38. Fragment of a glass bangle, green in colour triangular section, flat bottom with pointed top, 

grooves on sides. Arch 4.6 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T4, layer-3,-60 cm. Kushana. Accession 

no. 4068 (Fig. 90) 

 

                            
                      Fig. 89: Fragment of a glass bangle                                                 Fig. 90: Fragment of a glass bangle 

                                

39. Fragment of a glass bangle, dark blue in colour, triangular section, inner surface is flat, pointed 

top, grooves made on one side. Arch 2.4 cm, thickness 0.4 cm, from T4, -60 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4069 (Fig. 91) 
 

40. Fragment of a glass bangle, dark blue in color, flat bottom, pointed top, triangular section. 

Arch 3.5 cm, thickness 0.4 cm, from T4, layer-3, -60 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4070 (Fig. 92) 

 

                      
      Fig. 91: Fragment of a glass bangle                                               Fig. 92: Fragment of a glass bangle 

 

41. Fragment of a glass bangle, the interior is green and flat, pointed top, decorated in red colour 

on yellow background on both sides, triangular section, arch 4.7 cm,  thickness 0.6 cm, from 

T4, Layer-3, -90 cm. Kushana. Accession no 4079 (Fig. 93) 
 

42. Fragment of a glass bangle, upper surface white and lower surface is green, length 2.6 cm, 

thickness 0.4 cm, from T4, Qdt. IV, pit sealed by layer 5, -250 cm, Kushana, Accession no. 4098 

(Fig. 94) 

 

                               
 Fig. 93: Fragment of a glass bangle                                   Fig. 94: Fragment of a glass bangle 
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43. Terracotta dabber, dull red, flat base, damaged height 7.2 cm, diameter 7.5 cm. from T3, -335 

cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4102 (Fig. 95) 
 

44. An iron Celt, rusted, length 7.5 cm, width 3.3 cm, from T2, Layer-4, -100 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4040 (Fig. 96) 
 

45. Fragment of an Iron spear head, damaged and rusted, length 8.0cm, width 3.0 cm, from T2, 

Layer 5, -115 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4043 (Fig. 97) 

           
Fig. 95: Terracotta dabber                         Fig. 96: Iron celt                                 Fig. 97: Fragment of a iron spear head 

 
  

46. A pottery Hopscotch, one side red and other black, thick fabric, clay mixed with mica, round 

shape, diameter 6.2 cm, thickness 1.5 cm, from T2, Layer-5, -1.15 m. Kushana. Accession no. 

4042 (Fig. 98). 
 

47. An iron arrow head, rusted, pointed at the top, rectangular at tang end. Length 12 cm, 

thickness 1 cm, from T3, leyar-3, -55 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4051 (Fig. 99) 

                        
Fig. 98: Pottery hopscotch                                                                       Fig. 99: Iron arrow head             

                               

48. Fragment of an iron wire, rusted, length 10.3 cm, thickness 0.3 cm,  from T3, layer 3, -58 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4052 (Fig. 100) 

 
                                   Fig. 100: Fragment of a iron wire 
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49. An iron arrow head, rusted, length 7.4 cm, thickness 0.9 cm, from T3, layer 3, -60 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4053 (Fig. 101) 

           

                                          Fig. 101: Iron arrow head 

 

50. A terracotta figure, lower portion damaged, dull red, molded, length 4.8 cm, width 4.5 cm, 

from T3, -166 cm (pit), Kushana. Accession no. 4054 (Fig. 102) 
 

51. A terracotta Net sinker, reddish in color, collared on both ends, flat top and bottom, vertical 

perforation across, treated with red slip, length 4.2 cm, diameter 3.5 cm. from T4, Layer 2, -38 

cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4045 (Fig. 103) 

                                      

                             Fig. 102: Terracotta figure                                  Fig. 103: Terracotta net sinker 
 

52. Pottery hopscotch, one side red and other black, thick fabric, clay mixed with mica, round 

shape. Diameter- 6.4 cm, thickness 1.3 cm, from T4, Layer 2, -40 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 

4046 (Fig. 104) 
 

53. Pottery hopscotch, both sides red, thick fabric, clay mixed with mica, round shape. Diameter 

6.6 cm, thickness 1.6 cm, from T4, Layer 2, -40 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4047 (Fig. 105) 
 

 

                                 

                                             Fig. 104: Pottery hopscotch                                    Fig. 105: Pottery hopscotch 
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54. Archaic terracotta figurine, red, pinched nose stretched out stumpy arms and legs, right arm 

broken, handmade, length 4.4 cm, width 2.9 cm, from T1, Qdt IV, -44 cm. Kushana, Accession 

no 4048 (Fig. 106) 
 

55. An archaic terracotta human figurine, red, pinched nose, short arms, legs broken, handmade, 

length 4.1 cm, width 3.0 cm, from T4, layer 3, -52 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4049 (Fig. 107) 
 

56. A terracotta archaic figurine, red, handmade, tiny hands, legs broken, split mouth, pinched 

nose, pin-hole eyes, length 4.8 cm, width- 4.4 cm. T4, layer 2, -65 cm. Kushana, Accession no. 

4077 (Fig. 108) 
 

            

                            Fig. 106: Terracotta figure         Fig. 107: Terracotta human figure      Fig. 108: Terracotta human figure 

 

 

57. A terracotta archaic human figurine, red in colour, tiny hands and legs, head damaged, 

handmade, hair knot on head. Length- 5.2 cm, width- 3.3 cm, thickness 1.3 cm. T4, Layer 3, -76 

cm. Kushana. Accession no.4080 (Fig. 109) 
 

58. A terracotta marble, grey, irregular round, diameter 2.1 cm, from T4, layer 2, -30 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4055 (Fig. 110) 
 

59. A small terracotta marble, grey, diameter 1.4 cm, from T4, layer 2, -30 cm. Kushana. Accession 

no. 4056 (Fig. 111) 

 

                        
 

                Fig. 109: Terracotta human figure        Fig. 110: Terracotta marble        Fig. 111: Small terracotta marble 
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60. A terracotta marble, grey. Diameter 2.0 cm, fromT4, layer-2, -30 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 

4058 (Fig. 112) 
 

61. A terracotta marble, grey in colour, diameter 2.1 cm, from T4, layer 2, -30 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no 4059 (Fig. 113) 
 

62. Fragment of a Bone dice, off white in color, rectangular sides, squared top, one end is 

damaged, two circles with incised dots in center on one side. Length 3.5 cm, thickness 0.8 cm, 

width 1.0 cm from  T4, layer 3, -50 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4064 (Fig. 114) 

                
     Fig. 112: Terracotta marble   Fig. 113: Terracotta marble                    Fig. 114: Fragment of a bone dice 

                                                  

63. Fragment of an iron nail, round cross-section, badly rusted and frazil. Length 4.8 cm, diameter 

0.5 cm, from T4, layer-3, -50 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4065 (Fig. 115) 

 
                                       Fig. 115: Fragment of a iron nail 

 

64. Fragment of left feet of a human figurine, treated with red slip all over which is peeling off, flat 

sole, thumb and tarts finger damaged, length 10.4 cm, width 6.6 cm, from T4, layer 3,-60 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4066 (Fig. 116) 
 

65. Pottery hopscotch, red in colour, circular shape, small mica particles seen on both sides. 

Diameter 6.2 cm, thickness 1.5 cm, from T2, layer 5, -125 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4071 (Fig. 

117) 
 

               
                    Fig. 116: Fragment of left feet of a human figure     Fig. 117: Pottery hopscotch 
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66. A terracotta ram figurine, red in color, only hind left leg available, rest three legs and tail are 

damaged, pin hole made on the top of the snout, fattened body. Length 5.3 cm, height 3.7 cm, 

from T2, layer 5, -115 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4072 (Fig. 118) 

 

67. A terracotta animal figurine, dull red in color, head, legs and hind portion are missing, length 

4.7 cm, height 3.3 cm. from T2, Layer 5, -115 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4073 (Fig. 119) 

 

68. Pottery hopscotch, red in color, irregular but circular in shape, thick fabric. Diameter 3.4 cm, 

thickness 1.4 cm. from T2, Layer 3. Kushana. Accession no. 4074 (Fig. 120) 

 

 

                     

              Fig. 118: Terracotta ram figure            Fig. 119: terracotta animal figure              Fig. 120: Pottery hopscotch 

 

 

69. A very small pottery disc, dull red in colour, circular, diameter, 2.4 cm, thickness, 0.7 cm, from 

T3, -205 cm. Kushana. Accession no. 4091 (Fig. 121) 

 

70. Terracotta bead, black, perforation across, damaged at bottom eight 2.2 cm, diameter 2.3 cm, 

from T2, Layer 4. Kushana. Accession no. 4076 (Fig. 122) 

 

71. A fairly good terracotta aricanut shaped bead, round bottom with perforation across, diameter 

2.6 cm, heights. 2 cm, from T3, Accession no. 4086 (Fig. 123) 

 
 

                             
                                      
                     Fig. 121: pottery hopscotch                 Fig. 122: Terracotta bead                Fig. 123: Terracotta bead 
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72. A pottery hopscotch, reddish, made of clay mixed with mica, circular in shape and medium 

fabric, diameter 4.5 cm, thickness 0.8 cm, from T2, layer 3,-85 cm, Kushana, Accession no 4003 

(Fig. 124) 

 

73. An Aricanut shaped bead, dark grey, flat base, conical top, perforation across, gritty surface, 

diameter 2.7 cm, Height 2.1 cm, from T2, layer 3, -85 Kushana, Accession no.4004 (Fig. 125) 

 

74. A stone weight, fine grained, brownish colour, depression on top, bottom and on one side, 

diameter 3.8 cm, height 2.9 cm, from T2, layer 3, -90 cm, Kushana, Accession no.4006 (Fig. 126) 

 

                            

         Fig. 124: Pottery hopscotch                     Fig. 125: Terracotta bead                             Fig. 126: Stone weight                   

 

 

75. Terracotta disc, reddish, round, incised notched on both edges, the middle area is plain, 

diameter 2.8 cm, thickness 0.8 cm, from T2, layer 4, -95 cm, Kushana. Accession no.4007 (Fig. 

127)  

 

76. Broken hand of a terracotta figurine, crude, red, fingers represented by incisions, bearing a 

wrist band, length 10.7 cm, thickness 3.6 cm, from T4, pit sealed by layer 5, -220 cm, Kushana. 

Accession no. 4096 (Fig. 128) 

 

                                                        

                                             Fig. 127: Terracotta disc                                                Fig. 128: Broken hand of a Terracotta figure 
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77. An aricanut shaped bead, grey, depression on bottom, perforation across, damaged, diameter 

2.5 cm, thickness 1.7 cm, from T4, from pit sealed by layer 5, -244 m. Kushana. Accession no. 

4097 (Fig. 129) 

 

78. A big terracotta disc with uneven rim and dull red in colour, circular in shape, thick fabric, 

clay mixed with husk, diameter 5.0 cm, height. 1.2 cm, from T3, Layer 6, -132 cm. Kushana. 

Accession no. 4088 (Fig. 130) 

 

79. Fragment of a terracotta female leg which is broken from knee, displays a sitting posture of the 

figure. The toe and figures are represented by deep grooves in between an anklet made in 

applique is also visible on it. Its color is dull red. Length 8.8 cm, thickness 3.9 cm, width 5.1 cm. 

Kushana. Accession no. 4090 (Fig. 131) 

 

 

                          

  

               Fig. 129: Terracotta bead                        Fig. 130: Terracotta bead      Fig. 131: Fragment of a Terracotta female leg                                  
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Period III represented antiquities as under: 

 

1. Terracotta potters stamp, dull red, traces of red slip is also noticeable, damaged, height 4.3 cm, 

diameter 4.2 cm, from T3, -312 cm, Pit, Gupta period. Accession no. 4099 (Fig. 132) 
 

2. A terracotta female head, badly broken but added by adhesive, light grey in color, hair tied in 

form of bun and a hole in it, to hang it as a wall piece, elongated eyes and face look appears as 

it is stamped, height 5.8 cm, width 4.2 cm, from T5, -155 cm. Gupta. Accession no. 4126 (Fig. 

133) 
 

3. Kauri, small, off white color, damaged and decaying very fast, length 1.2 cm, width  1.1 cm, 

T5, -175 cm. Gupta. Accession no. 4141 (Fig. 134) 

                                                               
                            

     Fig. 132: Terracotta potters stamp            Fig. 133: Terracotta female head                                       Fig. 134: Kauri 
 

4. Kauri, off white, damaged, length 1.4 cm, width 1.4 cm, T5, -175 cm. Gupta. Accession no. 4142 

(Fig. 135)       
 

5. An aricanut shaped small terracotta bead, black in color, fine fabric, flat bottom with a circular 

groove, a hole across, diameter 2.3 cm, thickness 1.5 cm, from T5, -167 cm. Gupta. Accession 

no. 4127 (Fig. 136)    
                                      

6. An aricanut shaped bead, dull red, fine, devoid of any surface treatment, depression on 

bottom, diameter 2.3 cm, thickness 1.6 cm, fromT5, -187 cm. Gupta. Accession no. 4128 (Fig. 

137) 

                                                             
         Fig. 135: Kauri                                       Fig. 136: Terracotta bead           Fig. 137: Terracotta bead                                                    
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7. Kauri, off white in color,  length 1.5 cm, width 1.2 cm, thickness 0.7 cm, from T5,  -200 cm. 

Gupta. Accession no. 4129 (Fig. 138) 

 

8. Terracotta marble, small, dull red, handmade, devoid of any surface treatment, diameter 1.8 

cm, from T5, -202 cm.  Gupta. Accession 4130 (Fig. 139)       

 

9. An aricanut shaped bead, light grey, fine, devoid of any surface treatment, conical top and flat 

base with a mild depression, a hole across, diameter 2.4 cm, thickness 1.5 cm, fromT5, -214 cm.  

Gupta. Accession no. 4131 (Fig. 140) 

 

                                    

     Fig. 138: Kauri                                    Fig. 139: Terracotta bead                              Fig. 140: Terracotta bead 

 

 

10. Terracotta pestle, grey, dents on exterior, damaged. Length 8.9 cm, thickness 1.8 cm, width 5.3 

cm, from T2, Layer 4,  -100 cm, Gupta,  Accession no. 4041 (Fig. 141) 

 

11. Fragment of a terracotta pestle, red, only extent end with a few dents is available. Diameter 5.8 

cm, length 5.1 cm, from T2, (pit). Gupta. Accession no. 4075 (Fig. 142) 

 

12. A terracotta female figurine, red, made on single mold, having knot of hair on top of head, hair 

parted in two foils, bearing necklace, ear rings and necklace, round face, prominent nose and 

small chin. Length 6.8 cm, width 2.7 cm, from T4, Pit, -130 cm. Gupta. Accession no. 4089 (Fig. 

143) 
 

                                       

                            Fig. 141: Terracotta pestle               Fig. 142: Fragment of a Terracotta pestle     Fig. 143: Terracotta female figure 
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13. Terracotta human head, dull red, knot of hair damaged, broad forehead with vermillion, bow 

shaped eye brows, half opened eyes, broad pointed nose, round face, a bit thicker lips and 

small chin, face treated with red slip, Gupta period. Accession no. 4093 (Fig. 144) 

 

14. A terracotta male figurine, red in colour, having broad forehead, prominent eyebrows, and 

bow shaped eyes, prominent nose, broad nostrils, thick lips, pointed chin and muscular cheeks 

(Fig. 145) 

 

                                          
                 

        Fig. 144: Terracotta human head                              Fig. 145: Terracotta male head figure 

 

Period IV Early Medieval Period: 

The following antiquities were recovered from the levels of period IV: 

1. Iron nail, bent at right angle, rusted, length 5.1 cm, thickness 0.7 cm. from T5, -42 cm. Early 

medieval. Accession no. 4115 (Fig. 146)     

 

2. Broken leg of an animal figure, dull red, crude, handmade, damaged, height: 5.3 cm, width 2.8 

cm, from T5, -120 cm. Early medieval. Accession no. 4124 (Fig. 147) 

 

3. An aricanut shaped bead, dull red, fine, a deep circular groove on bottom, diameter 2.6 cm, 

thickness 2.1 cm. T5, -142 cm. Early medieval. Accession no. 4125 (Fig. 148) 
          

       
                          Fig. 146: Iron nail      Fig. 147: Broken leg of an animal figure       Fig. 148: Terracotta bead 
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4. Pottery hopscotch, uneven circular, dull red, diameter 3.2 cm, thickness 0.7 cm, from T3, Qdt-

III, -263 cm, pit, early medieval period. Accession no. 4095 (Fig. 149) 

 

5. Terracotta handle, red, grooves at but end, length 8.6 cm, thickness 3.1 cm, from T3, Qdt III, -

260 cm,  pit, Early medieval period, Accession no. 4094 (Fig. 150) 

 

 

                
                               

              Fig. 149: Pottery hopscotch                                                        Fig. 150: Terracotta handle 

                                         

 

6. A small and thick terracotta hopscotch, dull red in color, smooth surfaces, circular, diameter, 

3.6 cm, thickness, 1.4 cm, from T3, -210 cm, pit, Early medieval. Accession no. 4092 (Fig. 151) 

 

7. A terracotta aricanut shape bead, round bottom, depression in the center, perforation across. 

Diameter 2.3 cm, height 16 cm. from T3, -124 cm, (pit). Early medieval. Accession no. 4087 (Fig. 

152) 

 

8. A terracotta areca-nut shaped bead, grey, conical top, depression on base, perforation across, 

diameter  2.4 cm,  height 1.6 cm, from T3,  -332 cm, pit, Early medieval period. Accession no. 

4101 (Fig. 153)                                                                   

 

 

               
                               
          Fig. 151: Terracotta hopscotch                    Fig. 152: Terracotta bead                     Fig. 153: Terracotta bead 
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9. A Kauri, off white colour, intact, length 1.5 cm, width 1.2 cm, from T5, -2.00 m, Early Medieval/ 

Gupta Period, Accession no. 4014 (Fig. 154) 
 

10. A bent iron nail, rusted. Arch 3.7 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T3, layer 3, -75 cm. Early 

medieval. Accession no. 4078 (Fig. 155)   

                   

   Fig. 154: Kauri                                                                                  Fig. 155: Bent iron nail 
          

11. An iron sickle, badly rusted, length 14.00 cm,  width 9.5 cm, thickness 0.4 cm, from T3, -0.90 to 

1.00 m.  Early Medieval, Accession no. 4034 (Fig. 156) 
 

12. Front part of a chisel (Khurpi), rusted. Length 10.7 cm, width 3.1 cm, from T3, layer 5, -(120-

130) cm,  Early Medieval. Accession no. 4038 (Fig. 157) 

     

   Fig. 156: Iron sickle                                             Fig. 157: Front part of a chisel 

 

13. A Pottery hopscotch, red, both sides plain. Diameter 4.3 cm, thickness 0.9 cm, from T3, layer 3, 

-60 cm. Early Medieval.  Accession no. 4035 (Fig. 158) 
 

14. Fragment of a terracotta bull, damaged red, length 4.1 cm from T3, Qdt III, -107 cm.  Early 

Medieval. Accession no. 4036 (Fig. 159) 

                                  
                      Fig. 158: Pottery hopscotch           Fig. 159: Fragment of a Terracotta bull  
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15. An aricanut shaped bead, damaged, concave base, tapering sides. Perforation across in center. 

Diameter 2.4 cm, height 1.4 cm, from T3, Qdt- III, -120-130 cm. Early Medieval.  Accession no. 

4039 (Fig. 160) 

 

16. A rusted Iron Nail, rectangular. Length 11.8 cm, thickness 1.0 cm,  width 1.3 cm, from T3, 

Layer-5, -(120-130) cm. Early Medieval.  Accession no. 4037 (Fig. 161) 

    
      Fig. 160: Terracotta bead                                           Fig. 161: Rusted Iron nail 

 

17. Fragment of a stone pounder, length 8.5 cm, width 5.6 cm, from T3, -160 cm (pit), Medieval, 

Accession no. 4050 (Fig. 162) 

                            

 

                          Fig. 162: Fragment of a stone pounder 

 

Period V Medieval: 

The antiquities from period V are as under: 

1. Fragment of a glass bangle, green, thin fabric, round section. Arch 2.8 cm, thickness 0.2 cm, 

from T1, pit (-300 to 3.25) cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4032 (Fig. 163)         

              
                                  Fig. 163: Fragment of a glass bangle 
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2. A rectangular shaped terracotta weight, red in color, dent marks seen on surface, thick fabric. 

Length: 6.4 cm, height: 3.0 cm, width: 6.0 cm, weight 143.26 gm, from T1, Qdt III,  Pit (-300 to 

325) cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4024 (Fig. 164) 
 

3. A glass bangle, yellowish, flat interior, rounded exterior and round section. Arch 4.3 cm, 

thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325) cm, Medieval. Accession no. 4017 (Fig. 165) 

 

                    

                             Fig. 164: Terracotta weight      Fig. 165: Fragment of a glass bangle 

 

4. Fragment of a glass bangle, greenish, flat interior, mid rib, triangular section. Arch 3.0 cm, 

thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325) cm, Medieval, Accession no. 4018 (Fig. 166) 
 

5. Fragment of glass bangle, green, flat interior, rounded top, crescent shaped section. Arch 2.1 

cm, thickness 0.2 cm, from T1, Pit (-300 to 325) cm, Medieval, Accession no. 4020 (Fig. 167) 

 

     
       Fig. 166: Fragment of a glass bangle                                   Fig. 167: Fragment of a glass bangle 

 

6. A terracotta Marble, red, round in shape and fired at medium temperature, diameter 1.5 cm, 

from T1, Pit (-300 to 325) cm, Medieval, Accession no. 4021 (Fig. 168) 
 

7. Fragment of a glass bangle, green, flat interior, conical top, triangular section, mild grooves on 

sides. Arch 4.3 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300-325) cm, Medieval, Accession no. 4022 

(Fig. 169) 

 

                                              
       Fig. 168: Terracotta marble                                                                  Fig. 169: Fragment of a glass bangle 
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8. Fragment of glass bangle, flat interior, rounded top, red on top, green on sides, round section. 

Arch 3.9 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325) cm, Medieval, Accession no. 4025 (Fig. 

170) 

 

9. Fragment of glass bangle, green, flat base, pointed top, triangular section. Arch 4.2 cm, 

thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325)cm, Medieval, Accession no.4026 (Fig. 171) 

 

          
   
                    Fig. 170: Fragment of a glass bangle                                   Fig. 171: Fragment of a glass bangle 

                         

10. Fragment of a glass bangle, flat base, pointed top, mild grooves on sides, triangular section 

and green in color. Arch 4.8 cm, thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325) cm, Medieval, 

Accession no. 4027 (Fig. 172) 

 

11. Fragment of a glass bangle, black, flat interior, pointed top, triangular section. Arch 5.1 cm, 

thickness 0.2 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325) cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4028 (Fig. 173) 

 

       
         
                    Fig. 172: Fragment of a glass bangle                                  Fig. 173: Fragment of a glass bangle 
 

 

12. Fragment of a bangle, yellow, flat interior, pointed top, triangular section. Arch 4.5 cm, 

thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300-325) cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4031 (Fig. 174) 

 

13. Fragment of a glass bangle, grayish color and crescent shaped section. Arch 4.6 cm, thickness 

0.3 cm, from T1, pit (-300 to 325) cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4033 (Fig. 175) 

 

     
          

                        Fig. 174: Fragment of a glass bangle                                Fig. 175: Fragment of a glass bangle 
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14. Fragment of a Muller, grayish in color, diameter 5.4 cm, thickness 2.7 cm, from T5, -12 cm. 

Medieval. Accession no. 4106 (Fig. 176) 

 

15. Fragment of glass bangle, flat top and bottom, circular dots in a parallel on both top ends, 

rectangular section. fromT1, Layer-4, -130 cm, Medieval, Accession no. 4000 (Fig. 177) 

 

                                                   
       

        Fig. 176: Fragment of a Muller                                                   Fig. 177: Fragment of a glass bangle 

 

16. An aricanut shaped bead, red, flat base, globular profile, narrow perforation across, damaged, 

diameter 3.2 cm, height 2.1 cm, from T1, Layer 4, -110 cm. medieval. Accession no 4001 (Fig. 

178) 

 

17. Terracotta marble, reddish, round in shape, well fired, devoid of any surface treatment, 

diameter 2.0 cm, from T1, Layer-4, -110 cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4002 (Fig. 179) 

 

18. A barrel shaped stone bead, black, horizontal perforation across, diameter 1.0 cm, height 1.2 

cm, from T1, layer 4,-1.40 m. Medieval. Accession no.4012 (Fig. 180) 

 

 

   
                               
             Fig. 178: Terracotta bead                 Fig. 179: Terracotta marble         Fig. 180: Barrel shaped stone bead 
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19. Terracotta marble, irregular round, well fired, devoid of any surface treatment, diameter 1.5 

cm, from T1, -1.40 m. Medieval. Accession no. 4008 (Fig. 181) 

 

20. Terracotta marble, irregular round with incised lines on exterior, dull red, diameter 1.5 cm, 

from T1, -140 cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4011 (Fig. 182) 

 

21. Glass bangle, flat interior, rounded top, round section and yellowish colour. Arch 2.2 cm, 

thickness 0.2 cm, from T1, -1.40 cm. Medieval. Accession no. 4009 (Fig. 183) 

 

          

Fig. 181: Terracotta marble     Fig. 182: Terracotta marble             Fig. 183: Fragment of a glass bangle 

 

22. A glass bangle, greenish colour, flat base, round exterior and round section. Arch 3.5 cm, 

thickness 0.3 cm, from T1, -1.40 m. Medieval. Accession no. 4013 (Fig. 184)     

 

23. Fragment of a terracotta lion figurine sitting on a pedestal, both frontal legs are vertically 

placed bearing the load of the body. Long hairs falling downwards on the chest, nails are 

visible. The upper portion of it is broken and missing (Fig. 185). 

 

                     

                     

                              Fig. 184: Fragment of a glass bangle                                         Fig. 185: Fragment of a terracotta lion figure 
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Dr. Chanchal Srivastava, Scientist of Birbal Sahani Institute of Palaeobotany examined the botanical 

remains collected from the different horizons. The fruit remains found from different layers are 

summarized in the following table.  

 

S. N. NSY Sample 

details 

Crop remain Weeds and wild taxa 

1. Trench 3, layer 8 Barley, Field-pea, Lentil Cotton, 

Jujube fruit-stone 

Silk Cotton 

2. Trench 3, layer 7 Barley, Green gram, Lentil, Rice Gular fig/fruit pieces, Neem, Silk 

Cotton, Unidentified fruit capsule 

3. Trench 3, layer 7 Barley, Field-pea, Cucurbit (Torai), 

Custard apple, Cotton 

Neem, Silk cotton 

4. Trench 3, layer 6 Barley, Bread wheat, Rice, Dwarf 

wheat, Green gram, Black gram, 

Jujube fruit-stone, Cotton 

Hairy Indigo, Neem, Silk Cotton 

5. Trench 4, layer 6 

(pit) 

- Blue-stem grass, Crow-foot grass, 

Hairy Indigo, Panicum grass, 

Foxtail grass, Lalsabuni 

 

This table throws light on the vegetarian food habits of Naimisaranya people27. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

No doubt the place of Naimisaranya was covered with thick forest in remote past. It is clear 

from the botanical remains of the site that there were many Neem trees on the site therefore it was 

named as Neemsar. The antiquities recovered from the site are less in quantity and poor in quality 

which indicates that there was no thick population of general public or a royal family. But the 

cultural habitation on the site in a regular way started during late phase of N.B.P. W. Period around 

200 B.C. E. It is supported by the radiocarbon dates achieved from the charcoal samples from the 

lowest levels of the site. This was the period when Mauryas were ruling in northern India. In the last 

phase of their rule Pushyamitra Shunga occupied the charge of chief military commander. He killed 

the last Mauryan king Brihdrath and occupied the empire of north India. Vishnu Purana mentions the 

ruling kings of Shunga dynasty. It starts with Pushyamitra Shunga who assassinated his master and 

occupied the throne of Mauryas. After him ten kings ruled in Ganga valley for next 112 years28. 

Pushyamitra Shunga defeated Yavans and pushed them back beyond Punjab and performed two horse 

sacrifices. He also promoted Brahmanism and revived it again.  
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  Archaeological investigations done in district-Nalanda (Fig.1) during last two decades pushed back 

the settlement history of the area earlier than the times of Buddha. The excavation at Juafardih done in 

2006-07 and at Ghorakatora in 2008-09 had brought out a pre-NBPW horizon. B.K. Choudhary, Director, 

K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna has reported about 52 other sites of archaeological importance in 

and around Nalanda.1 Recent excavation done at Telhara has revealed the ruins of Tilodhak Mahāvihāra 

mentioned by Hiuen-tsang in his travelogue as Ti-lo-shi-ka.2 In one of the Nalanda seals the place is 

mentioned as Tilakāņda Vihāra.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

  Fig.1: Google Map of District-Nalanda 

Exploration 2012-14 

  Recent findings compelled author to do village to village survey of the district. Authors had 

started exploration work during 2012-14, keeping in mind the ruins of Nalanda as the main reference point, 

and have surveyed more than 200 villages and reported 72 sites having archaeological potential, among 

them 35 were unreported. Pot-sherds of RW, RSW, BW, BSW and NBPW were collected from the surface.4 
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Iconographic Study 

During exploration author has found hundreds of sculptures scattered in various sites. More than 

50 Brahamanical and Buddhist Sculptures were inscribed either around the halo or on the pedestal. Author 

is thankful to Prof. Arvind Kumar Singh, Jiwaji University, Gwalior for deciphering these inscriptions. 

Most of the Buddhist sculptures are inscribed with famous Buddhist creed-Ye Dhammā Hetuppabhavā. 

Brahmanic sculptures belong mostly to Shaiva, Vaishnava and Sun cult (Fig. 2-16).  

 

 

 

 

                           

 

 

     Fig. 2: Chaturmukhi ShivLinga, Atma  (9th Century)                                                    Fig. 3: Shurya, Tungi  (10th Century)       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Uma-Mahesh, Beswak (10th Century)                                                   Fig. 5: Tapasvini Parvati, Maniyawan (10th Century) 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

  Fig. 6: Ganesha, Ghosrawan   (10th Century)                                               Fig. 7: Shivalinga on Nandi, Atma (11th Century) 
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        Fig. 8: Revant, Ghosrawan (9th Century)                                                            Fig. 9: Durga, Aungari  (9th Century)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Fig. 10:  Vishnu, Khaira (11th Century)        Fig. 11: Vishnu, Samas (9th Century) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Fig. 12: Sarswati, Chandi Mau (10th Century)                             Fig. 13: Navagrahapatta, Maniyawan (9th Century) 
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 Fig. 14: Varah, Afsad (9th Century)              Fig. 15: Surya, Kosnara (9th Century)      Fig. 16: Three headed deity, Mahadevasthan, 

                       Maniyawan (13th Century) 

 Scattered sculptures are made during Pala-Sena period. Brahmanic images  are not less in number 

in comparison to Buddhist Sculptures (Fig. 17-36) which is shown below in table no. 1and 2 respectively.  

    

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 17: Buddha, Baragaon (8th Century)          Fig.18 Budha Tetrawan (10th Century)       Fig. 19: Buddha, Tetrawan (8th Century) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 20: Buddha, Ghosrawan  (8th Century)  Fig. 21: Buddha, Versiyawan (9th Century)   Fig. 22: Buddha, Beswak (11th Century) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 23: Buddha, Rukministhan (11th Century)  Fig. 24: Buddha, Jethian (10th Century)  Fig. 25: Buddha, Makhadumpur (10th Century) 
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 Fig. 26: Buddha, Tungi  (10th Century)          Fig. 27: Buddha, Chandaura (11th Century)    Fig. 28: Buddha, Mustafapur (11th Century) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    Fig. 29: Buddha, Parvati (10th Century)                     Fig. 30: Mahabhinishkramana Scene, Baragaon  (10th Century)                         

 

       

 

 

 

                              

  Fig. 31: Bharpatta of a jain temple, Ayer  (9th Century)                                Fig. 32: Avalokiteshvara, Ghosrawan (8th Century)

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 33:Crowned Bodhisattva, Baragaon (11th Century)  Fig. 34: Marichi, Ghosrawan(10th Century) Fig. 35: Marichi, Baragaon (11th Century) 
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Fig. 36: Trailokya-Vijay, Jethian  (9th Century)    

 

Sl. No. Type of Sculptures No. of Sites No. of Sculptures 

1. Lińga (Phallus) 11 19 

2. Ek Mukha Lińga 02 02 

3. Shiva 04 07 

4. Uma-Maheshvara 12 18 

5. Parvati 02 02 

6. Mahişmardini Durga 09 14 

7. Ganesha 07 12 

8. Nandi 09 10 

9. Vishnu 09 15 

10. Lakshmi 04 06 

11. Sarswati 01 01 

12.. Daśāvatāra 01 01 

13. Varah 01 01 

14. Sun 09 20 

15. Kuber 06 07 

16.  Fragment of Brahmanic images 20 180 

 Total 107 315 

                        Table-1: Scattered Brahmanic Sculptures in the district 

 

Sl. No. Type of Sculptures No. of Sites No. of Sculptures 

1. Buddha 20 48 

2. Bodhisattva 10 20 

3. Varahi 02 02 

4. Trailokya- Vijaya 01 01 

5.  Fragments of  Buddhist  images 23 177 

 Total 56 248 

                                 Table-2: Showing Buddhist Sculptures 

The sites of Bargaon, Telhara and Versiyawan needs special attention because unique sculptures 

found on these sites are wrongly identified by local inhabitants due to unawareness. An image of Buddha 

in Bhūmisparśa mudrā made of black basalt recovered from Bargaon, is locally known as Teliā Bhandāra (Fig. 

17).  

Actually Brahmanic sculptures either intact or as fragments are kept 

in local temples and are under worship, so that they are safe while 

Buddhist Sculptures are scattered and not worshipped which has 

resulted in vandalism. Only those Buddhist images are safe which are 

huge in size or pieces. 
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   According to local belief if a pregnant woman offer mustered oil to that image she will get a healthy 

baby. Another image of Buddhist tantric goddess Marichi is called Dhelwā Bābā (Fig. 35).  

It is believed that if a person is going to do a pious work he must hit the image by a brick-bat. A 

stone slab on which the scene of Siddhartha’s Mahābhinişkramaņa is depicted is installed on the pedestal of 

the Sun image of the Sun temple of Baragaon and misinterpreted as Arjuna of the Mahābhārata (Fig. 30).  

The image of Buddha in Bhūmisparśa mudrā recovered from Tetrawan is known as Bhairava Bābā 

(Fig. 18) while the Buddha image of Versiyawan is called Gachchafāra Bābā (Fig. 21).The word gachcha is 

used for a tree. Actually the image was hidden between two trees. During a strong storm both trees were 

fell down and the image came out, so it is named Gachchafāra Bābā.  

 

The sculptures of Nalanda are related to Pala School of Art or Magadhan Art. As we are aware that 

the Gandhara, Mathura and Sarnath School of Art are named after places where these specific art forms 

developed. Being nearer to Sarnath, Nalanda also experienced its impact. But when the Sarnath idiom 

passed through Nalanda, it received certain Nalanda orientations.The Brahmanic and Buddhist sculptures 

found scattered in district-Nalanda and its vicinity support the contention of Art Historians and 

Archaeologists that the region could be reckoned as the place where a different school of art devloped.5  

 

Rukhaegarh Excavation-2015 

  During exploration archaeological importance of the ancient mound of Rukhaegarh (Lat. 25°19’N. 

Long. 85° 22’ E.) was noticed and it was  decided to excavate the site before it the site is destroyed. The site 

is located 29 km north of the ruins of ancient Nalanda Mahāvihāra and 26 km north-west of Bihar Sharif 

the district headquarters of Nalanda.. The site lies on the road linking Rajgir and Patna. The distance 

between Nalanda to Patna is nearly about 90 km; Rukhae is situated about 30 km north from the 

archaeological remains of Nalanda.   

The mound is situated to the south of the village and several walls of burnt brick structures were 

visible in the section of the mound. A number of fragments of Buddhist sculptures of Pala-Sena period 

made of black basalt were found scattered at various places in the village.  Pot-sherds of Red, Red Slipped, 

Black, Black Slipped and NBP Ware were collected from the surface of the mound. Four copper coins of 

medieval and British period, collected from the mound were shown by Mr. Chandramauli Prasad Shukla, 

an inhabitant of the village. It was observed that ancient bricks of the mound were used in many modern 

houses. The people are rapidly destroying the cultural remains of the site. During exploration it was 

noticed that half of the mound was excavated by JCB and the soil was used to construct the new four-lane 

road. Before the site is destroyed, the present team has decided to excavate the site with the kind approval 

of the Archaeological Survey of India.  

 Under the direction of the author himself on behalf of the Centre of Advanced Study, Department 

of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi with the 

assistance of R.N. Singh, Arun Kumar Pandey,  Amit Ranjan, Pankaj Kumar and Dheerendra Pratap Singh 

a limited excavation at Rukhaegarh , Nalanda, Bihar was carried out during the months of March-April, 

2015. The excavations had been conducted with the financial support of BHU, Varanasi.       
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The site is surrounded by three rivers i.e. Nonai, Chiraiya and Mohane. The river Nonai flows about 2 

km west while the other two rivers flow 1 and 2 km east of the village respectively showing uniqueness of 

the site (Fig. 37). There is a moat in the west side of the mound. The site is not only extended in about 2x1 

km of area, but its catchment area extends in about 4x4 km covering 16 villages including a number of sites 

having archaeological importance along the rivers.  The maximum height of the mound is about three 

meters (Fig. 38).   

 

 

                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Fig. 37: Excavated area of Rukhaegarh 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                 

                                                                       Fig. 38: General view of the mound 

 

Prime objectives of our limited excavations at the site was to know the cultural sequence of the site, 

to make the comparative study of ceramics and antiquities found during excavations with those found at 

other sites of Lower Ganga plain, to find out the linkages of the site with the ancient Nalanda  Mahāvihāra 

and other sites of the region and to know the settlement pattern of the site.  
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The Cutting and Stratigraphy   

The coordinates of the main mound are Lat. 25019.566’ N. and Long. 850 22.355’ E. Its height is 146’.  

We could not lay out any trench at the top up of the mound because of modern settlements. However, we 

could excavate in the field just adjacent to the main mound where five vertical trenches viz.  A1, E5, XA1, 

Y1 and Y2 measuring 3x3 meters were laid out for digging. Amongst them two trenches viz. Y1 and Y2 

were found disturbed because of agricultural activities of the present inhabitants.   We were able to reach 

up to the natural soil in the rest of the three trenches. In addition to the above, five section scraping were 

done in the western and southern part of the mound to know the complete cultural sequence of the mound. 

 

  In Trench A1, (Lat. 25 0 19.547’ N.; Long. 85 0 22.340’ E., elevation 118’,) the humus deposit was 35 cm 

thick because of recent agricultural activities. However, a rammed floor of pot-sherds and burnt clay 

plastered by fine riverine clay was traced at the depth of 45 cm. After cutting the floor we recovered NBP 

sherds along with Red and Black slipped ware sherds. The percentage of NBPW is less than other 

associated wares. At the depth of 60 cm we found a pit on the slope which continued up to 1.29 m. After 

that we found a layer of 16 cm of mature NBP; again 19 cm was disturbed and then we found a layer of 38 

cm of Deluxe NBP and finally the natural soil (Fig. 39).  

 

 

Fig.39: Trench no. A I 
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In Trench E5( Fig. 40) after digging 7 cm of humus we found a 20 cm thick layer of Deluxe NBP; a 

pit was found in the west corner. In order to recover some datable materials and archaeo- botanical 

remains, wet floatation were done for the NBP deposits. We have noticed some grains at the depth of 23 

cm. In addition to AMS dating of the grains, archaeo- botanical studies will be carried out by the specialist. 

At the depth of 30 cm in Trench E5, the natural soil was noticed but the digging continued up to the depth 

of   1.10 cm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 40 : Trench no. E 5  

The Trench XA1 (Fig. 41) was laid down on the western slope of the mound, (Lat. 25 0 19.574’ N.; 

Long. 85 0 22.283’ E., elevation 118’).  This trench was found disturbed up to layer-4 due to water-pipe 

connection. From layer-5 potteries of Sunga-Kushan period were recovered while layers 6, 7 and 8 belong 

to NBP period as attested by the potteries of NBP and associated wares. The people of the NBP period were 

settled on the natural soil between layers 6 and 7 there i a floor. Similarly between layers 7 and 8 there is 

thin floor. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 41: Trench no.  XA1 

Floor 1 

Floor 2 
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In addition to excavations at five trenches mentioned above, section scraping were done at five 

localities in the western and southern part of the mound which exposed a Ring Well (just west to Trench 

A1) of Kushan period. The Ring well was dug up to the deposits of the NBP level; two wells of Sunga 

period (one was exposed up to 17 courses to the south of Trench A1 with an extant height of 89 cm having 

diameter of 90 cm full of filling materials like ashes, pot-sherds and loose earth and other up to 37 courses 

just west of Trench, E5. The diameter is 4 ft and it is made of wedge-shaped burnt bricks measuring 23 cm 

in length and width is 20 and 16 cm respectively while thickness was 5 cm, sealed by 4 courses of Mauryan 

bricks measuring 48x28x5 cm) were also exposed. In addition, 10 courses of Sunga-Kushan brick wall 

showing plan of five rooms along with another six courses of brick-wall measuring 52x30x5 cm was also 

recorded (Fig. 42-45). 

 

                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

            Fig. 42: Ring-well just west to Trench A1                                 Fig. 43: Well of Sunga period south of Trench A I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

      Fig. 44: Well of Sunga period west to Trench E 5                         Fig. 45: Sunga-Kushan brick wall showing plan of five rooms 

 

Cultural Sequence 

The limited excavation brought to light four-fold cultural sequence i.e. from NBPW Culture to Early 

Medieval period without any break in between all of them.  Period I is NBPW Culture; the cultural deposit 

of this period is 1.25 meter, which was recorded in trench nos. AI and XAI.  Period II represents Sunga-

Kushan period while Period III is Gupta-Post-Gupta and Period IV is Early Medieval period. All the four 
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periods were characterized by their typical ceramic types and other antiquities. The features of these 

periods are described below: 

Period I-NBPW Period 

 The deposit of earliest habitation was found in trenches E 5, A1 and XA 1 represented by 1.25 m of 

cultural deposit. The ceramics of this period comprises of deluxe quality of NBPW, Black slipped ware, 

Grey ware, Red ware, Red slipped ware and Cord-impressed red ware. The other finds include a copper 

cast coin, beads of terracotta and bone. 

Period II-Sunga-Kushan period 

 Remains of period II were recorded from trenches E 5, A1 and XA 1. This period is characterized by 

the absence of NBP ware. Black slipped ware and Red ware are the dominant ceramic industry of this 

period. Structural remains were noticed by section-scraping in the western and southern parts of the 

mound. The structures have two phases i.e. Sunga and Kushan periods. Small finds of this period 

comprised copper and iron objects, terracotta beads, figurines and discs. 

 

Period III-Gupta and post-Gupta period 

 Both slipped and unslipped variety of Red ware was recovered. Among antiquities mention may be 

made of terracotta figurines, pestles, sling balls, beads etc. No structural activity was noticed in this period 

during section-scraping at five places. 

 

Period IV-Early medieval period 

  The site continued to be occupied during early medieval period as well. Glazed pottery was 

recovered from the surface and a few copper coins of this period were also found and kept in the collection 

of Mr. Chandramauli Shukla who is presently residing on the mound.  

 

Ceramic Assemblage 

 The ceramic assemblage of Period I comprised of Black, Black slipped, Grey, Red slipped and NBP 

ware (Fig. 46-47).  

 

   

 

  

                                         

 

 

                        Fig. 46: NBPW and associated ware                           Fig. 47: NBPW and associated ware     

 

The NBP ware has been recovered in different shades like black, silvery, golden and dark brown. Bowls 

and flanged bowls were found in majority. In Black slipped ware dishes are the principal type followed by 

straight sided bowls. The fabric and core of these vessels are very thin and light. The fine and medium 
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fabric bowls, dishes, basins and vases have been recovered in Red ware. The common types are straight 

sided bowls, dishes with incurved rim and sagger base and vases of varying sizes. In Grey ware, the 

pottery types of NBPW and Black slipped ware continues. 

 

The pottery of Period II is Red, Black and a few course variety of Grey ware (Fig. 48-49). In 

comparison to the pottery of period I, the ceramic industry has declined in the clay quality (fabric), surface 

treatment and firing. The important shapes are ink-pot and knobbed lids, sprinklers, bottle necked jars and 

pans with elongated loop handle and bowls with inverted rims. 

 

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Fig. 48: Pot-sherds of Sungan period                 Fig. 49:  Pot-sherds of Kushanan period 
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                     Fig. 50: Pot-sherds of Gupta period    

 

Antiquities (Fig. 51-56) 

A total of 61 antiquities were recovered from our limited excavations at Rukhaegarh. These 

included five copper objects including a copper coin, five iron objects, twelve beads including ten of 

terracotta and of bone and glass (one each), sling ball, wheel, gamesman, discs, terracotta figurines and 

other objects. 

 

 

 

 

The Period III is characterized by the occurrence of 

Red ware only. The application of lustrous red slip 

was also applied in the pottery of this period (Fig. 

50). Big sized vases, knobbed lids, large sized basins 

etc. are recovered from this period. Vases with out-

turned long featureless rim and short concave neck 

and splayed out rim with expanding body are the 

other important shapes. The occurrence of glazed 

pottery from the surface suggests the existence of 

Period IV at the site. 
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             Fig.51: Broken Animal figurines                                                                                    Fig. 52: Terracotta object                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

                    Fig. 53: Copper objects                                                                                          Fig. 54: Iron objects                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

   

                          Fig. 55: Obverse & Reverse of the Copper Cast-coin                     Fig. 56: Stone and bone beads 
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 The excavation yielded five copper objects distributed in period I, II and III. They comprise a cast 

coin, an antimony Rod, a broken bangle, broken part of a bowl and an unidentified object due to heavy 

erosion. In addition to copper objects, five iron objects were recovered from period II and III; among them 

mentioned may be made of three Nails and one Chisel. 

The limited excavation of Rukhaegarh yielded only twelve beads including ten made of terracotta. 

Bone and glass beads account only one specimen respectively; bone bead is spherical-shaped while glass 

bead is square in shape. Terracotta beads are Ghata, Areca nut and Cylindrical shaped and present in 

period II and III. Ghata shaped beads have been treated with bright red slip. They were fired under 

oxidizing conditions resulting in a red colour. Areca nut shaped beads are made of fine clay on a fast wheel 

and baked very hard at a high temperature. Perhaps these beads were fired in closed kilns under reducing 

condition, resulting in a black or smoky grey surface. The excavation yielded only two terracotta pendants 

which show exquisite craftsmanship. They are of circular and cylindrical shape. 

The excavation at the site yielded only one copper cast coin from the Trench XA I at the depth of- 

1.05 m in Stratum- 5 from the upper level of NBP Period. The coin is made of Copper, circular-shaped 

having a diameter of 1.3cm, its weight is 1.80 gram and thickness is 0.23 cm. Obverse of the coin showing 

Crescent on three arched hills. On the Reverse side of coin an elephant is depicted. This type of coins is 

reported from Mathura, Kausambi and also from Pakkakot. 

The terracotta figurines recovered during the present excavation consist of four human and six 

animal figurines from period I, II and III. They were hand modeled and in molded form too. Among 

human figurines three were male and only one is female. Animal figurines are of snake, dog and buffalo. 

Other figures are badly broken and their fragmentary remains do not permit correct identification. All the 

specimens are solid and represent the technique of hand-modeling. 

Among other terracotta objects mentioned may be made of discs, hop-scotches, lamps, gamesman, 

wheels, dabbers, cones etc. The excavation yielded very few specimens of terracotta discs.  They are only 

three in number. A single specimen of similar type was also reported from Kumrahar excavations. Hop-

scotches are made of waste pieces of pottery and have a rough circular shape. Some of the hop-scotches 

have single perforation in the centre. All these specimens are distributed in period I, II and III. 

 The excavation also yielded nine sling-balls including one made of stone from period II and III. 

They are solid, hand made, well rounded and baked to red colour. They have been found in sizeable 

numbers from Kumrahar and Vaisali.  These balls were made of medium to fine grained clay and baked 

hard in oxidizing condition. Majority of the specimens are in bright red colour. The present excavation 

yielded four specimens of terracotta wheels distributed in period II and III. Such wheels are quite common 

in this area and reported from Pataliputra, Kumrahar and Vaisali.    

The excavation yielded two stone and one terracotta pestle from period II and III. Stone pestles are 

broken while terracotta pestle is intact and pecked by cutting the clay with the help of some sharp 

instrument. One terracotta dabber was recovered from period III having a solid handle. Two broken 

bangles and one specimen of ring were recovered from period II and III. In additions, five cones and three 

gamesman of terracotta were recovered also from period II and III. They are handmade and black in colour. 

Similar antiquities had been reported from Kumrahar.6 

Samples of grains were collected by flotation process. Animal bones were also collected during 

excavations.   Analysis of these remains is under study.                                                                              
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Concluding Remarks 

  During explorations several Black and Red ware sherds were collected. However, we could not 

trace their pre NBP cultural deposit in the excavations.  The limited excavation brought to light a four-fold 

cultural sequence from NBPW to early medieval period without any break in between them. All the four 

periods were characterized by their typical ceramic industries and other antiquities. The structural remains 

show that during Sunga-Kushan period the site was inhabited. 

The unique geographical situation of the site compels us to think that it was possible for its 

inhabitants to have commercial links with other contemporary cities like Rajgriha, Nalanda and 

Pataliputra. The site is still surrounded by three rivers i.e. Nonai, Chiraiya and Mohane. Recovery of a good 

number of bowls and flanged bowls of deluxe variety of NBPW show that these ceramics might be used by 

Buddhist monks for alms.  Considering the location of the Rukhaegarh between Nalanda and Pataliputra, 

the site appears to be a natural halting-place for the Buddhist pilgrims. A number of fragments of Buddhist 

sculptures of Pala-Sena period made of black basalt were scattered at various places in the village. Black 

and Red Ware pot-sherds were also collected from the surface near trench no. E5 but not from a stratified 

layer.  
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Coins of district Sitapur and district Banda 

                         Yashwant Singh Rathore 

The coins found from different places of district Sitapur and district Banda were supplied by Shri. 

Vijay Kumar to the author of this article. The catalogue of the coins is as follows. 

1. Provenance- Kesra p.s. Machhrehta district Sitapur. This coin was found at Kesra and is in 

possession of Mr. Ashwani Kumar Pandey, village Kesra, Sitapur. This village was first 

visited by Mr. Girish Chandra Singh1. After him, D.P. Tiwari visited this place and reported 

Terracotta pieces and other antiquities of different places2 

Dynasty/Period- 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   5.92 g 

Size-    1.6x1.6x0.3 cm 

Obverse-   In the first line three Panchal signs are there. In the second line, 

there is writing in Brahmi. It is illegible. 

Reverse-   Image of Agni. 

 

                    
     (Obverse)                                                         (Reverse) 
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2. Provenance-  Punchmarked coins p.s. Pisawan distrcit Sitapur. This hoard was found at 

Pisawan and is in possession of Mr. Munuwa Seth, Sitapur. 

1st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Panchal coin of Mahajanpad period. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   3.90 g 

Size-    1.4x1.1 cm 

Obverse-                     

    Sun    Six armed     Torrent   Tree Symbol 

                 Symbol       Symbol 

Reverse-   mark of Śreṇi/Banker or mint mark. 
 

                                         
          (Obverse)                                                                       (Reverse) 

2nd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Panchal coin of Mahajanpad period. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   3.140 g 

Size-    1.9x1.2 cm 

Obverse-               

                 Sun   Six armed  

               Symbol & some unclear symbols 

Reverse-    

                                                                                         
                       (Obverse)                                                                                   (Reverse) 
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3rd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Panchal coin of Mahajanpad period. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   3.29 g 

Size-    1.7x1.6 cm 

Obverse-    

     Sun symbol & some unclear symbols 

Reverse-    

                                                   

                             (Obverse)                                                                 (Reverse) 

 

4th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Panchal coin of Mahajanpad period. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   3.00 g 

Size-    1.6x1.4 cm 

Obverse-                          

                 Sun     Six armed  

                 Symbol  

Reverse-    

                                     
                                   (Obverse)                                                   (Reverse) 
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5th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Panchal coin of Mahajanpad period. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   2.64 g 

Size-    1.5x1.4 cm 

Obverse-                    

                  Sun        Six armed  

                      Symbol  

Reverse-  

                                                  
              (Obverse)                                        (Reverse) 

 

6th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Panchal coin of Mahajanpad period. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   2.88 g 

Size-    1.4x1.4 cm 

Obverse-                    

                 Sun   Six armed Torrent 

                Symbol    Symbol 

Reverse-    

                                           
      (Obverse)                                               (Reverse) 
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3. Provenance-  Bari P.S. Sidhauli distrcit Sitapur. This hoard was found at Sidhauli and is in 

possession of Mr. Munuwa Seth of Sitapur. Bari was first referred to by Fuhrer3. After him 

Hemraj visited this place and reported NBP, K and medieval antiquities from Narottam 

Das ki Kuti4.  

1st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alaud-din-Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.64 g 

Size-    1.74 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Abu’/Muzaffar 

    As Sultān [8] 13 

                                                                     
                    (Obverse)                                                                   (Reverse) 

 

2nd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alaud-din-Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.64 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Abu’/Muzaffar 

    As Sultān [8] 14 

                                           
          (Obverse)                                                       (Reverse) 
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3rd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alaud-din-Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.64 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

    Yamuddin Khilafa 

Reverse-   Abu’/Muzaffar 

    As Sultān 812 
 

                                                               
       (Obverse)                                                      (Reverse) 

 

4th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Qutubuddin Mubarak Shāh 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.64 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Muzaffar/Mubārak Shāh 

    As Sultān 816 
 

                                                             
                               (Obverse)                                      (Reverse) 
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5th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alaud-din-Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.60 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

    Yamuddin Khilafa 

Reverse-   Abu’/Muzaffar 

    As Sultān 812 

                                                           

   (Obverse)                                       (Reverse) 

 

6th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.62 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

    Yamuddin Khilafa 

Reverse-   Abu’/Muzaffar 

    As Sultān 812 

                                                                

   (Obverse)                                       (Reverse) 
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7th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.53 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Shri Sultan Aludi 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                                   

              (Obverse)                                    (Reverse) 

 

8th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.58 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Shri Sultan Aludi 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 
 

                                               

   (Obverse)                                                   (Reverse) 
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9th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.54 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Shri Sultan Aludi 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                     
       (Obverse)                                    (Reverse) 

 

10th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.45 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                    
                  (Obverse)                     (Reverse)  
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11th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.52 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                          
         (Obverse)                          (Reverse) 

 

12th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.56 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 
 

                                      
         (Obverse)                   (Reverse) 
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13th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.53 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                    
          (Obverse)                                                (Reverse) 

 

14th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.49 g 

Size-    1.7 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
      (Obverse)                                   (Reverse) 
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15th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.60 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                  
         (Obverse)                                                          (Reverse) 

  

16th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.51 g 

Size-    1.3 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                  
            (Obverse)                                                (Reverse) 
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17th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.60 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                 
         (Obverse)                                               (Reverse) 

 

18th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.59 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                 
              (Obverse)                                     (Reverse) 
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19th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.54 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                               
      (Obverse)               (Reverse) 

 

20th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.64 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                 
       (Obverse)                 (Reverse) 
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21st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.59 g 

Size-    1.7 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
      (Obverse)                    (Reverse) 

 

22nd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.52 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                            
           (Obverse)                               (Reverse) 
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23rd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.53 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                              
      (Obverse)                (Reverse) 

 

24th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.57 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                              
          (Obverse)                                           (Reverse) 
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25th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.53 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                           
       (Obverse)                                  (Reverse) 
 

26th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.50 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                  
       (Obverse)                                 (Reverse) 
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27th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.56 g 

Size-    1.3 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
     (Obverse)                              (Reverse) 

 

28th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.56 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                   
      (Obverse)                              (Reverse) 
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29th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.50 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                      
   (Obverse)                                 (Reverse) 

 

30th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.59 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
      (Obverse)                                (Reverse) 
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31st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.41 g 

Size-    1.3 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                  
   (Obverse)                                   (Reverse) 

 

32nd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.63 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                               
     (Obverse)                             (Reverse) 
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33rd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.55 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                 
        (Obverse)                                  (Reverse) 

 

34th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.48 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                             
       (Obverse)                             (Reverse) 
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35th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.55 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                           
   (Obverse)                             (Reverse) 

 

36th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.59 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                            
      (Obverse)                              (Reverse) 
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37th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.59 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                             
          (Obverse)                                                 (Reverse) 

 

38th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.52 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                           
            (Obverse)                                                (Reverse) 
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39th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.60 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                            
           (Obverse)                                        (Reverse) 

 

40th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.44 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                              
         (Obverse)                            (Reverse) 
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41st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.55 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                          
                                (Obverse)                                (Reverse) 

 

42nd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.58 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
       (Obverse)                                (Reverse) 
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43rd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.45 g 

Size-    1.3 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
       (Obverse)                 (Reverse) 
 

44th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.50 g 

Size-    1.3 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                            
          (Obverse)                               (Reverse) 
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45th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.58 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                            
          (Obverse)                              (Reverse) 
 

46th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.56 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                              
            (Obverse)                             (Reverse) 
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47th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.48 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                            
           (Obverse)                          (Reverse) 
 

48th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.51 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                          
         (Obverse)                                          (Reverse) 
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49th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.49 g 

Size-    1.4 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                           
     (Obverse)                  (Reverse) 
 

50th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.54 g 

Size-    1.5 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                               
                   (Obverse)                                           (Reverse) 
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51st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Delhi Sultanate. 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Copper 

Weight-   3.51 g 

Size-    1.6 round 

Obverse-   Ab Sultān al/’Azam Alāud-dunia/Waddīn 

Reverse-   Nagari- Alauddin Khilji 

    Arabic- Mohammad Shah 

                                
         (Obverse)                                               (Reverse) 
 

4. Provenance-  Seondha p.s. Girwan distrcit Banda (This hoard was found at Girwan 

and is in possession of Mr. Vijay Kumar). Fuhrer noticed this site6.   
 

1st Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Maratha coin in the name of Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   10.95g 

Size-    1.4x1.3x0.4 cm 

Obverse-   Shāh Alam 

Reverse-   39 Jalus 

                                      
     (Obverse)                           (Reverse) 
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2nd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Maratha coin in the name of Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   10.92 g 

Size-    1.8x1.3x0.3 cm 

Obverse-   Shāh Alam 

Reverse-   39 Jalus 

                       
           (Obverse)                                    (Reverse) 

 

3rd Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Maratha coin in the name of Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   11.18 g 

Size-    1.11x1.10x0.2 cm 

Obverse-   Shāh Alam Badshāh 

Reverse-   Sanh Jalus 

                    
                    (Obverse)                                                       (Reverse) 
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4th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Maratha coin in the name of Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   11.15 g 

Size-    2.0x1.11x0.3 cm 

Obverse-   Shāh Alam Badshāh 

Reverse-   Sanh Jalus 

                     
             (Obverse)             (Reverse) 

 

5th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Tughlaq Dynasty (Delhi Sultanate) 

Ruler-    Ghayas uddin Tughlaq 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   3.48 g 

Size-    1.10x1.5x0.2 cm 

Obverse-   As Sultān al Azam dunia waddīn 

Reverse-   Abul Muzaffar Shāh/ As Sultān 

                     
                             (Obverse)                                       (Reverse) 
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6th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   11.10 g 

Size-    1.7x1.2x0.3 cm 

Obverse-   Kalima  

Reverse-   Jalaluddin Muhammad Akbar (Deli 9*9) 

                    
        (Obverse)                                              (Reverse) 

 

7th Coin 

Dynasty/period- Mughal emperor. 

Metal-   Silver 

Weight-   8.82 g 

Size-    1.11x1.7x0.3 cm 

Obverse-   Aurangzeb Alamgir 

Reverse-   Jalus Sanh 

                      
             (Obverse)                       (Reverse) 
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8th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Native state coin in the name of Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   10.92 g 

Size-    1.11x1.10x0.3 cm 

Obverse-   Shāh Alam 

Reverse-   San 12 Jalus 

                                  
            (Obverse)                                                  (Reverse) 

 

9th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Khilji Dynasty (Delhi Sultanate). 

Ruler-    Alauddin Khilji 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   3.62 g 

Size-    1.5x1.4x0.2 cm 

Obverse-   As Sultān al/ Azam Ala/ dunia was-din 

Reverse-   Abu‘/Muzaffar 

    As Sultān 813 

                             
               (Obverse)                                               (Reverse) 
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10th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Khilji dynasty (Delhi Sultanate). 

Ruler-    Qutub ud-din Mubarak 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   2.99 g 

Size-    1.5x1.4x0.1 cm 

Obverse-   As Sultān al/’Azam Qutb ud/ dunia waddīn 

Reverse-   Sikandar us Sāni  

                   
              (Obverse)                             (Reverse) 

 

11th Coin 

Dynasty/period-  Mughal emperor. 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   10.91 g 

Size-    1.7x1.6x0.4 cm 

Obverse-   Shāh Alam 

Reverse-   Sanh 9 Jalus 

                   
         (Obverse)                                (Reverse) 
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5. Provenance- Rajnarayan Dhawan, Mahendri Tola p.s. Khairabad distrcit Sitapur. This 

hoard was found at Khairabad and is in possession of Mr. Rajnarayan Dhawan. Khairabad 

was first noticed by Fuhrer5. 

 

Dynasty/period-  Mughal emperor. 

Ruler-    Muhammad Shah 

Metal-    Silver 

Weight-   11.01 g 

Size-    2.3x2.2x0.4 cm 

Obverse-   Muhammad Shāh/ Badshāh Ghazi/ Sikka-i-Mubarak 

Reverse-   Jalus Maimmat Manus Sanh 23 Zarh Bareli 

 

                              
             (Obverse)                                   (Reverse) 
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Archaeological Gazetteer of District Sitapur (Part-1) 

   

 Vijay Kumar 

 

Introduction 

The district of Sitapur forms part of Lucknow commissionary of Uttar Pradesh and lies between 

latitudes 2706’ n and 27054’ n and longitudes 80018’ e and 81024’ e. It is bounded on the west and 

south-west by the river Gomti which flows in an irregular course from north-west to south-east 

separarting the district from district Hardoi. To the east lies district Bahraich, the boundary being river 

Ghagra. To the north is district Khiri and to the south are districts of Lucknow and Barabanki. The 

district contains mainly two divisions, the upland plains and eastern lowlands or Ganjar. The district 

is purely alluvial formation. The rivers draining the district, moving from west to east, are Gomti, 

Kathna, Sarayan, Chauka, Kewani and Ghagra. The tributaries of Sarayan are Jamwari, Purayi, Behta, and 

Gon. The area of the district is 5, 743 sq. km. and population of the district is 44, 74, 446. Neemsar and 

Vairatkhera, the two archeological sites of this district were first visited by Alexander Cunningham in 

between 1862 to 18651. In 1885, a copper plate bearing the land grant of Govind Chandra Dev Gaharwal 

was recovered from village Rewan near Mahmudabad2. Fuhrer summarized the archeological 

antiquities of this district in 18913. In 1938, Rai Bahadur Ghanshyam Das published an article ‚Note 

on mound Manwan Khera in district Sitapur U.P.‛4. In 1951, B.B. Lal wrote about copper hoard 

recovered in 1924 from Hardi, near p.s. Kamlapur5. M.M. Nagar (1956-57) excavated Unchagaon and 

Baragaon6. In 1956-57, State museum Lucknow acquired 13 copper hoard weapons recovered from 

Gandhauli near p.s. Sidhauli7. Bhupendra Singh (1962-63) conducted excavations at Manwan and 

Nasirabad in the district8. S.B. Singh (1962-63) recovered three images of Tirthankar Mahavir and Vimal 

Nath from Khairabad9. Amar Singh et al studied the brick temples of Karpan and Nahoiya10. Girish 

Chandra Singh (1982) studied these and other temples of district Sitapur11. Hemraj conducted survey 

of this district during 1968-70 and described 22 archeological sites. He also excavated the old site of 

Manwan p.s. Atariya. He made a reference to Panchmarked coins recovered from Kachura near p.s. 

Maholi which were lying in possesion of Dr. N.B. Mishra of Sitapur12. In 1995, Chandra Mohan Verma 

wrote about Harihar image recovered from p.s. Hargaon district Sitapur13. After him D.P.Tewari 

surveyed this district in 2002-0314. Present author did a thorough archeological survey of this district. 
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The present report is the first part of this study. Professor Amar Singh of Lucknow University greatly 

helped me in analyzing the stone sculptures found during the survey. For this survey I am indebted 

to Shri. Rajendra Tripathi of Basti and Shri. Maan Singh of Bahraich. Shri. Saurabh Kashyap assisted 

me by typing this manuscript. The Different sites identified during the survey are grouped under the 

heading of Police Stations. The detailed report is as follows. 

P.S. HARGAON 

1. Hargaon- Hargaon lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27045’56.32‛ n. and longitude 80043’48.91‛ e. 

During the reign of Akbar, Hargaon was a Brahman pargana. It had 66,952 bighas of cultivation assessed 

at 20,000 dams; while the military force consisted of 20 horses and 500 foot soldiers15. Fuhrer noticed a 

large mound at Hargaon where sculptures pieces and coins were found16. During British period the 

pargana was mainly held by the Gaurs, who have been predominant in these parts since the beginning 

of the 18th century17. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta animal figurine, fragment of stone sculptures, 

lakhuari brick structures of Kushana and Medieval period18.  

The village Jalalipur (kasba Hargaon) lies 1 km to the east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. 

Locals wrongly call the big mound Virat Nagar. Its area is 30 acre and height is 90 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP and K.  

The Dargah of Shah Hisamuddin, mohalla Jalalipur, kasba Hargaon lies in latitude 27045’45.2‛ n. and 

80044’30.2‛ e. Shah Hisamuddin, a sufi saint of Naqshbandi sect, came from Khurasan in 658 H. His first 

stoppage was Laharpur. The tomb is a square building. Its size is 44x44 feet. Its walls are 7 feet thick, 

the whole structure stands on a platform of 90x90 feet size. The platform is located at the top of 25 

feet high mound. To the north of this tomb is a long deep ditch and broken stone sculpture pieces and 

terracotta were recovered from the north-east corner of the mound from the lower levels. Its dome 

has fallen down. In the southern side at the centre an arched entrance has been provided. The 

rectangular structure was surmounted by huge circular domes which have been destroyed in the 

course of time. To surmount the rectangular structure with a circular dome, the phase of transition 

has been achieved first by pendentives and second by squinches which is typical of Lodi period. It 

proves this structure was built during Lodi period. This building has been constructed with bricks 

and lime mortar. The arches built in brick are true arches. Though on the basis of arches also it is 

confirmed that this building was constructed during Lodi period but it lacks elevational symmetry. 

The new surface of walls has been decorated and embellished with blind recessed niche which is 

again typical of Lodi period (Fig. 1, 2, 3). To the west of tomb there is an artificial tank. The Kankar 

blocks of size, 20’x11’x7’, 3’ and bricks of thickness 2 0.5’, 2’, 1¾’ have been used in the structure. The 

broken Saptamatrika panel belonging to the Pratihar period (8th -9th Century) was found on the north 

side of the tomb.  
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Fig. 1: Dargah of Shah Hisamuddin, Hargaon 

 

 
Fig. 2: Squinches of Dargah of Shah Hisamuddin 
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Fig. 3: Plan of Dargah of Shah Hisamuddin 

 

The broken panel consists of only four Mother Goddesses. First on the right is Vaishnavi with her 

mount Garun in human form. Second one is Maheshwari is seated on a bull. The third is Indrani seated 

on an elephant. The fourth one on the left is Chamunda seated on a dead body. All goddesses are 

carrying weapons of their respective divine consorts. The goddess Maheshwari is seated on a bull in 

Lalitasan, and carries Aksamala. The Padmaprabha Mandal (aura) is carved behind the head of the 

deities. It has Gupta influence. Four-handed Chamunda is holding a bowl in upper right hand. It has a 

thin form, emaciated body, long hanging breasts and open mouth (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4: Broken Saptmatrika panel, Hargaon 
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The other finds from this place are as follows, a molded terracotta, 

depicting a female wearing flowing robe from Shunga period was 

found (Fig. 5).  

 

One t.c. votive mother goddess figure (Fig. 6), one female Kushan 

terracotta head (Fig. 7), five kushan terracotta heads (Fig. 8, 9, 10, 11, 

12), and an idol of Gupta period terracotta head of Shiva with vertical 

eye and two Gupta period terracotta heads were found on the 

northern side of the tomb (Fig. 13, 14, 15). The ceramic industries 

found here are PGW, BS, BRW, K, G, EM, LM and LM Glazed ware.  

 

              
                                          

                                           Fig. 7: Kushan Teracotta figure           Fig. 8: Kushan t.c. head           Fig. 9: Kushan t.c. head  

 

                                                     
Fig. 10: Kushan t.c. head                                 Fig. 11: Kushan t.c. head                                             Fig. 12: Kushan t.c. head   

        

Fig. 5: Sunga Teracotta, Hargaon 

Fig.6: Votive Mother 

goddess figure 
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   Fig. 13: Gupta Shiva head (t.c.)                          Fig. 14: Gupta head (t.c.)                              Fig. 15: Gupta head (t.c.) 

 

The primary school at Hargaon lies in latitude 27045’34.5‛ n. and 80044’29‛ e. The ceramic 

industries found here are PGW, BRW, BS, NBP, K, G, EM and LM.   

Suraj kund at Hargaon Teerth lies in latitude 27046’5.7‛ n. and 80044’10.8‛ e. On the western side 

of the Kund stands a structure of later Mughal period on which a banyan tree has grown. Thick Kankar 

bricks are used in it. To the southern side of the pond lies a cremation ground and samadhis. Fairs are 

held twice a year in the months of Jeth and Karthik. Harihar sculpture of 12th century A.D. (size 65cm x 

37.8cm buff stand stone) was found from Hargaon. It is in sthanak mudra. On the right side of the main 

idol sons of Shiva are depicted and on the left side ten Avataras of Vishnu are depicted. The idol has 

round Prabhamandal. In the middle at the top of the idol two Vidhyadharas carrying a crown are 

depicted. The left hand side of the idol is Vishnu and right side is Shiva. Both halves of the idol are 

carrying their usual attributes19 (Fig. 16).  

The mound Wazir Shah ki Mazar lies 0.5 km to the east of the Jalalipur Village. Its height is 7 

feet. The ceramic industries found are K and NBP.  
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The Karbala Tila lies in latitude 

27045’30.1‛ n. and longitude 80044’32.8‛ e. It 

lies 2 km to the south-east of the p.s. The 

ceramic industries found are EM and G. The 

village Tarpatpur lies on Laharpur road. Its area 

is 10 acre and 10 feet. The ceramic industries 

found are EM and LM. The mohalla Rampur 

Baraura lies 1 km to the east of the p.s. There is 

habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 2 feet. The ceramic industries found 

are NBP, K, and EM. T.C. pieces were also 

found here. The mohalla Unchepur Tila lies to 

the east of the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height 

is 15 feet. The ceramic industries found are G, 

K, EM and LM. The village Firozpur lies 2 km 

to the south of the p.s. The mound lies to the 

north of the Maholi road. The ceramic 

industries found are G and EM. Kalyanpur Tila 

lies 1 km to the south of the p.s. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP, K, TC and LM. 

Jahangirabad lies in kasba Hargaon, about 0.5 km 

to the west of the p.s. The ceramic industry 

found is LM. Pokhra Tal lies to the south of the 

p.s. Its area is 12 acre and height is 15 feet. The 

ceramic industry found here is LM. 

2. Amitiya- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 8 km 

to the east of p.s. on the southern side of a lake. It lies in latitude 27043’35‛ n. and longitude 80047’50‛ 

e. D.P. Tiwari reported a Shiva temple which is about 200 years old. Bricks measuring 28x22x6 cm 

were found on the mound20. 

3. Anian Kala- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’10.9‛ n. and longitude 80049’44‛ e. It 

lies 12 km south-east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 15 acre and height is 10 

feet. The ceramic industries found are OCP, K and G.  

4. Bariya Dih- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 6 km to the north-east of Hargaon-Laharpur road. It lies in 

latitude 27045’45‛ n. and longitude 80048’15‛ e. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 20 

acre and height is 6 feet. There is cultivation on the mound. D.P Tiwari reported RW and bricks 

measuring 30x20x5 cm, of late medieval period21. 

Fig. 16: 12th century Harihar, Hargaon 
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5. Chhauchhia- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 10 km north-east of p.s. It lies in latitude 27044’30‛ n. 

and longitude 80049’20‛ e. The mound lies to the south-west of the village. Its area is 10 acre and 

height is 10 feet. There is habitation on the mound. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta dabber, crude 

terracotta, bricks measuring 42x30x7cm and 25x20x6 cm, of Kushan to medieval period22. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP, EM and LM. 

6. Harirampur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27048’15.1‛ n. and longitude 80051’24.5‛ e. It 

lies 15 km to the north-east of the p.s. Its area is 20 acre and height is 5 feet. There is habitation on the 

mound. The ceramic industries found are EM and G. 

7. Jarthua- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27044’6.73‛ n. and longitude 80047’7.68‛ e. The 

mound lies to the south-west of the village. Its area is 5 acre and height is 10 feet. There is habitation 

on the mound. The ceramic industries found are K, NBP, and LM. 

 

8. Kaimahara- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 8.2 km south-east of p.s. The mound lies to the north of 

the village near Amitia, in latitude 27043’50‛ n. and longitude 80048’40‛ e. The area of the mound is 5 

acre and height is 5 feet. There is cultivation on the mound. D.P Tiwari reported RW, GW, terracotta 

ear stud, crude terracotta, terracotta human figurine, a flying bird, bricks measuring 26x26x8 cm, 

35x23x5 cm, and 38x26x8 cm, of early historic and medieval period23. The ceramic industries found 

are K, G, EM, and LM. T.C and anthropomorphic figures were also found here. 

9. Kakrahi- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 16 km to the north-east of the p.s. It lies in latitude 

27050’15‛ n. and longitude 80053’15‛ e. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 7 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, GW, and corded pottery in RW contemporary to NBPW 

period24. The ceramic industries found are NBP, G, EM, LM and K. 

10. Katesar- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27046’22.9‛ n. and longitude 80051’22‛ e. It lies 

16 km to the north-east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and height is 12 

feet. It extends towards south-west of the village. D.P Tiwari reported RW and BW. Terracotta human 

figure structures of lakhauri bricks of Kushana, Gupta and medieval period were also found on the 

mound25. Gaur Rajputs owned the estate named after this village. Of all the various Rajput clans who 

owned land in this district, the Gaurs occupied the leading position. They came to the district at a 

comparatively late date, as the family tradition states that the first of this clan to arrive in Avadh was 

Raja Chandrasen, who accompanied Saadat Khan, the first Nawab Wazir of Avadh, from the Delhi court. 

This man had four sons, named Ajitmal, Nagmal, Kharagsen and Udairam, the founder of the four 

branches of the clan which owned a large portion of land to the north of the district and are 

distinguished by the names of their four progenitors. Chandrasen was a Brahman Gaur and therefore 

had no connection with the Chamar Gaur’s of Hardoi. He is said to have been of royal descent and to 

have come from the ancient home of the Gaurs in Narkanjari. The general tradition states that he first 

settled in pargana Chandra in or about the year 1707, although this was some time before the coming 
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of Saadat Khan. Probably both dates are wrong, for the family pedigree shows eleven generation 

between the present owner of Katesar and Chandrasen. In the course of time the Gaurs gained the 

whole of Chandra and thence spread into Maholi, where they came into conflict with the Ahbans, 

whom they turned out in 1767, holding their possessions for fourteen years. They established 

themselves more thoroughly further east in Sitapur and Laharpur, and by degrees got almost the 

whole of the two parganas into their hands. In Laharpur the Nagmallis, descendants of the second son 

of Chandrasen, were at all times the most important. From this stock came several Zamindar families as 

well as the great Katesar house. The early history of Katesar ta’aluqa is extremely scanty and it is not 

known by whom this immense property was founded, although it is said that Tej Singh acquired the 

title of Raja in 1650. From General Sleeman’s account it appears that Raja Samar Singh, ninth indescent 

from Nagmal, had a very large property which he greatly improved, as was evident by the fine groves 

surrounding Laharpur and forming a noticeable feature of the ta’aluqa. He was succeeded by Ratan 

Singh who was constantly in conflict with the central government; a policy which resulted in much 

damage to the estate. The next owner was Sheo Baksh Singh, who in Sir William Sleeman’s time 

resided in a large fort at Katesar. He was then described as the owner of a very expensive property, 

but a bad manager. He was unable to pay the revenue and consequently had shut himself up in his 

fort, where he defied the revenue authorities. For two years prior to 1850 he had been kept in prison 

but was released on the security of Raja Lone Singh of Mitauli, his brother in law. Sheo Bakhsh Singh 

obtained the sanad for Katesar estate and remained in possession till 1882. At his death, the property 

passed to his widow, Thakurain Prtihvipal Kunwar. The ta’aluqa was taken over by the court of wards 

in 1896. At that time it consisted of 50 villages and one patti in Laharpur, 37 villages in Tambaur, eight 

villages and one patti in Hargaon, three villages and three pattis in Kondri north and 4 small pattis in 

Sitapur. It thus altogether amounts to 98 villages and nine pattis assessed at Rs. 10636826. Thakurain 

Prithvipal Kunwar was succeeded by Kunwar Pratap Singh. He was married to Yuvrajakumari Savita 

Kumari of Kasmanda. In 1941 he purchased a property in Mussoorie near Happy Valley that belonged 

to Seventh Day Adventist, an American mission for his relative, Raja Ajit Singh of Pratapgargh, who 

rejected it as it was away from the town. Raja Pratap Bhan Prakash Singh in 1942, engaging Afghan 

laborers on that property erected the famous Katesar castle. In 1958, Dalai Lama was invited by 

Rajmata Savita Kumar for tea and a couplet from the Ramcharitamanas was written on the welcome gate 

which reads, ‚Thank you Guru for visiting your disciple‛. The Dalai Lama’s sister stayed there in a 

portion called Monastery which today is a hostel of Tibetan Homes Foundation School. Rajmata’s 

granddaughter in law Neelambari Kumari runs a primary school in one section of the castle. The 

present representative of the ta’aluqa is Kunwar Prabhakar Pratap Singh who is residing at Sitapur road 

Lucknow27. The ceramic industries found in Katesar are GR, BS, NBP, EM and LM. 

11. Khejrapur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’43.5‛ n. and longitude 80047’48.7‛ e. It 

lies 9 km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 20 acre and height is 35 feet. The mound is under 
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cultivation. Sheetla Mata sthan lies on the mound. Kushana coins were found from the mound. The 

ceramic industries found are BSG, NBP, G, EM and LM. 

12. Koraia Udnapur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27045’27.5‛ n. and longitude 80047’39‛ 

e. It lies 6 km to the east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and height is 6 

feet. There are 8 wells on the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP and K.  

13. Motipur Bazar- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’22.93‛ n. and longitude 

80044’11.94‛ e. It lies 10.3 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 5 acre and height is 10 feet. The mound 

lies to the west of the village. There is habitation on the mound and it extends towards west of the 

village. The ceramic industries found are LM and K. 

14. Mudrasan- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27045’11.6‛ n. and longitude 80049’20.6‛ e. It 

lies 10 km to the east of the p.s. Its area is 100 acre and height is 8 feet. The remains of Raja’s Garhi are 

located in the middle of the village. It is about 18 feet high. The ceramic industries found are LM and 

EM. 

15. Mumtazpur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’30‛ n. and longitude 80041’48‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the south-west of the p.s. The mound lies 300 meters to south-west of the village. Its area 

is 5 acre and height is 10 feet. The Qila mound lies to the east of the river Sarayan. The place of Thanse 

Baba is located on the mound. The ceramic industries found are G, K, NBP and EM. 

16. Narharpur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar. Bhairon Mandir lies in latitude 27043’45.6‛ n. and 

80042’24.3‛ e.  

There were two 11th century stone images of male deity wearing a Vanamala, probably Vishnu, 

a male deity riding and elephant and having aura of lotus petals and two Shivlings are kept inside the 

temple (Fig 17, 18). The temple stands on 18 feet high earthen mound. To the west of the temple flows 

Sarayan River and at the fort of the mound there is a small natural spring.  
 

                                        
                        Fig. 17: 11th century Vishnu                                         Fig. 18: Eleephant riding male diety 
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The village Bheera Baba Narharpur lies in latitude 27043’47.2‛ n. and longitude 80042’23‛ e. It lies 

10 km to the west of the p.s. The village mound lies 100 meters east of the village. Its area is 3 acre 

and height is 20 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. Bheera Baba mound lies in latitude 

27044’15.29‛ n. and longitude 80042’0.88‛ e. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and OCP. 

17. Nauner- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’19‛ n. and longitude 80045’65‛ e. It lies 8 

km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 10 acre and height is 3 feet. The mound lies to the south-

west of the village. Its area is 6 acre and height is 5 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

18. Nigoha- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27043’2.71‛ n. and longitude 80043’2.38‛ e. It lies 

5.4 km to the south of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 6 feet. 

The ceramic industries found are K, G and LM. 

19. Odraha Tila- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’45.3‛ n. and longitude 80048’15.4‛ e. 

It lies 10 km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 8 acre and height is 35 feet. The mound lies to the 

east of the village. It is lying fallow. The ceramic industries found are OCP (Fig. 19), NBP, K, EM and 

LM. 

 
Fig. 19: OCP of Odaraha p.s. Hargaon 
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20. Radhanagar-The village Radhanagar lies in latitude 27046’6.3‛ n. and longitude 80050’47.6‛ e. It lies 

17 km to the east of the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 7 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM 

and LM.  

21. Sadhwapur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27043’57.8‛ n. and longitude 80041’14.07‛ e. 

it lies 5.6 km to the south-west of the p.s. Its area is 5 acre and height is 7 feet. To the west of the 

mound lies Sarayan river. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

22. Sarawan- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’31.5‛ n. and longitude 80047’44.8‛ e. It 

lies 12 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 20 acre and height is 8 feet. The ceramic industries found 

are NBP and LM. 

23. Selumau- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’40.56‛ n. and longitude 80044’22.92‛ e. It 

lies 10 km to the south of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and height is 6 

feet. The ceramic industry found is EM and LM. The second mound lies 0.5 km to the north of the 

village. Its area is 10 acre and height is 10 feet. It is lying fallow. Dandi Ashram is located on the 

mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and EM. 

24. Sharifpur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar. It lies in latitude 27047’30.08‛ n. and longitude 

80043’1.75‛ e. It lies 2 km to the west of the p.s. The ceramic industries found are G and LM. 

25. Umri- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’56.39‛ n. and longitude 80043’21.36‛ e. It lies 

9 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 6 feet. The mound lies to the south-west of 

the village. To the east of the mound lies Bartalla Tal. The ceramic industry found is LM.  
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P.S. IMALIYA SULTANPUR 

 

1. Aelia- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’24.6‛ n. and longitude 80038’12.1‛ e. It lies 5 

km west of the p.s. The mound lies 0.2 km to the west of the village. There is habitation on the 

mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 15 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

2. Ailgawan- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27043’05‛ n. and longitude 80037’47.1‛ e. It lies 

9 km to the north-west of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 30 acre and height is 20 

feet. The ceramic industry found is NBP. 

3. Baseti- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’49.44‛ n. and longitude 80037’46.96‛ e. It lies 

4 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. On the mound there is a 

graveyard. Its area is 5 acre and height is 10 feet. To the east of the mound lies Piyana talab. D.P Tiwari 

reported RW, glass bangles, mutilated copper coins, and stone sculptures of late medieval period28. 

The ceramic industries found are K and EM. 

4. Behra- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’17.13‛ n. and longitude 80038’12.24‛ e. It lies 

2 km to the west to the p.s. The mound lies east of the village. A Devi temple is situated on the 

mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 4 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP and K. 

 

       
      Fig. 20: Fragment 

   of 10th century Vishnu 

5. Belgaon- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’56.17‛ n. and 

longitude 80037’58.25‛ e. It lies 6 km to the north-west of the p.s.  The 

mound lies to the south of the village. It is inhabited. Its area is 20 acre and 

height is 12 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta incense burner, and 

terracotta areca-nut shaped bead of medieval period29. The ceramic 

industry found is LM. In the village, a Shiva temple lies in latitude 

27043’3.1‛ n. and longitude 80037’47‛ e. The stone sculpture kept in the 

temple was found in the pond to the east of the village. It is a fragment of 

Vishnu idol of 10th century A.D. It is upper left hand of Vishnu holding 

Chakra and wearing Vanmala was found (Fig. 20). 
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Durga Mandir, Belgawan, lies in latitude 

27043’7.5‛ n. and longitude 80037’42.7‛ e. 

Inside the temple stands 11th century Surya 

image showing deity in standing posture 

holding two lotus flowers, one in each hand. 

He is wearing Vanmala, Kireet Mukut and other 

ornaments. Bhoodevi is standing between the 

legs of Surya. The large figures on each side are 

of his wives. The smaller figures are those of 

Danda and Pingala (Fig. 21).  

 

6. Bhardauli- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in 

latitude 27042’40.44‛ n. and longitude 

80039’53.84‛ e. It lies 6 km to the north of the 

p.s. The mound lies to the east of the village 

Koraiyya Udaipur. The mound is lying fallow. 

Its area is 6 acre and height is 5 feet. To the east 

of the mound flows river Sarayan. The ceramic 

industry found is LM. 

7. Bhogipur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in 

latitude 27041’0.31‛ n and longitude 

80037’58.16‛ e. lies 3 km to the north-west of 

the p.s. The mound lies 0.5 km to the north-

west of the village. A Shiva temple is situated 

on the mound. Its area is 1 acre and height is 

10 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM 

and LM. 

8. Chhatauna- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27039’42.5‛ n. and longitude 80036’11‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the south-west of the p.s.  The mound lies 0.5 km to the south-west of the village. Shiva 

temple is situated on the mound. It is inhabited. Its area is 4 acre and height is 12 feet. At a distance of 

0.5 km towards south-west of the mound lies river Pirai. D.P Tiwari reported RW, a Shivalinga and 

fragmentary stone sculptures of medieval period30. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G and 

LM. 

9. Devai- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’5.14‛ n. and longitude 80039’23.16‛ e. It lies 2 

km to the north of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 4 acre and height is 3 feet. To 

the west of the mound lies a pond. The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM. 

Fig. 21: 11th century Surya 
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10. Dhulai Khurd- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27039’42.5‛ n. and longitude 80036’11.1‛ 

e. It lies 4 km to the east of the p.s. The mound is inhabited. Its area is 3 acre and height is 12 feet. D.P 

Tiwari reported RW, fragments of glass bangle of medieval period31. The ceramic industry found is 

LM. 

11. Farrakhpur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’25‛ n. and longitude 80039’ e. It lies 1 

km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the north of the village. The mound is lying fallow. 

D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta bracelet, fragment of glass bangle, bricks measuring 26x19x5 cm 

of medieval period32. The ceramic industries found are OCP and LM (Fig. 22). 

 
Fig.22: OCP of Farrakhpur p.s. Imaliya Sultanpur 

 

12. Hempur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’0.55‛ n. and longitude 80039’26.96‛ e. It 

lies 16 km to the west of the p.s.  The mound lies 0.5 km to the north of the village. It is lying fallow. 

Its area is 1.5 acre and height is 17 feet. To the north of the mound lies a small pond. At a distance of 

0.2 km towards north-east of the village lies another mound called Kotra Dih. Its area is 5 acre and 

height is 5 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, molded pottery, sprinkler, terracotta areca-nut shaped bead, 

and terracotta seal inscribed with Brahmni alphabets, of 1st century BC to medieval period33. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K and LM. 

13. Imaliya Sultanpur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’11.9‛ n. and longitude 

80036’42.3‛ e. The village lies 1 km north of the p.s. To the west of the village lies Garhi. The mound is 

lying fallow. Its area is 1.5 acre and height is 12 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

14. Indauli- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’49.7‛ n. and longitude 80048’28‛ e.  The 

mound lies to the north towards Kazi Kamalpur. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

15. Jar- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27044’11.99‛ n. and longitude 80035’52.86‛ e. It lies 

9.6 km to the north-west of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. To the north of the mound 
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there is a temple, whose area is 3 acre and height is 10 feet. The area of the mound is 1 acre and height 

is 10 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP and K. 

16. Kamoliya- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, Garibnath mandir lies in latitude 27043’29.3‛ n. and 

longitude 80036’54.3‛ e. The Broken fragments of sculpture made on buff colored sandstone are kept 

inside the temple (Fig. 23, 24). To the east of the temple is situated the Bilehri Tal. These broken stone 

sculptures were found from this pond. Much worn out ‚Janta‛ (mill stone) is being used as argha for 

the Shivalinga. 

                               
                      Fig. 23: Sculptural fragment                                         Fig. 24: Sculptural fragment 

 

17. Keshopur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in latitude 27042’23.22 n and longitude 80036’14.82‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the north-west of the p.s. Keshopur, an estate of twelve villages and seven pattis in the 

Sitapur pargana was held by Ajitmalli Gaur. The first recorded owner was Thakur Narain Singh, and 

after him came Tribhuwan Singh, Hathi Singh and Fateh Singh in succession, the last acquiring the Tihar 

estate. Both this and Keshopur descended to his son, Bhudhar Singh, with whom the summary 

settlement was made. After the mutiny, however, his brothers, Bakht Singh and Khalu Singh were 

admitted as sharers. At the death of Bhudhar Singh in 1864, his share, as well as the whole of Tihar 

went to his son, Bhagwant Singh; but in 1876 the uncles obtained a share in Tihar as well. Bhagwant 

Singh has been succeeded by Lakha Singh, Bakht Singh by Jangu Singh, and Narpat Singh and Khalu 

Singh by Ram Singh, and then by the latter’s son, Sarbadawan Singh34. The ceramic industry found is 

LM. 

18. Koraiya Udaipur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’36.2‛ n. and longitude 80039’48‛ 

e. It lies 6 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 1 acre and height is 6 feet. The ceramic industry found 

is K and LM. 

19. Kurka- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27037’41.8‛ n. and longitude 80039’28.8‛ e. It lies 5 

km to the south-east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and height is 5 feet. 
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At a distance of 0.5 km to the north-east of the village flows river Sarayan. The ceramic industries 

found are EM and LM. 

20. Kurki- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in latitude 27038’22.89‛ n and longitude 80040’33.86‛ e., 3.6 

km to the south-west of the p.s. It is under cultivation. The mound lies 4 km to the west of the village. 

Its area is 2 acre and height is 3 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

21. Kusamha- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27044’21.8‛ n. and longitude 80039’27‛ e. The 

village lies 7.6 km to the north to the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the west of the village. The mound 

is lying fallow. Its area is 5 acre and height is 10 feet. D.P Tiwari reported a brick temple dedicated to 

lord Shiva about 275 years old35. The ceramic industries found are NBP and LM. 

22. Malkapur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 3.5 km to the south-west of p.s. It lies in latitude 

27039’35‛ n. and longitude 80036’50‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported a Shivalinga of sandstone about 100 years 

old36. The ceramic industries found are OCP and LM (Fig. 25). 

 
Fig. 25: OCP of Malkapur p.s. Imaliya Sultanpur 

 

23. Mathana- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, 8.5 km south-west of p.s. It lies in latitude 27036’20‛ n. 

and longitude 80036’35‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta areca nut shaped bead, decorated 

bricks with floral designs of late medieval period37.   
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24. Perai- The uninhabited village lies in tahsil Sadar. The mound lies in latitude 27043’15.3‛ n. and 

longitude 80040’43.42‛ e. It lies 7 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies to the east of the Perai 

village. Its area is 5 acre and height is 4 feet. To the 0.5 km east of the mound lies river Sarayan. The 

ceramic industries found are K, G and LM. 

25. Para- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27042’24.33‛ n. and longitude 80038’50.16‛ e. It lies 

3 km to the north of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 5 feet. 

The ceramic industry found is LM. 

26. Rujaha- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’29.53‛ n. and longitude 80040’42.10‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the north of the p.s. Bheeranath Shiva temple is located on the mound. Its area is 30 acre 

and height is 5 feet. To the north of the village lies river Sarayan. Bheeranath Mandir lies in latitude 

27041’44.4‛ n. and longitude 80041’2.7‛ e. Broken sculpture piece is kept inside Hanuman temple 

which is situated on the bank of Sarayan river. It is made of buff colored sandstone. The fragment is of 

10th-11th century A.D. It is the fragment of a Shiva idol. Near this spot, Raja Tej Pratap Singh’s Chabutra 

is also situated. It is made of 1‛ thick Kankar bricks. Many legends are ascribed to him. The ceramic 

industry found is LM. 

27. Saraura- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’4‛ n. and longitude 80034’12.8‛ e. It lies 11 

km to the west of the p.s. The mound lies 0.5 km to the south of the village. The land is lying fallow. 

Its area is 10 acre and height is 6 feet.  

Bhainsasur Baba sthan lies 10 km to the south of the Turantinath Baba Sthan. A broken sculpture 

fragment of a bird-faced goddess was found. Mutilated bird-faced female deity is holding a staff in 

her right hand (Fig. 26). A 10th century broken chakra of larger Vishnu image was also found (Fig. 27).  

                                                       
                          Fig. 26: Bird faced female diety                                                  Fig. 27: 10th century Chakra of Vishnu image 
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Durga Mandir lies in village Saraura, in latitude 27040’45.5‛ n. and longitude 80034’14.4‛ e. An 18th 

century A.D. idol of Jain Tirthankar seated in Padmasan (Fig. 28) and fragments of other deities were 

also found kept in the shrine. These are described as follows. There were feet of an unidentified deity 

standing on a lotus pedestal of 10th century A.D. (Fig. 29). There was a mutilated Parvati figure (9th-

10th century A.D.) with trident and Uma-Mahesh figure on its upper right side (Fig. 30). A broken 

sculpture fragment showing Uma-Mahesh figure of 10th century A.D. which formed part of the Parikar 

of a large image was also found (Fig. 31). A miniature Ganesh figure made of buff colored sandstone 

was found (Fig. 32).  

                    
      Fig. 28: 18th century Jain Teerthankar                                           Fig. 29: 10th century lotus pedestal 

         

                          
           Fig. 30: 9th-10th century mutilated                           Fig. 31: 10th century                                  Fig. 32: Ganesh figure 

      Parvati Figure with Uma-Maheshwara                         Uma-Mahesh   

                                                      

Nardan Baba’s Sthan, lies in village Saraura, in latitude 27040’40.7‛ n. and longitude 80034’13.2‛ e. In the 

roots of a banyan tree, the broken sculpture fragments were found hanging. These belong to different 

periods. The description of the antiquities is as follows: There was a 10th century A.D. piece of broken 

sun image with Bhoodevi between the legs and dand and pingal on the left and right sides respectively. 
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Piṅgal is sporting a brush like beard and holding a pen and Daṇd is holding a stick. Two wives Rajñī 

and Nikṣubha are also shown on the sides. The figure is shown on Pancharatha pedestal (Fig. 33). Kept 

on the platform here, were found, a broken sculptural piece depicting lotus flower and miniature 

temple of 9th century A.D. Above the flower is situated a Latin type Shikhar (Fig. 34). Another stone 

sculpture fragment of 9th-10th century A.D was found. It is the bust of three braided Trishikha Kartikeya 

made of buff colored sandstone (Fig. 35). A medieval figure seated in dhyan mudra was found (Fig. 

36). Head of a male deity of Gupta period wearing a keeret mukut was also found (Fig. 37). A stone 

sculpture fragment of 6th-8th century A.D. showing floral scroll was found (Fig. 38). The ceramic 

industries found here are G, EM and LM. 

 

                        
                     Fig. 33: 10th century Surya                            Fig. 34: 9th century sculptural               Fig. 35: 9th-10th century 

                                    Figure Showing Shikhar                    Trishikha Kartikeya 

 

         
                                Fig. 36: A medieval figure                Fig. 37: Gupta male head       Fig. 38: 6th-8th century                        

                   sculptural fragment                    
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Turantinath Mandir lies in latitude 27040’47.1‛ n. and longitude 80034’15.3‛ e. There was a broken 

sculpture piece of 9th century A.D. showing lotus aura topped by Makartorana with kiritmukha at the 

highest point (Fig. 39). There was a broken sculpture piece of an unidentified male deity of 10th 

century A.D. with Maladhari Vindhyadhar on upper right side of the image (Fig. 40). There was a piece 

of 10th century A.D. dancing Ganesh figure (Fig. 41). There was a 9th-10th century A.D. piece depicting 

a Maladhari flying figure on the upper left side of a large mutilated figure (Fig. 42). There was a 

standing female figure (Fig. 43.). There was a 9th century A.D. multi-handed Mahisasurmardini figure. 

The four right arms are visible on the right side of the head (Fig. 44). There was a broken figure of a 

standing deity wearing Vanamala and an attendant on lower left side (Fig. 45). Lower part of a 

miniature votive Vishnu figure was also found (Fig. 46). There was an 8th-9th century pillar showing 

ghata-pallava pillar (Fig. 47). The ceramic industries found here are NBP, EM and LM.     
 

                                                 
          Fig. 39: 9th century lotus aura                Fig. 40: 10th century male diety        Fig. 41: 10th century dancing Ganesh 

 

                                  

Fig. 42: 10th century Maladhari Figure    Fig. 43: Standing male Figure             Fig. 44: 9th century  Mahisasur- Mardini     
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                         Fig. 45:A Broken Figure                                     Fig. 46: Vishnu figure                               Fig. 47: 8th-9th  

                                                                                                                                                                                  Ghara-Pallava pillar 

 

28. Serukaha- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’43.9‛ n. and longitude 80034’13.5‛ e. The 

village lies 12 km to the west of the p.s. The mound lies to the north of the village. The land is lying 

fallow. Its area is 3 acre and height is 7 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta marble, and terracotta 

net sinker, of medieval period38. The ceramic industries found are G and EM. 

29. Singhpur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27038’53.99‛ n. and longitude 80035’39.28‛ e. It 

lies 6.5 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies 0.5 km to the east of the village. It is under 

cultivation. Its area is 5 acre and height is 8 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta bracelet, 

terracotta pendant, brickbats of medieval period39. The ceramic industries found are NBP, EM and 

LM. 

30. Tikra- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27043’44.9‛ n. and longitude 80035’23.9‛ e. It lies 

11 km to the west of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the south-east of the village. The village is 

lying fallow. Pir Baba’s grave is situated on the mound. Its area is 5 acre and height is 4 feet. The 

ceramic industry found is LM. 
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P.S KHAIRABAD 

1. Khairabad- The town lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27032’35‛ n. and longitude 80045’20‛ e. In 

former days Khairabad was a place of great importance, as for centuries it was the seat of the 

Musalman governor and in Akbar’s time the headquarters of a sarkar in the province of Awadh. For 

some years after annexation it gave its name to a division, although the Commissioner from the first 

resided at Sitapur. The town is said to have been founded by one Khaira, a Pasi general of Bheemsen 

the king of Unasia in the first year of the 11th century. They were killed by Salar Ghazi Masood. In the 

battle his companion namely Yusuf Ghazi and others were also killed, whose graves still exists in the 

town. According to another tradition Bheemsen is called an Ahban Rajput. Another story regarding the 

name of this town is that this town was named after Khairuddin Shah Makhdoom, the Murshid of Babar. 

This name is definitely of Muslim origin. In the middle of the town is situated a tank called Maswasi, 

the waters of which are said to possess healing properties. After the expulsion of the Pasis, many rent 

free grants were made to various Hindus and Mohammedans of the place who included Hakim Ali 

Khan of Lucknow, Girdhara Singh, Mirza Banda Ali Beg and lastly Raja Har Prasad who fought against 

the British during 1857 A.D. and accompanied Begum Hazrat Mahal to Nepal. There was also a 

Tahsildar stationed at Khairabad and two regiments of the Awadh local forces. There are a number of 

old buildings in the town. Fuhrer noticed 30 Hindu temples and 40 Musalman mosques, Qadam Rasool 

and an Imambara40. Among the Hindu buildings are the temple of Vishnu endowed with the village of 

Mausampur and the Thakurdwara of Rai Daulat Rai a Kayastha who was formerly a Naib-Wazir of 

Awadh. There is a small estate attached to it for the support of the mahant and the brotherhood. There 

were four bazaars in which markets were held daily, known as Bari Bazar, Raniganj, Rakabganj and 

Kesra41. Khairabad had been administered as a municipality since 1869. In 1923, the town contained a 

police out-post, a municipal cattle pound, post and telegraph office, a middle vernacular school and a 

municipal upper primary school, two small girls’ schools and a large private Anglo vernacular 

institution known as the Diamond Jubilee School. In the town, there are three Sarais one of which was 

built by Hakim Mehndi Ali Khan, who also erected the bridge at Sitapur and the Sarai at Mohali; a 

second was founded by Chowdhary Ram Narain of Mubarakpur, and the third was constructed by the 

government. The great Khairabad fair was instituted by government soon after annexation, and horse 

and cattle show were started in connection with it. The institution fell into abeyance for some years, 

but it was revived in 1901. It lasts for ten days in the month of January and attracts a large number of 

people, among whom a brisk trade was carried on in cattle and all sorts of commodities. Three other 

fairs were held there on the occasion of the Ramlila and Jalvihar festivals, while the third is known as 

the Gur Purali Fair and took place in the month of kuar42. Ahbans came to Khairabad43. The defeat of 

Ibrahim Lodi at Panipat gave the kingdom of Delhi to the Mughals, but Khairabad was still in the hands 

of the Afghans under Bahadur Khan who assumed the title of Muhammad Shah. But in 1527 Babar 

marched from Kannauj to Lucknow and secured the district in his own possession. Humayun himself 

occupied Khairabad which he held till his defeat by Shershah. During Akbar’s reign, sarkar of Khairabad 
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consisted of 22 mahals or parganas, but many of these lay in the present districts of Khiri and Hardoi. 

Some of the parganas at present composing the Sitapur district have retained their former appellations. 

Khairabad itself corresponds to the mahal known as Haveli Khairabad, it had a cultivated area of 159,072 

bighas, paying a revenue of 21, 61, 234 dams and was held chiefly by Brahmans who contributed a 

contingent of 50 horses and 2000 foot soldiers.  During the rule of Akbar and his successors on the 

throne of Delhi, the main seat of government in the district was Khairabad. But the references to this 

place in contemporary history were very scanty. In 1567 Iskandar Khan who had received Awadh in 

jagir rebelled against Akbar and having rejected the advances made by Ashraf Khan on behalf of the 

sovereign joined Khan Zaman in his insurrection, together with Bahadur Khan the younger brother of 

Khan Zaman, he seized the town and district of Khairabad. Akbar there upon sent Mir-ul-Mulk to reduce 

the rebels and a fight ensued near Khairabad in which Iskandar Khan was put to flight after the death of 

his brother, Muhammad Yar Khan. The imperialists thinking the battle was won commenced 

plundering but Bahadur Khan attacked the left wing, put it to flight and then defeated the centre. 

Khairabad remained in the hands of the rebels. Awadh and with it apparently Khairabad was given to 

Muhammad Quli Khan Barlas. In 1578, the district was in the charge of Ghazi Khan Badakhashi who 

apparently resigned four years later, for in 1582 Wazir Khan, brother of the celebrated Asaf Khan, was 

governor. In 1588 when Akbar introduced his plan of appointing joint governor to each province, 

Qasim Ali Khan was sent to Fateh Khan Tughlaq to Awadh. The former held the sarkar of Khairabad as his 

share, and retained it till his transfer to Kalpi in 1592. In the first year of the tenure of his office at 

Khairabad a celebrated saint named Shaikh Illahdad, died. He was renowned for his learning and his 

piety. The next governor was Mir Abul Muzaffar but about him nothing is known. Khairabad does not 

seem to have been an important command, for it is seldom mentioned. In Shahjahan’s reign Abdul 

Muqatdir, Mansabdar of 1000, was appointed Faujdar of Khairabad. He was a great grandson of Sadar 

Jahar of Pihani. He held this place in addition to a large estate in Pihani. In the 18th year of Aurangzeb’s 

reign, Inayat Khan was made faujdar of Khairabad in succession to Mujahid Khan. Shaikh Baha-ud-din 

(who was descended from the Faruqi Shaikh and traced his lineage from Shaikh Farid-ud-din-Ganj-i-

Shakar) belonged to Khairabad and held the Mansab of 2000 in the reign of Aurangzeb. The offices of 

Sadar and Ihtisab of Shikohabad in Mainpuri district were also conferred on him. His son, Abdul Khair 

distinguished himself as a soldier and was raised to the Mansab of 5000 with the title of Khan Bahadur 

Imam Jang44. Beyond these few isolated references nothing is heard of the district during the reign of 

the later Mughals. The governors of the Khairabad were not persons of importance as we learn in the 

following incident. In 1750, Abul Mansoor Safdar Jang, the successor of Saadat Khan Burhan-ul-mulk, 

appointed Saiyid Hidayat Ali Khan (formerly a deputy governor of Bihar) as the faujdar of Khairabad, 

but he did not welcome the idea and his tenure was short-lived. In 1750, Ahmad Khan Bangash of 

Farrukhabad sought to occupy the provinces of Awadh and Allahabad. In response to his appeal to co-

operate in reducing the Vizir’s dominions, Hafiz Rahmat Khan (the Rohilla leader) dispatched Parmul 

Khan with a strong body of Rohilla troops, who took possession of Pargana Shahabad and of the Sirkar 
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of Khairabad45. In the beginning of 19th century A.D. Mehndi Ali Khan was an excellent ruler. He built 

roads and bridges such as that over the Kathna near Maholi and the place flourished greatly under his 

fostering care. He held the charge till 1819, having for the last three years the contract for Bahraich as 

well. In 1819 he lost both Muhamdi and Khairabad owing to the jealousy of Agha Mir, the prime 

minister. Sheikh Imam Baksh took charge temporarily in 1820. Paramdhan and Gobardhan Das Kayasthas 

of Lucknow took the two districts for 12 lakh, but the revenue soon fell off owing to their practice of 

rack renting. In the following years the Chakla of Sandila was formed from Khairabad and remained till 

annexation. Tandiaon had already been separated so that none of the Hardoi district belonged now to 

Khairabad. After 1821 there were many rulers of the Chakla but none of any importance. They were 

mere collectors of revenue and had little power over the Ta’aluqdars. The latter however was less 

refractory than others parts of Awadh. In 1837 the regiment of Company’s infantry with two guns 

which had been stationed at Khairabad for many years were withdrawn and their place taken by the 

2nd Awadh local infantry which remained there till annexation. This force appears to have been of little 

use, for it was never employed in the collection of the revenue from the defaulting landlords or in the 

suppression of crime. Sleeman relates that both in Khairabad and Bari-Biswan gang robberies were very 

prevalent and that the Pasi inhabitants committed their depredations almost unchecked. They were 

generally harbored by the Ta’aluqdars who by their means were able to defy the force of the 

government. The general state of the district was however far less unsatisfactory than in many other 

parts of Awadh, for the ta’aluqdars were strong and for the most parts good managers. During 1857 

A.D. the whole country was overrun with the sepoys and the civil power was represented by Bakhshi 

Har Parshad, the Nazim of Khairabad. Ahmad Ullah Shah (commonly known as the Faizabad Maulvi) who 

was one of the main leaders of the freedom struggle in Avadh, stayed for some time in Khairabad46. 

Brigadier Troup, as Inns writes, crossed the boundary of Awadh and took the fort of Mitauli. Lone 

Singh put up a gallant fight to save it but ultimately left. After firing for a few hours on Brigadier 

Troup’s column retired with the other rebel leaders, Khan Bahadur Khan Ali and others towards 

Khairabad47. Khairabad was the last stronghold in the district to fall into the hands of the British. Here 

Raja Har Prasad (the last Nazim under the Avadh government) organized the war against the British 

with great ability. Throughout the struggle he remained loyal to Begum Hazrat Mahal. After the fall of 

Lucknow in March, 1858 when the Awadh forces were in great confusion, he continued helping them 

even though many ta’aluqdars had deserted the Begum and refused to pay him the arrears of land 

revenue. In April, the British spies who always kept the British informed of the Raja’s movement and 

activities reported that he had 1000 horses, foot soldiers and two guns. By August, it was reported 

that he had collected 8 or 9 thousand men and ten guns and had begun to move north-east of 

Lucknow in the direction of Barabanki. In November he encamped at Khairabad with Yaqub Khan and 

Lakkar Shah and his forces but he could not give a sustained battle to the British owing to their 

superior military strength and to the treachery and desertion of the Zamindars who since the fall of 
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Lucknow had begun to show open apathy towards the Awadh government48. D.P Tiwari reported RW, 

BW, Terracotta pendant, Structures of Lakhauri bricks of medieval period49. 

Dada mian’s mosque in mohalla Rakabganj, lies in latitude 27031’22.4’ n. and longitude 80045’17.1 

e.Hazrat Maqdoom Waziuddin Chisti, was popularly known as Dada Mian, originally he came from 

Kirman. First he came to Khiri. His tomb is located in Sheikh Sarai, Khiri Bazaar. His daughter’s son was 

Mashooq Anwar Kalandar. He came to Khairabad during the reign of Akbar. His son was H. Ashiq Anwar. 

He went to Damgara, Allahabad where he was buried. He went there with his peer bhai H. Shekh Basit 

Kalandar. H. Kabir Anwar Kalandar son of Ashiq Anwar begot Mahboob Anwar Kalandar. Mahboob’s son 

was Habib Anwar Kalandar. He had two sons, Maqbool Anwar Kalandar and Sayyid Anwar Kalandar. 

Maqbool Anwar Kalandar’s son was Uqbool Ahmad Kalandar. Sayyid Anwar Kalandar had five sons- 

Zaheer Anwar Kalandar, Abrar Anwar Kalandar, Inam Anwar Kalandar, Shabbir Anwar Kalandar, and 

Shaheer Anwar Kalandar. Uqbool Ahmad Kalandar had 5 sons- S. Sabeeq Mian, S. Maqool Mian, S. Mankool 

Mian, S. Tareeq Mian, S. Aneek Mian. Sayyid Zahar Ahmad Kalandar’s son was S. Haseeb Mian. S. Abrar 

had three sons- S. Waseeq Mian, S. Tanqueer Mian, S. Khursheed Mian. S. Inam Ahmad has one son- S. 

Afzal Mian. S. Shabeer Ahmad had 4 sons- S. Laeek Mian, S. Imran Mian, S. Rizwan Mian, S. Jeeshan Mian. 

Shaheer Anwar Kalnadar had no issue. Dada Mian’s mosque is composed of western prayer hall 

originally. This prayer hall is divided into central nave and side aisles. All are connected through big 

arches. The central nave on the western side enshrines the qibla. This was conceived in the form of an 

alcove. The façade of the mosque consists of arched openings of smaller dimensions where the central 

portion of the façade has been projected towards outside and contain a bigger arch where the original 

entrance has been provided through a smaller arched opening. The central portion of the façade is 

embellished with two storey’s niches starting from the spring point of the arch. Whole of the 

composition is surmounted by a rectangular horizontal panel flanked by square panels. These are 

featureless except being surmounted by battlement motif. The nave is surmounted by a dome based 

on a sixteen sided drum. To surmount the dome squinches have been used in the first stage of the 

phase of transition, while the second stage has been achieved through lintel. The central portion of 

rear façade has been projected towards outside. At the roof level railing has been conceived in the 

form of a parapet. Once the dome was crowned with an inverted lotus and finial but these elements 

have disappeared (Fig. 48, 49, 50, 51). 
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Fig. 48: Front façade of Dada Mian’s masjid 

 

 
 

Fig. 49: Rear facde of Dada Mian’s masjid 
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Fig. 50: Squich of Dada Mian’s masjid 
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Fig. 51: Plan of Dada Mian’s masjid & makabara 

 

Shahjahan’s mosque lies in tahsil Khairabad. Fuhrer noticed that Jama Masjid was constructed in 

1060 H., during the reign of Shahjahan as stated in a Persian inscription50. This mosque lies in latitude 

27031’25.8‛ n. and longitude 80045’3.3‛ e. This was originally built by Qazi Abdul Sami in 1060 H. 

during the reign of Shahjahan. It was again repaired by Hafiz Imdad Ali in 1349 H, a local Zamindar. His 

entire property was donated to the trust looking after Bade Maqdoom Shahab’s tomb. Qazi Baxan Shah’s 

son was Qazi Abdul Gazi who begot Qazi Abdul Sami, Qazi Baxan Shah was the khalifa of Bare Maqdoom 

sahib.  He originally came from Kiraman, Iran. The structure of Shahjahan’s mosque has been totally 

modified and rebuilt by withering away the characteristic features of the architecture developed 

under Shahjahan. But the present structure is just sufficient to give an idea about the elements and the 

organization of the space of the mosque. Once the mosque was composed of a western prayer hall, it 

was divided into central nave and side aisles of equal dimensions. The nave and side aisles are 

connected with the help of arched ways. The originality of the façade has totally been destroyed. The 

central nave contains the hexagonal qibla which was again conceived into the form of a Mughal 

alcove. Since the whole structure has been rebuilt, Shahjahani arch was completely destroyed (Fig.52, 

53, 54).  
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Fig. 52: Façade of Shahjahan’s masjid 

 

 

 
Fig. 53: Western liwan of Shahjahan’s mosque 
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Fig. 54: Plan of the Shahjahan’s mosque 

 

Brijkishor Saini’s house in mohalla Kamal Sarai (Polipur), lies in latitude 27031’34.8‛ n. and 

longitude 80045’36.7‛ e. Votive idols are the fragmented stone sculpture pieces. Stone idol of Vaman is 

kept inside the house of Brijkishor Saini. Small votive figure of standing female deity is made of black 

stone (Fig. 55). Gupta period standing male deity is made of black stone. It is wearing Ekavali and 

short dhoti. There is a Prabha mandal behind his head and a square mukut on his head (Fig. 56). There s 

a small flattish votive figure of Ganesh made of black stone. It is seated in Lalitasan mudra (Fig. 57). 

There is a 10th century sculpture fragment showing a standing diety in a niche (Fig. 58). There are 

three seated male deities one in the center in dhyan mudra (Fig. 59). There is a sculpture fragment 

showing three seated female deities. Matrikas, is made of sandstone (Fig. 60). There is a sculptural 

fragment of a female head made on buff colored sandstone (Fig. 61). There is an unidentified broken 

sculpture piece (Fig. 62). There is a sculpture piece of a male deity where Ganesh figure is seated in 

Lalitasan mudra of medieval period (Fig. 63). There is a 9th century unidentified sculptural fragment 

made of buff sandstone (Fig. 64). There is a figure of matrika holding a child in her lap. It might be 

part of Krishna Lela Putnavadha (Fig. 65). There is a 10th century figure of Vaman Vishnu. He is wearing 

Vanmala. He is holding Gada, Chakra, Shankh. He is holding right in Vardan mudra (Fig. 66). 
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Fig. 55: Votive female Diety                                 Fig. 56: Gupta male deit                                   Fig. 57: Votive Ganesh Figute    
 

                        
        Fig. 58: 10th century sculptural                                  Fig. 59: Three seated male dieties Fragment      
             

                              
                                                 Fig. 60: Sculptural fragment                                  Fig. 61: Sculptural fragment 
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                Fig. 62: Broken sculptural fragment                    Fig. 63: Sculptural Ganesh           Fig. 64: 9th century sculptura                  

 

                                  
                          Fig. 65: Matrika Fragment                                                Fig. 66: 10th century Vaman-Vishnu 

Dhoona Bhagat Bhagwan known as Mai baba sangat lies in mohalla Mahendri Tola in p.s. Khairabad 

in tahsil Sitapur. It lies in latitude 27037’33.8‛ n. and longitude 80045’23.8‛ e. This place belongs to 

Udaseen sect. There are six sangats of this school of thought in the town. These are as follows- 

1. Kamal Sarai also known as Baba Laxmandas Udaseen Ashram, mohalla Kamal Sarai,  
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2. Baba Ayaram Udaseen Ashram, mohalla Hataura,  

3. Udaseen Ashram, mohalla Hataura,  

4. Kachchi Sangat Kamal Sarai,  

5. Katra Sangat Baba Gurudayal Das, mohalla Katra.  

A book about Udaseen sect named ‚Jaisiddhapurush‛ was written by Dr. Shubha Karyanath Kapoor. This 

sangat was established by Bhagat Bhagwan, the disciple of Srichanda Bhagwan. Bhagat Bhagwan was 

going to Hinglaj for pilgrimage. Srichand met him on the way and told him that he would call the 

Hinglaj Mata. He then performed this miracle. This incident took place in Sadhu Bela, Sindh, Pakistan. 

He became his disciple and was sent to Khairabad to spread his message. Bhagat Bhagwan went to Bari 

Sangat Kamal Sarai. From here he went to establish Hasnapur Sangat near Biswan. From this point he 

proceeded towards Kamrup. Bhagat Bhagwan established his Dhuna here. Mahant Preetam Das 

established this sangat and built the building of Dhuna and the wall around this in 1825.  

Baba Ayaram Ashram was established by Baba named Ayaram in about 1825. It lies in latitude 

27031’51‛ n. and longitude 80045’44.5‛ e. There is walled enclosure here at present. West of the 

enclosure outside the gate, there is Samadhi of Baba Ayaram. It is a domed structure. The dome is 

placed on an octagonal base. The bricks used are 1 inch thick Lakhauri bricks. 

Chunni-Munni ka Talab exists near office of Commandant of Home Guards. It lies in latitude 

27031’43.8‛ n. and longitude 80044’18.4‛e. Kayasthas live in three mohallas of Khairabad namely 

Panwaria, Makhoopur, and Bhoolan. Chunni Lal whose grand house still stands in mohalla Panwaria lived 

here. His ancestor was an official of Nawabs of Awadh. He built this talab. The pucca talab is made of 

Kankar bricks. Water never collected in this talab and nobody could take bath here, therefore it was 

abandoned.  

Karbala situated in Mela Maidan lies in latitude 27031’56.8‛ n. and longitude 80044’20.7‛ e. It was 

built by Meer Mannu, a Shia resident of Mughalan Sarai, 150 years ago, on the land obtained from 

Kayasthas. It is now being looked after by Shia Waqf Board. The courtyard of the Karbala is made of 

one inch thick Kakai bricks. The mosque is built on a high platform in the western side of the 

courtyard. Sheetla Prasad, the brother of Chunni Lal Kayastha built Sheetlan talab near Mela Maidan, now 

called Qarbala Maidan. The ceramic industry found is OCP (Fig. 67). 
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Fig. 67: OCP of Karbala p.s. Khairabad 

 

Purani Bazar wali Masjid lies in latitude 27031’35‛ n. and longitude 80045’24.9‛ e. It is made of 

Kakai bricks, about 1 inch thickness. It was built during Nawabi period. The prayer hall of the mosque 

is divided into central nave and side aisles which are connected with the help of pointed arch. In 

dimension, central arch is much bigger than the flanking aisles. The façade of the mosque is 

composed of three archways where the central archway is bigger than the side ways. The central 

portion of the façade has been conceived in the form of a projected portal. At the roof level above the 

cornice a railing with guldasta motif has been built. Both the corners of the façade have been 

conceived as square minar which are surmounted by false domed kiosks. The mosque is surmounted 

by a bigger dome with crowning element. Side aisles are roofed with vault. It’s a late 19th century 

construction (Fig. 68, 69). 
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Fig. 68: Front façade of Purani Bazar wali masjid 

 
Fig. 69: Plan of Purani Bazar wali masjid 

 

Qila Khairabad lies in latitude 27031’26.4‛ n. and longitude 80045’14.3‛ e. The mound marks the 

site of Raja Harprasad’s fort. The bricks of 30.5‛, 3‛, 20.5‛, 2‛, 1.5‛, 1‛ thickness are found on the 

mound. Machhan Shahid Baba’s mosque and graves lie to the north of the Qila. The structure over the 

grave was made during Nawabi period. According to local tradition, Machhan Shahid Baba was the 

companion of Yusuf Khan Ghazi. The ceramic industries found here are K, G, EM and LM. 
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Saraiwali Masjid lies in latitude 27031’36.7‛ n. and longitude 80045’22.7‛ e. There was a Sarai 

here in earlier days. Now only the mosque of the Sarai is extant. Earlier Bhathiyars, a Muslim caste of 

inn-keepers used to live here. They managed the Sarai. Nagar Palika was established in the Sarai in 

1869 A.D. This mosque has a single dome. On both sides there are vaulted roofs. The bricks used in 

the building are about one inch in thickness. The surrounding floor level has been raised because of 

filling. There is a well outside the small courtyard of the mosque. It is made of similar Lakhauri bricks. 

It was made during Nawabi period. The mosque is composed of the western prayer hall which is 

divided into central nave and side aisles which are not properly proportionate. The nave and aisles 

are connected with the help of archways where the arches are not true either in the shape or in the 

construction. The façade of the mosque is composed of three trabeated openings. The mosque is 

surmounted by a single dome based on circular drum and the dome is crowned with inverted lotus. 

Both corners of the façade are surmounted by a square minaret crowned with domed motif. It is a late 

19th century construction (Fig. 70, 71, 72).  

 
Fig. 70: Saraiwali moqsue 
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Fig. 71: Squinch of the Saraiwali masjid 

 
Fig. 72: Plan of Saraiwali masjid 
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Shahi Masjid lies in latitude 27031’51.5‛ n. and longitude 80045’15.7‛ e. It has only one dome. It 

is built of 1 inch thick Kakai bricks. The mosque consists of western Liwan which is divided into 

central nave and side aisles. The dimension of the nave is bigger than that of side aisles. The nave and 

side aisles are connected with low rise archways. The peculiar feature of the nave is qibla, which is of 

great dimension. The thickness of the wall and the low rise arches with prominent spring point 

recalls Lodi’s architecture. As far as the skyline i.e. domes and façade are concerned, these have been 

rebuilt and modified (Fig. 73, 74, 75, 76). 

  
          Fig. 73: Squinch of Shahi masjid                                                   Fig. 74: Western Liwan of Shahi masjid 

 
 

   
Fig. 75: Façade of Shahi masjid 
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Fig. 76: Plan of Shahi masjid 

 

Zohra Masjid, mohalla Baksariya Tola lies in latitude 27031’27.2‛ n. and longitude 80045’17.7‛ e. It 

was built by Zohra Mushtari, a tawaif. She built the mosque. She was a great Marsiya singer and a 

poetess. She was a benevolent lady. The mosque is composed of western prayer hall. The western 

prayer hall is divided into the nave and side aisles of equal dimensions, where all are connected with 

the archways. The façade of the mosque contains three arched openings of equal size fixed in a 

rectangular form. The central portion of the façade has been projected towards outside and is 

conceived in the form of the portal. Both corners of the façade have been occupied by octagonal 

minars, which are highly elevated. These minars are composed of four storeys. Fourth storey has been 

conceived in the form of false domed kiosk. The mosque is surmounted by the fluted domes based on 

circular domes. The central portion of the façade has been projected towards outside and both the 

corners of the rear façade are surmounted by false domed kiosks at the roof level. Though it was 

rebuilt and modified in the 18th century by the lady mentioned above. Its plan indicated its Lodi’s 

origin. The whole structure stands on a high rise platform (Fig. 77, 78, 79). 

 
Fig. 77: Front façade of Zohra masjid 
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Fig. 78: Rear façade of Zohra masjid 

                   
Fig. 79: Plan of Zohra masjid 

Durga Mandir mohalla Hataura p.s. Khairabad, lies in latitude 27031’49.4‛ n. and longitude 

80045’30.1‛ e. The following antiquities were found kept inside the temple: These were found in the 

surrounding area only. Miniature votive stone idols are kept inside the premises of Durga Mandir, 

which is a new structure. One small four armed votive figure of goddess Parvati made of blackish 
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grey stone was found here. The deity is holding Kamandal in her left lower hand and the right hand is 

in Varada mudra. She has Jatamukut on her head (Fig. 80). There was a 10th century broken Uma-Mahesh 

idol made of buff colored sandstone. Parvati is seated on left side of lord Shiva. Shiva’s trident is 

visible on upper right side. He is wearing Jatamukut (Fig. 81). There was an unidentified sculpture 

piece showing three seated figures belonging to 10th century A.D (Fig. 82). There was an extremely 

worn out standing unidentified male figure made of buff colored sandstone (Fig. 83).  

         
    Fig. 80: Parvati figure    Fig. 81: 10th century Uma-Mahesh idol                    Fig. 82: Scullptural fragment  

 

     

Gurudayal Das Udaseen Ashram Katra, lies 1 km to the west of the p.s. in 

latitude 27031’34.2‛ n. and longitude 80045’2.2‛ e. Sangat is located on the 

mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 7 feet. To the south of the village 

lies Raja Talab. It was founded in Samvat 1667/1601 A.D. It is about 400 

years old. It was founded by Baba Gurudayal Das during the reign of Akbar. 

Babaji came from village Gharaincha of district Sangroor. He was buried in 

Sheetalan Talab in village Jamaiyatpur. All mahants have been cremated here 

only. After cremation their ashes were buried inside Sangat compound. He 

was first to come Sheetalan Talab. From there he came to Katra Sangat. 

Gurudayal Das started blowing conch which was prohibited in Muslim 

rule. Local Muslims wanted to kill him but were not successful. When 

Emperor Akbar heard about him, he gifted him a shawl. Babaji threw it 

into fire of Dhoona. Akbar was annoyed. On seeing this Babaji produced 

shawls of various colors from Dhoona. The emperor was pleased and 

donated land to this Ashram. The land of Dhanipur, Shankarpur, Arjunpur, 

Mulahimpur was included in the grant. Babaji did many miracles. The list of previous mahants of this 

ashram includes the following:- Baba Gurudayal Dasji, Baba Swarup Dasji, Baba Haridasji, Baba 

Fig. 83: Unidentified male 

figure 
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Charandasji, Baba Ramsharan Dasji, Baba Nanak Sharanji, Baba Mahamandaleshwar Brahmaharaji, Baba 

Damodarsharanji. The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM.  

Jain Mandir mohalla Shuklan Sarai @ Sujawalpur, p.s. Khairabad, lies in latitude 27032’1‛ n. and 

longitude 80045’23.6‛ e. In 1960, in an excavation, one Astadhatu idol and 12 stone idols were 

recovered from here. All these were related to Jain religion. In 1982-83 again during digging, 13 stone 

idols were recovered. These have been kept inside the temple. These images are of thirteen out of 23 

teerthankars. Jain Teerthankars are seated in padmasan in dhyan mudra. All teerthankars have Srivatsa 

symbol on their chest. These idols belonged to 15th century A.D. (Fig. 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 

93, 94, 95, 96, and 97). The inscribed medieval images of Tirthankars, Mahavira and Vimalnath (dated 

Samvat 1481-1525) were found at Khairabad51. 

 

 
Fig. 84: Teerthankars idols kept in the temple, Khairabad 

 

                   
     Fig. 85: Teerthankar Idol             Fig. 86: Teerthankar Idol                                Fig. 87: Teerthankar Idol 
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          Fig. 88: Teerthankar Idol                              Fig. 89: Teerthankar Idol                               Fig. 90: Teerthankar Idol   

           

                                
        Fig. 91: Teerthankar Idol                                 Fig. 92: Teerthankar Idol                         Fig. 93: Teerthankar Idol 

      
    Fig. 94: Teerthankar Idol         Fig. 95: Teerthankar Idol           Fig. 96: Teerthankar Idol         Fig. 97: Teerthankar Idol        

                                                       

 Hataura sangat lies in latitude 27031’45.6‛ n. and longitude 80045’31.8‛ e. This was founded by 

Baba Ayaram. Makka Jamadar’s Bridge, mohalla Hataura, p.s. Khairabad lies in latitude 27031’54‛ n. and 

longitude 80045’19.1‛ e. The bridge was based on three arches. It is made of 1 inch thick Kakai bricks. 

This was built during the reign of Naseeruddin Haider by Makka Jamadar, the head of tailors (Fig. 98). 
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Turantinath temple, mohalla Surjanpur, p.s. 

Khairabad, lies in latitude 27031’59.7‛ n. 

and longitude 80045’27.2‛ e. Two small 

votive idols made of stone are kept inside 

the temple. One of these is of a standing 

deity and the other is of deity seated in 

Lalitasan mudra (Fig. 99). Behind the 

temple (east of the temple), in Sushil Mali’s 

house a piece of door jamb is kept. It is 

made of block Kankar. It belongs to 9th 

century A.D. It is decorated with pushpa and padmapatra shakhas. The hole is in upper portion was 

made later on (Fig. 100).  

                        
                                 Fig. 99: Votive standing dieties                                              Fig. 100: 9th century Door-jamb 

 

Ashrafunnisa Khanam’s Imambara @ Agha Ali’s Phatak, lies in latitude 27031’16.5‛ n. and 

longitude 80045’16.1‛ e. It was made by Agha Ali about 150 years ago. The pieces of block Kankar are 

kept on the inner walls of the Imambara. Kankar blocks are found all over the town. It appears that a 

lot of structures were built in this town during 9th-10th century because block Kankar was a popular 

building material only during the aforesaid period. The structure of the Imambara carries the peculiar 

Fig. 98: Makka Jamadar’s Bridge 
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features of British architecture mixed with 

Indo-Islamic style. The whole building has 

been conceived into parallel halls connected 

through three arches based on double circulars 

pillars. Outer hall has been provided with five 

arched openings of equal dimensions where 

arches are based on double circular pillars (Fig. 

101). 

 

     

 

 
                                                                                                  Fig. 102: Front façade of Agha Ali’s Phatak 

 

The structure of the inner gateway contains a central trabeated opening fixed in bigger arch 

flanked and surmounted by false arched niches of equal dimension (Fig. 103).  

2. Bajdari Tola- The mohalla Bajdari Tola, kasba Khairabad lies in tahsil Sitapur, 1 km to the south of the 

p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 4 feet. The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM.   

3. Bande Ali’s Imambara- It lies in latitude 27031’21.4‛ n. and longitude 80045’11.3‛ e. In Bande Ali’s 

Imambara, Begum Hazrat Mahal stayed for one night. She came to Bari from Lucknow and met Maulvi 

Ahmadulla Shah. From there she went to Aurangabad. From there she came to Khairabad via 

Machhrehta. From here she went to Chehlari ghat p.s. Reosa via Biswan. At Chehlari ghat, Raja Naresh 

Singh, king of Chehlari fought the British soldiers and allowed Begum to escape to Bahraich. From 

Bahraich, she along with her companions went to Nepal. Bande Ali was Rais of Khairabad. Now the 

Imambara is in very dilapidated condition. The roof has already fallen down. It was built during 

Nawabi period.  

The structure of the outer gate is composed of a 

trabeated central opening fixed in a false multi-

cusped arch projected towards outside. The 

flanking wings of the gate have been placed 

diagonally and double storeyed where the 

lower storey contains trabeated gate fixed in 

arched alcove. The upper storey façade contains 

the latticed window. The whole structure of the 

gateway has been provided with the projected 

eaves and surmounted by different miniature 

elements of decorative motif of various types 

(Fig. 102). 

Fig. 101: Façade of Ashrafunnisa Khanam’s Imambara 
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             Fig. 103: Rear façade of Agha Ali’s Phatak 

 

A chamber with three arched entrance vaulted at the cardinal points whereas corner chamber 

has been conceived in the form of domed rooms. The central chamber enshrining the grave rises 

higher than the surrounding structure. At the roof level projected dropping eaves have been 

provided and above it masonry railing were provided. The central chamber is surmounted by a dome 

having floral design and crowned by inverted lotus and finial. The cardinal chambers have been 

surmounted by wagon vault, which is in turn surmounted by three simple finials. The corner domes 

surmounting the corner chambers have also been crowned by simple finials resembling the wagon 

vault finials. The whole tomb structure was built on a platform and has semi circular arches fixed in 

multi-foliated bigger arches. Corners of the building have been conceived as a pillar with horizontal 

bands (Fig. 105).  

Tombs of Bare Hafiz Saahab @ Hafiz Mohd. Ali, 

and Chhote Hafiz Saahab @ Hafiz Mohd. Aslam, lies 

in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27031’26.7‛ n. and 

longitude 80044’54.7‛ e. This complex stands 

inside an enclosure. Tomb of Bare Hafiz Saahab 

stands in the middle. To the west stands the 

mosque and to its east stands tomb of Chhote 

Hafiz Saahab. Bare Hafiz Saahab was the resident 

of Khairabad. Nizam Khursheed Jah Bahadur of 

Hyderabad was his disciple. 

      He built the tomb in 1266 H/1849-50 A.D. 

Chhote Hafiz Shah was the disciple of Bare Hafiz 

Saahab. He was the resident of Khairabad town. 

His tomb was built by Nawab Ghulam 

Mohammad Khan of Dadon, district Aligarh in 

1930 A.D. A masjid was built in 1242 H/1826-27 

A.D. It lies to the west of the tomb of Bare Hafiz 

Sahab. Both of them belonged to Chishtia Silsila 

of Sufis. Bare Hafiz Saahab tomb has been built 

on a modified Nonipartite plan. 
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          Fig. 104: Plan of Bade Hafiz ki masjid                                        Fig. 105: Front façade of Bade Hafiz Sahab Tomb  

 

 

 
        Fig. 106: Front façade of Chhote Hafiz Sahab Tomb 
 

corners are occupied by square double storey turrets surmounted by dome motif. Above the eaves 

masonry railing has been built (Fig. 106). 

 

 

 

 

  
            

  

 

Chhote Hafiz Sahab’s tomb is composed of a 

single square chamber surmounted by a 

bulbous fluted dome, which is crowned by an 

inverted lotus and a finial. Facades of the 

building are symmetrical which have been 

composed of three arches, where the central 

one is open, whereas the flanking ones are 

closed. The corners of the tomb building have 

been composed as a pillar. At the roof level 

projected eaves have been provided and all  

4. Bawali Kuan- Bawali Kuan lies in exhibition 

ground Khairabad, in latitude 27032’1.8‛ n. and 

longitude 80044’41.8‛ e. Following is the writing 

on tablet fixed on the structure above the well- ‚In 

grateful remembrance of Colonel Thompson C.S.I Late 

Commissioner Sitapur erected by public subscription 

1878‛ (Fig. 107). 

Begam Sahiba’s Mosque lies in mohalla Miyan Sarain 

behind Chhote Maqdoom Sahab’s tomb, in latitude 

27031’28.3‛ n. and longitude 80044’46.2‛ e. It was   
Fig. 107: Bawali Kuan, Khairabad 
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built by Mohammadi Begam in 1236 H/1820-21 A.D. The mosque building consists of only western 

Liwan which was built as a valuated single chamber. The mosque building is surmounted by three 

domes of equal size where the central dome is projected towards eastern side. The central portion of 

the façade has been projected considerably from the flanking position. Each portion of the façade has 

been provided with multi-foliated arches entrances which were fixed in a bigger multi-foliated arch. 

Both the corners of the façade are built in the form of a six storey octagonal minars. These minars once 

rose higher than the roof but in course of time the upper portion has been destroyed. At the roof level 

projected eaves were provided and above the eaves typical railing has been built (Fig. 108, 109, 110, 

111). 
 

       
               Fig. 108: Front façade of Begam Saheb’s Tomb                               Fig. 109: Squinch of Begam Saheb’s Tomb 

 

 

     
                    Fig. 110: Gate of the Begam Saheb’s Tomb                          Fig. 111: Plan of Begam Saheb ki masjid 
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Sri Bihariji Bara Mandir Makhoopur @ Kisani tola, lies in latitude 27031’41.7‛ n. and longitude 80045’52.4‛ 

e. Raesahab Daulatram a Kayastha (Ta’aluqudar) built the temple by the inspiration of Mahant 

Rajgopalachari of Achari Sampradaya, a branch of Ramanujacharya Sect. The temple complex is 

composed of a central courtyard surrounded by cloisters and rooms and halls. The cloisters are in the 

form of verandahs having pillars supporting multi-foliated arches. The western wing is composed of a 

hall and open cloister. The hall is situated in southern side of the wing. It is accommodates a temple 

of Radha and Krishna. It opens into the cloister by three arched entrances and has an entrance in the 

centre. The whole temple complex has been conceived as a Haveli. The whole structure is double 

storeyed. Exterior of the whole structure is plain while exterior of upper storey has been punctuated 

by windows (Fig. 112, 113, 114, 115). 

 

   
        Fig. 112: Front façade of Sri Bihariji Bara Mandir                                         Fig. 113: Sri Bihariji Bara Mandir 

 

   
            Fig. 114: Inside of Sri Bihariji Bara Mandir                       Fig. 115: Inner Courtyard of Sri Bihariji Bara Mandir 

 

 Chhote Maqdoom Shahab’s tomb lies in mohalla Miyan Sarai about 2 km to the south of the p.s. 

Chhote Maqdoom Sahab was a disciple of Bare Maqdoom Sahab. The complete name of H. Nizamuddin 

was Allahdiya Saahab @ Chhote Maqdoom Saahab. This tomb lies in latitude 27031’25.7‛ n. and longitude 

80044’49.8‛ e. It is situated inside an enclosure which has a graveyard and a mosque. The mosque is 

located to the west of the tomb. The mosque was made in 865 H/1460-61 A.D., during the reign of 

Akbar by Faizi, his Aqeedatmand (follower). He built this tomb also. Fuhrer found two Persian 

inscriptions which stated that Masjid of Sheikh Maqdoom Sahab was commenced in 339 H and finished 

in 1056 H52. The dargah of Maqdoom Shah was supported from the revenues of the Muafi village of 

Lodhupur. The entrance wall is partially made of Kankar blocks obtained from some old structures.  
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        Fig. 116: Front façade of Chhote Maqdoom Shahab’s tomb                      Fig. 117: Plan of Chhote Maqdoom   

          Shahab’s tomb and makbara 

  

The tomb building is composed of a single square chamber having entrances on all sides. The 

tomb building is surmounted by a huge dome based on a high elevated octagonal drum. The upper 

line of the octagonal drum has been decorated with parapet motif and at the roof level of the main 

structure a railing has been conceived with parapet motif. The dome is crowned with inverted lotus 

and finial. In the phase of transition the first stage has been achieved through squinches and 

consisted of blind arches whereas the second stage has been achieved through corbelled pendentives 

and above that a band of small blind arches have been made. In the centre of the chamber, the grave 

lies in north- south alignment (Fig. 116, 117, 118, 119). On the western side of the tomb building a 

mosque with three aisles exists. It has been thoroughly modified and repaired.  
 

 

                 
Fig. 118: Front façade of Chhote Maqdoom Shahab’s makbara     Fig. 119: Squinch of Chhote Maqdoom Shahab’s tomb 
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Dargah Yusuf Khan Ghazi lies in mohalla Rauja Darwaja about 1 km to the west of the p.s. The 

mound is inhabited. Its area is 4 acre and height is 5 feet. In this mohalla to the left of the mound lies 

Maswasi Tal. Yusuf Khan Ghazi, a companion of Salar Ghazi Masud, who was defeated and killed by 

Raja Bhimsen, lies near this pond, in latitude 27031’39.9‛ n. and longitude 80045’31‛ e. The ceramic 

industries found are K, EM, and LM. TC beads were also found here. The mosque lies to the south-

west of Dargah. It is a newly constructed building. Tomb of Yusuf Khan Ghazi is a square building. It 

has been provided with arched gate on all sides in the centre, where three gates have been filled, one 

with lattice and others with walls. This square tomb building has been surmounted by a dome based 

on a raised octagonal. In both stages of phase of transition true squinches have been used. These 

squinches belong to late Sultanat period (Lodi period). It is confirmed that the structure was built 

during Sayyid Lodi period though the building was subjected to renovation (Fig. 120, 121, 122). 

  

  
      Fig. 120: Squinch of Dargah Yusuf Khan Ghazi                                 Fig. 122: Plan of Dargah Yusuf Khan Ghazi 

 

 The grave of Hazeere Pir Baba lies to the east of the tomb. Yusuf Khan Ghazi came to this place 

with Salar Ghazi Masud of Bahraich. Yusuf Khan was the son of his sister. According to local tradition, 

Hazeere Pir was his companion. According to popular belief his other companions were as follows. (1) 

Peer Ajgaib who is buried at Moti jheel. His grave lies in latitude 27031’9.4‛ n. and longitude 

80044’41.9‛ e. To the west across the road lies a pond called Moti jheel and across on western side is 

 
Fig. 121: Dargah of Yusuf Khan Ghazi 
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situated a Shiva temple about 100 years old.  (2) Meeran Shah, who was buried at Machhrehta Chungi. 

The remains of Meeran Shah are housed in a modern building which lies in latitude 27031’17.4‛ n. and 

longitude 80044’10.4‛ e. Meeran Shah was also a companion of Yusuf Ghazi. (3) Hasan Shahid, who was 

buried at Mahendri Tola near Municipal Board. It lies in latitude 27037’37.5‛ n. and longitude 

8004513.1‛ e. (4) Doolha Shah (Mohalla Kamal Sarai) was buried in mohalla Kamal Sarai. (5) Machhan 

Shahid was buried near Qila Khairabad. 

 

Haji Sifatullah Saahab’s tomb lies in latitude 27031’38.5‛ n. and longitude 80045’24.8‛ e. A 

mosque lies to the west of the graveyard. The tomb of Abdullah Sayyid Sahab stands in the north-east 

corner of the graveyard. Haji Sifatullah’s tomb lies in the south-west corner of the tomb of Haji 

Ahmadullah Saahab’s tomb. It stands south of Haji Abdullah Sayyid Saahab’s tomb. Haji Abdullah Sayyid 

Saahab (D 1115 h @ 1703 A.D.) came from Fulwari Sharif, Patna to Khairabad. He stayed here. He made 

Haji Sifatullah his disciple. Haji Sifatullah Sahab (D 1157 h @ 1744 A.D.) was an inhabitant of Khairabad. 

Maulana Hafiz Sayyid Ahmadullah Shah Sahab (D 1167 h @ 1753 A.D.) was a resident of Khairabad.  

 

The tomb structure is composed of a rectangular chamber providing an entrance on southern 

side. At the roof level dropping eaves have been provided. Above these a parapet of floral designs 

been made. The structure is surmounted by a vaulted dome crowned with two finials on both ends of 

the ridge of vaulted dome. The corners of the structures have been conceived as a pillar of double 

storey where each storey has been demarcated by a cornice. Each facade is composed of arch divided 

into three parts (Fig. 123).  

 

      
 Fig. 123: Haji Sifatullah Saahab’s tomb                             Fig. 124: Plan of Haji Sifatullah Saahab’s tomb 
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Hafiz Sayyid Ahmadullah’s tomb is composed of 

rectangular room surmounted by fluted Bangladar domed 

roof. A very prominent cornice has been provided with 

bent and terminated in the corners. These corners have 

been built in the form of a fluted circular pillars based on 

pitcher motif. These facades are composed as arch 

opening which was filled with three storeyed panels. On 

the façade of each side decoration has been provided in 

the form of multi-foliated blind arches. The fluted 

Bangladar domed roof is crowned by an inverted lotus 

and a series of finials. The entrance has been provided on 

the southern side (Fig. 125).      

   

Haji Sayyid Sahab’s tomb’s structure is similar to Haji 

Sifatullah’s tomb in orientation as described above (Fig. 

126). 

 

                        

 
                                                                                                                                    Fig. 126: Haji Sayyid Sahab’s tomb 

 Madrasa-e-Niyaziya lies in latitude 27031’22.5‛ n. and longitude 80044’52.4‛ e. It was built by 

Munshi Niyaz, a local Zamindaar in 1317. There is a mosque opposite this building called Moti Masjid. 

It was built in 1290. The building of Niyazia School has two storey. Its lower storey has been 

conceived in the form of an arcade of multi-foliated arches. It consists of nine archways where central 

portion of the façade projecting outside consisted of three arches, where the central one is bigger than 

the flanking ones. The second storey of the projected part of the façade has been conceived alike the 

Fig. 125: Hafiz Sayyid Ahmadullah’s tomb 

Hanuman Mandir, Pathak Talab, mohalla Makhoopur lies 

in latitude 27031’46.8‛ n. and longitude 80046’2.6‛ e. It 

was built by some Mr. Pathak who lived in Makhoopur. 
 

The mohalla Kajiyara lies about 1 km to the south 

of the p.s. The mound is inhabited. Its area is 5 acre 

and height is 5 feet. To the north of the mound lies 

Raja Har Prasad’s Palace. 
 

The mohalla Kamal Sarai lies 0.5 km to the west 

of p.s. It is located on the mound. Its area is 5 acre and 

height is 8 feet. To the south of the mound lies Bhuiya 

Tali Teerth. There is a meeting hall of Udaseen sect. The 

ceramic industries found are K and LM. 
 

The mohalla Karimnagar lies 3 km to the west of 

the p.s. Karimnagar is named after companion of Bare 

Maqdoom Sahab, whose tomb lies in the mohalla Sheikh 

Sarai. There is a mosque constructed by Abdul Qarim in  

this locality.  
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lower one with a difference found in the form of central portion with three small archways. Besides 

this central portion, the flanking wing of the lower storey has no second storey but only provides a 

terrace. Both the corners of the façade have been conceived in the form of an octagonal double storey 

bastion. The lower storey of the bastion has been embellished with blind foliated arches whereas the 

upper storey has opening with depressed arch and contains railing. All the angles of this bastion have 

been furnished as a pillar. The corner bastions are surmounted by parapet and small turrets on each 

angle and the whole structure is surmounted by dome having crowning elements consisting of 

double inverted lotus and Islamic finial. Rest of the building has been provided with a railing 

typically of the Gothic Style (Fig. 127). 
 

 
Fig. 127: Front façade of Madrasa-e-Niyaziya 

 

Moti Masjid is composed of western Liwan which can be divided in the central nave and side 

aisles. Its original façade consisted of the multi-foliated arch openings. Both the corners of the façade 

are occupied by four stored minars which are crowned by small domes and finial. Its western Liwan 

is surmounted by three fluted domes where the central one is bigger than the flanking one. All domes 

are crowned with inverted lotus and flower motif along with finials. The rear façade has also been 

conceived with three blind multi-foliated arches. Both the corners of the rear façade are surmounted 

by domed kiosks. At the roof level, the building has provided with prominent cornice and above it is 

the railing composed of a series of kiosks (Fig. 128, 129). 
 

                        
Fig. 128: Front façade of Moti masjid               Fig. 129: Rear facade of Moti masji               Fig. 130: Plan of Moti masjid 
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 The Makka Jamadar’s mosque complex lies in latitude 27032’3.2‛ n. and longitude 80045’4.8‛ e. 

This complex was built by Nawab Nasiruddin Haider when Makka Darji stitched his Sadri, plus a cap in 

the length of a piece of a cloth just sufficient to stitch a Sadri only. He was extremely happy with his 

handwork. He granted his wish of making this complex built as an imitation of Bara Imambara. The 

complex of Makka Jamadar’s mosque consists of the mosque and Imambara which stand facing each 

other in an enclosure (Fig. 131, 132). 

 

 
Fig. 131: Makka Jamadar’s mosque 

 

 
Fig. 132: Front façade of Makka Jamadar’s mosque 

 

A gate in the northern side of the enclosure leads to Kadam Rasool. To the east of the mosque, 

outside the enclosure stands tomb of some relative of Makka Jamadar. The footprints of Prophet 

Mohammad are kept in the family of Mutawalli appointed by Makka Darji. Bhoolan Khan was the 

appointed person. His descendant Kaleemuddin Khan was the custodian of this footprint, which was 

engraved on a red sandstone slab. The structure was built on nonipartite plan with a modification 
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suited to the time and space. Building is composed of central chamber with gates on all four sides 

and surrounded by corridor which further surrounded by the corner rooms and open cloister in the 

centre of all sides. The whole structure has been roofed by the brick ceiling designed in the form of a 

vault. Inside the structure, cornice was built in a prominent way. The central structure has been given 

the façade of three arches, where the central one is functional and flanking are blind. The niches were 

also found on the interior wall of the corner room. The whole structure has been decorated with 

stucco plaster and paintings. The structure of the building existed on a high elevated platform where 

stepped approach has been provided. The structure of Kadam Rasool is composed of three storeys. The 

first storey consists of a central square room having portico on all four cardinal sides. The porch is 

having three arched openings on the outer side while side wing of the portico contains a single 

arched opening. Each portico covered a rectangular space. The cornice of the portico has been 

conceived as projected eaves where the central portion is forming inverted arch shape. Each portion 

towards outside is surmounted with a pyramidal design which in turn is surmounted by a small 

domed kiosks. Surmounting pyramidal design has been perforated in the shape of arches where the 

central arch is bigger and multi-cusped. The second storey of the building has been built by elevating 

the central chamber of the lower storey. The corners of the second storey have been conceived as a 

square pier with flutings. The third storey of Kadam Rasool has been built as a circular structure where 

the four circles has been divided into eight parts, each containing four arched openings and is 

projected outwards. Each arched opening is surmounted by small fluted dome. Once the third storey 

of Kadam Rasool was surmounted by dome which has been destroyed in the course of the time leaving 

its drum intact (Fig. 133). 

 
 

  
    
                     Fig. 133: Front façade of Kadam Rasool 

                    

 
Fig. 134: Plan of Kadam Rasool 

 

            
Fig. 135: Plan of Kadam Rasool Makbara 
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 The tomb of unknown relatives of Makka Jamadar is of 

three storeys and is surmounted by a fluted dome with a 

heavy crowning element. All three storeys have been 

constructed with similar façades. The lower storey is bigger in 

dimension, having on southern dide, a projected arched 

gateway accommodating trabeated entrance. The central 

projected façade is flanked by the blind alcoves. The first 

storey is having a façade where the central part is projected 

outside. It is composed of two recessed arches having a 

functional trabeated entrance, whereas the flanking part of the 

façade has two recessed arches with functional entrances. All 

these three entrances of the façade have been fixed in 

rectangular structures. All facades resemble each other. The 

second storey is demarcated by cornice. The storey carries the 

façade resembling the first story so far as design and 

decoration are concerned, but the difference lies in the form of 

closed arches. At the roof level of the second storey dropping 

eaves have been provided. Above the roof level of second 

storey, a masonry railing has been constructed in the form of 

perforated embattlements (Fig. 136). 
 

Fig. 136: Tomb near Makka Zamadar’s Imambara                                     
                      

Makka Jamandar Ka Imambara consists of central courtyard and the structure of Imambara on the 

eastern side was existed whereas on the western side a monumental gateway has been built. 

Northern and southern wings of Imambara have been conceived in the form of cloisters with arched 

openings. The main structure of Imambara exists on a platform. Inside the Imambara the stage has been 

organized into three rectangular halls connected with five arches. Innermost hall has raised flooring 

whereas all the three halls have been surmounted with a vaulted roof. Before this platform is situated 

the grave of Makka Jamadar. Interior of the hall has been decorated with different design with 

different colors on stucco plasters. Blind niches and chevron pattern on the piers are made. The 

façade of Imambara building is composed of five multi-foliated archways flanked with octagonal 

minarets, which are further flanked with double storey cloisters opened towards inside in form of 

five arches supported on pillars. Flanking minarets of the façade of Imambara above the roof become 

circular surmounted by crowning elements. The whole façade has been surmounted with dropping 

eaves and masonry railings. The Northern and Southern wings of Imambara were conceived in the 

form of cloisters supported on piers. All decoration in the wings is found on stucco plasters. Northern 

and southern cloisters have façades composed of three functional archways. The corner blind arch 

way is bigger than the other one. The northern and southern wings are symmetrical to each other in 

design as well as in space organization. Western wing of the complex has been built with a defense 

element. It is double stored with a monumental gateway in the centre, whereas both curves of the 

wing have been built in the form of octagonal double storey bastion. These bastions are meant for 

keeping guards and all the entrances open towards outside. Both storeys of the wing were built on 

depressed arches whereas the lower storey arches are closed from outside. Upper storey arches are 
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fixed with windows. Central gateway is elevated covering both storey and rise above the roof level of 

second storey. Central gateway was built in the form of gatehouse divided into central nave that is 

arched passage flanked by double storey cloisters which opened in the central passage. The western 

façade of the central gateway has a projection towards outside and accommodated, a multi-foliated 

double recessed arch. Flanking portion of façade was conceived in a blind double stored enclave. 

Crowning element of this façade has been borrowed from the Gothic Architecture. The eastern façade 

of the gateway has been surmounted with bent cornice and masonry railing. Central portion of the 

façade has multi-foliated double recessed arch whereas flanking part of the façade is a single multi-

foliated arch accommodating double storey arched openings. Both facades of the gateway have been 

decorated with floral designs built on stucco plaster (Fig. 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, and 144).  
 

 
Fig. 137: Front façade of Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 

 
 

 
Fig. 138: Front façade of Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 
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Fig. 139: Eastern side of the courtyard 

 

 
Fig. 140: Western side of the courtyard 

 

 
Fig. 140: Inside the Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 
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Fig. 141: Inside the Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 

 

 

 
Fig. 142: Courtyard of Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 
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Fig. 143: Inside of Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 

 
Fig. 144: Plan of Makka Jamandar’s Imambara 
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Makka Jamadar’s mosque is situated in a complex having larger number of minor ruined 

structures. In this complex the mosque is found in good condition though in front of the mosque 

some modern structures have been built. The mosque is composed of prayer hall which can be 

divided into central nave and side aisles. Façade of the mosque is in the form of great portal in front 

of nave. This portal provides the entrance to the nave by three multi-foliated arched entrances of one 

storey height. These three arches are fixed inside the portal having bigger multi-foliated arches of the 

portal. This portal is projected towards outside having a merged eight-sided minaret on both corners 

of the portal. Entrances to the aisles are provided through the multi-foliated arched entrances of the 

storey height. Both of the corners of the façade of the mosque were occupied by a spiral minar of 

double the height of the mosque. At the roof level façade have been provided with a cornice and 

railing designed in the manner of Rumi Darwaja. The mosque is surmounted by three domes where 

the central one is bigger than the two flanking ones. All the domes are perforated with different 

shaped holes. All the domes are crowned with double inverted lotus and finials. Central nave is 

projected towards western side to accommodate Qibla in a triangular form, where the main angle of 

the triangle has been conceived in the form of high rise minar which rises beyond the roof level. It 

rises with flower motif which converted this minar in eight storey effect and a finial. All the three 

domes are surrounded by small cupolas with perforated dome. Three cupolas were built to break the 

monotony of domes and enrich the skyline. The mosque building was plastered with stucco; all 

decoration is found on stucco. Railings on northern, southern and eastern side are composed of 

guldasta motif housed in a trifoliate arch (Fig. 145, 146, 147, 148, and 149)  

 

                                              
          Fig. 145: Plan of Makka Jamadar’s mosque                                   Fig. 146: Front façade of Makka Jamadar’s mosque 
 

                                                     

 
Fig. 147: Front façade of Makka Jamadar’s mosque 
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Fig. 148: Inside Makka Jamadar’s Mosque                         Fig. 149: Rear façade of Makka Jamadar’s Mosque  
  

Bade Maqdoom Sheikh’s complex and other buildings, lie in mohalla Sheikh Sarai kasba Khairabad 

about 2 km to the south of the p.s. It is inhabited. It is located on the mound. To the south lies Moti 

Jheel. This mohalla got its name from Sheikh Saduddin @ Bare Makdum Shahab, who came here in 600 H. 

This complex lies in latitude 27031’13.1‛ n. and longitude 80045’64.4‛ e. To the south-west of this lies 

the mosque. Both these buildings stand on a mound. To the west of the mosque lies Hauda Tal. Bare 

Maqdoom Sahab came to this place from Unnao. His father was Hazrat Razi Badruddin @ Qazi Buddhan 

of Unnao. His tomb is located near Unnao railway station. It is known as Buddha Baba ki Mazar. He 

belonged to Chishtiya sect of Sufis. He came here in 890 H. He died in 922 H after staying here for 32 

years. He was a disciple (Khalifa) of Shah Meena of Lucknow. He came here during the reign of Sikandar 

Lodi. Following is the list of his Khalifas- (1) first Khalifa was Maqdoom Shah Shafi of Shafipur, district 

Unnao, (2) Hazi Maqdoom Kundan Mian, (3) Hazi Maqdoom Raja Bandagi, (4) Hazi Sikandar Mian, (5) Hazi 

Maqdoom Sayyid Khurd of Khiri. Chhote Maqdoom Saahib, one of his followers, was considered as a 

pious man and he found favour along with Faizi, one of the nine gems of Akbar. Bare Maqdoom Sahab’s 

tomb has been built on a square plan and is surmounted by a huge dome. The tomb has been 

provided with the entrance on southern side though same type of entrance has been provided on the 

northern side but it has been closed with a grill. To bear the huge dome, first phase of transition has 

been achieved through the squinches. The second stage of the phase of transition has been achieved 

through pendentives filled in the form of muqurnas. In the second phase of transition horizontal floral 

bands of decorations have created, which appears to have made later on. The mosque is composed of 

western Liwan which is divided into central nave and side aisles. All are connected with four 

centered archways based on piers of considerable thickness. Western Liwan is surmounted by three 

domes which are based on high rise octagonal drums. Inside, phase of transition has been achieved 

through corbelling in the form of artificial arches fixed in the rectangular frame. In the western wall 

of the central nave Qibla has been conceived as a hexagon which has been mutilated in the course of 

time and now a trabeated opening has been built. The façade of the mosque is composed of three 

archways where central arch is bigger than the flanking arches and the central portion of the façade 
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containing the central arch is projected towards outside. The dome is crowned with inverted lotus 

and finial. The analysis of architecture prevailing in the mosque building and the building technology 

used in the construction indicates the mosque was constructed during early reign of Akbar (Fig. 150, 

151, 152 and 153). 
 

                 
 

Fig. 150: Rear façade of Bade Maqdoom Sahab’s Tomb                    Fig. 151: Inside of Bade Maqdoom Sahab’s Tomb 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 152: Rear façade of Bade Maqdoom Sahab’s Mosque 
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Fig. 153: Plan of Bade Maqdoom Sahab’s Tomb 

 

Allama Fazle haq’s house lies to the north of the Bade Maqdoom Sahab’s tomb. After mutiny this 

building was demolished by the British and the stones were sold by them to Kamlapur estate. Allama-

Fazle-Haq Khairabadi was a great freedom fighter. The great grandfather of Allama-Fazle-Haq was 

Mohammad Suhale who migrated from Hargaon to Khairabad and started living in mohalla Sheikh Sarai. 

His son was Arshad Sahab. His son was Allama Fazle Imam. His son Allama Fazle Haq was born on 10th 

October 1794. Fazle Imam was in a high position in Delhi. Allama Fazle Haq lived there. From Delhi he 

came to Lucknow. The atrocities of the British greatly affected him and he migrated to Alwar. From 

there he came back to Delhi. From Jama Masjid Delhi, he issued a signed fatwa along with four other 

Maulvis namely Mufti Sadruddin Khan, Maulvi Nazir, Maulvi Iiyaqat Ali Alahabadi, Maulvi Faiz Ahmad 

Badauni. The salient points of this fatwa were as follows- ‚Britishers are giving sepoys cartridge 

smeared with beef follow to destroy their religion, the Britishers have increased their demand for cow 

hide which is leading to cow slaughter in greater numbers. Since cow is sacred for Hindus and its 

slaughter hurts religious sentiments of Hindus, therefore its slaughter is Haraam for Muslims. And for 

this reason eating of beef is Haraam. Serving Britishers and taking their money was also Haraam‛. 

After this the British tried to arrest him. For some time he stayed in Delhi. After five days, leaving his 

elder son Shamsul Haq, who was also in Delhi, he went to Nawab Abdul Shaqoor of Bheekhanpur, district 

Aligarh, along with his younger son Abdul Haq and other members of his family. He stayed there for 

18 days. After this he crossed Ganges at Sankara Ghat Aligarh and reached Badaun. He reached 

Khairabad via Bareilly. From here he went to Lucknow. At this time Birjis Kadra was on the throne of 

Awadh with his mother Begam Hazrat Mahal as regent. When their forces lost at Lucknow, Allama 

moved to Khairabad. He was arrested by the British. He was given life imprisonment on 04th March 

1859. He was sent to Andaman by the ship ‘Fire Queen’ on 18th October 1859. Allama wrote ‚Seratul 

Hindia‛ in prison and sent it by the hands of Mufti Inayat Ahmad Kakorwi who was also serving his 

sentence for life but was released in 1277 H. His son Abdul Haq made appeal against the sentence and 

got relief. The day, he reached Andaman with the release order, Allama had already died. Abdul Haq 
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buried his father there in Andaman and came back. The ceramic industries on this mound found are 

EM and LM. 

The Poorbi Devi temple and Bhumiya Tali lies in latitude 27031’16‛ n. and longitude 80045’52.2‛ 

e. To the south-west of this temple lies Bhumiya Tali, constructed by Munnu Lal Khatri about 200 years 

ago. It has been renovated. In the campus of Bhumiya Tali stand five Samadhis of the family members 

of Munnu Lal Khatri. Udaseen Ashram kasba Khairabad lies in latitude 27031’24.4‛ n. and longitude 

80045’41.4‛ e. In 1359 fasli, a Nawab of Lucknow gave 85 bighas of land to the Ashram. Building of 

Barisangat is made of Kakai bricks of about ¾‛ thickness. At the earliest point of time, Bhagat 

Bhagwandas, a disciple of Sri Chandra Bhagwan, established his Dhoona here. After him till present time 

17 Mahants have passed. Aurangzeb gave 900 bighas of land to this Ashram. At that time Laxman Das 

was Mahant here. It is said that Aurangzeb personally visited this place. There are four other Sangats of 

Udaseen Sampradaya than the above one- (1) Katrasangat, present Mahant Swami Damodar Saran Mahant 

(250 bighas of land), (2) Deoria Sangat, present Mahant Maheshwar Das Mahant (100 bighas of land), (3) 

Mai Baba Sangat & (4) Hataura Sangat, present Mahant Laxman Deoji (70 bighas of Land). The list of 17 

Mahants from Chandraji Maharaj to the Present is as follows- Sri Chandraji, Bhagat Bhagwan Das, 

Mahant Guru Chandra Das, Sant Bax Barchna Saahab Das, Mahant Alakh Ramdas, Mahant Mansa Ramdas, 

Mahant Laxman Dasji, Mahant Baram Sewak Das, Mahant Bishun Prakash Das, Mahant Bhagwan Das, 

Mahant Balak Das, Mahant Basant Das, Mahant Jamuna Das, Mahant Harinam Das, Mahant Gurudas, 

Mahant Ayodhya Das, Mahant Lavkush Muni, Mahant Purna Muni. 

 

5. Adhawal- This village lies in tahsil Sitapur, it lies 12 km to the north of the p.s. the mound lies to the 

south-west of the village. The land is lying fallow. Its area is 3 acre and height is 10 feet. Sthan of 

Bheera Baba is situated on the mound. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

 

6. Akkilpur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27028’44.54‛ n. and longitude 80041’3.92‛ e. It 

lies 9 km to the south-east of the p.s. The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM. 

 

7. Bannepurwa- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 7 km to the north-east of the p.s. and lies in latitude 

27027’ n, and longitude 80049’35‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported statue of Vishnu, head and hands of broken 

medieval period53. The ceramic industry found here is LM. 

8. Bhadiyasi- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27032’11.26‛ n. and longitude 80049’6.44‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound is inhabited and extends to the west of the village. 

Its area is 2 acre and height is 12 feet.  The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

 

9. Daheliya Sultanpur-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27028’36.19‛ n. and longitude 

8004849.45‛ e. It lies 7.3 km to the east of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. The 

mound is inhabited and the land is lying fallow. Its area is 4 acre and height is 6 feet. A school is 

situated on the mound. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 
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10. Dateli- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27030’38.62‛ n. and longitude 80046’50.16‛ e. 

The village lies 2 km south-east of the p.s. The village is located on the mound. The ceramic industries 

found are K, EM and LM. 

 

11. Gandhariya- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27027’62‛ n. and longitude 80046’31.2‛ e.  

It lies 8 km to the south of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. It is inhabited. Its area is 

20 acre and height is 50 feet. To the south of the mound lies river Sarayan. Four prominences were 

found on this mound. The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP, K EM and LM. 

 

12. Husainpur Garhi- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27034’24.57‛ n. and longitude 

80046’31.33‛ e. It lies 5.5 km to the north of the p.s. The mound is inhabited. The ceramic industries 

found are OCP, G and K (Fig. 154). 

 

 
Fig. 154: OCP of Husainpur Garhi, Khairabad 

 

13. Mubarakpur- This village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27035’30.63‛ n and longitude 8004450.40‛ 

e, 9 km to the north of the p.s. In 1923 the ta’aluqdari estates of Mubarakpur belonged to a Kayastha 

family. The Kayasthas of this place are said to have been settled here before the Muhammadan conquest 

and to have held land in Khairabad ever since because traditions say that Pasis were defeated by Yusuf 

Ghazi later during Sultanat period. Ahbans came to this place before Kayasthas gained importance 

during Nawabi period. Nothing is known of their history, however, said that one Bishan Singh 

obtained the office of Chowdhary and made considerable additions to the family property by purchase 

and mortgage. The sanad was conferred on Chowdhary Ram Narain, who died in 1883, leaving two 

sons, Chowdhary Sahib Dayal and Arjun Singh. The former died in 1893 and his share in the estate 

passed to his three sons, Drigbijai singh, Radha Kishan and Jamna Parshad, the present owners. At Arjun 

Singh’s death in 1895, he was succeeded by his sons, Thakur Bishan Dayal and Maharaj Singh. These 

five persons hold the property jointly; it consists of six villages and two pattis in Khairabad, and one 

patti in Laharpur, the whole being assessed at Rs. 3,60454. 
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14. Narhi- This village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 15 km to the south-west of p.s. Khairabad, and in latitude 

27030’25‛ n. and longitude 80042’40‛ e. On the mound, is located a Sati Devi’s temple. Its area is 50 

acre and height is 30 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, fragment of glass bangle, Blackstone bead of 

medieval period55. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

15. Nerpur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27027’46.54‛ n. and longitude 80048’6.25‛ e. It 

lies 7.8 km to the south-east of the village. It is inhabited. Its area is 2 acre and height is 20 feet.  To the 

south of the mound lies river Sarayan. The ceramic industries found are K, EM, and LM. TC beads 

were also found here.   

 

16. Pakariya- The village Pakariya lies in tahsil Sitapur in latitude 27031’7.86‛ n and longitude 

80049’7.75‛ e, 6 km to the east of the village. A mosque lies to the north of the village. The mound lies 

to the south-west of the village. Its area is 5 acre and height is 3 feet. The ceramic industries found are 

K and LM. 

 

17. Qasimpur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27030’31.65‛ n. and longitude 80040’28.69‛ e. 

The village lies 9 km to the west of p.s. The mound lies to the north-east of the village. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP, K and G. 

 

18. Rahimabad- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27030’9.1‛ n. and longitude 80042’45.43‛ e. 

It lies 5.5 km to the south-west of the p.s. The mound lies south of the village. Its area is 50 acre and 

height is 15 feet. It is inhabited. To the south of the village lies river Sarayan. It is named after one 

Abdul Rahim companion of Bade Maqdoom Sahab. There were graves of Britishers in this village who 

were killed during 1857. These lie 1.5 km to the east of the village. D.P Tiwari reported RW, BW, 

Terracotta bracelet, fragments of glass bangles, iron slags, and structures of Kakai bricks of medieval 

period56. On the fort mound lies mosque and tomb of Abdul Rahim. The earlier structures have been 

destroyed and the new structure stands on the old foundations. The land grant of Shahjahan recording 

giving of land to Shiekh Abdul Rahim is in possession of Dr. Syed Asif Ali of Rahimabad. It is 

reproduced below (Fig. 155). The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP, EM and LM. 
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Fig. 155: Farman of Shahjahan 
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19. Sipahiya- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27039’6.25‛ n. and longitude 80045’54.29‛ e.  

It lies 14 km east of the p.s. The mound lies to north-east of the village. Its area is 1 acre and height is 

6 feet. The land is lying fallow. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

20. Tappa Khajuria- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27034’3.36‛ n. and longitude 

80047’8.51‛ e. It lies 5.3 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound is inhabited and extends towards 

east. Its area is 10 acre and height is 6 feet. To the north-west of the mound lies Bara Tal. D.P Tiwari 

reported RW, iron slags of medieval period57. The ceramic industries found are OCP, K, G and LM 

(Fig. 156). 

 
Fig. 156: OCP of Tappa Khajuria, Khairabad 

 

21. Unasia- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27029’16.48‛ n. and longitude 80046’49.84‛ e. It 

lies 4.4 km to the south-east of p.s. The mound lies south of the village. It is inhabited. Its area is 2 

acre and height is 10 feet. Fuhrer noticed a khera in the village58. Fort of Raja Bheem Singh is situated on 

the mound. It has a circumference of 1 km. Lakhauri bricks are found here. There is a ditch around the 

fort. According to local tradition this represents the fort of Raja Bhim Sen, one of the Ahbans who 

succeeded the original Pasis and were subsequently displaced by Kayasthas and Musalmans59. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

22. Unera- This village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27033’47.58‛ n. and longitude 80044’13.09‛ e. It 

lies 5 km to the west of the p.s. the mound lies to the south of the village. Its area is 1 acre and height 

is 3 feet. To the east of the mound lies a pond. The ceramic industries found are NBP and K. 
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P.S LAHARPUR 

1. Laharpur- The place is said to have been founded by Firoz Shah in 1374 A.D. while on a pilgrimage 

to the shrine of Sayyid Salar in Bahraich. He settled in it certain Musalmans and Kayasthas, but they were 

expelled by Pasis under one Lahri who changed the name from Tughlaqpur to Laharpur. Pasis were 

ejected 450 years ago by an army of Musalmans who came from Kannauj under Tahir Ghazi. 

Subsequently in 1707 A.D. the Musalmans were in turn replaced by Gaurs. The town is the birth place 

of Todarmal, the famous finance minister of Akbar and was responsible for the settlement of the land 

revenue60. Fuhrer says that Laharpur was founded and named Tughlaqpur by Firoz Shah Tughlaq in 

1374 A.D. on his way to the dargah of Sayyid Salar Masud Ghazi at Bahraich. Thirty years later Lahri Pasi 

took possession of it and changed the name to Laharpur. He said that the town possessed 13 masjids, 

four dargahs and six Hindu temples61. In the village of Rajapur, about a mile south of the town, there 

are ruins of masonry tank, which is said to be have been constructed by Todarmal himself. Some time 

ago a few old images were found in this tank, which have been preserved in the State Museum62. 

Laharpur was an early Muslim settlement63. Janwars settled in pargana Laharpur after they were driven 

by Panwars of Mahona64. Laharpur gave the name to a pargana during the reign of Akbar. It had a 

cultivated area of 208,288 bighas paying 30, 29,479 dams. It was owned by Brahmans and the local 

levies numbered 50 cavalry and 100 infantry. During Non-Cooperation movement in 1921-22, the 

peasants in Sitapur participated in the movement by withholding their rent. As a retaliatory measure, 

the police used force, pargana Laharpur particularly being the victim of police excesses. All those 

suspected of having any association with the movement were either forcibly detained or harassed 

and even women were not spared. In all 56 persons were convicted. There were several cases of 

atrocities by the police. The repression led to the local leaders of the Congress moving the provincial 

Congress Committee to enquire into the matter and as a result Jawaharlal Nehru (who was then the 

general secretary of the provincial Congress committee) accompanied by Mohan Lal Saxena, visited 

the affected areas65.  

Janglinath Tahpur lies 3 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its 

area is 20 acre and height is 9 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

Khatrana mohalla lies in latitude 27042’21.3‛ n. and longitude 80058’3.5‛ e. Kothar of Mehndi Ali 

Khan, a Shia Muslim is a Gaur Rajput. About 0.5 km of this place was Kachchi Garhi. It was completely 

destroyed. Late Medieval coins are occasionally found from Kachchi Garhi mound. 

Mohalla Behti lies in latitude 27042’46.4‛ n. and 80053’51.5‛ e. It has a Thakurdwara temple. It’s 

about 100 years old and was built by one Thakur Tiwari. To the east of this mound across the pond lies 

mohalla Khatrana. A Hanuman temple is situated on the mound. Its area is 12 acre and height is 18 feet. 

The land is lying fallow. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM.  
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In Joshi Tola kasba Laharpur, the bricks of thickness 21/2’, 2’, 13/4’, 11/2’, 1’ are found on the 

mound. The ceramic industries are found are EM and LM. 

The tombs of Maja Shah Qalandar and Ashiq Shah Qalandar and a mosque lie in latitude 

27045’36‛ n. and longitude 80054’39.9‛ e. The mosque lies in the western side of the enclosure. The 

Rauza of Maja Shah Qalandar stands in the middle of this area. The tomb of Ashiq Shah Qalandar lies to 

the south-west of Maja Shah’s tomb. Maja Shah Qalandar’s mosque structure belongs to the late 18th 

century & early 19th century. Rests of the structures were added recently. The mosque is composed of 

western Liwan divided into central nave and flanking aisles which are connected with each other 

through archways. The mosque is surmounted by three big domes with octagonal base and crowned 

by inverted lotus and finial. All the four corners of the mosque are surmounted by kiosks composed 

of four pillars and a dome (Fig. 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162 and 163).  

 

   

Fig. 157: Front façade of Maja Shah Qalandar’s mosque 
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Fig. 158: Rear façade of Maja Shah Qalandar’s mosque 

 

 

 
Fig. 159: Squinch of Maja Shah Qalandar’s mosque 
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Fig. 160: Inside the Maja Shah Qalandar’s mosque 

 

 

 
Fig. 161: Inside the Maja Shah Qalandar’s mosque 
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Fig. 162: Plan of Maja Shah Qalandar’s Mosque 

 

                        
Fig. 163: Plan of Maja Shah Qalandar’s makbara 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              

Fig. 164: Tomb of Maja Shah Qalandar 
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The tomb of Maja Shah Qalandar has been built on an octagonal plan where each angle has been 

surmounted at roof level by a small turret with a flown flower. At the roof level parapet of guldasta 

pattern has been built. The whole structure has been surmounted by a high dome where height has 

been achieved by a raised octagonal drum. Dome is crowned with inverted lotus with finial. 

Trabeated entrance is fixed within arcuate blind niche. Since building has been constructed on 

octagonal plan, second stage of phase of transition has been achieved in a trabeated style with an 

artificial molded multi-foliated arch (Fig. 164).  

Tomb of Ashiq Shah Qalandar has been provided with a distorted form of a Barahdari 

surmounted with disfigured Bangladar roof (Fig. 165, 166). 

 
Fig. 165: Tomb of Ashiq Shah Qalandar 

                                        

 
Fig. 166: Plan of Ashiq Shah Qalandar 
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 Shahi Masjid, mohalla Meera Tola, lies in latitude 27042’21.5‛ n. and longitude 80054’27‛ e. The 

mohalla itself is located on a mound. This mosque was built during Lodi period. This is known as Shahi 

Masjid. Traditionally it was wrongly ascribed to Babar, the Mughal emperor. The bricks used are about 

1.5 and 1¾ inch thick (Fig. 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172 and 173). 

 
 

Fig. 167: Front façade of Shahi Masjid 
 

 

 

    
            
            Fig. 168: Rear façade of Shahi Masjid                                               Fig. 169: Front facade of Shahi Masjid 
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Fig. 170: Front façade of Shahi Masjid 

 

 
Fig. 171: Inside western liwan of Shahi Masjid 
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Fig. 172: Dome of Shahi Masjid 

 

 

 

              
Fig. 173: Plan of Shahi Masjid 
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 Dargah of Hajrat Shah Alauddin Chirminaposh, village Khanpur, lies in latitude 27042’13.3‛ n. and 

longitude 80054’4.5‛ e. Mustanzid Billah, was the resident of Khurasan. Amir Abdullah was his son. 

Suleman was born to Amir Abdullah in 547 H in Khurasan. He first migrated to Delhi. From here he 

came to village Kintoor in district Barabanki. His son was Zaheeruddin (I). Zaherruddin’s son was 

Khairuddin. Zaheeruddin Sani (II) was the son of Khairuddin. He died in 773 H. Zaheeruddin Sani’s son 

was Shah Nasiruddin Ataullah. He migrated from Kintoor to Barabanki. His son Shah Alauddin 

Chirminaposh, who was born in 786 H. He migrated to Laharpur. He was a deeply religious man. His 

son was Abdul Rahman Janbaz Qalandar. He became the disciple of a Sufi saint of Qalandaria sect. Shah 

Abdul Rahman had two sons Abdul Sami and Ameenuddeen Shah. Ameenuddeen’s son was Shah Mustafa. 

Shah Mustafa had two sons Shah Yaseen and Shah Mustaba @ Maza Shah Kalandar. Shah Yaseen’s son was 

Shah Alauddin II. Shah Alauddin II had one son named Shah Abdul Rahman II. Shah Abdul Rahman II had 

a son Shah Sultan Mehndi. Shah Sultan Mehndi had a son Shah Alauddin III and a daughter. Shah Sultan 

Mehndi’s daughter was married to Maulvi S. Hamid Hargami. Hamid Hargami’s son was Muinuddeen. 

Muinuddeen’s son was Ruknuddeen. He had two daughters namely Kulsum and Haleema and one son 

Ismail. Ismail had no issue. Kulsum was married to Anees Ahmed. He had a son Maskoor Ahmad. His son 

Zufar Faruqi presently represents this branch of the family. He showed the author the landgrants of 

Humayun, Jahangir, and Shahjahan received by his ancestors. He also showed two letters of Lord 

Cornwalis which were received by one of his ancestos. These are produced below (Fig. 174, 175, 176, 

177, 178, 179 and 180). 
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Fig. 174: Farman of Humayun 
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Fig. 175: Farman of Jahangir (front) 
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Fig. 176: Farman of Jahangir (back) 
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Fig. 177: Farman of Shahjahan (Front) 
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Fig. 178: Farman of Shahjahan (Back) 
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Fig. 179: Letter of Lord Carnawalis (1st) 
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Fig. 180: Letter of Lord Carnawalis (2nd) 
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 Haleema was married to Vilayat Ahmad. Vilayat Ahmad’s son was Inayat Ahmad. Inayat Ahmad’s 

son was Muinuddeen. Muinuddeen’s son was Gayas Ahmad. He represents this branch of the family at 

present. Hajrat was of Soharwardi sector of Sufis. He was disciple of Nizamuddin. He was the disciple 

of Chiragh Dehalwi. His maternal grandfather Hisamuddin Ghaznavi was the disciple of Shah Abdul 

Muki. He always wore leather clothes. He sported very long hair. He preferred living in lonely places. 

He died in 911 H. He originally came from Bukhara. He was accompanied by 360 persons. Some of his 

disciples were from Fatehpur, Barabanki. Most of them stayed in Laharpur only. Some of them went to 

Lucknow. They were buried near Shahmeena’s tomb. Shahmeena also belonged to Sohrawardi sect. Some 

of them went to Khairabad. His nephew went to Fatehpur, Barabanki. This complex is situated in the 11-

acre orchard. His sipahsalar was Shiekh Tahir Ghazi. His grave is situated 100 meters to the north of the 

tomb of Shah Chirminaposh. It is built of 1 inch thick Kakai bricks. Near the mosque, to the west of the 

structure lies the grave of Shah Doola Sahab. The tomb of Chirminaposh is situated on a 7 feet high 

platform. In the upper courses one inch thick later mughal period Kakai bricks are used. In the lower 

courses near the ground level, the bricks used are 3 and 2 0.5 inch thick. To the north-east of the 

mosque lies 1-acre pond.  It appears that the bricks were taken from early medieval structures. The 

well, situated to the south-east of the tomb, is made of one inch thick later Mughal period Kakai bricks. 

To the east of the Tahir Ghazi’s grave lies a well. In cases of dog bite local caretaker gives a herb and 

the water of this well to the patients.  

Sheikh Tola lies in latitude 27042’11‛ n. and longitude 80054’41‛ e. Tomb of Shah Abdul Rahman 

Qalandar is situated here. To the west lies Khankah mosque of Lodi period. The Rauja of Abdul Rahman 

Shah, mohalla Shiekh Tola lies in latitude 27042’18.6‛ n. and longitude 80054’33.5‛ e. The above 

mentioned mosque lies to the west of the tomb. A new Madarsa has come up at the place of old 

Khankah to the north of these buildings. It is said that Khankah Masjid was built during Humayun’s 

reign. Originally the Rauja Abdul Rahman Shah was built in 976 H. The tomb has borrowed the plans 

of Tughlaq period. It is a single chambered building built on a square having similar façade on each 

side. Each façade is having a trabeated entrance fixed in two arches, one is bigger and the other is 

smaller. Flanking the central entrance on both sides in the upper portions, two blind arched windows 

have been built. At the roof level double storey parapets have been provided, below them projected 

eaves supported on brackets were built. The whole structure is surmounted by a circular dome based 

on a high rise octagonal base. The upper line of octagonal base has been decorated with parapet 

motifs. From the analysis of the structure it seems the building has been constructed sometime in the 

late 15th century. Neither the arches nor the domes were built on scientific principles. It may be 

possible that in building this mosque, old foundations have been used. Both these structures are 

situated on a mound (Fig. 181, 182, 183 and 184). The bricks of thickness 2 0.5’, 2’, 1 ¾’, 0.5’ are strewn 

in the surrounding area. Unchgaon kasba Laharpur, lies in latitude 27045’44.7‛ n. and 80044’16.9‛ e. The 

ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM. 
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Fig. 181: Front façade of Khankah masjid 

 

 

 
Fig. 182: Rear façade of Khankah masjid 
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Fig. 183: Inside of Khankah masjid 

 

 
Fig. 184: Plan of Khankah mosque and tomb 

 

2. Akbarpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27039’54.7‛ n. and longitude 80055’48.1‛ e. 

There is an old mosque in the village. The village is located on the mound itself. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 15 feet. This was held by a Ta’aluqadar Mohammadan Rajput of the Gaur clan.  The Gaurs of 

Akbarpur were descended from Ajit Mal, the elder son of Raja Chandra Sen. The estate was originally 

known as Nemupur, but the name has long been changed by reason of the fate that Akbarpur has for 

several generations been the residence of the Ta’aluqdars. The property descended in the course of 

time to one Sobha Rai, whose two sons were Mahabali Singh of Akbarpur and Pratap Bali Singh, the 

founder of Rehar family. The former got into trouble with the revenue authorities and in consequence 

of certain disturbances in which he was involved, lost his estate, which was given to Seth Dianat Rai 
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of Biswan. Mahabali subsequently applied to Nawab Shuja-ud-daula at Faizabad, and was restored to his 

ancestral dominions on condition of his embracing Islam. Since then the families have been 

Mohammedan at least in name, but they still mix with their Hindu relatives and observe Hindu 

customs. Mahabali was succeeded by his son, Haider Ali, and then by his grandson Gauhar Ali. The 

eldest son of the latter Fazal Ali Khan obtained the sanad of the ta’aluqa and held the property till his 

death in August in 1888. He left 4 wives. From the first Musammat Munni, was born, Akbar Ali Khan, 

who died five years later. From the second was born a daughter Fazal-Un-Nissa who is still alive. 

From the third Shahanshah Begam, was born Nawab Ali Khan, who obtained the estate on reaching the 

majority in May 1904, when it was handed over by the Court of Wards under whose administration it 

had been the since the death of Fazal Ali Khan. His succession has however been disputed, pending an 

appeal in the Privy Council filed by a rival claimant Amjad Ali Khan, who claims to be the son of Abbas 

Ali Khan, the grandson of Fazal Ali Khan by his first wife. In 1923 the property consisted of 20 villages 

in Laharpur, 8 in Hargaon and six in Tambour and 2 in Biswan, the whole being assessed at Rs. 3081166. 

His third wife was Shahanshah Begum who lived till the age of over 100 and died in 1952. In her 

lifetime she lost her husband, her only son and her only grandson. She lived by herself in a house 

called Afzal Mahal in Nakhkhas, which was purchased in 1901 when Raja Nawab Ali Khan went to see a 

play by Agha Hasher in the Baradari of the Afzal Mahal which was in a very dilapidated condition and 

had been pawned to a Rastogi Mahajan. He bought this mahal, renovated it, and used the baradari for 

majlises again. Being alone, she called one of her relations from Akbarpur to come and live in her home 

with his wife and children. One of her daughters, Mahe Talat, still lives in that house. Raja Nawab Fazl 

Ali Khan first met Shahanshah Begum in Iraq during a pilgrimage. She was the daughter of a Turk, 

Ramzan Ali Khan, whose mansion stood on the banks of the Gomti not far from the Residency, an area 

now occupied by Haathi Park. Ramzan’s sister, a Turkish Princess Sangi Khanum, was the wife of Nawab 

Saadat Ali Khan who ruled Awadh from 1798 to 1814. Ramzan Ali Khan was his prime minister. In 1857 

when Shahanshah Begum was barely five years old, the British cannons brought their mansion 

tumbling down. Ramzan Ali Khan died in the battle. The family escaped in bullock carts to Malihabad. 

In time Shahanshah Begum and her sisters went on pilgrimage to a Shia holy place in Iraq and like 

many others they stayed on. This is where Shahanshah Begum grew up to become an elegant and 

highly educated woman, with arresting, bright blue eyes. Raja Nawab Fazl Ali Khan took Shahanshah 

Begum back to India as his bride.  When Raja Fazl Ali Khan died in August 1888, the estate went to 

Court of Wards, and Thakur Raja Nawab Ali Khan, his son from Shahanshah Begum succeeded the estate 

on reaching his majority in May 1904. He was a serious scholar of Indian classical music, a sitar 

master and had written many books on music of which Marifunjamat was translated in many 

languages. Rabindranath Tagore had once stayed at Akbarpur especially to listen the pious music of 

Raja Nawab Ali Khan. He was one of the founders of the Maurice Music College, now called the 

Bhatkhande college of Music. He had several Muslim wives, though he fall in love with Isabella Thomas 

sister of Justice Thomas and married her. She had two daughters, Roshanara and Husnara, and a son, 
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Yusuf the only son of the Raja. The residence in Qaisarbagh, Akbarpur house is now a bus depot. The 

Raja died in 1930, and was succeeded by his only son Raja Nawab Yusuf Ali Khan. He was educated at 

Colvin Ta’aluqdar College, and at Paris. In Paris in the 1930s he met and almost married Amrita Sher 

Gill. The portrait that she painted of him hangs in the National Gallery of Modern Art in Delhi today. 

In 1937 Yusuf married a lady from a Mirza family from Bombay. He died in 1945 and was succeeded 

by his only daughter Rajkumari Ismat Ara ‘Betty’ (Farida Begum). She lost both her parents when young 

and being the sole heir of Akbarpur, was made a Ward of the court and placed in the Mussoorie and 

later to I.T College Lucknow (1952-55). Rajkumari Ismat Betty Khan alias Farida Begum is the present 

representative of the family who lives with her husband Iqbal Ahmed Khan in the Sadar area, near the 

Cantonment Lucknow67. Nothing is known about the early history of the place except that for 

generations, it had been the seat of the Brahmans, Gaurs, Rajputs one of whom, Mahabali Singh, was 

involved in certain disturbances in the reign of Nawab Shuja-ud-daula and consequently lost his estate. 

It was restored to him on condition that he embraced Islam, which he did. At a short distance to the 

south of the village, there is Surajkund, a masonry tank, with a few old temples on its bank. Fairs are 

held here on the tenth of the bright half of Jyestha, on the full moon day of Kartika every Amavasya and 

every Sunday, attracting a gathering of about 10,000 persons in the whole year. To the south at a 

distance of about a mile there is an unexplored site (covering about 7 acres of land) which is about 15 

feet in elevation, where pieces of ancient red pottery have been found68. The ceramic industries found 

here are LM and EM. 

3. Bareti @ Akaichanpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27042’16.61‛ n and longitude 

80055’40.11‛ e, 5.8 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. Its area is 

10 acre and height is 4 feet. There is cultivation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are EM 

and LM. 

4. Bhadfar- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27051’59.22‛ n and longitude 80058’32.15‛ e, 

18 km to the north-east of the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 9 feet. There is habitation on the 

mound. There is an old well on the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, G, EM and LM. 

5. Bilariya- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27046’52.2‛ n. and longitude 80055’16.6‛ e. It 

lies 7 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the east of the village on the bank of 

Ghaghariya Nala. Its area is 8 acre and height is 6 feet. The mound is under cultivation. The ceramic 

industries found are EM, LM and G. 

6. Hatia Haweli- It lies in tahsil Laharpur, 12 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to 

the south-east of the village. Its area is 20 acre and height is 10 feet. The mound is under cultivation. 

Dingurapur village lies in latitude 27043’5‛n. and longitude 80054’48‛ e. Haspir Baba ki mazar lies 1 km 

south-west of Dingurapur. River Kewani lies 1 km to the north of the mound. The area is 50 acres. 

Maximum height of the mound is 20 feet from the surrounding ground. It is under cultivation. Large 
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portion has been destroyed by brick kiln owners. According to the local Legends, Pir Sahra was first 

settled in Hatiya Haweli, but he was harassed by locals. He cursed them and came to live in mohalla 

Katra in the town. This village was destroyed because of his curse. The brick of thickness 3’, 2’3/4, 

2’1/2, 2’ are found on the mound. D.P Tiwari reported RW, BW of medieval period69. The Ceramic 

industries found here are GW, NBP, K, G, EM, and LM. 

7. Katesar Garhi- Garhi of Raja Ratan Singh lies 9 km to the north of the p.s. There is habitation on the 

mound. Its area is 20 acre and height is 6 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

8. Khapura- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27041’24.6‛ n. and longitude 80050’29.1‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the south-west of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the east of the village. Its area is 6 acre 

and height is 5 feet. The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 

9. Kishanpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27043’55.64‛ n and longitude 80056’58.10‛ 

e, 8 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies to the east of the village. Its area is 8 acre and height is 

5 feet. The ceramic industries found are OCP, K and G. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta paper 

weights and dabber, brickbats, iron slags, terracotta human figurine of Kushana and medieval 

period70. In the village Ghaghariya nala, the ceramic industries found are OCP, K, G, EM and LM. This 

mound lies to the east of the Ghaghariya nala. 

10. Kishunpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27047’30‛ n. and longitude 80055’25‛ e. It 

lies 11 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the north of the village. Its area is 10 acre. 

There is cultivation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP and K. 

11. Komnagar- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27045’52.07‛ n. and longitude 80054'35.28‛ 

e. It lies 4.8 km to the north-east of the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 4 feet. The ceramic industries 

found are GW, NBP, K, EM and LM.  

12. Lalpur bazaar- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27043’49.62‛ n and longitude 

80058’23.95‛ e, 8.5 km to the east of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the west of the village. Its area is 6 

acre. The mound is level. The mound is under cultivation. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, 

G, EM and LM. 

13. Nabinagar- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27044’10.96‛ n and longitude 80052’32.43‛ 

n, 2 km north-west of p.s. Laharpur, in latitude 27044’40‛ n. and longitude 80052’40‛ e. The mound lies 

1 km to the east of the village. Its area is 14 acre and height is 3 feet. There is cultivation on the 

mound. It is said to have been founded some two centuries ago by Nabi Khan, the son of Nawab Sanjar 

Khan of Malihabad. Some fifty or sixty years later it was taken by Gaur Thakurs and it has been ever 

since held by them, and was headquarters of the ta’aluqdar of Katesar, Thakurain Pirthwipal Kunwar in 

1923. The nearest bazar is at Kesriganj which is situated between Nabinagar and Laharpur. It was 

founded by Kesri Singh, the ancestor of the present owner. It lies in the village of Raiganj where a 
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large fair is held annually in Agahan at the Dhanusganj festival71. The ceramic industries found are 

NBP and K. D.P Tiwari reported two temples of brick, dedicated to Shiva and Radha Krishna built in 

A.D 189072. The Nabiagar Shivala lies in latitude 27043’3.3‛ n. and longitude 80052’58‛ e. Radha Krishna 

temple lies in the west side of the compound. It has the following inscription- ‚This temple of God 

Vishnu has been erected by Rani Prithwipal Kunwar in memory of her lamented husband. Raja Shiv Bax Singh 

ta’aluqdar Nabinagar Katesar in 1888 A.D opened in 1890 A.D under the superintendence of Kunwar Pratap 

Bahadur Singh’s grandson of Rani Saahiba Nabinagar Katesar estate‛. The east facing temple is situated on 

a raised platform which is approached by flight of steps. The main temple structure was basically 

built on Panchayatan plan with modification. The main structure has four octagonal corners built in 

the form of bastions whereas central portion serves as a Garbhgriha. The whole structure is of double 

storeys and has composed of Garbhgriha and covered mandap in front. The Garbhgriha of the temple 

has been surmounted by a shikhar which was pyramidal and built on a Panchratha plan. The shikhar 

was vertically divided into two parts with the help of projected eaves where the lower part can be 

considered as a second storey of the Garbhgriha. The whole temple structure is a modified form of old 

temple architecture. It has been influenced by defense style and Indo-Saracenic architecture. The 

main façade of the temple has been provided with five trabeated entrances fixed in multi-foliated 

arch. The second storey effect has been provided with the help of blind alcoves and blind oriel 

windows. Whole structure has been provided with dropping eaves and above it is a perforated 

masonry railing borrowed from Awadh architecture. Flanking the pyramid shikhar, two rectangular 

structures were constructed which were in turn provided with dropping eaves and railings. These 

two features were built to break the monotony of the skyline. The Shiva temple lies in the eastern side 

of the compound opposite Radha Krishna Temple. It has the following inscriptions- ‚This temple of God 

Shiva has been erected by Rani Prithwipal Kunwar of Nabinagar, Katesar in 1886 A.D and opened in 1890 

A.D under the superintendence of Kunwar Pratap Bahadur Singh Grandson of Rani Sahiba‛. The building 

faces the west direction. It was again built on Panchyatana Plan. It is composed of four storeys situated 

on a raised platform. The first storey has been organized as a hall where entrances have been 

provided through three multi-foliated arches. Corner position has accommodated stair cases to 

approach the first storey. The first storey consists of a main temple structure in the centre surrounded 

by minor shrine structures on all the four corners. The main temple structure was built on 

Panchayatana plan and surrounded by pyramidal shikhar. It in turn was surrounded by a huge 

Amalakha and finial. Below the shikhar, at the roof level, dropping eaves exist. Five storey effect has 

been provided with the help of blind niches whereas the central vertical portion of jagha has been 

conceived with three storey effect. The surmounting shikhar is embellished with small miniature 

shikhar clustered with main shikhar. The corner shrines were built on octagonal plan and surrounded 

by bulbous domes which were once decorated with fluting. The whole temple building has been 

designed to create rhythmic skyline. At the roof level of ground storey projected eaves were given 

supporting on stone brackets. Above the eaves, railings were built on the style of European 
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architecture. The main central structure has been provided entrance on the eastern side. In the south-

west corner of the compound, lie a primary school and a high school. Earlier there was a dispensary 

also. In the south-east corner, there is a well. The village Nabinagar Garhi lies in latitude 27044’13.5‛ n. 

and longitude 80052’24.33‛ e. It lies 3 km to the west of the p.s. Its area is 8 acre and height is 8 feet. 

The ceramic industry found is EM. 

14. Nemigarhi- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27051’46.57‛ n. and longitude 

80056’39.41‛ e. It lies 15 km to the north of the p.s. Its area is 2 acre and height is 8 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are K, NBP and LM.  

15. Nibauri- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27044’9.3‛ n and longitude 8003’46.94‛ e, 4.5 

km to the north-east of p.s. Laharpur, lies in latitude 27044’33.50‛ n. and longitude 80055’48.61‛ e. The 

mound lies 0.5 km to the north of the village. Its area is 7 acre and height is 3 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are K, G, NBP, EM, and LM.  D.P Tiwari reported RW, bricks measuring 15x12x4.5 

cm, 28x14x5 cm, and 32x17x5 cm, of medieval period73. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

16. Pandey Sarai- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, 10 km south-east of p.s. Laharpur, in latitude 

27040’5‛ n. and longitude 80058’20‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported RW of Kushana, Gupta and medieval period, 

terracotta animal figurines, terracotta cult image with three heads, and Kauris74. 

17. Patawara- The mound lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27041’47‛ n. and longitude 80057’13‛ e. It 

lies 7 km to the east of the p.s. Bheera jungle mound lies 1 km to the north-west of the village. Its area 

in 15 acres and height is 20 feet. The mound is under cultivation. The bricks of thickness 21/4’, 2’, 

13/4’ of thickness are found on the mound. New Idgaah has been built over it. D.P Tiwari reported 

RW, sprinkler, terracotta potters stamp, fragment of terracotta animal and human head, leg, part of a 

red sandstone sculpture, terracotta bar and a Devi icon of Bhagawati made on black stone and bricks 

of sizes 23x18x3.5 cm, 24x14x6 cm, 24x15x6 cm, 30x23x5 cm, of Gupta to medieval period75. The 

Ceramic industries found are G, EM, and LM. 

18. Rurha Bhawnathpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27041’6.76‛ n. and longitude 

80054’51.95‛ e. There is habitation on the mound and it is under cultivation. Its height is 15 feet. The 

mound lies to the north of the village. The ceramic industries found are LM and K. The village is 

inhabited on the mound. Southern portion of the mound is under cultivation. Area of the mound is 

about 10 acres. It is 15 feet high. The old Zamindars are Muslim Gaur. The bricks of thickness 3’, 21/2’, 

2‛ are found on the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, EM, and LM. The coins of 

Sultanate period have been also found on the mound. 

19. Shahpur-The villages lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27049’34.12‛ n and longitude 80057’6.58‛ e, 

12.9 km to the north-east of the p.s. Jangliya Baba lies 3 km to the east of the Shahpur Bazar. There is 
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habitation on the mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 4 feet. The ceramic industries found are K 

and LM. 

20. Shahpur garhi- The village lies in lies Laharpur, 18 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 

km to the west of the village. Its area is 8 acre and height is 8 feet. The ceramic industries found are K, 

G, EM and LM. 

21. Shahqulipur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, 19 miles north-east of headquarters. It possesses 

Dargah of Sheikh Lam-ud-din, bearing dates 946 and 976 H76. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

22. Sonsari- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27046’8.99‛ n. and longitude 8100’41.47‛ e. It 

lies 16 km to the north of the p.s. on Tambaur road towards Bhadphar road at a distance of 7 km. The 

mound lies to the south of the village. Its area is 10 acre and height is 5 feet. There is habitation on the 

mound. There are 9 wells on the mound. D.P Tiwari reported Chaturmukhi Shivalinga made of marble 

of late medieval period77. The ceramic industries found are K and LM.  

23. Tahpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, 1.7 km to the north-east of p.s. Laharpur, in latitude 

27044’15‛ n. and longitude 80053’55.74‛ e. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 16 acre 

and height is 8 feet. There are 8 wells on the mound and Dayalu Baba’s temple is also situated on the 

mound. D.P Tiwari reported a brick temple with a Shivalinga of sandstone of 100 years old78. The 

ceramic industries found are K and LM. 

24. Umariya- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27050’37.42‛ n. and longitude 80057’42.14‛ 

e. It lies 15 km to the north-east of the p.s. Its area is 5 acre and height is 3 feet. The ceramic industries 

found are OCP, K and NBP (Fig. 185). 

 
Fig. 185: OCP of Umra p.s. Laharpur 
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P.S MAHOLI 

1. Maholi- The village Maholi lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27037’38.85‛ n. and longitude 80028’22.5‛ 

e. It lies 1 km to the north-west of the p.s. To the east of the village lies a Devisthan on Garhi Tila 

mohalla and Dixit Tola. There were 4 old wells on the mound. Its area is 1 acre and height is 5 feet. 

According to Fuhrer Maholi got its name from Mahipal, the founder of this town. The village 

possessed the ruins of a brick fort and Sati, built in the time of Shuja-ud-daula79. Mirza ka Pul, a bridge 

made by Mughal, lies in latitude 27039’23.9‛ n. and longitude 80028’18.69‛ e. Kakai bricks of late 

medieval period are found to the west of the p.s. The ceramic industry found is LM. The place is said 

to have derived its name from Mahipal, a Kurmi, who lived about 550 years ago and who gave his 

name to the new town built on the site of an older one which had fallen into decay. In earlier days, 

Pasis were strong in Maholi. According to legends, their chief Hansa demanded in marriage the 

daughter of the Ahban Raja of Mitauli in district Kheri. He did not want to marry his daughter to him. 

It is said that he invited Pasis and killed them when they were drunk with the help of Ahbans of 

Pataunja80. They held the pargana for two hundred years. Ahbans were driven out of Maholi by Mirza 

Bahadur Beg in 1670. It was later obtained by Ahban Raja of Mitauli and remained in the hands of his 

descendents till its confiscation after war of 185781. In the days of Nawab Shuja-ud-daula, the Nazim, 

Hakim Mehndi Ali Khan, established the bazar here, as well as the Government fort and the Sarai. The 

remains of Sarai lie in Kasai Tola. Bhathiaras, and the Muslim caste which looked after Sarais, still live in 

the mohalla. To the same official is ascribed the construction of the old bridge over the Kathna. There is 

a Hindu temple here and the Dargah of a Musalman Shahid named Hathila Pir. About a century later 

came the Gaurs, who held the pargana till 1780. In the following year Newal Singh of the Mitauli house 

of the Ahbans was restored, but only for one year and the land was leased to contractors till 1820.  

Then the Zamindars protested and refused to take up their engagements unless their old Raja was 

again placed in possession. Their request was granted by the Kayastha chakladar of the time and by 

1834 Khanjan Singh had gained the whole parganas. This man was the son of Dat Singh, nephew of the 

Raja Debi Singh of Mitauli, who had no son and left his property to his nephews. Khanjan Singh 

expelled his cousin and seized the shares of his five brothers. One of these latter was Raja Lone Singh 

who succeeded Khanjan Singh and largely his estate, only to lose it for his participated in the war of 

1857 A.D.82.  

Raja Lone Singh’s Garhi lies 1 km to the south of the p.s. The mound lies to the south-west of the 

village. Its area is 7 acre and height is 8 feet. It is under cultivation. Duddadhari Sthan is situated on the 

mound. The ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM. 

 

2. Bagchan- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in latitude 27045’46.44‛ n. and longitude 80031’38.21‛ e. It 

lies 13.2 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 0.5 km to the north of the village. Its area is 1 

acre and height is 8 feet. The land is lying fallow. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 
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3. Banswa- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27036’47.62‛ n. and longitude 80031’4.73‛ e. It lies 

7 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound is inhabited. To the east of the mound lies Jhabar. Its area 

is 2 acre and height is 8 feet. The ceramic industries found are G and LM. 

4. Baragaon- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27045’1.88‛ n. and longitude 80030’1.62‛ e. It 

lies 10.1 km to the north of the p.s. The first mound lies to the west of the village. It is inhabited.  Its 

area is 1 acre and height is 9 feet. The second mound lies to the south-west of the village.  A temple is 

located the mound. Its area is 0.5 acre and height is 8 feet. Fuhrer noticed ancient khera possessing 

seven old masonry tanks here83. Baragaon, a Mughal ta’aluqa, dates from annexation by the British and 

consisted of grant of land which originally formed part of the Mitauli estate of Raja Lone Singh and 

was given in reward for loyal services to Mirza Abbas Beg, an extra assistant commissioner in Avadh. 

He died in 1879 and left the property to his son, Mirza Faiz Hussain Beg. The estate consisted of seven 

villages in Maholi assessed at Rs. 8,862, remained under the Court of Wards since 1879, being 

originally taken over on account of the minority of the ta’aluqdar and being subsequently retained 

under management at his own request by reason of his absence in England for the purpose of 

education84. It is an old place, besides a few mosques, there is an old tank known as Badesar, a big 

mound and a medieval period temple. The Samadhi of Raja Lone Singh’s uncle exists in the village. A 

few sculptural pieces were reported from this place. One of these was a medieval stone figure (ht. 

64‛) broken into two parts of a male attendant, holding a garland in his hands. Right and left leg of 

figure is broken. Sandstone used in the figure is of buff color (Accession Register No. 56.74 and in 

year 1955-56). M.M Nagar conducted excavation at Baragaon and unearthed a brick temple85. In 1933, 

Mirza Waqar Ali Beg was representing the Ta’aluqa. The present representatives of the Ta’aluqa are 

Mirza Moazzam Beg, Mirza Asur Beg and Mirza Faiz Jivan Beg who are at present residing at Vikar 

Manzil, Sitapur86. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and LM. 

5. Bhagwanpur Grant- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27043’25.89‛ n. and longitude 

80027’29.47‛ e. It lies 8 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the west of the village. The 

land is lying fallow. Its area is 6 acre and height is 20 feet. To the south of the mound lies river Kathna. 

The ceramic industry found is LM. 

6. Bhakura- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27037’57.97‛ n. and longitude 80028’8.38‛ e. It 

lies 2.6 km to the south of the p.s.  The mound lies 0.5 km to the south-west of the village. There is a 

jungle on the mound. Its area is 5 acre and height is 12 feet. The ceramic industry found is K. 

7. Chamkhar- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27036’38.15‛ n. and longitude 80033’12.59‛ e. It 

lies 9.5 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 2 acre and 

height is 12 feet. The ceramic industry found is K. 

8. Chandra- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27039’44.59‛ n. and longitude 80047’7.47‛ e. It 

lies 2 km to the west of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 1 acre and height 
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is 3 feet. It is inhabited. The mound of Raja Chandra Sen’s Garhi lies in the village. About 200 meters to 

the west of the mound lies Kotahiya Har mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 2 feet. It is inhabited. 

Kaldeo Baba mound exists to the west of the Chandra village. It is inhabited. Its area is 4 acre and 

height is 3 feet. It was founded by Gaurs. Chandra is said to have been founded by a Gaur Chieftain, 

Khirimal, who named it after one of his ancestors, Chandra Sen. It is said that in former times it was 

included in the large Mahal of Gopamau in Hardoi district87. Earlier Ahirs were strong in Chandra88. 

After them Ahbans came in Chandra from Maholi89. From Ahban Chandra, Maholi passed into the hands 

of Gaurs90.  

9. Chirahula- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27034’29.7‛ n. and longitude 80026’58.7‛ e. It 

lies 9 km to the south of the p.s.  River Kathna lies at a distance of 0.5 km to the south-east of the 

village. Its area is 3 acre and height is 5 feet. The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP, K and LM. 

10. Dudawal- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27033’37.4‛ n. and longitude 80058’35.1‛ e. It 

lies 10 km to the north of the p.s.  The area of Gurj mound is 10 acre and height is 20 feet. Another 

mound lies to the north of the village. Its area is 20 acre and height is 30 feet. The ceramic industries 

found are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 

11. Kachura- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27039’43.49‛ n. and longitude 80025’17.76‛ e. It 

lies 4.5 km to the south-east of the p.s. It is inhabited. There is a Garhi on the mound. Its area is 1 acre 

and height is 6 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and OCP. Kakai bricks are found on the 

mound. 

12. Kaimhara- this village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27035’44.36‛ n and longitude 80030’42.46‛ e, 

7.85 km to the south-east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 50 acre. Two old 

Shiva temples are found on the mound. The ceramic industries found are K and LM.  

13. Karipakar- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27040’53.12‛ n. and longitude 80024’59.97‛ e. 

It lies 5.7 km to the west of the p.s. Its area is 6 acre and height is 6 feet. It is inhabited. The ceramic 

industry found is LM. 

14. Kolhaura- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in latitude 27045’15.08‛ n. and longitude 80028’13.44‛ e. It 

lies 10.8 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies to the North of the village. Baba Bajandas Ki Kuti is 

located the mound.  Its area is 2 acre and height is 40 feet. The ceramic industry found is K. 

15. Kusela- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in latitude 27037’40.51‛ n. and longitude 80029’55.06‛ e. It 

lies 4.5 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the west of the village. Its area is 4 

acre and height is 3 feet. To the west of the mound lies a Nala which joins Kathna River. 
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16. Luktaha- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27046’7.56‛ n. and longitude 80029’16.47‛ e. It 

lies 12.6 km to the north-west of the p.s.  The mound is inhabited. Its area is 1.5 acre and height is 4 

feet. The ceramic industry found here is EM. 

17. Mahewa- This village lies in tahsil sadar, in latitude 2704.2’54.38‛ n. and longitude 80032’31‛ e. It 

was part of Baragaon estate. The Ta’aluqa belonged to a Sheikh family and formed originally a part of 

the confiscated estate of Raja Lone Singh. It was bestowed on the Moulvi Mazahar Ali by the British 

government for loyal services during 1857 (For the details see village Baragaon). Mahewa gave the 

name to the Sheikh estate of the same name. He was succeeded by Maulvi Nauman Ahmad, who sold 

the greater portion of his land, and died in 1902. He left three sons, Subhan Ahmad, Imran Ahmad and 

Sayyid Ahmad. The second son was the Naib Tahsildsar and was acknowledged the representative of 

the family91. 

18. Muda-husa- This village lies in tashil Sadar, in latitude 27044’45.71‛ n and longitude 80031’0.61‛ e, 

11.1 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the east of the village. It is under 

cultivation. Its area is 1 acre and height is 20 feet. To the east at a distance of 700 meters lies Bheet 

mound. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

19. Narni- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’34.65‛ n. and longitude 80027’56.39‛ e. It lies 

4.1 km to the north of the p.s.  The mound lies to the east of the village. Its area is 4 acre and height is 

3 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

20. Nauganva- This village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’59.96‛ n. and longitude 80026’0.83‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the north of the village. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 3 feet. The ceramic industries are K and OCP. 

21. Neri- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’36.6‛ n. and longitude 80023’47.33‛ e. It lies 

8.1 km to the west of the p.s. The mound is inhabited. There is a school on the mound. Its area is 1 

acre and height is 6 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. Kakai bricks are also found on the mound. 

22. Paila- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27045’54.01‛ n. and longitude 80028’41.60‛ e. It lies 

12 km to the north of the p.s.  The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 1 acre and height is 

5 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

23. Parsehra- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27046’17.32‛ n. and longitude 80030’10.18‛ e. It 

lies 13.2 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the west of the village. The mound is 

lying fallow. Its area is 2 acre and height is 12 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

24. Patabojh- This village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27036’6.87‛ n. and longitude 80028’25.06‛ e., 

6.1 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 4 acre and height is 3 feet. There is habitation on the mound. 

There are 15 old wells found on the mound. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 
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25. Rustamnagar- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27041’59.96‛ n. and longitude 80026’0.83‛ 

e. It lies 5.8 km to the north-west of the p.s.  The mound lies to the north-west of the village. The 

mound is under cultivation. Its area is 4 acre and height is 7 feet. The ceramic industry is LM. 

26. Silhapur- The village lies in tahsil Sadar in latitude 27043’15.36‛ n. and longitude 80027’55.38‛ e. It 

lies in 7.2 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. The land is lying 

fallow. Its area is 2 acre and height is 6 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

27. Semranva- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27047’4.18‛ n. and longitude 80030’1.46‛ e. It 

lies 14.6 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound is inhabited. Its area is 2 acre and height is 4 feet. 

The ceramic industry is LM. 

28. Surajkund- The village lies in tahsil Sadar, in latitude 27046’34.26‛ n. and longitude 80030’59.65‛ e. 

It lies 14.2 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south-west of the village. It is lying 

fallow and is inhabited. Its area is 1 acre and height is 3 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM 

and LM. 
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P.S MISRIKH 

1. Misrikh- It lies in latitude 27026’26.25‛ n. and longitude 80031’59.34‛ e. Ahbans came to Misrikh 

from Pataunja92. Ahbans were driven out by Mirza Bahadur Beg in 67093. The old name of the place was 

Islamnagar, but in the days of later Nawabs of Awadh, it was seized by Raja Tej Singh, a Gaur Rajput 

who was then Naib Chakaladar. He changed the name of the town to Maharajnagar. There are two old 

temples, a mosque and a masonry tank in the town. Fuhrer noticed Dadhichi Kund, a masonry tank 

surrounded by pucca ghats and temples94. Others fairs annually held here are those of the full moon 

day of Kartika and Ramlila95. The place is said to drive its name from ‘misrita’, which in Sanskrit means 

‘mixed’ because the large tank here is supposed to have contained a blend of waters from all holy 

places of India. It is surrounded by masonry steps, and in the center is a well called Saraset, and it is 

here that the Chaurasi Kosi Parikrama or round of pilgrimages ends. This journey begins at Nimsar, and 

continues to Haraiya, Sakin and Dahi in Hardoi. Then to Qutubnagar, Mandarwa, Korauna and then 

Jargawan in the district Sitapur. From Jargawan they again visit Nimsar, and then Barehti. The 

foundation of the place is ascribed to Dadhichi. The tank is said to have been constructed by 

Vikramaditya, and was repaired about 150 years ago by Ahalya Bai, a Maratha queen. All around it are 

temples in dilapidated condition, the oldest of which is ascribed, without any apparent reason, to 

Dadhichi, whose name is mentioned in the Rigveda. At present this kund is a watery body having an 

area of 5 acres with a depth of 25 feet.  It is located in latitude 27025’53.4‛ n. and 80031’46.2‛ e. 

Dadhichi temple is located on the mound called Dadhichi Tila lying near the north-west corner of the 

Kund. Mahant Sri Devdutt is in possession of farmans of Aurangzeb, Raja of Balrampur and Nawab of 

Awadh. Aurangzeb gave 12 villages for the upkeep of the math. This math belongs to Dashnami sect. In 

1856 there was a dispute between Vaishnav and Dashnami Sanyasis about right of leading 84 Kosi 

Parikrama. Local authorities and Ta’aluqadars decided that outside Misrikh Vaishnav Sanyasis would 

lead the procession but inside Misrikh area Dashnamis would lead it. Two broken sculptures pieces 

(dated 12th century) are kept inside the temple premises. One 10th century sculpture lying in the 

temple is a vertical panel made of buff coloured sandstone with three rows. First shows probably a 

mythological scene, second row shows acrobats and musicians, third row depicts dancing figures. 

The fourth tier is heavily mutilated (Fig. 186).  
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                                                Fig. 186: 10th century panel                                               Fig. 187: 10th century panel 
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Another broken sculpture (10th century A.D.) made of buff colored sandstone is a vertical panel with 

three tiers. All depicting some mythological scene, it is kept near the first panel (Fig. 187).  

Uttareshwar temple is located on the northern side of the Kund. A broken stone idol of Vishnu is 

kept inside the dilapidated building (dated 150 years back). On the southern side of Dadhichi kund is 

situated Dakshineshwar Shiva temple. A broken fourhanded Vishnu (10th century A.D.) image is kept 

inside the building. It is made of buff colored sandstone. It is standing in Samapada Mudra, wearing 

Vanamala and holding Chakra, Gada and conch shell. Its fourth hand is in Varda mudra. On his right 

Gada Devi is standing with a devotee kneeling with folded hands. On the left side, a male attendant is 

standing. On the ground, a female devotee is sitting with folded hands. The figure is flanked by male 

and female attendants. Around the main figure Dashavatars are depicted in Parikar. The outer shakha 

of Parikar is decorated with mythical animal figures. The idol has Pancharatha pedestal. The central 

portion was decorated with stalked lotuses. In the centre is a lotus. The whole thing can be described 

as Padmapitha (Fig. 188). 

                                        
     Fig. 188: 10th century Standing Vishnu (Dadhichi Kund) 

The place that he visited became Chaurasi Kosi Parikrama. Korauna is the first stop. It is also called 

Dwarika. The pilgrims visit this temple and take rest here. The second stop is Haraiya in district 

Hardoi. It is also called Harikshetra. The pilgrims visit Kailashnath Shiva temple and take holy dip at 

Amarkantak and rest in the village. The third stop is Kothawan in district Hardoi, pilgrims take holy dip 

at Hatyaharan teerth. It is said that the sin of homicide gets washed here. Every year in the month of 

The parikrama fair occurs in Phagun. The 

attendance in 1923 varied on the first day 

from 60,000 to 1, 00, 000; but by the end of 

the period it increased to about 1, 50,000 

souls. Another fair takes place here on the 

full moon of Kartika, when some 12,000 

pilgrims assembled in 1923 to bathe in the 

great tank; and third, gathering occurs at 

the Ramlila82. At present Chaurasi Kosi 

Parikrama is held every year in the Phagun 

month. It is said that Rama did this 

circumambulation with his family member 

in this month. The team doing this, is called 

Ramadal. 

Another story is that when Indra called all 

the places of pilgrimage to Naimish and they 

took their respective places sage, Dadhichi 

visited all these places.  
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Bhadon on every Sunday fair is held here. The 

fourth stop is Girdharpur Umari. Rina Mochan 

Teerth and Surya Narayan temple fall between 

third and fourth stops. Pilgrims rest here after 

visiting Gangasagar, Badrinath, Sheshdhara on the 

panchami of Phagun Shukla. On sixth of Phagun 

shukla after visiting Nagalaya, Neel ganga, 

Bhringi Rishi, and Dronacharya Parwat, people 

rest at Deogawan. On seventh after visiting Shiva 

Ganga Teerth, Pramod Van etc, pilgrims go to 

Valmiki kups. They visited Chandraval Devi and 

then take rest at Madaruwa. On Ashtami 

pilgrims visit Haridwar and Kushawart Teerth 

and take rest in village Jarigawan. On Navami of 

phagun shukla, they visit Lalta Devi temple, 

Chakrateertha, Vyas Gaddi, Hanuman Garhi, Soot 

Gaddi and assemble at Chakrateertha. They 

conduct arti in the evening and rest in Naimisharanya. On Dashmi of Phagun Shukla pilgrims visit 

Kurukshetra, Hans-Hansini, Vaidyanath Dham, Govardhan, Mathura Vrindavan, Rudravrata and take rest 

at village Chitrakoot. Kothuwa Bareta on ekadashi of Phagun Shukla reaches Misrikh and rest here till 

Poornamasi. They take holy dip at Dadhichi Kund and do Panchkosi Parikrama. Local people also 

participate in the Panch Kosi Parikrama. The pilgrims return after Holika Dahan and holy dip at 

Dadhichi kund. The fair continues for 15 days. The mohalla Thok lies in town Misrikh. The ceramic 

industries found here are G, EM and LM. 

 

Azizpur- This village lies in latitude 27020’30.5‛ n. and longitude 80027’44.2‛ e. The mound lies in 

latitude 27020’52.54‛ n. and longitude 80028’8.91‛ e. Its area is 10 acre and height is 10 feet. The 

remains of the temple lie to the west of the modern Hans-Hansini temple. The river Gomti flows to the 

south of the temple. To the south-east of the temple stands broken sculpture piece of Mahisasur 

Mardini (9th-10th century A.D.) made of buff sandstone. The buffalo demon is in animal form. It has 

been beheaded by the goddesses (Fig. 189). The ceramic industries found on the village mound are 

EM and LM. 

2. Aant- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27026’33.82‛ n. and longitude 80028’18.23‛ e. It lies 

6 km to the west of the p.s. Its area is 4 acre and height is 5 feet. Chhoti Garhi and Badi Garhi are 

situated on the mound. Pargana named Aant was divided into two mahals held in Ta’aluqdari tenure 

by Rani Barkat-un-Nisa and Jani Begum, the owners of Saadatnagar estate in 1923 A.D. Shri Girish 

Chandra Singh reported the remains of a Gurjar Pratihar period temple below Dadamian’s Majar. He 

Fig. 189: 9th-10th century Mahisasurmardini of  

Hans-Hansini temple 
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has found stone pillar and fragmented stone images in the surrounding area. The sizes of carved 

bricks are 2x0.8x0.16 m- 0.32x0.2x0.6 m97. The ceramic industries found are OCP, K, G, EM and LM 

(Fig. 190). 

 
Fig. 190: OCP of Aant p.s. Misrikh 

3. Arbapur- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, 9.7 km south-west of the p.s., and 4 km to the north-east 

of Naimisharanya, in latitude 27023’05‛ n. and in longitude 80027’45‛ e. D.P. Tiwari reported grey ware, 

RW, terracotta archaic type fragment of human figurines, potter’s stamp, broken stone sculptures 

with idol of Ganesha, decorated idol of a lady, head of a male and Shivalinga made of red sandstone of 

Sunga to late medieval period98. The ceramic industries found here are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 

4. Aurangabad- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27020’29.99‛ n. and longitude 80032’41.73‛ 

e. It lies 11 km to the south of the p.s. The mound lies to the east of the village. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 10 feet. Old Tila lies 0.5 km to the east of the mound. Its area is 1 acre and height is 1 feet. 

Ahbans came to Aurangabad from Misrikh99. In 1923 the place was the residence of the Ta’aluqdar, Mirza 

Mohammad Ali Beg, whose ancestor, Bahadur Beg, obtained a Jagir from the Emperor Aurangzeb, in 

whose honor he named the town. Formerly it belonged to the Panwars and was known by the name 

of Balpur Pasau100. The bulk of this pargana formed the estate of Mughal ta’aluqdars of Aurangabad, who 

owned 29 villages. One mahal belonged to the ta’aluqdars of Saadatnagar, and the remaining seven 

were held in Zamindari and Bhaiyachara tenures, chiefly by Musalmans. Only two villages belonged to 

Hindus and it was a noticeable fact that there were no Rajput Zamindars in the pargana, although prior 

to the formation of the Aurangabad estate it was entirely divided between Panwars and Ahbans. The 

history of the pargana is very brief. In the days of Akbar it was included in the large mahal of Nimsar 
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which was granted in Jagir to Bahadur Beg by the Emperor Aurangzeb. This man founded the town of 

Aurangabad in 1670 but the pargana remained a part of Nimsar for several generations, eventually 

being partitioned by Muhammad Baksh and Qutub Muhammad, the former being the ancestor of the 

present Ta’aluqdar of Aurnagabad and the latter of the Qutubnagar family101. Mughal estate of 

Aurangabad was founded by Mirza Bahadur Beg. He is said to have settled at Delhi in the days of 

Shahjahan and thence to have come to Avadh in an official capacity, in order to reduce to subjection 

the Panwars of Itaunja. His son Mirza Farrukh Fal, in the time of Aurangzeb, received a grant of land in 

Nimsar and settled in Balpur, the name of which he changed to Aurangabad in honor of the emperor. 

He was succeeded by one of his sons, Mirza Muhammad Yusuf, who according to the family tradition 

was the lord of an enormous property, but how this was subsequently reduced, is not known. The 

present Ta’aluqdar, Mirza Muhammad Ali Beg is sixth in descent from Mirza Muhammad Yusuf and 

succeeded his father Mirza Muhammad Agha Jan, in 1875. His property consists of 29 villages in 

Aurangabad, two villages and three pattis in Misrikh, and one patti in Machhrehta, the whole being 

assessed as Rs. 32,390. Mirza Muhammad Yusuf of Aurangabad had a younger brother, Mirza Qutb 

Muhammad, who received a portion of the ancestral estate as his share. This was passed in the course 

of time to one Subhan Ata, who was childless, and his widow adopted one Ibrahim Beg, who also died 

without leaving an heir. His widow on her turn adopted Mirza Muhammad Ali Beg of the Aurangabad 

family, who was succeeded at his death by his widow, Harmauzi Begum, at her death the property 

passed to her three sons, Mirza Haider Ali Beg, Sayyid Azam Shah and Sayyid Aulad Ali, the present 

Ta’aluqdars. The estate consists of eight villages in the Misrikh pargana102. Mirza Mohammad Ali Beg did 

a number of things for the benefits of the Riaya. He dug wells, built a kacha road from Aurangabad to 

Bibipur, and planted trees on either sode of it. He constructed a big building at Ahmadganj near Nimsar 

Railway Station, established a bazar and built many slopes. He built a building Mirzaganj at Sandila. 

He was succeeded by his son Mohammad Sadiq Mirza, to whom was married the niece of HH Nawab 

Riyazul Hasan Khan and the daughter of Nawab Abul Hasan Khan of Kadaura Estate. Mohammad Sidiq 

Mirza had two sons, Farrukh Mirza Beg and Usman Beg. He was succeeded by his son Iftiqar Mirza Beg. 

He divided the ta’aluqa between his three sons. Three Anna share went to Mirza Ahmad Beg, five Anna 

share went to Mirza Siddiq Mirza Beg, while eight Anna share was given to Mirza Wahid Mirza Beg. The 

present representative of the house is Mirza Muhammad Beg, who resides in Aurangabad103. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, EM and LM. 

Bari mosque lies to the west of the village, south-west of garhi and south of Sagra Tal. The 

bricks were found in the compound are of following thickness: 2 0.5‛, 2‛, 1 0.5‛. The mosque was 

made during the reign of Aurangzeb. The mosque building is composed of western prayer hall which 

is divided into central nave and two aisles on both sides. In comparison, the nave is smaller than the 

side aisles. The whole structure has thoroughly been modified and rebuilt except the western wall. 

Qibla was originally built in the form of hexagonal alcove. Eastern wall is composed of five arched 

façades, except these two walls of western Liwan, the whole structure is based on half circle arches 
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presently, which proves that the whole structure is rebuilt. Presence of the masonry Hauz in front of 

the western Liwan indicates that the mosque was built originally on a traditional plan. Originally the 

mosque building is composed of western Liwan and was enclosed courtyard in front. Presently the 

mosque structure is surmounted by three fluted domes which are depressed in shape. All the corners 

of the western lewan are occupied by minarets of octagonal shape where front minarets are higher 

than the rear minarets. Even the projected Qibla has been modified with a small domed motif. Since 

the mosque has been modified in late 18th century and early 19th century A.D, it carries the 

contemporary architectural features but the thickness, the shape of the Qibla and organization of 

space into narrow nave and bigger sized aisles indicates that the originally the mosque was 

constructed during later Lodi period or early Mughal period (Fig. 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, and 196).  

 

 
Fig. 191: Inside view of the dome of Bari mosque 
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Fig. 192: Qibla of Bari mosque 
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Fig. 193: Inside view of the Bari mosque 

 

 

 
Fig. 194: Front façade of Bari mosque 
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Fig. 195: Rear façade of Bari mosque 

 

 
Fig. 196: Plan of the Bari mosque 
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Fig. 197: Garhi of Mirza Mohammad Ali Beg 

 

Mirza Mohammad Ali Beg constructed present Garhi Aurangabad in 1888. Old palace was 

constructed by his ancestors. Earlier it existed to the north of present day Garhi. Safra Taal lies to the 

north of the Masjid. Garhi Aurangabad comprises the structure representing colonial architecture and 

dominated by depressed arches. The presence of depressed arches confirms the influence of French 

architecture. The gateway involves four arches typically of British architecture. It means Garhi carried 

the mixed style of architecture prevailing under Colonial Rule (Fig. 197). 

5. Barmi- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, 4 km to the north of p.s., in latitude 27028’35.84‛ n. and 

longitude 80032’30.73‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported RW, & BW of late medieval period104. The ceramic 

industries found here are OCP, NBP, K and LM (Fig. 198). 

 
Fig. 198: OCP of Barmi, Misrikh 
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6. Bhairampur- The village lies in latitude 27020’41.86‛ n. and longitude 80030’31.69‛ e. It lies 11 km to 

the south of the p.s. The mound lies 0.5 km to the west of the village. There is a temple on the mound. 

Its area is 4 acre and height is 15 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

7. Bhitauli- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27023’53.9‛ n. and longitude 80029’23.90‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the west of p.s. D.P Tiwari reported RW, Bricks of medieval period105. The ceramic 

industries found here are OCP, EM and LM (Fig. 199, 200). 

 
Fig. 199: OCP of Bhaithauli, Misrikh 
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Fig. 200: Incized Designs on OCP of Bhithauli, Misrikh 

 

8. Bibipur- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27021’33.2‛ n. and longitude 80031’4.4‛ e. It lies 

9 km to the south of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 2 acre and height is 10 feet. It 

is lying fallow. The ceramic industries found are K and LM. 

9. Binaura- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27023’12.87‛ n. and longitude 80031’41.84‛ e. It 

lies 6 km to the south of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and height is 6 

feet. Shri Girish Chandra Singh reported the remains of 10th-11th century A.D., brick temple at a place 

marked by Kabir Baba’s temple. He found pieces of broken stone images at this place and at another 

spot called Devi Ka Sthan. He reported stone image fragments of Shiva, Shiva-Parvati, Ganesh and other 

gods and goddesses106. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

10. Dingra- the village lies 8.5 km south-east of p.s., in latitude 27022’20‛ n. and longitude 80034’20‛ e. 

D.P Tiwari reported RW, brickbats, floor made with rammed earth mix with potsherd of medieval 

period107. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

11. Girdharpur- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27029’29.52‛ n and longitude 80032’44.92‛ 

e., 5 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies to the east of the village. The area of the mound is 10 

acres and height is about 5 feet. It is covered by a small patch of Babool trees. The ceramic industry 

found is OCP (Fig. 201).   
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Fig. 201: OCP of Girdharpur, Misrikh 

 

12. Jargawan- The village lies in latitude 27022’29.47‛ n. and longitude 80036’18.81‛ e. It lies 10.2 km to 

the south-east of the p.s. About 1.5 km to the north-west along the road is the old village of Jargawan, 

with it ruined fort. It was the headquarters of the Janwars108. Fuhrer noticed ancient masonry tank of 

Karjura here109. Jargawan is one of the places visited by the pilgrims during the Chaurasi Kosi Parikrama. 

The tank there has long been considered as sacred, the story going that one of the solar kings of 

Ajodhya having had the misfortune of losing both his hands, had them restored by bathing in the 

water of this tank, which has ever since been known as Karjura, which signifies in Sanskrit the joining 

of hands110. Jargawan, formerly known as Korauna was held by Rajputs of Janwar clan in 1923. Janwars 

are said to have come to Avadh from Janakpur in Tirhut about 450 years ago and to have seized 17 

villages in the Korauna pargana from the Pasis. Their leader was Maha Singh, who was followed in 

succession by Thana Singh, Mendi Mal, Madhukar Sah and Mandhata Sah. The last had three sons, Bal 
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Singh, Nag Mal and Magh Rao, who left no issue. The two remaining sons divided the estate. The 

former took Sarayan and the latter Jargawan. Nag mal was succeeded by Mohkam Singh, and then by 

Raghunath Singh, who died in 1850 after holding the estate for 72 years. His father was owner for 75 

years, a remarkable record of longevity, without a parallel in Avadh history. Raghunath Singh, was 

moreover, died in action, as he was killed with his eldest son, Dulai Singh, in resisting the Nazim of 

Khairabad. His other sons, Deo Singh and Madho Singh, recovered the estate in 1851 and the former 

engaged for the whole at the summary settlement. He had six sons, and these with the two sons of his 

brothers divided the estate into eight shares. The property is consisted of nine whole villages and 68 

pattis in Korauna assessed at Rs. 17,857. In 1923 Sarayan was held by the descendants of Bal Singh. 

Settlement by the British was made in 1859 with Sheo Bakhsh Singh, whose son, Ganga Bakhsh Singh, is 

still living111.      

13. Kalli- The village lies in latitude 27022’42.2‛ n. and longitude 80034’53.5‛ e. It lies 10 km to the east 

of the p.s. the mound lies 1 km to the north of the village. A temple is situated on the mound. Its area 

is 4 acre and height is 10 feet. There is habitation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are 

NBP and K. 

14. Karia Dih- The village lies in latitude 27027’12.67‛ n. and longitude 80032’6.73‛ e. It lies 1.4 km to 

the north of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 20.5 acre and height is 10 feet. D.P 

Tiwari reported RW, and bricks (32x23x6.5) of medieval period112. The ceramic industries found are 

NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 

15. Karkhila- The village lies in latitude 27022’27.96‛ n. and longitude 80033’31.76‛ e. It lies 7.8 km to 

the south of the p.s. In the days of Akbar the pargana was known as Karkhila, this name being derived 

from a small village on the western border some five miles from Korauna113. D.P Tiwari reported RW, 

black ware, brickbats, terracotta discs, and broken dabber of medieval period114. The ceramic industry 

found is LM. 

16. Kohranva- The village Kohranva Garhi lies in latitude 27031’6.6‛ n. and longitude 80032’42‛ e. Its 

area is 2 acre and height is 20 feet. The ceramic industries found are LM and NBP. 

17. Korauna- The village lies in latitude 27021’50.93‛ n. and longitude 80037’10.91‛ e. It lies 12 km to 

the south-east of the p.s. Korauna, was a small mahal with a cultivated area of 15816 bighas and a 

revenue of 4,73,727 dams. In 1923 the Zamindars were Ahbans who contributed 20 cavalry and 500 

infantry115. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

18. Lekhnapur- The village lies in latitude 27022’33.79‛ n and longitude 80030’54.82‛ e, at a distance of 

7.38 km towards south from the p.s. on Nimsar road. The mound lies to the south of the village. It is 

under cultivation. It is inhabited. A school is situated on the mound. The ceramic industry found is 

LM. 
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19. Mohiuddinpur- The village lies in latitude 27023’28.97‛ n and longitude 80032’44.92‛ e, at a 

distance of 7.3 km towards south-west from p.s. on Nimsar road. The mound lies 300 meters to the 

south of the village. The area of the mound is 5 acres and height is 4 feet. The ceramic industries 

found are NBP, OCP and LM. 

20. Nimsar @ Naimisharanya - The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, 10 km to the south-west of p.s., in 

latitude 27021’55‛ n. and longitude 80029’15‛ e. Ram Janaki Mandir, Pandav Qila, Ayodhya Mandir, 

Hanuman Garhi, Balaji Tila, Lalita Devi temple, Vyas Gaddi, Saptarishi Tila are situated in the village. 

Nimsar is famous for its sacred tanks and it numerous temples. The origin of the place is buried in 

remote antiquity and no trace remains of the original founders. There are many stories behind the 

name of Naimisharanya. One theory says that it was named after Nemi i.e. the axis of the chakra. The 

legend being that Brahmna, in reply to a deputation of 28 thousand sages headed by Indra, to the 

query about the place most worthy to be consecrated to religious worship, took a discus and flung it. 

This discus landed at Nimsari. After this Brahma and the whole throng of sages proceeded to Nimsar, 

attended by three crores and a half Tirthas, all of whom settled within ten miles of Nimsar. Another 

definition is from Nimisha, the twinkling of an eye; where by the early name of Nimsar would be 

Nimsharanya, signifying the forest where the sage, Gauramukha, destroyed an army of the Asuras in 

the twinkling of an eye. The place is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari as possessing a large fort, a 

number of temples and a reservoir. This reservoir is the Chakra Tirth, a name which means either the 

place where the discus of Brahma fell or the place where Vishnu flung his discus. It is nearly hexagonal 

in shape. The other tanks are the Panch Prayag, the Godawari and the Gomti. The chief temple of the 

Nimsar is dedicated to Lalita Devi. Pilgrims doing Chaurasi Kosi Parikrama come to Nimsar also. The 

Nimsar fort stands on a lofty mound to the south-west of the Chakra Tirth. It is about 1100 feet long 

from east to west and has a breadth varying from 300-400 feet. To the west is a high cliff overhanging 

the Gomti and known as the Shah Burj. The gateway of the fort alone remains. It is built of materials 

taken from temples and it is built partly with bricks and partly with carved Kankar blocks. According 

to popular belief, its foundation is ascribed to the Pandawas. It is said to have been rebuilt in 1305 A.D. 

by Hahajal, a renegade Hindu who according to the local tradition was the Wazir of Ala-ud-din Khilji. 

Cunningham identified this Hahajal with Malik Kafur, who in A.D. 1305 was appointed as Malik Naib 

to the command of the army for the conquest of the Dakhan. Cunningham recovered several of Ala-

ud-din’s coins at Nimsar. On the basis of this discovery he concluded that in his reign fort passed into 

the hands of Muslims. Shape of Chakra Tirth reservoir is hexagonal and of diameter of 120 feet. The 

water springs up from below and flows out by the south side into a swampy rill about 20 feet abroad 

called Godawari nala. The pool is surrounded by temples and dharmashalas116. Fuhrer also saw these 

remains117. It was the residence of an Amil in the days of Nawabs of Awadh. The place also figured 

occasionally in the earlier history of the district. In 1923 the lands of Nimsar excluding the precincts of 

the temples, belonged to the Mughal Ta’aluqdar of Aurangabad in whose family the village remained 

since the days of his ancestor, Bahadur Beg to the time of abolition of Zamindari. The total area was 
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1476 acres and the revenue was Rs. 380. This place stood close to the river Gomti and the soil was 

consequently poor and sandy. A large area was under groves which almost surrounded the site and 

are especially numerous on the east. Nimsar possessed an upper primary school, a small aided school, 

a district post-office, a cattle pound, and a bazar in which markets were held twice a week. Besides the 

Parikrama fair in Phagun, large gatherings occurs every Amawas and go by the name of the Chakra 

Tirth and LalIta Debi fairs, called after the places of Assemblage118. During Akbar’s reign there was a 

large mahal known as Nimsar, the land of Ahbans which probably comprised the modern Misrikh, 

Aurangabad, and Maholi parganas; it contained 58,776 bighas of cultivation and was assessed at 

35,66,055 dams. In 1567, Bahadur Khan besieged Shah Bidah Khan and the remnants of the royal force in 

Nimsar. Earlier Bahadur Khan plundered the whole country but retired on the approach of the imperial 

army and Nimsar was relieved119. 

Ayodhya temple lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27020’2.2‛ n and in longitude 80029’9.2‛ e. A 

temple made by Thakur Swami Dayal of Atariya, is situated on the mound. Nearby lie Madhis (tombs) 

of two Babas, Bhagwati and Suryaprakash. Pratihar period architectural fragments made of Kankar are 

also found on the mound. It appears that there was a huge Pratihara temple made of Kankar blocks. It 

was destroyed and its sculptural and architectural fragments were reused in building later structures. 

The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. The ceramic industries found near Balaji Temple are 

NBP and LM.  

 

Soot Gaddi Mandir stands on Bramha ka Tila. It lies in latitude 27020’56.4‛ n. and longitude 

80029’16.9‛ e. In the north-east corner of the Soot Gaddi, there is a 100 years old Shiva temple known as 

Siddheshwar Mahadev temple. The mound on which this complex stands yields bricks of thickness 

20.5‛, 2‛, 1.5‛ inch. The idols fixed in the wall of Soot Gaddi were recovered from this mound. Among 

these is an idol of Uma-Mahesh (9th century) sitting in Ardhaparyankasan pose. Shiva has four hands. 

With one free hand he is embracing Parvati. He is flanked by standing Vishnu on right side. On the 

right upper part three headed Bramha in miniature is standing. Below his seat Bhringi Rishi can be 

seen dancing and Ganesh is also visible. On the left side Tapasvini Parvati is seen in standing pose 

(Fig. 202). Another prathiar piece of Udgam is fixed below this (Fig. 203). 
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                                Fig. 202: 9th century Uma-Mahesh panel                                             Fig. 203: Pratihar sculptural piece 
 

Chakrateertha is situated in latitude 27020’56.8‛ n and 

in longitude 80029’11.5‛ e. This is the main point of 

attraction in Nimsar. People come here and take holy 

dip in the octagonal tank containing a circular 

perforated structure representing the Chakra. The 

Chakrateertha has a modern gate situated to the north 

of the tank. There is a huge RCC roofed open 

structure giving shelter to Pandas and pilgrims 

between the gate and the tank. Radha Krishna temple 

which is of modern construction lies to the north-

west of the tank inside the Chakrateertha campus. 

Outside the temple on its south-western corner, an 

idol of Bhairava and Bhairavi is situated. Bhairava is 

holding a Khatwanga. Both are standing under a Palm 

tree. This sculpture is made of Kankar and belongs to 

Pratihar period (Fig. 204). 
      

Adjacent to this temple towards east stands Gopal 

Krishna Mandir. This is also of Late period. As we 

move anticlockwise around the tank we encounter 

different shrines mostly made during recent period. 

The antiquities have been fixed in these structures. 

The buildings and the antiquities will be described as 

follows. Next is Badri Narayan temple. It is of modern 

construction. To it’s south, Brahma temple is situated. 

This is also of modern period. To it’s south stands Fig. 204: 9th century Bhairava-Bhairavi 
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Ganesh temple having domed roof inside the temple in the middle are fixed a solitary Linga and a 

Panchlinga (Fig. 205). Outside the temple on its eastern wall on the left side is situated a head and a 

four handed deity sitting in Sukhasan, both of medieval period (Fig. 206).  

  
                              Fig. 205: Inside the Brahma Temple                          Fig. 206: Idols fixed on the façade of Brahma temple 

 On the right side of the eastern gate is fixed a dwarshakha of 10th century belonging to some 

temple. At present it is completely painted with mixture of oil and vermillion (Fig. 207).  

                       

On the south-eastern corner is fixed a four handed deity sitting in Lalitasan in a 

rathika, topped by Udagam. A modern temple called Chakra Bhagwans shrine, is 

situated to the south of the above temple.  
 

In the southern side of Chakrateertha Kund stands a small temple and Dharamshala, 

constructed by Rani Ahilyabai Holkar (Fig. 208). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

Fig. 207: 10th century dwarsakha Brahma temple               

 

 
Fig. 208: General view of Ahilyabai Holkar’s temple 
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Dharmashala was built as rectangular 

pillared structures, double bays deep and is 

divided in to four Aisles. The whole structures is 

based on a heavy circular pillars and multi-

foliated modeled arches. All the arches are 

decorated with floral designs and crowned with 

the flower. The whole structure is surmounted by 

low parapet having battlement motifs. Both the 

extreme wings of the structure carry some niches. 

The one on north-east side has an inscription. On 

the basis of the Epigraphy construction of the 

Dharamshala and the temple can be ascribed to 

1784 A.D. (samvat 1841) (Fig. 209). 

 

To the north of Dharamshala towards eastern end stands a small madhi or temple, presently 

known as Surya Narayan Mandir. It is surmounted by the modified form of Bangladar roof and fluted 

dome. It has a small door in the north. On its southern wall is fixed a Sriyantra made of stone. Some 

enthusiastic priest has fixed an elongated polished boulder in front of it. It appears that Sriyantra was 

the original object of worship (Fig. 210, 211, and 212). 

 

 

      
                 

                     Fig. 210: Ahilyabai’s temple                                     Fig. 211: Shriyantra fixed in the wall of the   

          Ahilyabai’s temple 

Fig. 209: Ahilyabai’s inscription 
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Fig. 212: Inside Dharmshala of Ahilyabai 

 

To the north-east of Ahilyabai’s Dharamshala stands miniature temple known as Saraswati 

Mandir situated below an old banyan tree. Saraswati temple is situated in the north-western corner of 

a high platform. On the western face of this platform are fixed sculptural and architectural pieces. 

First from the south is that of a rathika housing Lord Shiva sitting in Lalitasan and holding trident, 

snake and Matulung. His fourth hand is in Abhaya Mudra. He is wearing Jatamukuta (Fig. 213). The 

second one towards north is a medieval period Kirtimukha (Fig. 214). The third one towards further 

north is rathika of medieval period showing Lord Vishnu (?) sitting in Lalitasan only the hand holding 

gada is clear. The fourth hand is in Abhaya Mudra (Fig. 215). All these sculptural pieces are made of 

Kankar and heavily besmeared with mixture of oil and vermillion. Near the south-eastern corner on 

southern face of this platform is fixed a small sculptural fragment of medieval period depicting a 

male figure sitting in Lalitasan (Fig. 216). The three pieces were found kept under the banyan tree (Fig. 

217, 218 and 219).  
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                 Fig. 213: 10th century seated Shiva                                                        Fig. 214: Kirtimukha 

 

        
                         Fig. 215: 10th century seated Shiva                                                         Fig. 216: seated male figure 
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Fig.217: Rathika (10th century) & a part of broken udgam (9th century)               Fig. 218: Medieval dwarsakha 

 
 

 
Fig. 219: An architectural piece 
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Between Saraswati temple and Ahilyabai’s Dharamshala runs a Nala, draining water of 

Chakrateertha into river Gomti. On the eastern side of Chakrateertha, the other temples moving from 

south to north are Gokaran Nath temple, Sringi Rishi temple, and Hanuman temple. On the north-

eastern side of Chakrateertha Kund stands Bhooteshwar Nath temple (Fig. 220).  
 

 
Fig. 220: Bhooteshwar Nath temple from north 

 

The main door of this temple opens towards west. On the right hand side of the door is fixed a 

marble tablet dated January, 13, 1937. It announces the inauguration of Neemsar Chakrateertha tank by 

Rai Bahadur Ghanshyam Das, Deputy Commissioner Sitapur. It was laid by G.M. Harper, I.C.S 

Commissioner Lucknow division. People have started worshipping this stone itself which has 

developed a crack in the middle (Fig. 221).  
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Fig. 221: Tablet fixed near the gate of Bhooteshwar Nath temple 

 

Chhati Mai than lies in tahsil Misrikh, ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM.  

 

Chhoti Kashi lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27020’49.1‛ n. and longitude 80029’28‛ e. Stone 

sculptures pieces are strewn around the tank of Chhoti Kashi. Most of them have been stolen. One 

stone idol has been kept in a small temple north-east of Dharamraja Mandir. Carved Kankar blocks are 

kept around the temple. The bricks of thickness 3‛, 2 0.5‛, 2‛ are recovered from the ground. A 

standing figure of Rathika made on Kankar stone was also found (Fig. 222).  
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Fig. 222: 9th century standing male diety 

 

    
      Fig. 223: Dharam Bhurji ki masjid, Neemsar                                   Fig. 224: Plan of Dharam Bhurji’s mosque 
 

Gorakhnath Tila lies in tahsil Misrikh and the ceramic industries found are G and EM.  

Chitrakoot Dham lies in tahsil Misrikh and the ceramic industries 

found are NBP, K, EM and LM.  

Dharma Bhurji ki mosque lies in latitude 27027’1.3‛ n. and 

longitude 80028’54.13‛ e. It was constructed 200 years back by a 

person named Dharam Bhurji. The structure of the mosque is 

composed of western Liwan divided into central nave and aisles. 

The structure is surmounted by the fluted symmetrical domes 

with circular bases and crowned with inverted lotus and finial. 

All the corners of the structure have been conceived as octagonal 

minars where the front minars elevated into three storeys and rear 

minars are elevated into two storeys. The upper most storeys of 

the minars have been built with fluted dome motif (Fig. 223, 224).  
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Hanuman Garhi lies in tahsil Misrikh, and the ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. It 

lies in latitude 27020’55.3‛ N and longitude 80028’59.1‛ E. A gate whose lower course is made of 

carved Kankar blocks of some temple (10th century) and upper course is made of 2‛, 2 0.5‛, and 3‛ 

thick bricks. (10th century) carved blocks of Kankar stone decorated with Chandrashala motifs, have 

been used in making the gate at the base of Hanuman Garhi mound (Fig. 225, 226, and 227).  
 

                       
                   Fig. 225: Wall made of Kankar blocks                                          Fig. 226: Wall made of Kankar 

 

 
Fig. 227: Pratihar architectural fragment 
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Jagannath Temple lies in the 

town and the ceramic 

industry found here is NBP. 

The ceramic industries found 

in Karbala are K, G and EM.  

Lalita Devi temple lies 

in latitude 27021’7.54‛ n. and 

longitude 80029’27.28‛ e. The 

modern Lalita Devi temple 

stands in the middle of a 

rectangular quadrangle 

having verandahs along its 

north, east and west arms. 

The southern wall is pierced 

by a gate. The large temple in 

the middle is of recent period. 

The temple has doors in north 

and south direction. Almost 

complete 11th century idol of 

Vaman made of buff colored 

sandstone has been kept 

inside a small temple called 

Naimishnath temple. It lies to 

the east of the main temple 

along the eastern wall of the 

quadrangle. In the eastern 

wall, idol of Vaman Vishnu 

(10th century) has been fixed. 

It is flanked by two attendants 

sitting on a lotus pedestal. At 

the top is depicted a seated 

figure in dhyan mudra. He is 

flanked by two flying 

Gandharvas holding a garland. 

Vaman is holding shankh, 

chakra and gada in his three 

hands. Lower right hand is held in Varada mudra (Fig. 228). 

Fig. 228: 10th century Vaman 
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A little to the south exists Lal Bhairava temple. It is a miniature temple standing in the 

courtyard and separated from the eastern verandah. The small temple opens towards west. It 

contains two heavily mutilated idols, the left one is called Deviji’s idol, which is in fact broken 

sculptural piece. The right one is made of Kankar, and belongs to 9th century. On the back wall of this 

temple, at the lower level are fixed three idols (Fig. 229). The northern most (on the left side) is 

unidentified sculpture piece as we move towards south; the next sculptural fragment is that of Revant 

(Fig. 230). The next piece is a dancing Shiva (Fig. 231).  
 

                             
                                    Fig. 229: Sculptural fragment                                      Fig. 230: Sculptural fragment Showing Revant    

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Fig. 231: Dancing Shiva 
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Adjacent to the main temple near its south-eastern corner stands an independent domed temple 

called old Lalita Devi Temple. It conatins the image of Ravanugrah Murti of Shiva-Parvati in the temple 

as the main deity. Below the seat of deity, Ravana is depicted holding Kailash Parvata with his many 

hands. He is flanked by four figures, two on each side; they are also helping him. Shiva and Parvati 

seated on Kailash Parvata are looking towards each other. At the foot level Ganesh, Kartikeya, Nandi, 

lion and Bhringi Rishi are depicted in a row. At the head level Brahma on right side and Vishnu on the 

left side are shown seated on their mounts (Fig. 232).  

 

 
                            Fig. 232: Ravananugrah Murti 

It has a door in its eastern wall. On 

the left side (northern side) of the 

door are fixed four sculpture pieces. 

As we move from south, the first 

figure is that of, Kushan period 

Matrika sitting in Utkootikasan. She is 

also holding a child (Fig. 233). To her 

left is situated a broken idol of 

Harihar of Gupta period (Fig. 234). 

Towards further left, stand two 

sculptural fragments. The lower one 

is a mutilated torso (Fig. 235) with 

Srivatva sign and graiveyaka (12th 

century). At the top of this sits head 

of mustached Bhairava of Gupta 

period with Jatajut (Fig. 236). 
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 Fig. 233: Kushan matrika                                                     Fig. 234: Gupta Harihar 

                                                 

                                     
                               Fig. 235: 12th century Torso                                                Fig. 236: Mustached & Jatajutdhari Bhairava 

On the right (south) side of the gate are fixed three sculptural fragments. The left standing 

figure belongs to 9th century (Fig. 237). 
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Fig. 237: Sculptural fragments fixed in the wall of old Lalita Devi Temple             Fig. 238: Medieval carved niche 

 

                                 

Another architectural fragment, a monolithic Rathika with figure of Ganesh sitting in Lalitasan 

was also found fixed in the wall of the temple. The figure is four handed and wearing usual attributes 

(Fig. 239). 

 
Fig. 239: 11th century Rathika with Ganesh figure 
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Four mutilated sculpture pieces made of Kankar were also found fixed in the temple wall (Fig. 240, 

241, 242, and 243). 
 

           
         Fig. 240: Sculptural fragment Made of Kankar                               Fig. 241: Sculptural fragment Made of Kankar 

 

 

 
              

                              
                     Fig. 242: Sculptural fragement                                                         Fig. 243: Sculptural fragment 
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Fig. 244: Fragment of 10th century Vishnu 

 

From Lalita Devi Mandir mound ceramic industries found are BRW, GR, NBP, and LM.  

The ceramic industry found from Laxman Tila is LM. From Ramjanki Mandir, the ceramic industries 

found are NBP, K and LM. From Saptrishi Temple, the ceramic industries found are NBP, K and LM. 

 

Narsingh temple, Ahobil Math lies in latitude 27020’55.5‛ n. and longitude 80029’2.2‛ e. In front 

of the temple, below a peepal tree the upper portion of a broken Vishnu idol (10th century A.D.) has 

been kept. He is holding Gada and Chakra. It is a part of a Rathika made of Kankar (Fig. 244). 

  

Devdeaveshwar Temple, Naimisharanya, lies in latitude 27021’40.44‛ n. and longitude 80028’8.83‛ 

e. Shiv Parvati idol of Kankar was found kept outside the temple. Fragment of a large Vishnu idol 

showing Shankha was found (Fig. 245). Amalak of 10th century made of buff sandstone was also found 

(Fig. 246). 
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  Fig. 245                                               Fig. 246 

Setubandh Rameshwar Temple lies in latitude 27021’19.49‛ n and longitude 80040’18.53‛ e, 10.9 

km to the south-west of the p.s. It lies to the west of Devdeaveshwar temple on the bank of river Gomti. 

A Pratihara pillar (9th century) (Fig. 247) and a Shivalinga made of buff colored sandstone have been 

kept inside Rameshwaram temple built about 100 years ago. Hand holding Chakra, the part of a Vishnu 

idol (10th century) was kept in the temple (Fig. 248). 

 

                                 
                 Fig. 247                                                       Fig. 248 
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21. Narsinghauli- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27024’18.25‛ n. and longitude 

80030’27.8‛ e., 6 km to the south of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 10 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP and LM. 

22. Pataunja- The lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27025’47.33‛ n. and longitude 80028’39.66‛ e., 5.6 km 

south of the village Aant. Gopi and Sopi, two Ahban brothers came to this part. Gopi settled in Gopamau 

district Hardoi and Sopi founded Pataunja. From here, they spread to Misrikh, Maholi, Aurangabad, 

Machherhta, Khairabad and Chandra120. Fuhrer noticed the remains of a city, named Sultannagar here. 

Fuhrer also noticed the remains of a temple which marked one of the ghats of ancient city at the site of 

village Pataunja121. The ahbans of Pataunja were replaced by Panwars, Muslims, Brahmans and others. In 

1670 Mirza Bahadur Beg was sent against them by Aurangzeb, who drove them out of Maholi and 

Misrikh122. The ceramic industry found is LM.  

23. Patti ka Tila- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27022’19.3‛ n. and longitude 80033’4.4‛ e. 

The mound lies to the north-east of the village. Its area is 30 acre and height is 35 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP, G and EM. 

24. Purani Mazar- The village lies to the south in the opposite of the Nimsar. The ceramic industries 

found at this place are NBP and LM. 

25. Rudravrat- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27022’30.86‛ n and longitude 80040’18.53‛ e, 

lies to the north of the Naimish and west of the Lakariya Mau and the ceramic industries found are K 

and G. 

26. Saadatnagar- The village lies in latitude 27028’16.5‛ n and longitude 80029’57.97‛ e, 4.1 to the 

north-west of the p.s. The house of Saadatnagar in Misrikh, was founded by Agha Muhammad Ali Beg, a 

Yusufzai Pathan, who accompanied Nadir Shah to India and in 1734 took service under the Nawab 

Wazir of Avadh. He is said to have received a grant of land in reward for good services, but it seems 

more probable that he took forcible possession of his estate, which was subsequently enlarged by 

purchase. He was succeeded by his son, Rajab Ali Beg, who lost the Tarayan and Purara properties of 

18 villages. A further reduction was made in the time of his son, Muhammad Akbar Beg who was made 

a Raja by Wajid Ali Shah, but was deprived of the twelve villages of the Manai-Fatehpur estate by one 

Faqir Muhammad Khan, who had laid claim to them, while other property called Bira Sarai in Kheri was 

settled with others at annexation by the British. Muhammad Akbar Beg was succeeded by his son, 

Shamsher Bahadur, whose title of Raja was confirmed for life by the British Government. He died in 

1884, leaving two widows, Rani Barkat-un-Nisha, who held half of the estate, and Rani Aulia begam, 

whose share was later held by her daughter, Jani Begam. In 1923 the property in this district 

comprised 12 villages and four pattis in Chandra, seven villages and twelve pattis in Misrikh, five pattis 

in Machhrehta or Aant Ta’aluqa. It also included the Purwa Deoria estate of four villages in Hardoi123.  
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  (Fig. 240) 

Above the lotuses, there are two miniature temples having Shivalinga housed inside. The Shikhars of 

these miniature temples are carved in Pratihar/Latin style. The lotus Prabhamandal is topped by flying 

Maladhari Vidyadharas (Fig. 249). 
 

 
Fig. 249 

Kalesunath Devi temple lies in the northern portion of 

the village, in latitude 27028’18.4‛ n. and longitude 

80029’58.1‛ e. To the north of the spot lies a 14-acre tank 

called Barataal. The broken sculptures pieces belonging to 

various temples built during different periods are kept on 

the platform of Kalesunath Devi. One 6th century red 

sandstone Vishnu idol wearing Vanamala and right hand is 

shown in Varada Mudra. Its upper portion above the waist is 

broken (Fig. 240).  

Another Surya idol of 8th-9th century A.D. made of buff 

sandstone is kept here. The portion of Rathika only above 

neck is remaining. Two lotuses in the hand of deity are 

intact. 
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The place of Shahid Mard Baba lies in the village in latitude 27028’15.4‛ n. and longitude 

80029’56.3‛ e. It is a round cylindrical tower. The bricks used in construction it are of thickness 2’, 2 

0.5’, 3’. Garhi of Raja is located in the middle of the village and the area of the mound is about 8 acres. 

The Ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM.  

 

27. Sandla- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27028’4.83‛ n and longitude 80041’8.18‛ e, 6.8 

km to the north-east of the p.s. D.P Tiwari reported RW, iron arrowhead, and bricks (14x7x2.5 cm) of 

medieval period124. The ceramic industry found here is LM. 

28. Sarsai- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27029’17.97‛ n. and longitude 80036’57.3‛ e. 6.69 

km to the north-east of the p.s. The ceramic industries found are NBP and LM. 

 

29. Shivthan- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27021’40.76‛ n. and longitude 80027’59.83‛ e., 

6 km to the north of the p.s. Shri Girish Chandra Singh reported the remains of a temple, situated to the 

east of the village near Jhamman Shah’s Majar. He found a Shivalinga at this place125. D.P Tiwari 

reported RW, bricks of size 30x23x27.5 cm, and mutilated copper coins of medieval period126. The 

ceramic industry found is LM. 

30. Tarsanwan- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27023’59.1‛ n. and longitude 80033’13.07‛ 

e., 4.5km to the south-east of the p.s. D.P Tiwari reported RW, BW, bricks (31x23x6.5 cm, 31x20x6.5 

cm) and broken sculptures of medieval period127. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

31. Thakurnagar- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27022’0.92‛ n. and longitude 80028’17.72‛ 

e., 10.2 km to the south-west of the p.s. It lies on the eastern bank of river Gomti and north-west of 

Nimsar. The ceramic industries found are G and K.  

 

32. Uttar Dhauna- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27023’58.2‛ n. and longitude 80034’35.8‛ 

e. It lies 7 km to the east of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 4 acre and height is 18 

feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, bricks (31x23x6.5 cm) of medieval period128. The ceramic industries 

found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 
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P.S PISAWAN 
 

1. Amaraiya- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27036’59.8‛ n. and longitude 80021’2.9‛ e. It 

lies 5.3 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. There exists 

habitation on the mound. Its area is 6 acre and height is 7 feet. The ceramic industries found are G, 

NBP, EM and LM. 
 

2. Arseni- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh in latitude 27032’20.40‛ n. and longitude 80030’59.73‛ e, 12.7 

km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the north-west of the village. Its area is 3 acre and 

height is 5 feet. The mound is now destroyed. To the east of the mound lies Lin-Jhabar-Talab (a wide 

low lying land). The ceramic industries found are K and NBP. 
 

3. Baaznagar- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh in latitude 27032’20.24‛ n. and longitude 80022’37.39‛ e, 

5.8 km to the south-west of the p.s. The first mound lies 1 km to the south of the village. It is under 

cultivation. Its area is 8 acre and height is 13 feet. The second mound lies 0.5 km to the north of the 

village. This mound is under cultivation. Its area is 10 acre and height is 10 feet. D.P Tiwari reported 

RW of medieval period129. The ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM. 
 

4. Bahadurnagar- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27031’23.88‛ n. and in longitude 

80021’35.67‛ e, 7.2 km to the south of the p.s. D.P. Tiwari reported RW, copper coins, bricks of sizes 

11x8x3 and 13x6x2.5 cm, and broken stone sculptures of medieval period130. The ceramic industries 

found are NBP, K and LM. 
 

5. Daulatiapur- This village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27034’11.52‛ n. and longitude 80023’52.07‛ 

e. It lies 2 km to the south of the p.s. The ceramic industry found here is LM. 
 

6. Deogawan- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27030’24.57‛ n. and longitude 80027’8.31‛ e. 

It lies 10.3 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. A temple is 

situated on the mound. The land is lying fallow. Its area is 3 acre and height is 13 feet. In the village 

exists a tank which is visited in the month of Phagun by the Nimsar pilgrims when going on the 

Chaurasi Kosi Parikrama. The ceramic industries found are G, K, LM and EM. 
 

7. Devkali- This village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27038’9.64‛ n. and longitude 80023’17.08‛ e. It 

lies 3.34 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the p.s. Its area is 4 acre and 

height is 8 feet. Siddha Baba’s Ashram lies on the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, EM 

and LM. 
 

8. Garhi Mudha Kala- This village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27039’19.11‛ n. and longitude 

80020’51.33‛ e. It lies 9 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its 

area is 1 acre and height is 15 feet. Shivalingas of medieval period were found on the mound. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K and LM. 
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9. Gursanda- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27033’24.6‛ n. and longitude 80024’14.4‛ e. It 

lies 3.4 km to the south of the p.s. It is inhabited. Its area is 2 acre and height is 25 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are K, NBP, EM and LM. 
 

10. Jalalnagar- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27031’33.14‛ n. and longitude 80021’28.64‛ 

e. It lies 8 km to the south-west of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the south of the village. It is under 

cultivation. It is lying fallow. Its area is 35 acre and height is 50 feet. At a distance of 200 m to the 

south of the mound lies river Gomti. D.P Tiwari reported RW, G/W, of medieval period131. The ceramic 

industries found are G, EM and LM. 
 

11. Khanpur- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27029’28.67‛ n. and longitude 80027’49.02‛ e. 

It lies 12.4 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. It is lying fallow. 

Its area is 3 acre and height is 15 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW and floor made with rammed earth 

mixed pot shreds of medieval period132. The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP, K, EM and LM. 
 

12. Kutubapur- This village lies in latitude 27037’40.81‛ n. and longitude 80018’26.81‛ e. It lies at a 

distance of 10.2 km from the p.s. The mound lies 15 km to the west of the village. Its area is 4 acre and 

height is 3 feet. The mound is under cultivation. The ceramic industries found are OCP and LM. 
 

13. Mahmadapur- This village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27035’49.34‛ n. and longitude 

80024’8.78‛ e. It lies 1 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the south-east of the p.s. and 

0.2 km to the north-east of the village. Its area is 4 acre and height is 5 feet. The ceramic industries 

found are OCP, LM and EM. 
 

14. Pipari @ Dillipati Pipari- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, 11 km to the north-west of p.s., in 

latitude 27040’55.1‛ n. and longitude 80022’0.84‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported RW, BSW, GW, chord 

impressed RW, Terracotta discs, fragment of glass bangles, and iron slags contemporary to NBPW 

period133. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 
 

15. Pisawan- This mound lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27035’24.95‛ n. and longitude 80023’44.74‛ e. 

It lies 0.5 km to the north-west of the p.s. The village lies on the mound on which Gaurs, Thakurs are 

residing. The ceramic industry found here is LM. 
 

16. Qutubnagar- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27029’27.74‛ n. and longitude 

80027’50.30‛ e. It lies 12.4 km to the east of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. The land 

is lying fallow. Its area is 2 acre and height is 10 feet. Ta’aluqedars of this place are of Mughal origin 

and belonged to Aurangabad family. Mirza Muhammad Yusuf of Aurangabad had a younger brother, 

Mirza Qutub Muhammad, to whom it was allotted in share at a partition of the Aurangabad family 

estate. This passed in the course of time to Subhan Ata, who was childless. His widow adopted 

Ta’aluqdar Ibrahim Beg, who also died without leaving an heir. Ibrahim Beg’s widow, in turn, adopted 

Mirza Muhammad Ali Beg of the Aurangabad family. Mirza Muhammad Ali Beg was succeeded at his 

death by his widow, Harmuzi Begum, as his three sons Mirza Haider Ali Beg, Syed Azan Shah and Syed 
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Aulad Ali. On her death, the property was passed to Mirza Haider Ali Beg. He was succeeded by Sayyid 

Hasan Shah and Haider Shah. Haider Shah had two sons- Ahmad Shah and Hasan Shah. Since Ahmad Shah 

died issueless, hence Hasan Shah succeeded the Ta’aluqa. He had four sons, Syed Naqi Shah, Hussain 

Shah, Taqi Shah and Abid Shah of which Naqi Shah succeeded the Ta’aluqa and was the present 

representative of the family. He is blessed with five sons, Askari Shah, Baakar Shah, Qamar Shah and 

Mubarak Shah and is residing at Qutubnagar134. The ta’aluqdar’s house was built on high ground, the 

site of an old Dih called Kunjbiharipur, which was formerly owned by a community of Faqirs. Within 

the enclosure is an ancient Hindu well called Biswamitra and the remains of a masonry tank that goes 

by the name of Jambu Dip. In Qutubnagar itself a considerable gathering occurs at the Kanslila festival 

in Kartika. In 1923 the village covered an area of 1,018 acres and was assessed at Rs. 840135. D.P Tiwari 

reported RW, brickbats, broken stone sculptures of medieval period136.  The ceramic industries found 

are OCP, K, NBP and EM. 
 

17. Ramuapurwa Tila- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27032’11.3‛ n. and longitude 

80025’6.7‛ e. It lies 5.6 km to the south-east of the p.s. The ceramic industries found here are NBP, K 

and EM. 
 

18. Ratausiya- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27040’49.778‛ n. and longitude 80021’14.09‛ 

e. It lies 11.3 km to the north-west of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 4 acre and 

height is 4 feet. To the north of the village lies Garhi. The ceramic industries found here are G, K and 

NBP. 
 

19. Serwadih- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, 2 km to the north-east of the p.s., in latitude 27036’ n. 

and longitude 80025’ e. The mound lies to the east of the village. The land is lying fallow. Its area is 10 

acre and height is 20 feet. Kabir Baba ka sthan and fort of Raja Tarak Singh is situated on the mound. 

D.P Tiwari reported RW, brick measured 23x20x5cm, and blocks of Kankar of medieval period were 

found from the site137. The ceramic industries found are NBP, G, K, and LM. 
 

20. Sultannagar- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, 14.6 km to the south-east of p.s., in latitude 

27027’55.45‛ n. and longitude 80027’26.17‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported RW, BW, floor made with rammed 

earth mix with potsherds, stone sculptures of Vishnu (9th-10th century A.D.) in standing posture whose 

all hands are partly broken138. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 
 

21. Thakurepur- This village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27032’37.12‛ n and longitude 

80025’56.97‛ e, 5.8 km to the south-east of the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the east of the village. Its 

area is 12 acre and height is 20 feet. The mound called Khanhar lies 0.6 km to the east of the village. Its 

area is 10 acre and height is 25 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 
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P.S RAMKOT 

1. Ramkot- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27031’32.6‛ n. and longitude 80035’17.3‛ e. The 

village lies 0.5 km to the north of the p.s. It is under cultivation and inhabited. Its area is 1 acre and 

height is 12 feet. The mound lies 0.5 km to the east of the village. The land is lying fallow. Its area is 1 

acre and height is 20 feet. Fuhrer noticed that Ramkot was situated on a mound139. The shrine of 

Panchwati Baba is situated on the mound. The ceramic industry found is LM. According to the Ain-i-

Akbari, Ramkot belonged to Sarkar Lucknow, although surrounded on all sides by Sarkar Khairabad 

territory. It was then as now very small having a cultivated area of only 9,790 bighas assessed at 

2,68,099 dams. The Zamindars were Rajputs, who were the ancestors of the present Janwars, who 

contributed 200 infantry140. During 1857, in Sitapur cantonment, the British started moving away to 

safe places. One party consisting of Mrs. Dorin, Mrs. Keough and child, Mrs. Horan and five children, 

Mr. Dudman, his wife, mother, mother-in-law and four children, Mr. and Miss Birch, Mr. and Mrs. 

Morgan and Mrs. Ward, took refuge with the Janwars Zamindars of Ramkot, who protected them and 

sent them all in safety to Lucknow on the 8th of June141. The whole pargana formed a single Ta’aluqdari 

estate held by the Janwars of Ramkot. The history of the pargana is consequently but the history of 

Janwars. According to legends, Lord Rama of Ayodhya came on pilgrimage and built the fort of Ramkot, 

a place which is evidently of great antiquity. In later times, the pargana was held by Kacheras. They 

were subsequently ejected by the Janwars142. The village is now a poor place consisting entirely of 

mud houses etc, on an ancient dih, the remains of a former town in which houses are mostly of burnt 

bricks. It belonged to four Janwar Ta’aluqdars, whose ancestors acquired it during the disturbances of 

1707 A.D. by driving out the former kachera proprietors. The only notable structure in the place is a 

very fine tank and Shivala built some 100 years ago, by Hardeo Baksh, an ancestor of the ex-ta’aluqdars 

of Ramkot. This tank is considered holy by the Hindus and a large fair takes place here on Diwali143. 

The present representative of the house is Akhilendra Pratap Singh, son of Vishwanath Singh, who is 

residing with his son Prashant Singh at Ramkot House, Lucknow144. The Janwars owned a very large 

area of land in this district, but only a small proportion was held in Ta’aluqdari tenure. The early 

history of this family is very obscure, but they claim to have come from Gujarat and are possibly 

connected with the great families of Bahraich and Gonda. There were many settlements of the clan in 

the different parts of the district and several of them hold large estates, such as Jargawan, Ulra and 

Baniamau, but no clear connection can be traced between the different branches. Tradition states that 

in 1707 pargana Ramkot was given in lease to Kalyan Mal, who ejected the old Kachera proprietors. It 

subsequently seems to have passed into the hands of the Gaurs, one of whom, Sobha Rai, adopted 

Fauji Singh, a great grandson of Kalyan Mal. This man left the property to his son, Hardeo Baksh, who 

held it from 1815 to 1841. He distinguished himself by profuse expenditure on works of public utility 

e.g. building the very fine tank at Ramkot and planting the long avenues of trees upon the roads 

converging on the village. Being childless he adopted Kalka Baksh, but later on a son, Ganga Bakhsh, 

was born to him. The former succeeded the estate on his adoptive father’s death and managed the 
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property during the minority of Ganga Baksh. In return for this act of loyalty to the British, he was 

rewarded with a portion of the confiscated estate of Lone Singh known as Hajipur. The sanad was 

granted in the name of Kalka Baksh alone, but at the first regular settlement the title of Ganga Baksh as 

a co-sharer received recognition. The latter died in 1880 and was succeeded by his son, Balbhaddar 

Singh, who died in 1904, when his share passed to his infant son, Thakur Lalji Singh. Kalka Baksh had 

three sons, Baldeo Singh, Pirthipal Singh and Umrao Singh, who succeeded their father at his death in 

1893. The second died and his share was held by his sons, Bharat Singh and Lachhman Singh. The 

Ta’aluqdars were not on the best of terms with one another, but the property was a good one. In 1923 

it comprised 12 villages and 32 pattis of Ramkot, practically the whole of the pargana, one village of 

Khairabad, two villages of Maholi and two pattis in Machhrehta, the whole being assessed at Rs. 

19,594145.  

Katra Baba lies in latitude 27031’56.7‛ n. and longitude 80035’20.7‛ e. Sculptural fragments made of 

buff colored sandstone are kept inside the Katra Baba Sthan. A sculptural fragment of 10th century 

showing right hand of a female deity in Varada Mudra. There was two male figures holding a rod and 

a veena respectively and seated in Lalitasan posture (Fig. 250). There was a sculptural fragment of 10th 

century. It is the side portion of a rathika. Diamond figure is carved on the bhadra (centre) portion and 

the sides are decorated with scrolls (Fig. 251). There was a 10th century. Torso of a male figure 

wearing a yagnopavita was found (Fig. 252). A figure of 9th-10th century A.D. broken head of Ganesh 

was found (Fig. 253). 

                           
          Fig. 250                                                                      Fig. 251 
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               Fig. 252                                                         Fig. 253 

 

Rameshwar Dhan Mandir, lies in Halwain Tola, kasba Ramkot, in latitude 27031’55.5‛ n. and 

longitude 80035’36.2‛ e. Teerth Tal is stepped water body, it is also called Rameshwar Dham Tank. The 

embankment and stepped approach to the water of the tank has been built recently. It seems that it 

was built on the old water body. The modern construction has followed the old contours of water 

tank. There were four temples situated at every corner of the tank. Only on northern side the two 

temples are presently extant. On the eastern side lies Ganga Ghat. There is a covered Verandah for 

changing clothes existing at the level of water. At the south-west stands the mound on which Kothi of 

Raja is situated. Buff colored sandstone sculptures fragments are kept in a small temple. A fragment 

of an image (7th-8th century) was found here. It is part of the Abha mandal of a deity (Fig. 254). There 

was a fragment of the image of a goddess (8th century A.D.). The goddess is wearing a mala with a 

skull head (Fig. 255). There are two right hands, one is bearing Trishul and on another is tied an 

armlet (8th-9th century). It is probably part of the image of Uma-Mahesh idol (Fig. 256). Torso of an 

image (9th-10th century) was found (Fig. 257). 
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                                     Fig. 254                                                         Fig. 255 

 

 
 

                                        
                     Fig. 256                                             Fig. 257 
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2. Ahladapur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27033’55.64‛ n and longitude 80036’39.69‛ e, 

5 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 0.3 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 4 acre and 

height is 4 feet. There is habitation on the mound. Subhash Chandra Bose Ashram is situated in the 

village. The ceramic industries found are OCP and LM (Fig. 258). 

 
Fig. 258: OCP of Ahladpur p.s. Ramkot 

 

3. Ambari- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude and longitude. It lies 3 km to the west of the 

p.s. To the west of the mound lies a pond. The ceramic industry found is LM. 
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4. Angraasi- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27037’37.36‛ n. and longitude 80040’2.5‛ e. It 

lies 2 km to the south-east of the village Kachnar. The village lies 16 km to the north of the p.s. It is 

lying fallow. Its area is 4 acre and height is 7 feet. To the north of the village at a distance of about 1 

km lies Sarayan canal. The mound lies to the north of the canal. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

5. Arthana- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27032’18.33‛ n. and longitude 80032’15.4‛ e. The 

village lies 6 km to the west of the p.s. The mound lies to the north of the village. It is inhabited. Its 

area is 1 0.5 acre and height is 13 feet. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

6. Bandiya- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27032’42.05‛ n and longitude 80033’34.43‛ e, 3.4 

to the north-west of the p.s. and the mound lies to the south of the village. 

7. Barsohiya- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27032’6‛ n. and longitude 80038’15.85‛ e. The 

village lies 8 km to the east of the p.s. The mound lies to the north-east of the village. It is inhabited. 

Its area is 1 acre and height is 4 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

8. Bihat Gaur- The village lies in latitude 27034’8.39‛ n. and longitude 80030’8.39‛ e. It lies 14.5 km to 

the north of the p.s. Bihat Gaur is the home of a large family of Gaurs. It was first held by Bairam Sah 

and Maharaj Sah some three centuries ago. The former had four sons, of whom the eldest, Bhai Singh, 

left his estates to his son, Puran Singh. This man had three sons, Chandan Singh, who came from the 

Gaurs of Bhatpurwa, and Tejan Singh and Badan Singh, the ancestor of the Bihat family. The latter estate 

has been frequently subdivided and there were 28 shares in Bihat in 1923 in the 5th and 6th 

generations from Puran Singh. At this time the property consisted of 3 villages and 11 pattis in Misrikh, 

assessed at Rs. 5,367. The summary settlement of Bhatpurwa was made with Sheo Bakhsh Singh, the 

grandson of Chandan Singh, but was afterwards split up into several shares. In 1923 there were 

seventeen persons holding portions of the estate, which consists of one whole village and 14 pattis in 

Misrikh, paying a revenue of Rs. 2,121146. It belonged as its name implies to a family of Gaur Rajputs on 

whom a considerable grant of land was bestowed for their loyalty during 1857, in the shape of several 

villages taken from the estate of Raja Lone Singh of Mitauli, which was confiscated for rebellion. The 

village land extends over a large area, much of which was occupied by Dhak jungle and was divided 

into a number of mahals owned by Dharmangad Singh, Moti Singh and other Gaurs147. The ceramic 

industry found is LM. 

9. Bhagwanpur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27037’41.8‛ n. and longitude 80039’28.8‛ e. 

It is inhabited. Its area is 3 acre and height is 5 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

10. Damodarpur-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27033’34.8‛ n. and longitude 80038’59‛15 

e. It lies 0.7 km to the north of the p.s. It is under cultivation. Its area is 4 acre and height is 3 feet. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP and EM. 
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11. Dhamarsara- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 14 km to the north-east of p.s., in latitude 27038’40‛ 

n. and longitude 80038’50‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported RW, molded pottery terracotta dabber, stone 

sculptures, terracotta human figurines, and bricks measuring 28x20x5 cm, of medieval period148. The 

ceramic industry found is LM. 

12. Dhanaikhera- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 3 km to the north of the p.s. The mounds lie to the 

north of the village. The village is inhabited. Its area is 2 acre and height is 4 feet. The first mound lies 

in latitude 27033’17‛ n. and longitude 80038’22.6‛ e. The first mound lies 1 km to the north-east of the 

village. It is under cultivation and lying fallow. Its area is 1 acre and height is 3 feet. To the east of the 

village lies river Sarayan. The second mound lies to the east of the village at a distance of about 1 km 

and it is under cultivation and lying fallow and the spot is marked by Sardar Ka Dera. D.P Tiwari 

reported RW, glazed ware, fragments of terracotta bead, fragment of glass bangle, brick bats, and 

iron slags of medieval period149. The ceramic industries found from the first mound are EM and LM 

and from the second mound are OCP, NBP, K, EM and LM (Fig. 259). 

 
Fig. 259: OCP of Dhanaikhera p.s. Ramkot 
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13. Gaddipur Chithari- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 13 km north-east of p.s., in latitude 27035’35‛ 

n. and longitude 80041’50‛ e. The village lies 13 km to the north of the p.s. The mount lies 1 km. of the 

village. To the west of the mound lies village Gaddipur and half km to the north of the mound lies 

Chithari. The land is lying fallow. Its area is 2 acre and height is 7 feet. To the west of the mount lies 

Pirai river. D.P Tiwari reported RW of late medieval period150. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

14. Gaddipur-The village lies in latitude 27036’20‛ n. and longitude 80041’59‛ e. It lies 13 km to the 

north of the p.s. The mound lies to the north of the village. Its area is 10 acre and height is 10 feet. To 

the north-east of the mound lies river Sarayan. The ceramic industries found are OCP, NBP, K and 

LM (Fig. 260). 

 

 

Fig. 260: OCP of Gaddipur p.s. Ramkot 

 

15. Gaura-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27034’8‛ n. and longitude 80030’28.47‛ e. The 

village lies 5 km to the west of the p.s. and north to the village Arthana. The mound lies to the south-

east of the village. It is inhabited. Its area is 1 acre and height is 13 feet. The ceramic industries found 

are NBP, EM and LM. 

16. Gurudaspur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27034’50.08‛ n and longitude 80035’45.92‛ 

e, 6.2 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies 0.3 km to the west of the village. Its area is 3 feet. The 

ceramic industry found is OCP (Fig. 261). 
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Fig. 261: OCP of Gurudaspur p.s. Ramkot 

17. Haluapur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27034’22.24‛ n. and longitude 80035’35.36‛ e. 

The village lies 10 km to the north-west of the p.s. Thakur Raghunath Singh gave shelter 30 Europeans 

from the sepoys during 1857. He concealed them in an extensive jungle on his estate and did 

everything for their comfort and safety. After keeping them hidden for two months, he sent them in 

carts, under the care of a guard, to the Lucknow Residency. For this act of loyalty, he was granted the 

sanad. He died in 1876 and was succeeded by his son, Thakur Kalka Baksh, who in 1879 sold all the 

Mitauli villages except Alipur Bhandia.  He however retained 9 villages which belonged to his 

ancestral estate and added four another by purchase, all in pargana Sitapur. He was succeeded by 

Thakur Durga Baksh Singh and Thakur Ganga Baksh Singh respectively. During 1933, Thakur Sankar 

Baksh Singh was holding the Ta’aluqa. The present representatives are Brijrai Singh and Raviraj Singh 

whose residence is at Sitapur151. The ceramic industries found are OCP, K and LM. 

18. Indrauli- The village lies in latitude 27035’13.06‛ n. and longitude 80032’56.61‛ e. The village lies to 

7.5 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies 1 km to the north-west of the village. It is lying 
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fallow. Bhuinya Mata Sthan lies 10 km to the south-east of the village. Its area is 2 acre and its height is 

7 feet.  The ceramic industries found are OCP, K and LM. 

19. Kataiyya-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27031’54.18‛ n and longitude 80034’28.32‛ e, 

1.5 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the Marghatiya Talab. It is under 

cultivation. Its area is 1 acre and height is 3 feet. To the south of the mound lies a pond. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP, K and LM. 

20. Khapura- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 9 km to the east of the p.s. The mound lies to the east of 

the village. It is lying fallow. Its area is 44 acre and height is 15 feet. To the east of the mound lies 

Perai river. The ceramic industries found in the inhabited portion of the village are EM and LM.  

 
Fig. 262 

A copper hoard consisting of 12 pieces was discovered from this place, which was deposited in p.s. 

Ramkot (Fig. 262). The O.C.P was found at many places around the inhabited portion of the village. 

OCP was found from ‚Bhuriya‛ lying in latitude 27033’10.3‛ n. and 80039’11‛ e. Other points from 

where the O.C.P was recovered in ‚Rusahiya‛ lying latitude 27033’11.6‛ n. and longitude 80038’54‛ e. 

It lies 0.3 km to the west of the village. Remains of burials were also discovered here. O.C.P was 

found on the northern side of the village on the western bank of the river Pirai. Shapes found are 

shown in plate no. 1 and 2 (Fig. 263 and 264). 
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Fig. 263: OCP of Khapura p.s. Ramkot (Plate 1) 
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Fig. 264: OCP of Khapura p.s. Ramkot (Plate 2) 
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21. Nansoha- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27034’44.26‛ n. and longitude 80034’41.95‛ e. 

The village lies 10 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies to the north-east of the village. It is 

inhabited. Its area is 1 acre and height is 5 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

22. Raseora- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27031’38.9‛ n. and longitude 80039’ e. It lies 6.8 

km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies 0.3 km to the east of the village. It is inhabited. Its area 

is 15 acre and height is 30 feet. To the north of the village flows river Sarayan. The ceramic industry 

found is LM. 

23. Sahroia-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27037’47.3‛ n. and longitude 80038’21.8‛ e. It 

lies 0.1 km to the south of the p.s. It is inhabited. Its area is 0.5 acre and height is 5 feet. To the north of 

the mound lies Garhi of Kalika Bux Singh. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, and LM. 

24. Tenrua- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27031’50.43‛ n and longitude 80032’29.72‛ e, 

4.45 to the east of the p.s. and to the south of the village Arthana. Its area is 1 acre and height is 5 feet. 

The ceramic industry found is LM. 

25. Trilokpur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, 13.5 km to the north-east of p.s., in latitude 27036’40‛ n. 

and longitude 80039’10‛ e. The mount lies 1 km to the east of the village. It is lying fallow. Its area is 1 

acre and height is 8 feet. D.P Tiwari reported RW, terracotta disc, areca nut shaped bead, incense 

burner, terracotta ear stud, fragment of a hollow terracotta human figurine, fragments of glass 

bangles, and iron slags, of medieval period152. The ceramic industries found are K, EM and LM. 
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P.S. SANDANA 

1. Bangarh- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh. The first mound lies in latitude 27020’49.9‛ n. and 

longitude 80037’3.02‛ e. Its area is 3 acre and height is 6 feet. The second mound lies in latitude 

27020’54.3‛ n. and longitude 80036’49.7‛ e. Its area is 3 acre and height is 7 feet. Bangarh Ashram lies in 

latitude 27020’50.4‛ n. and longitude 80037’2.3‛ e. To the 2 km west of the ashram lies Garhi Korauna. 

Village Korauna is situated on the mound itself. A small votive figure of black basalt is kept inside the 

Bangarh ashram temple (Fig. 265). It was discovered here. Korauna is the first step of Chaurasi Kosi 

Parikrama. The original math of Bangarh was in Korauna. This math belongs to Sadhus of the sect of 

Malook Das. It was established by a follower of Malook Das who belonged to Ramanandi sect, also 

called Sri Vaishnava. Dev Murari, the guru of Malook Das, sent Malook Das to this place. Malook Das 

unwillingly came to this place because he was not sure that he would get food to eat but his guru told 

him that even if he doesn’t want to eat, if it is the will of god that he should get something to eat, he 

will be force-fed. He came here and met some anti-social characters who were carrying food but 

suspected that the food is poisoned.  To check whether food was poisonous or not they forced Malook 

Das to eat the food after giving him a sound beating. After Malook Das, Raghav Das became mahant of 

this place. He had three disciples, Gaibi Das, Dwarika Das and one more whose name is not known. 

The first disciple went to Bari, the famous Hindi poet, Narottam Das, was his Chela. The last mahant of 

Bari Math was Lakshmi Das who married Sitabai but died after six months of his marriage. His widow 

came to Bangarh Ashram and died here at the age of 129 years. The second disciple stayed at Bangarh 

Ashram, his chela was Raghuvar Das ji, after him Bharat Das became mahant, during his time Bahadur 

Shah, the son of Aurangzeb visited this place. Bharat Das performed the miracle of tilting the well, 

Bahadur Shah was much impressed and gave jagir to this math. After him not much is known about 

the mahantas but during British period, Mahant Yogiraj Haridasji, performed a miracle in front of 

William Bentinck who extended the old land grant. He was succeeded by Ayodhya Das. Ayodhya Das 

was succeeded by Danku Das. He was succeeded by Santosh Das. The third disciple went to Pakki 

Madhia, Baniamau. The land belonging to this math falls in four villages Raipur Bangarh, Mahakhar, 

Mahronia, district Hardoi and Shamshapur. This math also has land falling in villages Mahasri, Bari, in 

district Sitapur and Mahmatpur, district Khiri. The ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM. 
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                     Fig. 265 

     

                    

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

Its area is 10 acre and height is 10 feet. A festival is held here on the Saptami of Ashadh. At the time of 

festival 300 goats are sacrificed to Mahasen Baba. At present, Mahasen is another name of Kartikeya. 

During Kushan period, Skanda, Vishakha, and Mahasen were three different deities. Later on all three 

merged into Skanda Kumar. The name Mahasen Baba is reminiscent of the earlier stage of the 

development of the deity. The remains of Kankar temple are visible at the top. The lintels, pillars, 

sculptural fragments made of Kankar are piled up at the top of the mound. It appears that there was a 

temple exclusively dedicated to the deity, Mahasen. Fragmented, buff colored sandstone sculpture 

2. Deeh- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh in latitude 27019’21.10‛ n. and 

longitude 80043’9.34‛ e., 6.63 km to the south-east of the p.s. Batore Baba 

mound lies in latitude 27019’19.7‛ n. and longitude 80043’6.2‛ e. The 

fragments of idols kept here were recovered from the field itself, the low 

lying land lies to the west of the village. It’s known as Jheebad of Uttar 

Thok. Broken, buff sandstone, sculpture piece of 9th century A.D Surya 

(?) stands in open. It is standing on a Triratha pedestal (Fig. 266). The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G and LM. 

 

 
Fig. 266: Fragment of 9th century Surya (?) 

 

3. Dingra- The village 

Dingra lies 13 km to the 

east of the p.s. The 

mound lies 1 km to the 

west of the village. It is 

under cultivation. Its area 

is 6 acre and height is 25 

feet. To the north of the 

mound lies a Nala. 

Mahasen Baba Ka Sthan 

lies in latitude 27019’6.4‛ 

n. and longitude 

80043’34‛ e.   
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pieces are also kept in this place. The temple stands at the top of the remains of the older temples 

made of 2 0.5’, 2 ¼’, 3’ thick bricks. The bricks are of size 9‛x80.5’x2¼’ and of thickness 20.5’ and 3’. 

These are the parts of the basement moldings of a 9th century. Temple made of block Kankar. A 

portion of Padampeetha topped by Manibandh is lying at the site. Padampeetha decorated with 

Chandrashala was found on the site (Fig. 267). There is a long Kankar slab on it, scroll designs are 

carved (Fig. 268). There is another Kankar slab on which scroll designs have been carved (Fig. 269). In 

the pile of fragments of temple, a carved Maniband was seen. It is broken by a Shikhar carved in 

Phansana style. At its top is kept a Padampeetha. Above this block is kept a Kankar block on which are 

carved scroll designs (Fig. 270). There is a block of Kankar piece on which garland and scroll design 

are curved (Fig. 271). It appears that there was a temple during Kushan period as the bricks indicate. 

Later on during, Gupta and Pratihar periods also, there existed temple over here. Later on during 10th-

11th century, the temples were built using the older plan of the plinth. The ceramic industries found 

are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

 

 
 

Fig. 267: Structural fragments of Pratihar temple, Dingra 
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Fig. 268: Structural fragments of Pratihar temple, Dingra 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 269: Structural fragments of Pratihar temple, Dingra 
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Fig. 270: Structural fragments of Pratihar temple, Dingra 

 

 
Fig. 271: Structural fragments of Pratihar temple, Dingra 

4. Dhawarpara- Dhawarpara primary school lies in latitude 27020’32.13‛ n. and longitude 80044’14.38‛ 

e. It lies 7.9 km to the east of the p.s. A fragment of stone sculpture of sun in Udichya style wearing 

long boots, made of buff colored sandstone, was found kept under a Peepal tree in front of the school. 

Its area is 1 acre and height is 15 feet. At a distance of 1.5 km to the north of the mound flows river 

Sarayan.  

The following broken sculptures pieces were kept at different places in the village. One sculptural 

fragment of 9th-10th century depicting a figure seated in Lalitasan pose was found. It is four armed. The 
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arms are mutilated (Fig. 272). A (9th-10th century) panel with carving remaining at the top was found. 

It depicts a four armed Vishnu seated in Padmasan in Dhyan mudra, two Gandharvas and two 

Vidyadharas are flanking the seated figure. Another sculptural fragment, part of a parikaar of the main 

deity was found (Fig. 273). A 9th-10th century A.D. Vishnu head with Kireet Mukut was found. It is the 

head of Harihar, a combined form of Shiva and Vishnu (Fig. 274). The lower portion of a broken idol of 

Sun was found. Bhoodevi Mahashweta is standing between the legs. On the right side, his consort Ragyi 

is depicted. On the outer right side, Pingala is standing. The left half is broken (Fig. 275). The ceramic 

industries found are NBP and LM. 

                               
Fig. 272: Sculptural Fragment                        Fig. 273: Sculptural fragment depicting four armed Vishnu (9th-10th century) 

 
                     

                              
Fig. 274: 9th-10th century Vishnu head                                                         Fig. 275: 9th-10th century Sun, Dhawarpara 
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5. Dharauli- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27017’17.7‛ n. and longitude 80042’27.30‛ e., 8 

km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 2 acre and height is 16 feet. The ceramic industries found are 

G and EM. 

 

6. Gangoi- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27018’34.79‛ n and longitude 80045’20.64‛ e, 

10.4 km to the south-east of the p.s. on the Sidhauli road. From the mound situated about 1 km east of 

the village, Hemraj reported RW from early historical to medieval period. He discovered fragmentary 

terracotta animal figurine and terracotta beads. He also discovered a stone image of Mahisasura 

Mardini of early medieval period bearing an inscription in Devnagari script on its pedestal. It is locally 

known as Bageshwari Maharani Devi153. The ceramic industries found are K, G, and EM. 

7. Gohilari- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27015’38.84‛ n. and longitude 80030’28.3‛ e, 

17.5 km south-west of p.s. D.P Tiwari reported BW, RW, and brickbats of late medieval period154. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, and EM. 

8. Gondlamau- The village lies in latitude 27016’38.08‛ n. and longitude 80040’56.91‛ e., 7.9 km to the 

south-east of the p.s. It is said to have been founded by Gundla Singh, the son of the famous Bachhil 

Chhipi Khan and the village still remains partly in the possession of his descendants. It is also said that 

the early inhabitants were Kacheras and that they were driven out by the Bachhil chieftain, Chhipi 

Khan. He had three sons, Gundla Singh, who founded Gondlamau, Nahar Singh who founded Naharpur, 

and Daulat Singh who founded Daulatpur in the pargana Machhrehta. Their descendants owned the 

bulk of the pargana in 1923155. The Bachhil’s of Gondlamau settled in that pargana several centuries ago 

and retained most of their property during British period also156. The ceramic industries found are 

EM and LM. 

9. Isaganj- This village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27017’33.25‛ n and longitude 80040’13.54‛ e, 6 

km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 0.5 acre and height is 10 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

10. Karpan Nahoia- The mound lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27016’51.2‛ n. and longitude 

80046’20.7‛ e. The Kalpa Devi temple complex (9th-10th century A.D.) lies in the village Karpan Nahoiya 

but the temple stands inside an enclosure. The western one is larger and is called Kalpa Devi temple 

and the eastern one is smaller. Shri Amar Singh explored the brick temples of Kalpa Devi situated in 

the village157. At the south-west corner of the enclosure, a platform is situated, it is probably the plinth 

of some temple. The smaller temple is composed of a single Garbhgriha, built on a Triratha plan, 

existing on a high Adhisthana. It is surmounted by the pyramidal Shikhar following the Triratha plan. 

On each side central projection of the Jangha of temple is embellished with niche surrounding floral 

designs. The pyramidal Shikhar is of many stories as marked by Bhumis. All decorations have been 

achieved through moulded bricks (Fig. 276, 277). 
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Fig. 276: 9th century temple Kalpa devi, Karpan Nahoiya       Fig. 277: 9th century temple Kalpa devi, Karpan Nahoiya 

               

Kalpa Devi temple seems to have occupied the central portion in the Panchayatana Scheme. The 

temple structure built on Panchayatana plan is surmounted by pyramidal Shikhar. The Adhisthana on 

which the temple is existing, is plane and devoid of any moulding. Above the Adhisthana the lower 

portion of the Jangha seems to be plain. Upper portion of the Jangha and pyramidal Shikhar was 

embellished with decoration again with moulded bricks. The structure of the temple has been 

thoroughly repaired and remodeled in course of time. To the south-west of the central temple, a 

platform is located which seems to be the foundation of one of the corner temples (Fig. 278, 279). 

Some medieval sculpture pieces are lying inside the complex. Amar Singh found Kalyan Sundar idol of 

Shiva and Parvati. Inside Kalpa Devi temple, the following antiquities were found- terracotta plaque, 

terracotta dabber, stone sculpture fragment, Kankar blocks, structural fragments, and sculptural 

fragments, made of block Kankar. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 
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Fig. 278: 9th century temple Kalpa devi, Karpan Nahoiya 
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Fig. 279: 9th century temple Kalpa devi, Karpan Nahoiya 

 

Lower half of miniature votive figure is fixed in the wall of Kalpa Devi temple (Fig. 280). Upper 

portion of a votive figure of Mother Goddess was kept in the shrine (Fig. 281).  A terracotta plaque 

(pre Gupta period) showing Mother Goddess holding a child in her hands was found (Fig. 282). 

Three sculptured fragments of 9th-10th century A.D. fixed in the wall of Kalpa Devi temple was found 

(Fig. 283). Hemraj reported grey ware, RW of Sunga-Kushan period and medieval period, along with 

fragmentary terracotta animal figure, t. c gamesmen and bead. A Kushan copper coin was found here. 

The coin of Mohammad Bin Tughlaq was found here158. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, 

EM and LM. 
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Fig. 280: Miniature Votive figure of mother goddess               Fig. 281: Fragement of Votive Figure, Kalpa Devi temple 

                                                                                             

        
Fig. 282: Sculptural fragment, Kalpa Devi temple     Fig. 283: 9th-10th century Sculptural fragments, Kalpa Devi temple 

       11. Karsenda- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27019’46.32‛ n. and longitude 

80038’43.09‛ e, 2.1 km to the south-west of the p.s. The first mound lies in latitude 27019’44.3‛ n. and 

longitude 80038’42.9‛ e. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 1 acre and height is 3 feet. The 

second mound lies in latitude 27017’38.1‛ n. and longitude 80038’33.6‛ e. Its area is 30 acre and height 

is 20 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and LM. 

12. Kodri Dih- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27019’36.6‛ n. and longitude 80043’21.6‛ e. 

The mound is under cultivation. Its area is 10 acre and height is 16 feet. The ceramic industries found 

are EM and LM. 
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13. Korauna- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27021’51.5‛ n. and longitude 80037’8.2‛ e. It 

lies 4.3 km to the north-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south of the village. The land is lying 

fallow. A temple is situated on the mound. Its area is 50 acre and height is 20 feet. To the north of the 

mound lies a 6 acre pond. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

14. Kuthawan- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27015’13.06‛ n and longitude 80044’27.85‛ 

e, 13 km to the south-east of the village Karpan Nahoiya. Its area is 6 acre and height is 5 feet. The 

ceramic industry found is LM. 

15. Manpur- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27020’57.45‛ n. and longitude 80044’29.95‛ e. 

It lies 8.3 km to the north-east of the village. There is habitation on the mound and it extends beyond 

the village. The ceramic industries found are G and EM. 

16. Nagwa Jairam- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh. The first mound lies in latitude 27020’28.1‛ n. and 

longitude 80035’30.3‛ e. Its area is 1 acre and height is 5 feet. The second mound lies in latitude 

27021’13.1‛ n. and longitude 80035’45.6‛ e. Its area is 30 acre and height is 20 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP and K. 

Nageshwarnath Mandir lies in latitude 27020’5.4‛ n. and longitude 80035’45.4‛ e. A broken Vishnu idol 

and other stone sculpture fragments are kept inside Durga temple. Outside (in front of the temple) the 

temples are kept slabs of Kankar blocks. The remains of 9th-10th century temple and stone sculptures 

fragment are kept inside Nageshwarnath temple. The stone idol of Uma-Maheshwar is fixed in the wall 

of the temple. Bricks of following thickness 3, 2 0.5, 2, 1 0.5, 1 ¼ inch on the mound i.e. have been 

found. A mutilated image of 10th-11th century with high Kireet mukut and lotus aura was found. In the 

upper portion, on both sides Maladhari Vidhyadharas are shown. Above the shoulder on both sides, 

Brahma and Shiva are depicted (Fig. 284). A mutilated deity of 10th century A.D. only whose feets are 

visible was found. He is standing above a plain pedestal. On the right side attendants are visible (Fig. 

285). A broken image of Mahisasur-Mardini of 9th century A.D. (Fig. 286) was found. Bust of a deity 

was found (Fig. 287). A heavily mutilated image of Uma-Maheshwara idol of 10th century A.D. (Fig. 

288) was found. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 
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                               Fig. 284: 10th century Vishnu (?)                                        Fig. 285: 10th century sculptural fragment 

 

                     
                Fig. 286: 9th century fragment of Mahisasurmardini                                       Fig. 287: Broken Bust of a diety 
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17. Nasirabad- The mound lies in tahsil Misrikh, 

in latitude 27016’51.3‛ n. and 80046’9.9‛ e. It lies 

14 km to the East of the p.s. The mound lies to the 

west of the villages Karpan and Nahwaiya. It is 

lying fallow. Its area is 50 acre and height is 2 

feet. To the north-west of the mound lies a pond. 

The two temples (11th-12th century A.D.) with 

complete Shikharas stand inside an enclosure. The 

western temple is called Astik Baba temple, which 

is larger in size and the eastern one is smaller. To 

the south of the smaller temple, stand the 

foundations of two smaller temples. The smaller 

eastern brick temple consisting of Garbhgriha is 

surmounted by brick Shikhar built on Pancharatha 

plan. Vestibule is merged in Garbhgriha and it 

was built of corbelling. It is flanked by two 

foundations of other shrines. Masonry 

foundation of the shrine is found on the left angle 

of the temple. The western large brick temple is 

built with the bricks surmounted by the 

pyramidal Shikhar. The central temple was built 

on Saptaratha plan. It seems to have been 

reassembled and remodeled as proved by the unsystematic placing of Bhoomi Amalakha. The temple is 

built on Adhisthana, composed of two mouldings, one larger than the other. The Jangha and all sides 

of the pyramidal Shikhars are composed with several bands and various floral designs. Besides, the 

central projection of Jangha carries niches, might have been built to accommodate some minor deities. 

The Jangha and the Shikhars have been decorated in vertical and horizontal panels. The decoration 

and ornamentations of the temple have been achieved through moulded bricks and terracotta tiles. 

Originally, these structures were built with kiln baked brick and mud mortar. The use of bricks of 

different thickness indicates the fact that the temple was renovated a number of times. The bricks 

used in the temple are of thickness 3’, 2 0.5’, 1 ¾’, and 1 0.5’. Bhupendra Singh of Faizabad conducted 

excavation of Nasirabad and reported cultural sequence from NBP to Medieval period159. Shri Amar 

Singh explored the brick temples of Astik Baba situated in the village160. The ceramic industries found 

are NBP, K, G, EM and LM. 

Deepu Singh;’s house lies to the east of Bahaiya Tal. In the house are kept stone idols of Vishnu, 

Vaman, animal-faced goddess and other architectural and sculptural fragments. To north-west of the 

tal lies Bhasmasur mandir (Kothar). In the premises lie the remains of old temple and fragments of 

Fig. 288: 10th century Uma-Mahesh 
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stones sculptures made on buff colored sandstone. Here are situated remains of old brick temple and 

two samadhis of Gosains who stayed here, during the period of Nawabs. They were killed during that 

period. Here is another later samadhi of a Brahmin Ramcharan who committed suicide about 100 years 

back. A broken sculptural fragment of 10th century, a part of a parikar of Vishnu image (Fig. 289) was 

found. A 10th century part of broken sculptural fragment showing left side of parikar was also found. 

A miniature temple is carved on it and has fluted domed shaped Shikhar which is very unusual 

during that period (Fig. 290). Broken sculpture was found of a 9th century four armed Vishnu holding 

Shankha, Chakra, Gada, the fourth hand in Varada mudra has also been found. Maladhari Vidhyadhar 

couples are shown holding mala above the head (Fig. 291). In upper part of a 10th century Vishnu 

image, only Varahawatar figure on right hand side and Narsingh on left are remaining. At the top two 

Vidhyadharas bearing mukut are shown (Fig. 292). A figure of 10th century broken sculpture piece was 

found (Fig. 293). A mutilated male torso of 10th century was found there (Fig. 294). A figure of 10th 

century bust of a male figure was also found (Fig. 295). A figure of broken sculpture fragment of 10th 

century was found (Fig. 296). 10th century four armed mutilated Vaman standing on Pancharatha 

pedestal, wearing a Vanamda and other ornaments. Worshippers and attendants are depicted on both 

sides. On lower left side kalki avatar is shown (Fig. 297). Four armed Tapaswini Parvati of 9th-10th 

century standing on one leg was also found. Her hairs are shown bulging on both sides of the head. 

A lion is seated on lower right side and deer is seated on the left side. There is an umbrella protecting 

the goddess (Fig. 298).  

                       
   Fig. 289: 10th century fragment parikar of Vishnu image                       Fig. 290: 10th century Sculptural fragment  
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                                                                                   Fig. 291: 9th century Vishnu      

                                 

               

    Fig. 292: Fragment of 10th century Vishnu image  Fig. 293: 10th century sculptural fragment       Fig. 294: 10th century                   

                 headless Male Torso 
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             Fig. 295: 10th century sculptural fragment                                        Fig. 296: 10th century broken parikar 

 

 

 

    
                                Fig. 297: 10th century Vaman                                                     Fig. 298: 9th-10th century Tapaswini Parvati 
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Astik Baba’s temple lies in latitude 27016’44.5‛ n. and longitude 80046’7‛ e. Some stone 

sculpture fragments were found kept inside the house of Somesh in village Nasirabad. Mutilated image 

of 10th century Vishnu wearing Kireet Mukut made of buff colored sandstone (Fig. 299) was found. 

Pilaster of 10th century with Bhumi amalak below and stylized lotus flower capital made of buff 

colored sandstone (Fig. 300) was also found. Bust of 10th century of female deity (Fig. 301) was found. 

Lower part of a mutilated Surya image with Bhudevi standing between booted legs of the deity was 

found. On the right side, figure of standing pingal is shown (Fig. 302).  

             
                Fig. 299: 10th century Vishnu                                                          Fig. 300: Sculptural fragment 

 

 

                    
Fig. 301: Broken female diety (10th century)                                                     Fig. 302: Part of Surya image 
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18. Ramgarh- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh, in latitude 27019’19.06‛ n. and longitude 80037’36.95‛ e. 

It lies 4 km to the south-west of the p.s. There is habitation on the mound. Its area is 20 acre and 

height is 20 feet. Mahasiri mound lies in latitude 27019’25.3‛ n. and longitude 80037’28.2‛ e. Mahant 

Santosh Das of Bangarh Ashram looks after this math. Maharishi Sthan Math, Malook Das’s Marhia, and 

the samadhis of ten mahants are situated in the campus. Binari Darji was the last mahant of the math. To 

the north of this sthan runs the rammed earth rampart. To the north of this lies a small pond. Further 

north runs Garra nala. In the rammed earth wall BRW and PGW were found. Above the rampart, the 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, EM and LM, pottery pieces. On the mound are found 

remains of 9th-10th century temples. Sculptural fragment of a mutilated standing Vishnu image of 10th 

century A.D. with Vasihnav attendants standing on both sides was found (Fig. 303). A standing figure 

of Surya of 10th century was found. Both the hands of the deity are broken (Fig. 304). A broken image 

of Uma-Maheshwar was found. Below the seat of the god, Nandi, Bhrangi rishi and lion are shown (Fig. 

305). A broken image of Mahisasurmardini of 9th century A.D. was found (Fig. 306). Mutilated stone 

images were found. Local people have fixed kushan terracotta head in place of missing head of the 

deity (Fig. 307). Broken image made of sandstone was found (Fig. 308). Lower portion of a door 

frame showing Pratiharis made of Kankar stone was found (Fig. 309). Another lower portion of a door 

frame showing Pratiharis made of Kankar stone was found (Fig. 310). Makar Pranali of a temple of 9th 

century A.D. made of Kankar was found (Fig. 311).  

                                         

                      Fig. 303: 10th century Vishnu image                                                  Fig. 304: 10th century Surya image 
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            Fig. 305: Uma-Maheshwar image                                                Fig. 306: 9th century Mahisasurmardini 

 

 

                                                    
Fig. 307: Sculptural fragment (left side sitting figure has terracotta head)                        Fig. 308: Sculptural fragment 
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                  Fig. 309: 9th century Pratiharis                                                           Fig. 310: 9th century Pratiharis 

                                

 
Fig. 311: 9th century Makar Pranali 

19. Sarosa- The village lies in tahsil Misrikh in latitude 27022’4.95‛ n. and longitude 80039’16.13‛ e, 2.5 

km to the north of the p.s. The ceramic industry found is K. 
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P.S SITAPUR KOTWALI  

1. Sitapur- The district headquarters lies in latitude 27034’10.2‛ n. and longitude 80040’26.9‛ e. 

According to popular belief, the place derives its name from Sita, the wife of Rama, who is said to 

have stayed in this locality during her pilgrimage. There are, however, no ancient remains in the city. 

During the period of Akbar, the name was Chhitiapur and had no connection with Sita. According to 

legends, the rule of Kacheras extended over Ramkot, where in former days RamChandra of Ayodhya is 

said to have built a fort and part of Pirnagar, Bari and Biswan. We also hear of Ahirs in Bari, Chandra, 

and elsewhere; Bhars in Biswan and Rarhs, another extinct tribe in Biswan and Sadarpur. Rarhs are a 

sub division of the Kurmi caste and this may give a clue to the name, for Kurmis are said to have held 

part of Tambaur, and also to have predominated in the neighboring parganas of Lucknow and 

Barabanki161. Before coming of Rajputs, Pasis held away in the district. According to the general belief 

they were strong in Misrikhtahsil and in the Parganas of Sitapur, Khairabad, Hargaon, Laharpur and 

Tambaur162. During the reign of Muhammad Bin Tughlaq, Ain-ul-Mulk was appointed the governor of 

Avadh and Zafrabad and he and his brothers waged incessant wars against the rebels of Avadh and 

Zafrabad163. After the return of Humayun to Hindustan, the country was still independent and so 

remained till the accession of Akbar in 1556. Within the next four years however it was conquered by 

Ali Quli Khan, Khan Zaman, who cleared the country of Afghans as far as Lucknow164. In the reign of 

Akbar the district formed the part of four Sarkars in the Subah or province of Awadh. The bulk of it 

naturally belonged to the Sarkar of Khairabad but a portion of the south-east fell within the limits of 

Sarkar Lucknow, another fragment formed a part of Sarkar Avadh, and the parganas along the Ghagra 

were limited to Bahraich. In 1394 when Mohammad Shah was on the throne of Delhi, the district passed 

into the charge of Malik Sarwar, known as Khwaja-i-Jahan, who obtained the title of Malik-ush-Sharq 

and held the territory between Kannauj and Bihar165.  He was succeeded in 1399 by his adopted son, 

Malik Mubarak who assumed the royal title at Jaunpur. The district remained part of the eastern 

kingdom till reign of Bahlol Lodi, who expelled Husain Shah from Jaunpur and thus again brought 

Sitapur under the sway of Delhi. With the rest of Avadh, the tract formed part of possession of Bahlol’s 

nephew, the famed Kala Pahar166. Gaurs held the Sitapur pargana in the days of Akbar but their power 

was small till the beginning of the 18th century, when they were spread over Chandra, Maholi, Sitapur, 

Hargaon and Laharpur167. Chauhans of pargana Sitapur settled here under Gohil Deo a relative of 

Prithviraj Chauhan after displacing Kurmis from this area168. During the reign of Akbar, Chittiapur had 

64,706 acres of cultivation, assessed at 17,65,641 dams, it was held by the Gaurs, who consequently 

must have come earlier then their traditional date and their obligation was to maintain 50 horses and 

700 infantry. The portion of the present district that belonged to the Sarkar of Lucknow consists of the 

parganas of Bari, Manwan, Mahmudabad, Pirnagar and Ramkot.  The revenue of the district in the Akbar 

time was about Rs. 6,41,000, a high figure when the value of the rupee at that time is taken into 

consideration. The present town is said to have been founded after the Musalman invasion by some 

Rajputs, styled Nirbansis or Nandbansis, whose descendants held the lands a little before 1923. At that 
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time, the chief proprietors were a family of Kayastha. Adjoining cantonments and the Civil Lines on 

the south-west, is the village of Kunwankhera which gives its name to the ta’aluqa owned by Nawab 

Baqar Ali Khan169. After the annexation of Avadh in February, 1856, Sitapur was selected as the 

headquarters of one district, under the commissioner of Khirabad division, and the land between the 

Chauka and the Ghaghra was constituted into another district with headquarters at Mallanpur and was 

included in the Bahraich division. The first deputy commissioner of Sitapur was Thorn Hill, and of 

Mallanpur, A. Gonne. Under the new set-up, the task of organizing a proper system of administration 

and the summary settlement of land revenue was started. A general programme of disarming the 

population was immediately followed, which soon created disaffection a mong the people, 

particularly the landowning classes. Immediately after the annexation, the British Government listed 

the existence of about 175 forts in Khairabad division including those of the Rajas of Mitauli and 

Mahmudabad. Notices were served on the owners of these forts to surrender all military stores and 

artillery in their possession or on before October 1, 1856. This led to further disaffection both among 

the people and among the landowners, their discontent culminated in the struggle of 1857-58. 

Participation of the people of this district in the struggle of 1857-58, was spontaneous. At the time of 

the outbreak, there were 3 infantry corps located at Sitapur, the 41st N.I. under command of Lieutt. 

Col. Birch, the 9th Oude Locals under command of Capt. Gowan and the 10th Oude locals under 

command of Lieutt. Dorin. There was also a detachment of the 15th Irregular Cavalry with about 300 

men and a few troopers belonging to the Military Police. As a precautionary measure Christian, the 

commissioner of the Khairabad division withdrew the men of the Military Police and different 

Tahsildars were instructed to entertain Burkundazes and Chowkidars in their stead. The Military police 

were generally supposed to be loyal to the government and Christian wanted to play them off against 

the irregular forces. About 300 men of the Military Police were standing by and the 10th Irregulars, 

who were quartered at the eastern entrance to the military station, obeyed without any opposition the 

order given on May 23 to quit their lines. On May, 27 the vacant lines of the 10th Locals were fired 

apparently by some incendiaries and this incident was taken to demonstrate the discontent of the 

Sepoy troops. The cantonments of Sitapur at that time contained the 41st Native infantry, 250 recruits 

of the 9th and 330 of the 10th vwadh Irregulars and 360 men of the Military Police. The first were located 

to the south of the cantonments and the Irregulars between them and the civil lines which lay close to 

the Sarayan. In the bend of this stream was the house of Mr. Christian, the commissioner. There was 

alarm as to the behavior of the troops from the time that the news of the mutiny at the Meerut and 

elsewhere had been received; but the officers both civil and military expressed confidence in their 

men; and Mr. Christian while maintaining the bold and resolute bearing hoped to play off the regular 

against the irregular forces. The first sign of the sedition occurred on the 27th May 1857, when the 

vacant line of the 2nd Avadh Police, commanded by Captain J. Hearsey was fired. The sepoys aided in 

extinguishing the conflagration and the incident passed off without any further over act. By way of 

the precaution, Mr. Christian collected the ladies into his own house and office and placed his four 
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guns near the lines of the irregulars while some newly raised levies were posted in his compound 

and in those of the neighboring houses of Mr. Thorn Hill and Captain Barlow. The irregulars were 

trusted more than the others and it caused great surprise when the soldiers belonging to 10th Avadh 

irregulars, on the 2nd of June rejected the flour that had been sent from the town on the ground that it 

had been adulterated with the object of destroying their caste. They demanded that it should be 

thrown into the river and this was accordingly done. The same afternoon some of the men began 

plundering the fruits in the garden in Civil Lines. The officer rebuked them and after some time this 

insubordination was checked. The officers still believed in their own men while distrusting those of 

other corps. Pay was issued to all men on the 2nd of June and the detachments from Muhammadi, 

Mallanwan and elsewhere were called in on the same day, in order to provide an additional defense 

against the suspected 41st. This regiment was under control of Colonel Birch who had absolute 

confidence in his troops. In order to test their loyalty he had marched them out to the Pirnagar on the 

31st of May, and on to Bari where he hoped to keep off the newly risen mutineers from Lucknow. In 

this he was successful as the march of the regiments from the capital was checked and that force 

diverted towards Malihabad. He returned to Sitapur on the 2nd of June which redoubled assurance. On 

the 3rd however it was clear that they were not to be trusted and Major Apthrop accordingly informed 

the commissioner to this effect. In the early morning one company marched off the treasury while the 

other advanced in a menacing attitude on the guns and Mr. Christian’s house. The Colonel with 

Lieutenant Graves galloped off to the treasury to try to recall his men and Mr. Christian followed 

after them; but he was met by Captain Hearsey with the news that the both officers had been shot. 

The irregulars then promptly followed the examples of their comrades. The men of the 9th shot 

Captain Gowan and Dr. Hill and the remaining officers set out for Lucknow; while Mr. Christian 

seeing affairs were now hopeless also resolved on flight bidding everyone escape across the Sarayan. 

There upon the 10thcharged upon this house, Mr. Christian, his wife and his youngest child, with the 

nurse were killed on the bank of the rivers. So too were Mr. and Mrs. Thorn Hill, while other who lost 

their lives, in the outbreak were Lieutenant Smalley of the 41st killed at the treasury, Sergeant Major 

Middleton of the same regiment, Lieutenant Greene of the 9th, Sergeant Major Keough and his two 

children, Lieutenant Dorin and Snell of the 10th with the latter’s wife and Mr. Ranenburgh, a clerk. 

Lieutenant Graves had not been shot as reported but only wounded and he was able to ride back to 

his lines and warn his brother officers, who started with their families for Lucknow. They were 

escorted by some of the 41st for a short distance and succeeded in reaching the capital in safety. The 

other fugitives were attended with very varying fortune.Mr. Phillips, a clerk, his wife and one of two 

others found shelter in another village and after remaining for ten months in concealment were 

rescued by Sir Colin Campbell on his march from Lucknow to the Ghagra. Of those who managed 

across the Sarayan, one party consisting of Lieutenant Lester, Mr. Bickers, his wife and three children 

and Mr. Morton and child, Mrs. Brown and child and Sergeant Anderson took refuge in the jungle 

and hence escaped to Lucknow which they reached on the 8th and 9th of June. Of the others Sir 
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Mountstuart Jackson the great assistant commissioner, his sister, Lieutenant Barnes, Sergeant Major 

Morton and the elder daughter of Mr. Christian escaped to Kheri where they found an unwilling 

protector in the shape of the Raja of Mitauli, with whom were Captain Patrick and Mrs. Orr from 

Shahjahanpur. There they remained till October when they were handed over to the rebels who took 

them to Lucknow, where they were afterwards murdered. The last party was that of Captain Hearsey 

who was protected by his policeman. He succeeded in rescuing Mrs. Greene. Miss Jackson and 

Sergeant Major Rogers, his son and wife and them escaped from Sitapur on the night of the 3rd of 

June. Travelling all night they reached Oel, but Raja was unwilling to give shelter and so they pushed 

on to Baragaon across the Chauka. The whole district was thus passed into the hands of the rebels, and 

though the 41st marched off straight to Fatehgarh to take a prominent part in the mutiny at that place, 

no vestige of British authority remained. The news of the victory at Chinhat and the investiture of 

Birjis Qadar were received with great joy in the district. To mark the occasion a royal salute was fired 

by Raja Lone Singh at his fort on July 5, the day of the coronation of Birjis Qadar170. The British had 

already left the district and no vestige of their authority was in evidence.  The whole country was 

overrun by the victorious soldiers and Maholi in particular remained the centre of acute disaffection. 

The chiefs like the Rajas of Mitauli and Oel, Banda Hussain of Tambaur, Raikwars of Chahlari and Raja 

Nawab Ali Khan of Mahmudabad manifested their rebellious attitude in various ways. The civil power 

was represented by Bakshi Har Prasad, the Nizam of Khairabad. Throughout the period of the siege of 

Lucknow, Sitapur provided an excellent field for recruitment for the Avadh forces171. The district 

enjoyed a state of independence for some time even after the reoccupation of Lucknow by the British 

in March 1858. Defeated at Lucknow, the sepoy forces made their retreat to different quarters of 

Avadh172. The whole of the Ghagra area practically remained free of British control till October 1858. In 

that month after recovering a large area to the north-west of the district, the British wanted to cross 

over to Sitapur, but they were forced to postpone their advance for some time because of the presence 

of a strong sepoy force, led by Raja Lone Singh, Har Prasad and Firuz Shah. Raja Lone Singh had his garhi 

in Mitauli which was strongly fortified with armed men and heavy guns. His army consisted of 100 

rebel horsemen and about 4000 match lock men, also 9 guns173.Towards the end, when Sir Thomos 

Seaton was at Shahjahanpur, he threatened Muhamadi and the north-western borders of the district, 

and it was intended by Lord Clyde that this force should march by way of Muhamadi and Aurangabad 

on Sitapur and thus sweep the rebels beyond the Ghagra. In the end of October, Colin Troup entered 

the district, dispersed the ta’alqudars who had collected in front of Sitapur and after capturing Mitauli, 

on the 8th of November inflicted a final defeat on the enemy near Mehndi. The remnants of the rebel 

army were then driven into Bahraich, and there Lord Clyde hemmed them till the majority perished in 

the Nepal Tarai. After the recovery of Sitapur by the British, the civil administration was at once 

organized. The station was laid out afresh in 1859, by Captain Thompson, the deputy commissioner 

who built the large market which bears his name and the cantonments were remodeled174. 
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Acharya Narendra Dev, an eminent nationalist was born in Sitapur town on October 31, 1889. In 

Sitapur, the AryaSamaj was established in 1889, by MurliDhar, a lawyer. The objectives of this 

movement were social and religious reforms, but by conviction it was nationalistic and advocated the 

use of Indian goods. The SewaSamiti was all India organization devoted to social service and a branch 

was opened in Sitapur in 1917. Home Rule League was established in Sitapur in 1916. In accordance 

with its all India programme, the League conducted a signature campaign, demanding home rule for 

India within the British Empire. In October, 1920, the United Provinces Political Conference was held 

in Sitapur under the chairmanship of GokaranNathMishra. This was the first political conference of a 

provincial status to be held in the district, and it made more acute the political consciousness of the 

people of the district175. With the Launching of Gandhiji’s Non-Cooperation Movement in 1921, many 

people from the district took part in it and 59 went to jail, the highest number being from tahsil 

Sitapur and the next highest from Misrikh. The district participated in the movement with the rest of 

India with considerable enthusiasm and liquor shops and shops selling foreign clothes were picketed 

and government offices and schools were boycotted. The Congress volunteers did yeoman’s service 

in the Misrikh fair of 1922. The next phase of the freedom movement started in 1930 when the salt 

laws were violated. A large number of Congress workers publicly manufactured contraband salt in 

Lalbagh, in Sitapur town and courted arrest. This was followed by a mass boycott of government 

schools and colleges and picketing of liquors shops and shops stocking foreign cloth. The movement 

spread throughout the district which has started by local congress leaders, whose efforts intensified 

the tempo of the campaign. They made speeches and distributed leaflets against the government. 

People from every section of society participated in the movement with enthusiasm. In July, 1930, 

nine persons were arrested in Thompsonganj Bazar, Sitapur town, for picketing shops selling liquor and 

foreign goods. On November, 16 1930, Jawahar day was observed when a procession was taken out 

and a public meeting of about 500 people was held in afternoon in the town of Sitapur and a 

resolution was passed not to pay taxes and land revenue to the government. The police arrested the 

local leaders who had participated in the day’s proceedings. Gandhiji’s arrest in 1932 greatly agitated 

the people. Protest meetings were widely organized and a procession was taken out on January 10, 

1932. The district authorities declared the Sitapur Congress Committee illegal on January 15, and 

banned meetings and processions. Disobeying these orders the Congress workers held public 

meetings and took out processions, picketed shops, selling liquor and foreign cloth and distributed 

anti-British leaflets. In February, several attempts were made to replace the Union Jack by the 

Congress flag on the building of the Collectorate and the house of the deputy commissioner. The 

police used force, resorted to lathi charges on several occasions, and from 1930 to 1932 hundreds of 

persons were arrested and 243 were convicted and sent to jail. The tahsil wise numbers being-Sitapur 

86, Sidhauli 64, Misrikh 62, and Biswan 51. The movement was continued unabated till it was 

withdrawn in May, 1934. The district participated in the general election of 1936, which has held in 

the conformity with the provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935. Congress candidates were 
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returned from all the four constituencies in the district. The outbreak of the war and the consequent 

resignation of the Congress ministry in the province on the issue of non-participation in the war had 

an effect on the district as well. Congress volunteers started a widespread campaign against 

subscribing to the war fund by holding public meetings and distributing anti-government leaflets. In 

1940-41, the campaign took the form of individual satyagraha which was started in the district in 

accordance with Gandhiji’s instructions. The volunteers offered satyagraha by giving prior intimation 

to the authorities not only about the place and time but also about their modus operandi. About 600 

people courted arrest all over the district and were summarily tried and sentenced to undergo three 

to six month’s imprisonment and to pay fines ranging from 25 to 50 rupees. Sitapur reacted 

characteristically to the Quit India resolution of the Bombay session of the Congress, on August 8, 

1942. Immediately after the resolution the local leaders of the district were arrested and this was the 

signal for protest demonstrations. Many schools and colleges were boycotted, and the district 

authorities closed most of the educational institutions indefinitely. A crowd of 4-5 thousand people 

assembled in Lalbaghin Sitapur town, to hold a protest meeting, disregarding the police order to 

disperse. The police arrested some of the people which infuriated the crowd and the police resorted 

to firing and several were killed and many injured. Soon after this incident the movement spread all 

over the district. Anti-Government speeches were delivered at largely attended meetings and anti-

government literature was widely circulated. The government used force to suppress the movement. 

The houses of persons who were suspected to have anti-British leanings were searched and many of 

them were imprisoned. Several cases of cutting of telegraph and telephone wires were also reported. 

About 200 persons were arrested, a noticeable feature being the participation of students in the 

movement. After the war the political prisoners were released and Congress decided to contest the 

elections for the provincial legislature. A general election was held in 1946, the Congress again 

capturing all the four seats from the district. The people of the district did not now have long to wait 

for the coming of the country’s independence which was achieved on August 15, 1947176.  

The foundation of the new Sitapur city was laid in 1858 when the cantonment was established 

and a civil station built on the left bank of the river opposite the village and within the confines of 

pargana Khairabad. The large bazar was known as Thompsonganj, which derived its name from Captain 

Thompson, one of the earliest deputy commissioners in the lands of the revenue Mauza of Alamnagar. 

This was built after the mutiny and at the same time the cantonments were laid out afresh and new 

barracks erected for the accommodation of a considerable force of British troops. Since its selection as 

the capital of the district, Sitapur has grown largely and this has especially been the case with the part 

of the town lying on the Khairabad side, so that the bulk of the municipality and the whole of the 

cantonments actually lie in a different pargana from that to which the place gives it name. The 

cantonments extend to the south and east of the civil station, which contains the district court and 

offices, the jail and the Bunglow of the official residents and occupied a bend of the Sarayan. 

Cantonments and the Civil Lines are traversed from north-west to south-east by the main road from 
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Shahjahanpur to Lucknow which passes the river by Masonry Bridge and through the southern 

portions of the old town in Sitapur. To the east of this are Lucknow, Sitapur and Bareilly State Railway 

which follows the road as far as cantonments and then turn to north from the railway station in the 

direction of Hargaon and Lakhimpur. In the first census of Avadh in 1869 Sitapur was a small place with 

only 5780 inhabitants. In 1881 this number had risen to no less than 18, 544, the increase being partly 

due to the natural development of the place and partly to the extension of the area at the time of the 

demarcation of the municipal boundaries. The census of 1891 showed a further development with the 

total population of the municipality and cantonments being 21,380. In 1901, the population numbered 

in all 22,557 souls of whom 3603 resided in cantonments and the rest within municipal limits177. The 

growth of the population of the town is illustrated by the results obtained from the various decennial 

censuses. In 1921 it went on increasing till in 1951 it was 44,397. The Sarayan river, which enters the 

town the north-east and has a zigzag course separates the old town of Sitapur from the new town 

which is situated on the left bank and divided by the National Highway which traverses the town 

from south-east to north-west. For civil administration, the whole town has been divided into 11 

wards: Alamnagar, Thompsonganj, Tarinpur, Chaube Tola, Kot, Sheikh Sarai, Nai Basti, Civil Lines, Vijai 

Lakshmi nagar, Parade and Sadar Bajar. The Alamnagar ward is in the east and lies on both sides of the 

river, the section on the right bank being one of the oldest parts of the town in which an old mosque 

and a temple of Devi are situated. The other section Durga Purwa is on the left bank. The 

Thompsonganj ward lies in the heart of the town. In the south-east corner, along the left side of the 

national highway is Parao, a big collecting center for the export trade in grains, beyond which the 

National Highway is crossed by the main road coming from the Thompsonganj market and leading to 

the Eye Hospital. On the northern side of the National Highway is the Motilal Park in which there is a 

Baradari housing a Hindi Library maintained by the Hindi Sabha Sitapur. Beyond this park the road 

runs across the Thompsonganj market which has two gates, the northern gate with a clock tower 

beyond which there was still recently a sarai which has now been converted into a refugee market. At 

the crossing of the main road and a National Highway a road takes off and leads to the old town, 

crossing the Sarayan by a bridge of the days of the Nawabs. Between this road and the National 

Highway at a short distance from the crossing, there is a Dufferin Hospital, (founded in 1890) and 

opposite it is the district hospital. To the North of the Dufferin hospital, a large part of a Mohalla 

Buttsganj is occupied by the big house belonging to the erstwhile ta’alqudars of Nabinagar and by two 

intermediate colleges named after their founders, Raja Raghubar Dayal and Ujagar lal. The tarinpur 

ward is in the north-east of the town and consists of the three mohallas of Lonian Purwa to the west, 

Fattan Sarai to the east and Tarinpur in the middle. A Ramlila fair is held annually in this locality in the 

month of Ashwin. To the east lies in the Chaube Tola ward in the extreme north of the town. In the 

south of the old town lies the Kot ward which contains a higher secondary school (near the old 

bridge) which is run by municipal board. In the north of the SheikhSarai ward there are a masonry 

tank and the temple of Baba Shyam Nath, with fair being held here every Monday in the month of 
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Sravana, the last Monday of that month attracting a big crowd. In the north-east is the Sitapur City 

Station of the Northern Railway. The Nai Basti ward is in the northern-eastern corner of new Sitapur, 

most of its area being occupied by the extensive premises of the district, which is situated in the 

south-eastern part of the ward. Further south-east is the Parade ward, the eastern most ward of the 

municipality. A considerable portion of the ward lying to the west of Swarup Nagar is occupied by the 

Police Lines. A strip of land between the parade mohalla and the National Highway is being used as 

the Government Roadways bus Station and godown of the Northern Eastern Railway. The Civil Lines 

ward lies in the west, the government higher secondary school with its playground is in the extreme 

north, the eye hospital (a premier institution) lies to the south, the central part being occupied by the 

Civil Lines locality itself in which there are the Sarojini Vatika (formerly known as Company Bagh) the 

government normal school, the church and the Rashtriya Mahajini Pathshala Intermediate College, east 

of the civil lines and beyond the national highway, are the Vijai Lakshmi Nagar ward, to the north-west 

of which is Theosophical Lodge which was established in the 1942, the refugee colony, the civil 

courts, the Municipal Board offices and the Collectorate to the west of which lies the Hindu Kanya 

Pathshala Intermediate College. The Town Hall which had been used for a long time by the British as 

a club, now houses the public library (maintained by the Municipal Board). On the southern outskirts 

of the town lies the Sadar Bajar which comprised the former cantonment and after the abandonment 

of which the cantonment area has been occupied by the 11thBattalion of the P.A.C and its training 

center. The south-east corner is occupied by the stations of the Northern and North-Eastern Railways. 

In the north-west corner, there is the income tax office and in the north of the head post office, both 

connected by a road which separates this ward from the Vijai Lakshmi Nagar ward178.  

Many Urdu poets were born at Khairabad from the end of 19th century and beginning of 20th 

century. Riyaz ‘Khairabadi’ wrote many novels and poetry. Waseem ‘Khairabadi’ was the Ustaad of Firaq 

‘Gorakhpuri’. Jwala Prasad Vark is considered one of the architects of Urdu prose. Other important 

poets of Urdu are- Safdar Husaain ‘Aah’, Ramswaroop ‘Zabt’, Suraj Narayan ‘Adab’, Zigar ‘Biswani’, Wasi 

‘Sitapuri’, Mayal ‘Khairabadi’, Arif ‘Sitapuri’, Qazi Abdul Sattar, Iliyas ‘Sitapuri’, Hasan Abid, Dr. Eraz 

Naqvi, Dr. Ehsan Rizvi, Sharkab Rizvi, Ahmad Wasi, Afsar ‘Biswani’, Rasheed Kaushar Farooqi, Samar 

‘Biswani’, Dabeer ‘Sitapuri’, Mast Hafeez ‘Rahmani’, and Wafa ‘Sitapuri’. 

Famous Hindi litterateurs of Sitapur are- Sant Baba Raghunath Das ‘Ramsanehi’, Dr. Ganesh Baksh 

Singh, Pandit Nand Kishor Mishra, Pandit Baldeo Prasad Awasthi, Pandit Laxmi Narayan Sharma ‘Kripan’, 

Lala Hardayal Singh, Girija Dayal Srivastava ‘Girish’, Balbhadra Prasad Dixit ‘Padhis’, Anup Sharma, Pandit 

Bhagwandin ‘Dinji’, Hanumant Dayal Awasthi, Umadutt Saraswat ‘Dutt’, Laxman Prasad Misra, Dr. 

Kunwar Chandra Prakash Singh, Ramji Das Kapoor, Acharya Chaturbhuj Sharma, Dr. Shyam Sundar 

‘Madhup’, Dr. Shyam Kishore Misra, Ramswaroop Awasthi ‘Roopji’, Madan Gopal ‘Mahendra’, Dr. Ganesh 

Dutt Saraswat, Dr, ArunTrivedi, Lavkush Dixit, Sant Pandey, and Shyam Kumar Awasthi ‘Mayank’. 
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Mohalla Cantonment- All Souls church lies in mohalla Cantonment, Sadar road, Sitapur (Fig. 312, 

313). Behind pulpit, there is a marble tablet dated 17th Oct, 1878, fixed in the wall, in the memory of J. 

Fitz-Austin Gavin (Fig. 314). It reads as follows- ‚Sacred to the dearly loved memory of the RevD. J-FITZ 

Austin-Gavin, Chaplain of Sitapur, who departed this life at Mussorrie, on the 17th Oct, 1878, Aged 59 years, 

Blessed are the dead who die in the lord‛. 

 
Fig. 312: All Souls Church, Cantonment, Sitapur 

 

 
Fig. 313: Stained glass in church window, All Souls Church, Sitapur 
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Fig. 314: Tablet fixed in the memory of J. Fitz-Austin Gavin dated 17th Oct, 1878 
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Haqimji Ki Masjid lies in mohalla Sheikh Sarai, Purana Sitapur, in latitude 27034’48.3‛ n. and 

longitude 80040’39.6‛ e. The mosque was built by Haqim Sayyidji Mehandi Hasan(1301 h) in 1884 A.D. 

Haqim Saahab was a local Zamindar and a famous Nazim. Jama Masjid, Sheikh Sarai, Haji Sahab Ka 

Imambara, in mohalla Sheikh Sarai Sitapur, lies in latitude 27034’44.6‛ n. and longitude 80040’36.6‛ e. 

Jama Masjid was built by Maulvi Sheikh Ikram Ali in 1252 H. He published the first Urdu Newspaper- 

Urdu Akhbar in 1810. He was a translator in Fort William College Calcutta. He translated 

‚Ikhwamsafa‛, a book in Arabic. He also built an Imambara situated north of Jama Masjid of SheikhSarai.  

Shyamnath mandir lies in latitude 27035’36‛ n. and longitude 80040’22.5‛ e. 

Takiya Shah Jalal Ki Masjid, Mirdahi Tola Sitapur lies in latitude 27034’55.5‛ n. and longitude 

80040’28.9‛ e. Shah Jalal @ Jalaluddin belonging to Chistiya Sect of Sufis, came to this place during 

Mughal period. A mosque of early Mughal period is existed but it has now been heavily renovated. 

His grave lies near the mosque. The older structure has disappeared (Fig. 315). 

 
Fig. 315: Plan of Takiyawali Masjid 

 

The British Cemetery, mohalla Rotigodam lies in latitude 27033’19.97‛ n. and longitude 80040’6.81‛ 

e., and 1.7 km south of the p.s. Its area is 2 acre. To the west of the mohalla lies river Sarayan. 

Following is the list of writings on the tomb stones which are still intact. 

1. E.A.H Blunt reported that the following inscription dated 1954 A.D. was found in the 

Christian Cemetery- ‚Sacred to the memory of Major W. H. Nicholetts 28th Native Infantry 

Commandant, 1st Regiment Avadh Light infantry who departed this life on the 19th October, 

1854 aged 45 years. This monument is erected by the officers of the 1st Regiment Avadh Light 

Infantry and Major Bunbury as a mark of their friendship and regard‛. He further noted that 

William Hamilton Nicholetts, captain H.C.S, was born in India in 1808 and joined the service 

in 1824179. I could not find this grave. 
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2. The Memory of the Late LieutT. T. G. Blackburne of the 20th native infantry and adjutant of the 

8th irregular cavalry who died at Seetapore on the 29th, July 1859 aged 24. This monument is 

erected by his brother officers as a mark of their affection and regard. 

3. In the memory of Dayrell Home Thompson, born on 9thJune 1862 and died on 22 Aug. 1863. 

4. In the memory of Ellen Carshore and Ciia.s Theodore Joseph Carshore the wife and the infant 

son of Joseph James Carshore. They were delivered from the burden of the flesh on the 24th 

May 1864 and 29th Aug. 1863 respectively. 

5. In the memory of Woodcock Esq. list Ben Civil Service Sitapore, 24th Jan. 1864, aged 55, erected 

by his sons. 

6. Loved daughter of Lt. Col. Pennycuick Royal artillery born 6th December 1861 and died on 29th 

April 1865. 

7. Sacred to the memory of Elizabeth the beloved infant daughter of Sargent Major W. Lewis F. 

Battery 8th Brigade R.A who departed this life 19th April, 1868 at the age of 9 months and 16 

days.  

8. Born on 1st February 1844, died 29th June 1868. 

9. In the memory of Charles B.F. Wainwright Royal Artillery, died 28th May 1869, aged 22 years. 

10. In the memory of Philip Alexander, infant son of Louisa and PhilipLefeovre Kilroy. 60th Royal 

Rifles, who died at sitapore 28th April 1870 at the Age of 4 months and 29 days. 

11. Sacred to the memory of Jane Victoria Rabbitt died on 2nd February 1871 aged27 years and 8 

and a half months, Norah KathteenRabbitt died 8th December, 1869 aged 2 years and 5 and a 

half months, and Sarah Elizabeth Rabbitt died on 20th November 1869 aged 1¼ months and 

John Rabbitt died on 26th March, 1871 aged 2 months. The beloved wife and children of MR. 

Michael Rabbitt, clerk 17th Bench Cavalry. Deeply and sincerely regretted.  

12. To the memory of Corporal William Willouchry C.C 1st Battalion 3rd regiment, the buffs, who 

died on 28th, April 1871 aged 50 years. How glorious is the gift of faith that cheers the 

darksome tomb and torture the dame of noisome grave can shed a rich perfume. This stone is 

erected by the officers; non comis.D officers and men of the c.o 

13. In the memory of P. Thomas George, G. Cr. 1stBat. 3rdRegT The buffs, who died 17thJuly 1871, 

aged 20 years, this stone is erected by the officers, non comis.D officers and men of the c.o 

14. In the memory of P. James Cavanch who died on 5th Aug. 1871, aged 27 years 8 months and 8 

days. This stone is erected by the Officers, non comis.D officers and men of the c.o 

15. Sacred to the memory of James Cavanach, 16th Battalion 3rd regiment, the buffs, who died on 

the 5th, August 1871 at the age of 27 years, 8 months and 8 days. This command weekly yields 

my body to the dust. It is in trust in thee above.This stone is erected by the Officers, non 

comis.D officers and men of the c.o 

16. In the memory of Corp. William Willoughby C.C. 1st Battalion, who died on 28th Aug. 1871, 

aged 30 years, this stone is erected by the officers of non comis.D officers and men of the c.o 
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17. Sacred to the memory of Adelaid Elizabeth, the dearly loved wife of Asst. Surgeon A.R. Hall. 

R.A. Born on 20th November, 1843 and died on 6th September, 1872. She left her husband and 

three children, to mourn her early loss. 

18. In the memory of Bertha Jane infant Child of Sergeant H. Measham died at Jubbulpore 50th 

March 1873, aged 12 months. Mina Catherine Sarah Daughter of Sergeant Major. Ray Attridge, 

died 16th Jan. 1874, aged 52 days.  Jessie, Daughter of Gun. A. Reidie, died on 21 March 1877, 

aged 9 months. 

19. In the loving memory of Hannah the beloved wife of James Chill, L. Sergeant 1-14th Reg. who 

departed this life on the 24th June 1874 aged 28 years, also of his loving son James who died on 

the 22nd Aug. 1874 aged 13 months. 

20. Sacred to the memory of driver James Sadler, E. Batty 19th brigade royal arty who died from 

the effects of injuries received on the 3rdAugust. 1874, while diving into a tank and which 

resulted in death the next day aged 21 years 6 months & 29 days. In the midst of life we are in 

death and this stone is erected as the token of the esteem. 

21. Sacred to the memory Richard Evans, E. Batty. 19th brigade royal arty who died 2ndOct 1875. 

Leaving a wife and three children to lament his loss aged 32. Come unto me all you that are 

weary and beady laden and i will give you rest. This stone is erected by his beloved wife Mary 

Evans.  

22. In memory of Catherine the beloved wife of Serg. Major Ray Attridge E. batty. 19. Brigade. 

Royal arty who departed this life on the 19th of august 1876. Deeply regretted by her husband 

and family aged 22 years and 2 months and also Minea Catherine Sarah daughter of the above 

who died 16th January 1874 aged 52 days. 

23. In the memory of James Molineux Bandsman, H.M. 1-14th P.O.W. Reg. who died on the 3rd Oct 

1876 aged 27 years, The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away blessed by the name of the 

Lord. Erected by the non-comD. Officers and men of the band in affectionate remembrance. 

24. In the memory of Sergeant H.Brierley, 1-14th P.W.O. Regiment who died 27th Nov. 1876, aged 

29 years. 

25. To the memory of Louisa Carolin wife of Henry William Gibson, died at sitapur on the 29th 

Nov. 1876 aged 32 years 6 months and 6 days.  

26. Sacred to the dear and fond memory of Janet the most loving and beloved wife of M.H. 

CourtCaptain. She was born June. 18th 1838. And departed this life April 13TH 1877. Her mortal 

remains lie here interred. She is not dead but Sleepeth. 

27. In the memory of Elizabeth Robertson the beloved wife of Bandsman Robert Ross 92nd Gordon 

highlanders who died on the 10th May 1877 aged 32 years, deeply regretted. 

28. In the memory of Janet the most loving and beloved wife of M.H. Court. Capt., she was born 

June 18th 1838 and departed this life April 13th 1877, her mortal remains lie here interred. She is 

not dead but sleepth. 
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29. Sacred to the memory of Sergeant Stephen Knighton E. Battalion 19th Brigade Royal Artillery, 

who died on 16th June 1877aged 34 years. Save lord and beat us, O King of Heaven when we 

come upon thee. This stone is erected by his loving wife Selina. 

30. Sacred to the memory of Elizabeth Shaw Miller the beloved wife of Serg. Charles Ramsay, 

92nd Gordon highlanders, who died on the 30th June 1877 aged 29 years and 7 months deeply 

regretted. 

31. Sacred to the memory of Mary Ann Smyth the beloved wife of Serg. Murdoch Molean 92nd 

Gordon highlanders, who died on the 15th August 1877 aged 35 years and 1 month deeply 

regretted by all who know her and of Margaret M. Lean her daughter died 6th Dec 1877 aged 2 

years & 3 months. 

32. Sacred to the memory of Elizabeth the beloved wife of private G. Walker H.M. 22nd 

highlanders who died on the 17th Jan 1878 aged 23 deeply regretted by her affectionate 

husband. Whom the lord love the chaste. 

33. The memory of eleven men of battery 5th brigade royal artillery who died at sitapur Gunner C. 

Hendy died on 18th July 1878, F. Tipper 15th Sept., H. Humphries 3rd Oct., H. Powell 20th Jan. 

1879, Driver W. Holmes   26thMar., M. Logan 10thJune. J. Woodley 20 July., G. Bridger 19th Aug., 

W .Long 10th Jan., J. Medermott 2ndJuly. J.Meakin 17thJuly. 

34. Hilda Mary Dunbar, Born 16th Sept. 1878, died 31st Dec. 1878. 

35. Born at Sitapur on the 21st and died on the 24 Oct. 1879, Jesus took a little child and set him by 

him. 

36. Sacred to the memory of Nellie Jones the beloved wife of Duncan BainSerg. Instructor in 

musketry 78th highlanders who died at sitapur 12th august 1881 aged 23. Also of their infant 

child. This stone was erected by her sorrowing husband. Blessed are the pure in heart for they 

shall see god. 

37. Arthur Major Brabazon, lieutenant 1stbatt, the Suffolk regiment born 29th September 1859. 

Killed by accident when out riding, on 13th November 1881, erected by his brother officers in 

affectionate remembrance. 

38. In memory of Ronald Graham Campbell, lieutenant and Adjutant, Seaforth Highlanders (Ross 

Shirt) late 28th highlanders, died on 13th December 1881, aged 24 years. 

39. Sacred to the memory of the under mentioned men who died at this station Private Arthur 

Bourne died on 29th March 1882, Private Charles Burrell died on 1st April 1882, Private Joseph 

Jordan died on 8th June 1882, Private Francis H. Miller died on 3st August 1882, In the most of 

the life we are in death of whom may we seek for succor but of Thee O Lord who for our Sins 

are justly displeased. Blessed are the pure in heart for the shall see god. 

40. Erected by her sorrowing brothers and sisters in loving memory of Eleahor Martha Olliver, 

who departed this life on the 17th of May 1882, aged 29 years and 6 months. 
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41. Sacred in the memory of Annie Elizabeth the dearly loved wife of Charles. FBrewster 

Sergeant2ndBN Lincolnshire Regt, who died 27thApril 1882, aged 24. And also  to  that of Alice 

Maude, their  precious  child who died 18th April  1882, aged 4 months and with the morn 

those angel faces smile which i have loved  long since and  lost  awhile.Erected by a sorrowing 

husband and father as the last token of his love. 

42. Affectionate Remembrance of John Ashley dearly beloved son of color sergeant Benjamin and 

Rose Johnson 2ndbattalion Lincolnshire regiment, died on 14th August 1883 at the age of 16 

months. 

43. PTE R. GRIMSON died on 26th April 1885, PTE J. Bustons died on 6th May 1885, PTE J. Bowers 

died on 16th June 1885, PTE J. Harrington died on 14th July 1885, PTE W. Curtis died on 16th 

July 1885, PTE W. Drake died on 29th July 1885, PTE J. Houghton died on 25th September 1885, 

CORPL L. George died on 30th October 1885, PTE P. Stein died on 12th November 1885, PTE S. 

Bly died on 2nd December 1885, QR MR SERGT H.N. Moore died on 15th February 1886, PTE A 

July died on 29th March 1886,PTE J. Miller died on 4th April 1886, PTE. H. Chaplin died on 4th 

March 1888, PTE G. Everett died on 10th March 1888, PTE J. Riley died on 11th March 1888, PTE 

G.W. Richer died on 14th August 1888, Lce. CORPL J. Plant died on 26th September 1888, 

women Mrs. Catherine Golding died on 27th May 1886, Elizabeth Garrood died on 1st June 

1886, children James Golding died on 11th March 1886, Mary Catherine Dodd died on 24th 

March 1886, Barnard Golding died on 29th August 1886, and Dorothy Dodd died on 18th Feb. 

1887. 

44. In the memory of Mary Catherine who died on 24th March, 1886 at the age of 11 months 3 days 

and Dorothy died on 20th December, 1887 at the age of 5 months 15 days, children of Sargent. 

John Dodd, 2nd Battalion Norfolk Regiment and his wife Elizabeth H. Mary. These buds are so 

young and fair called hence by early doom. Just have to show what flowers there in the pause 

do bloom. 

45. Sacred to the memory of the Officers, Warrant Officers, Non ComD Officers and Men, Women 

and Children 2nd Battalion Norfolk Regiment who died at Sitapur during the years 1885, 86, 87, 

88. Lieut. E. A. Haddock died on 19th May 1886, PTE H. Playforddied on 10th April 1886, Lce. 

Corpl. T. Knights died on 17th September 1886, PTE J. Anderson died on 28th September 1886, 

PTE E. Purland died on 8th December 1886, PTE J. Keleher died on 10th February 1987, Lce. 

Corpl. C. Springall died on 14th June 1887, PTE A. Buckenham died on 14th June 1887, PTE G. 

Hastings died on 27th June 1887, PTE A. Morris died on 20th July 1887, Band Master G Sage 

died on 26th September 1887, PTE R. Spratt died on 6th July 1887, and PTE J. Draper died on 3rd 

March 1888. 

46. In the memory of Harriett Elizabeth, the beloved wife of T. W. Thompson Inspector of police. 

Born on 31 July 1851, and died on 16th July 1885, at the age of 35 years 10 months and 15 days. 
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Weep not for me my children dear and when you come my grave to see prepare for death and 

follow me.  

47. In the memoryof sergeant major John Lloyd died on August 1885. 

48. In the memory of Elizabeth wife of col. sergeant R.A. Garrood, Norfolk Reg. died 10th June 

1886 aged 37. Deeply respected by all who knew her. 

49. Sacred to the memory of Private R. Bradley A.C. 1st Battalion East Lanchashire Regiment who 

died at Sitapur on the 22nd May 1889 at the age of 30 years. Erected by his comrades. 

50. Sacred to the memory of Private Thomas Greatrix C. Company 1st East Lancashire Regt. who 

died of enteric fever at Sitapur on the 10th June 1889 aged 23 years. Erected by his comrades. 

51. LCCorpL. Joseph Ashton lodge deputy of SpectemurAgendo, Lodge 104 Sitapore who died 

5thSeptember 1889 aged 26 years, a good soldier a staunch good templar and respected by his 

officer and comrades. Well done thou good and faithful servant. Enter thou into the joy of the 

lord. Erected by his brother good templars. 

52. In the memory of lance corporal James Brown B Company 2nd Battalion Lancashire regiment 

who died on 3rd May 1890 at the age of 23 years. This stone was erected by the officers, non-

commissioned officers and men as a token of regard. 

53. David Morton Jack M.D. Surgeon Major I.M.S. born Nov. 11th 1853 who died Sept. 13th 1890. 

54. In the memory of Alan Marie Antoine, the beloved son of Major Daniel F Barry and Lisa his 

wife, died on 21st September 1891 at the age of Nine months and seven days. 

55. Sacred to the memory of T.K Burgess Private C. Company 1st battalion east Lancashire 

regiment died on 22ndSeptember 1891 of enteric fever at the age of 20 years and 9 months. 

Erected as a tribute of respect by the N.C. Officers and men of his company. 

56. Alma, Louisburg, Roleia, Vimiera, Talavera Lusaco, FuenterOnoe, Giddad Rodrigo, Badajoz 

Salamanca, Vittoria Pyrenees, Nivelleowthes, Toulouse Peninsula, Eva S. Africa 1846-47 

Inkerman Sevastopol central  India Abyssinia Egypt 1882 (Fig. 08359).  

57. Sacred to the memory of Edwin George prince born on 28thOctober 1867 and died on 18th April 

1895.  

58. In loving memory of our Darling little Flora Stapleton only child of William John and Flora 

Trott aged 4 years, died March 23rd 1895.  

59. Edward Albert Haddock IX Norfolk Regiment, only son of the Rev. E. J. Haddock died on 16th 

May 1896, in the age of 25 years. 

60. This Memory is erected by the officers N.C. officers, and men of the 1st battalion the king’s 

Shropshire U.S.A. to the memory of their comrades who died of cholera at Sitapore and in 

camp larnakohilla between the 10th and 17thSept. 1897 (Fig. 1711). 

61. Sacred to the memory of PTE Alferd H Hughes, B company 1st Battalion Essex Regiment who 

died at Sitapur on 11th January 1909 at the age of 21 years and 4 months. Erected by his 

comrades. 
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62. Born Xmas day 1861, died suddenly 13th April 1909. 

63. In the memory of Private Regional D. Dowson ‚D‛ company, 1st B. Essex Regiment died at 

Sitapur on the 28th day of August 1909, aged 22 years. 

64. In the memory of  Christopher  Jordan Jones, son of Julian and Ilena Jones born in Lucknow on 

17th June 1934 and died at Sitapur on 9th May 1935. 

2. Akoiya-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27031’27.8‛ n. and longitude 80039’56.3‛ e.  It lies 

5km to the south of the p.s. The mound lies 0.5 km south of the village. Its area is 10 acre and height is 

30 feet. The land is lying fallow. To the north-west of the mound lies river Sarayan. 

D.P.Tiwarireported RW, blackware, sprinkler, terracotta disc and areca-nut and barrel shaped beads, 

net sinker, iron slags, Terracotta female figurines (mother with child) stone bead and bricks 

measuring 21x19x6 cm; 21x13x5 cm, of Gupta to Medieval period180.The ceramic industries found are 

OCP, NBP, K, EM and LM (Fig. 316). 

 
Fig. 316: OCP of Akoiya p.s. Kotwali Sitapur 

 

3. Arokhamjitpur-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, lies in latitude 27040’15‛ n. and in longitude 

80041’10‛ e. The village lies in tahsilSadar, 15 km to the north of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of 
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the village. It is inhabited. Its area is 4 acre and height is 13 feet. D.P. Tiwarireported RW, Fragment of 

glass bangles, fragments of terracotta animal of medieval period181.The ceramic industry found is LM. 

4. Badagaon-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur,10 km north-east of p.s., in latitude 27038’25‛ n. and 

longitude 80044’20‛ e. D.P Tiwari reported broken stone sculptures of 10th-11th period182. The ceramic 

industries found are EM and LM. 

5. Bahadurnagar-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27036’4.5‛ n. and longitude 80041’42‛ e. 

The mound lies to the north of the village. Its area is 5 acre and height is 20 feet. To the east of the 

mound lies river Sarayan. The ceramic industries found are G and EM.     

6. Dhannaag-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27037’38.2‛ n. and longitude 80043’57.4‛ e. It 

lies 8 km to the south of the p.s. On the first mound there is habitation. Its area is 6 acre and height is 

7 feet. And the second mound is also inhabited. To the north west of the mound lies a pond. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K, and G. 

7. Hussainganj- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27033’11.71‛ n. and longitude 80042’21.6‛ 

e. It lies 4 km east of the p.s. The mound lies 0.6 km north-west of the village. Its area is 50 acre and 

height is 10 feet. The site has been divided into two parts by four lane highway. In the northern part 

is situated the monument of Chhitapasiand in the southern part is situated the Muslim graveyard. D.P 

Tiwari reported RW, BW, sprinkler, terracotta marble, fragment of human figurine, broken part of 

stone sculptures of early medieval period183.The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM. 

8. Kanwakhera-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27032’34‛ n. and longitude 80039’51.2‛ e. 

The mound lies 0.85 km south of the village. Its area is 3 acre and height is 25 feet.  It is lying fallow.  

To the south of the village lies river Sarayan. Little is known about the early history of the place, but it 

contains an old mound known as Thikraha Har which extends over an area of about 5 acres and is 

divided into two parts by a nala formed by rain-water, each part containing an ancient well, the two 

wells being about a hundred yards apart, of big sized bricks having been used in the construction of 

these wells. One of them has a diameter of about 80 feet, among the surface finds are some pieces of 

colored pottery184. Kunwan Khera, a village adjoining the Sitapur cantonments was a ta’aluqedari. It is 

of late origin. The family was of Mughal descent coming from Khwaja Safi, a Kashmiri noble, who took 

service with Asaf-ud-Daula. He left two sons, the famous Hakim Mehandi Ali Khan and Hadi Ali Khan. 

The former, who was Nazim of Muhammdi and Khairabad from 1799 to 1813, prime minister to Nasir-

ud-dinHaider from 1813 to 1832 and to Muhammad Ali Shah in 1837, acquired an immense property 

which he left at his death in 1837 to his nephew, Munawwar-ud-daula. This man succeeded his uncle as 

prime minister and was connected by marriage with the royal family of Avadh. He acquired the 

property now known as Kanwan Khera and received the title of Nawab. Munawwar-Ud-Daula was 

succeeded by his son, Nawab Ashraf-ud-daula, Amjad Ali khan, who was a general in the king’s army 

and made considerable additions to his estate. After the mutiny he obtained the share in the 
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confiscated Ta’aluqa of Raja Lone Singh. He died in 1875 and was succeed by his elder son, Nawab 

Mirza Muhammad Baqar Ali Khan, whose title was recognized as hereditary in December, 1877. The 

property consisted of 14 villages and 4 pattis in pargana Khairabad, 27 villages and two pattis in 

Laharpur, two villages and three pattis in Sitapur, three villages in Maholi, one village and two pattis in 

Machhrehta, and one village in Tambour, amounting in all to 48 villages and 11 pattis, assessed at Rs. 

38,102, in 1923. The Nawab resided in Lucknow, his brother Mirza Zafar Ali Khan, is ta’aluqdarof Behta185. 

The ceramic industries found are NBP and K. 

9. Khajuriya-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, lies in latitude 27034’56‛ n. and longitude 80042’30.3‛ e., 

to the north-west of the village and to the east of the river Sarayan.It lies 4 km north of the p.s. The 

mound lies south of the village. Its area is 10 acre and height is 15 feet. It is under cultivation. It is 

lying fallow. To the west of the mound lies SarayanRiver. D.P Tiwari reported RW, BW, fragment of 

copper bangle, and bricks measuring 31x16x6.5 cm, of medieval period186. The ceramic industries 

found are OCP, NBP, EM, and LM. 

10. Mainipur-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27039’37.7‛ n. and longitude 80045’46.2‛ e. It 

lies 13 km north-east to the p.s. The mound lies 1.5 km to the west of the village.  Its area is 2 acre and 

height is 5 feet. It is lying fallow. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and LM. 

11. Pipri-The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27037’49.80‛ n. and longitude 80041’3.47‛ e.  It lies 

north of the village Khajuria Avasi. The mound is inhabited. Its area is 4 acre and height is 6 feet. To 

the west of the mound lies river Sarayan. The ceramic industries found are K and LM. 

12. Qasimpur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27030’41‛ n. and longitude 80040’30.1‛ e.  

Dargah Hazrat Ali Shah is situated on the mound. It is inhabited. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

13. Shahpur Dalawal- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27037’42.56‛ n. and longitude 

80044’48.53‛ e.  It lies 10 km east of the p.s. The mound lies south-west of Shahpur and north of village 

Dalawal and the village Dalawal lies in latitude 27037’17.05‛ n. and 80044’21.59‛e. It lies 8.5 km north-

east of the p.s. The mound is 2 km to the north of the village. Its area is 2 acre and height is 8 feet. 

These two villages form one mound. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

14. Umri Sadipur- The village lies in tahsil Sitapur, in latitude 27039’10.06‛ n. and longitude 

80045’36.98‛ e. It lies 12.6 km to the north-east of the p.s. The mound lies west of the village. Its area is 

5 acre and height is 9 feet. It is inhabited and extends towards the west of the village. The ceramic 

industry found is LM. 
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P.S TAALGAON 

1. Taalgaon- It lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27036’47.13‛ n. and longitude 80051’12.32‛ e. It derives 

its name from the numerous Jhils (water bodies) in the neighbourhood, the largest being that 

adjoining the village. The superior proprietor of this village was the Mughal Nawab of Kanwan Khera. 

Khanzadas, the descendants of the original founders of the village also lived here. Kirmani Sayyids 

were also large landholders in this village187.  

Bari mosque lies in latitude 27036’58.5‛ n. and longitude 80051’14.3‛ e. The area of the mound is 

about 100 acres and its height is about 30 feet. The Bricks of size 13’x8’x2’, 2’x7’x2’, 3’, 2 0.5’, 1 0.5’ are 

found here. The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM. 

2. Amaura Moti Singh- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27033’15.85‛ n. and longitude 

80051’0.1‛ e, 6.5 km to the south of the p.s. Its area is 8 acre and height is 9 feet. There is habitation on 

the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

3. Amliyan- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, 5.4 km north-east of p.s. and to the east of Mahmudabad-

Thangaon road, in latitude 27019’15‛ n. and in longitude 81010’25‛ e, D.P. Tiwari reported RW, and 

brickbats of late medieval period188. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

4. Angraasi- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27034’47.95‛ n. and longitude 80054’17.24‛ e, 

6.25 km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 10 acre and height is 13 feet. There is habitation on the 

mound. The village is located on the bank of a lake. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

5. Bhaunapur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur and to the east of the village Dhondhi, in latitude 

27037’35.64‛ n. and longitude 80049’28.01‛ e, 3 km to the north-west of the p.s. Its area is 10 acre and 

height is 12 feet. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K and G. 

6. Manpur- Devi Mandir lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27036’39.1‛ n. and longitude 80055’12.6‛ e. 

The Kankar idols are kept inside the temple. There were recovered from Guriya Tal situated at 100 

meters distance to the east of the temple. The description of broken sculptures pieces are as follows. 

Kankar sculptures of 10th century Kuber in Lalitasan pose and holding a cup was found (Fig. 317). A 

10th century Kankar sculpture of Kuber sitting in Sukhasan/Lalitasan was also found. Idol is made of 

Kankar block and has Triratha plan (Fig. 318). A figure of a 10th century unidentified female deity was 

found (Fig. 319). A 10th century broken sculpture of an unidentified male deity seated in Lalitasan 

pose and his right hand lifted in Abhayamudra was found kept inside the temple (Fig. 320). 
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      Fig. 317: 10th century Kuber                                                                      Fig. 318: 10th century Kuber 

 

 

                 
        Fig. 319: 10th century sitting female                                                      Fig. 320: 10th century male 
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7. Dhimaura- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27033’0.9‛ n and longitude 80050’03.9‛ e, 6.7 

km to the east of the p.s. The mound lies to the west of the village. Its area is 20 acre. The mound is 

under cultivation. The ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM. 

8. Dhondhi- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27037’43.86‛ n. and longitude 80049’15.42‛ e, 

3.65 km to the north-west of the p.s. Its area is 20 acre and height is 15 feet. The ceramic industries 

found and K, EM and LM. 

9. Fattepur- The village lies in latitude 27035’53‛ n. and longitude 80054’33.2‛ e., 5.8 km to the south-

west of the p.s. Its area is 10 acre. There is habitation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are 

NBP, K and EM. 

10. Ghurepara- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27039’12.75‛ n. and longitude 

80050’28.87‛ e, 7.1 km to the east of the p.s. At a distance of 200 meters to the south of the mound lies 

Peni Lake. There is an orchard on the mound. The ceramic industries found are K, EM and LM. 

11. Irapur- The village lies in latitude 27035’52.47‛ n. and longitude 80056’1.9‛ n., 8.1 km to the south-

east of the p.s. Its area is 15 acre and height is 6 feet. There is habitation on the mound. At a distance 

of 7 km to the north of the mound are found remains of uninhabited village Nurpur. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP and K. 

12. Itari- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur in latitude 27033’54.18‛ n. and longitude 80052’53.63‛ e, 6 

km to the south-east of the p.s. The ceramic industries found are K, G, EM and LM. 

13. Jamlapur- This village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27034’46.19‛ n. and longitude 80048’23.16‛ 

e, 5.9 km to the south-west of the p.s. The mound lies to the south-west of the village. There is 

habitation on the mound. Its area is 4 acre and height is 8 feet. The ceramic industry found is LM. 

14. Jitamau- The village lies in latitude 27037’44.72‛ n. and longitude 80056’15.68‛ e. It lies 8.5 km to 

the east of the p.s. Its area is 10 acre and height is 18 feet. There is habitation on the mound. To the 

south of the mound lies Lugadaha Tal and in the north of the mound lies Dukatiya Tal. D.P Tiwari 

reported RW, broken terracotta dabber, brickbats iron slags, and a number of Kauris of medieval 

period189. The ceramic industries found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

15. Khandhanian- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27036’48.72‛ n. and longitude 

80046’41.89‛ e, 7.4 km to the west of p.s. D.P Tiwari reported broken stone sculptures with idol of 

Ganesha made of red sandstone, and bricks measuring 35x21x6.5 cm, of medieval period190. The 

ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

16. Laskarpur Tila- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27035’26.8‛ n. and longitude 

81056’49.7‛ e., 9.5 km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 16 acre and height is 7 feet. There is 
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habitation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, EM, and LM. A t.c. dabber was also 

found on the mound. 

17. Madnapur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27037’8.6‛ n. and longitude 80048’5.36‛ e, 

5.2 km from the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 10 feet. There is habitation on the mound. The 

ceramic industries found are NBP, K, G, and EM. A t.c. gamesmen was also found on the mound. 

18. Maharajnagar- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27034’10.52‛ n. and longitude 

80057’21.45‛ e, 11.2 km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 3 acre and height is 25 feet. The ceramic 

industries found are NBP, K, EM and LM. 

19. Mahuraiyya- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27034’42.27‛ n and longitude 

80051’14.86‛ e., 4 km to the south of the p.s. near village Parsendi. Its area is 7 acre and height is 10 

feet. There is habitation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are G, and LM. A broken t.c. 

piece was also found on the mound. 

20. Mubarakpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, lies in latitude 27038’25.4‛ n. and longitude 

80053’6.7‛ e., 4.4 km to the north-east of the p.s. Its area is 20 acre and height is 10 feet. There is 

habitation on the mound. The ceramic industries found are NBP, and LM. Some t.c. beads were also 

found on the mound. 

21. Musepur- This village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27035’17.4‛ n. and longitude 80046’44.6‛ e. 

The mound lies 0.5 km to the north-east of the village. Its area is 10 acres and height is 1 feet. The 

mound is level. It’s a huge OCP settlement much damaged by brick kiln owners. It extends on both 

the sides of Sitapur-Laharpur road. There are rammed earthen floors of houses, on both the sides. The 

pottery is typical OCP. The OCP potteries are found up to three feet below the ground surface. These 

are found embedded in a thick layer of Kankar. At the north-east point of the mound, at ground level, 

NBP and K pottery are found. In the western portion of the mound EM, LM potteries are found at the 

surface level. The site is very disturbed as noted earlier. The pottery pieces found on the mound are 

shown in plate no’s 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Fig. 321, 322, 323, 324 and 325).  
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Fig. 321: OCP of Musepur p.s. Taalgaon 

 

 
Fig. 322: OCP of Musepur p.s. Taalgaon 
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Fig. 323: OCP of Musepur p.s. Taalgaon 
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Fig. 324: OCP of Musepur p.s. Taalgaon 
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Fig. 325: OCP of Musepur p.s. Taalgaon 
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22. Para Sarai- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur in latitude 27036’44.66‛ n. and longitude 80049’5.28‛ e, 

3.5 km west of p.s. D.P Tiwari reported RW, fragments of glass bangle, eroded copper coin, and 

fragments of stone sculptures of medieval period191. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

23. Parsendi- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27035’30.02‛ n. and longitude 80050’27.23‛ 

e, 2.7 km to the south-west of the p.s. The Ceramic industries found are OCP, G, LM and EM. The 

pottery pieces found on the mound are shown in plate shown below (Fig. 326). 

 
Fig. 326: OCP of Parsendi p.s. Taalgaon 
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24. Rahi Tila- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27036’52.16‛ n. and longitude 80049’28.02‛ 

e, 2.9 km to the west of the p.s. Its area is 15 acre and height is 9 feet. There is habitation on the 

mound. The ceramic industries found are G, EM and LM. 

25. Rasulpur Tila- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27036’1.34‛ n. and longitude 

80052’1.74‛ e, 3.31 km to the south-east of the p.s. Its area is 15 acre and height is 6 feet. The mound 

has been destroyed. The ceramic industries found are EM and LM. 

26. Samaisa Garhi- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur in latitude 27036’6.56‛ n. and longitude 

80054’8.09‛ e, 4.96 km to the south-east of the p.s. The Dhaurahar mound now thoroughly destroyed 

lies in latitude 27035’56.6‛ n. and longitude 80054’13.3‛ e. Its area is about 20 acres and its height is 

about 5 feet. The broken Kankar sculptures pieces are found here. The ceramic industries found are 

NBP, K, EM and LM. 

27. Shamsa Parsendi- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27035’29.97‛ n. and longitude 

80050’27.38‛ e, 2.7 km to the south-west of the p.s. The largest of these is Shamsa Parsendi, which has 

long been held by members of the Nagmalli family, who was connected with Katesar house. The 

summary settlement was made with Thakur Beni Singh who died in 1884. He was succeeded by his 

son, Thakur Rameshwar Bakhsh Singh, whose property was under the management of the court of 

wards. In 1923, it comprised 13 villages and three pattis in pargana Laharpur and one patti in 

Machhrehta, the whole being assessed at Rs. 21800. Another large Nagamalli estate was that of Neri 

which consisted of 20 villages and 9 pattis in pargana Chandra paying a revenue of Rs. 10743. This was 

founded by Raja Anup Singh, sixth in descent from Nagpal, in 1712. He left Neri to Deo Singh, his eldest 

son, from whose two sons come to the present owners. At annexation, the head of the family was 

Kunwar Sheo Bakhsh Singh and then shares were held by his three grandsons, Arjun Singh, Raghubar 

Singh and Jadunath Singh, his brother’s widow, a cousin, named Baldeo Singh and five members of the 

younger branch of the family192. 

28. Siyarpur- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, in latitude 27037’42.73‛ n. and longitude 80056’34.35‛ 

e., 8.97 km to the north-east of the p.s. Its area is 10 acre and height is 25 feet. The mound is located on 

the bank of the Sarewa Tal. The ceramic industries found are NBP, EM and LM. 

29. Teola- The village lies in tahsil Laharpur, lies in latitude 27033’45.44‛ n. and longitude 80054’39.18‛ 

e., 8 km to the south-east of the p.s. The Garhi mound lies in latitude 27033’43.9‛ n. and longitude 

80054’4.4‛ e. Its area is 30 acre and height is 35 feet. The ceramic industries found are K and G. 

 

**** 
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EM  -  Early Medieval 

LM  -  Late Medieval 

A.D.  -  Anna domini 

B.C.  -  Before Christ 
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The political overlord ship of Imperial Pratiharas of Kannauj in North India became more 

instrumental into the establishing and spread of Brahamanical traditions in this region. The 

theoretical concept of Barahmanical sect has been augmented by establishing temples and mathas 

under hegemony of Imperial Pratiharas and later rulers throughout the length and breadth of the 

north India. A large number of temple and mathas are found in partially or fully ruined in condition 

from district Chitrakuta. The relentless efforts made by the earlier scholars like Cunningham in 1883-

841 and Fuhrer2, Yadav3 have substantially enriched our knowledge and reported many temples 

remains and allowed us a better perspective of relevant materials and their meaning that have 

unfolded over the years. 

Chitrakuta district of Uttar Pradesh is frequently mentioned in Brahamanical literatures and 

Epics as a famous pilgrim centre which has also been testifies from the archaeological findings 

reported from the district and contiguous regions4. Apparently, it is observed that districts Banda and 

Chitrakuta dominantly showcase the Chandella temples in contrast of Pratihara temples which are 

lesser in number. Whereas, the contiguous regions viz. districts of Kanpur, Fatehpur Allahabad, (all 

located across the river Yamuna on the north-east and east), Banda, Jhansi, Lalitpur, Shivpuri, Ashok 

Nagar on the further west and south have revealed plethora of examples of Pratihara period. Of 

these, temple remains at Kalinjar fort (Distt. Banda), Shiva temple at Kalupur, Tehsil Karvi, Jalpa 

Mata Temple, Itha Devipur (near Ramnagar) all in District Chitrakuta have been identified by the 

author which are assignable to Pratihara period circa 8th century AD to 10th century AD5. Recently, 

some more temples have been noticed by the author from village Kumharan-ka- Purwa, Lalai-ka-

Purwa, Chhibo, in Tehsil Rajapur, village Baria, Pura and Khandehwa in tehsil Mau  of district 

Chitrakut is worth to record it.   
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Sl. 

No.  

NAME OF THE TEMPLE TEHSIL, DISTRICT  PERIOD 

1.  Samogamata temple,  

Kumaharan-Ka-Purwa  

Rajapur,  Chitrakut  Circa 9th century CE 

2.  Lalai-Ka-Purwa -do- Circa 11th-12th century 

CE 

3.  Chhibo -do- Circa 11th -12th century 

CE 

4.  Baria  Mau,  Chitrakut Circa 11th century CE 

5.  Pura Mau,  Chitrakut Circa 9th-11th century 

CE 

6.  Khandehwa Mau,  Chitrakut  

 

Samoga Mata Temple at Kumaharan Purwa: 

The village Kumharan-Ka-Purwa is located about 48 km northeast of district headquarter 

Karvi and about 3 km north of Tehsil headquarter Rajapur. The temple remains lies in the ravines on 

the right bank of the river Yamuna, flowing about half kilometer on the north and northeast of the 

site is unique of its kind. The site is well connected by a brick paved pathway from village 

Kumharan-ka-Purwa which is about a kilometer south of the temple. A Primary School named after 

the village Kumharan-ka-Purwa built on the south to the 

temple. The area is full of undulation and has several 

rain-gullies towards the river.  

The temple under reference is built over an 

elevated ground amidst of the ravines is facing east. It 

was built of mixed masonry i.e. burnt bricks and grey 

cloured sandstone which is locally available in the 

vicinity of the Tehsil Karvi and Rajpur. The temple 

stands over raised platform made of burnt bricks is the 

only surviving remains in situ. The ground plan of the 

temple could not be traceable except the platform which 

suggests that the temple seems to have panchayatana or 

saptayatana on plan. The western end of the platform has 

one projection in the centre with corner bhadras or offset 

one each on either side suggests that there were some 

miniature shrines over the platform. It is also 

substantiated with the architectural debris lies on the 

platform and sculptures. Its grandeur could be assessed 

from the architectural debris which shows that the 

temple display Pratihara architectural hegemony.  
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Among the important finding from the site are sculptures and architectural members lying 

around the platform of the temple includes, Saptamatrika panel, Kalki, Sivalinga, argha, Sheshashayi 

Vishnu, Panchagnatapa Parvati, Umamaheshwara, Savasana Kali, Dikpalas and few door lintels. Of 

which some of the sculptures seems to be worshiped as cult deity.  Saptamatrika panel lying near the 

western projection of platform has huge pitha of identical size which clearly suggest that these 

Saptamatrikas were under the worship. The Sheshashayi Vishnu images reported from the site are 

equally important while the ascetic Lakuda or Lakulisha holding danda are important to note that 

Lakulisha worship was quite popular in this region  

Samogamata temple: Saptamatrika panel, c. 9th century CE. 

Samogamata temple: Varandika moulding of a temple, c. 9th century CE. 
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                         a (Lakulisa)in padmasanamudra, c. 9th century CE. 

 

 

Samogamata temple: Sheshashayi Vishnu, c. 9thcenrury CE. 
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 Samogamata temple: Dikpalas,c. 9thcentury CE.          SSamogamata temple: Doorjambs of temples, c. 9th-10th century CE. 
 

 

Lalai Singa Ka Dera, Tehsil, Distt. Chitrakut: 

 This small hamlet is located about one km south of 

Kumharan-Ka-Purawa has yielded remains of sculptural 

fragments which are stacked below a Neem tree on the 

northern edge of the village. Among them a sculpture of Jain 

Tirthankara (61x 41 cm) found noteworthy. The Tirthankara is 

seated in padmasana over a sinmhasana with folded hands 

placed over feet, flanked by ayudhpurusha, elephants and 

flying-vidyadharas on each side. He is crowned by a chhatra 

and around halo is seen behind his head.  The details very 

much obliterated.  
 

 

Chhibo, Tehsil Rajapur, Distt. Chitrakut: 

The village lies about 10km south of tehsil Rajapur on the left 

of road connecting Rajapur to Mau in district Chitrakuta. The 

small village has yielded several sculptural remains stacked 

near a Peepal tree on the east of village.  Among the 

sculptures Siva, Ganesa and Nandi could be identifiable. 

Lalai Singh Ka Dera: Jain Tirthankara 

Mahavira,    c.11th-12th century CE. 
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Stylistically, the sculptures are datable to circa 10th-11th century CE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chhibo: Uma-Maheshavara and other sculpture, 11th-12th century CE. 

 

Baria, Tehsil Mau, Distt. Chitrakut: 

The village is located about 16km west of  tehsil Mau  in Distt. Chitrakut. About 500m south of 

the village, there are some more sculptures lies on the road side includes, Jain Tirthankara,  fragment 

of Ganesa and an architectural fragment assignable to c. 11th-12th century CE. 

Baria: Jaina Tirthankara 11th-12th century CE.                         Baria: Torso of Ganesa c. 11th-12th century CE. 
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Pura, Tehsil Mau, Distt. Chitrakut: 

 The village is located about 8 km west of tehsil Mau of district Chitrakut on the road 

connecting Mau to Rajapur. Some sculptures have been found on the right side of the road near a 

small shrine includes, large size of Ganesa  (170 cm in height), Vishnu (65x 85 cm), Standing Surya 

(90x 40 cm), door jambs, bhitti stones, etc.  The large size of sculptures from the village clearly 

suggests that there must have a large temple in the past in the vicinity of the site. Stylistically, it dated 

to c. 9th -14th century CE.  

                            A                                                         B                                                                                                                                                                                         

  Pura: A-Ganesa, B-Surya, c. 9th-10 century CE                                 Pura: Nadi Devi, c.13th-14th century CE.  

 

Devra, Tehsil Mau, District Chitrakut: 

The village is located about 8 km south of Lalta Raod Chauraha, about 3 km from village 

Bhorampur and 15 km NE of tehsil Mau district Chitraku. The temple remains lies on the west of 

village near talab, consists of two large temples and 8 miniature shrines. There were two large 

temples, one temple was situated on the south-west and second one is located on the north-west 

corner of the platform. Both temples were facing east and raised over a common platform. The 

miniature shrines are built in a row from north to south alignment opposite to the temple on the 

south-west corner. All temples are now razed to the ground except these miniature shrines which 

could be traceable on ground plan with their pitha mouldings.  These miniatures shrines has bhitta, 

khura, jadyakumbha and pattika  in pitha while super structures is missing.  A gamete architectural 

members lies on the site clearly indicate that these temples were made of post and plank method, 

having bedibandha moouldings  at the base and jangha with projected niches on the cardinal points 

which enshrines the figure of gods and goddess.  
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Both larger temples are only traceable partly at the site in form of outline.  A Sivalinga placed 

in open area and a figure of standing Vishnu housed in the sanctum of a modern temple clearly 

suggest that these seems to have worshiped as tutelary deity. Besides, these a large number of pillars, 

fragment of amalaka stone, amalasarika,, khapuri, sikhara stone, pitha mouldings, udumbara, and 

sculptures of Surya, Sivalinga, argha, Uma-Maheshwara, Panchagnatapa Parvati, Ganesa, Hanuman, 

etc. are found at the site. Stylistially, these temples are assignable to 11th-12th century CE.  

 

 
Devra: General view of the temple, c. 11th -12th century CE. 
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Devra: Temple remains stacked near the shrine, c. 11th -12th century CE. 

 

Devra: Temple remains stacked near the shrine, c. 11th -12th century CE. 
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Devra: Close view of a miniature shrine, c. 11th -12th century CE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Devra: Miniature shrine, c. 11th -12th century CE. 
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             Devra: Mukhalinga, c. 11th -12th century CE.                                     Devra: Uma-Maheshvara, c. 12th century CE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Devra: Vishnu, c. 11th -12th century CE.                           Devra: Panchagnatapa Parvati, c. 11th -12th century CE. 
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Khandehwa, Tehsil Mau, Distt. Chitrakut: 

 

 The village Khandehwa is located 1.5 km south of Lalta Raod Chauraha in tehsil of Mau in 

district Chitrakut. The temple remains are found about 500m north of village near Primary School, 

Khandehwa. The architectural members were re-used in a newly built temples located on the south 

and foundation of original temple was located on the north. The pith moulding of the sanctum is 

partly intact and found in situ. Among the remains, door lintels, amalasarika, mutilated figures of 

Ganesa, fragment of Uma-Maheshwarre important. Besides, there are four numbers of door jambs 

have been found at the site are conspicuously similar in size suggest that there would have four 

shrines at this place. Stylistically, the temples are assignable to 11th -12th century CE.  

 

Khandehwa: Rear view of Siva temple, c. 11th-12th century CE. 
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Khandehwa: Close view  of Siva temple, c. 11th-12th century CE. 

Khandehwa: Close view  of a door-lintel, c. 11th-12th century CE. 

Khandehwa: Door-lintels fixed in the masonry wall, c. 11th-12th century CE. 
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Khandehwa: Doorjambs erected  in a row, c. 11th-12th century CE. 

Khandehwa: Sculptures of Ganesa, and Uma-Maheshwara lies on the site,  c. 11th-12th century CE. 
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CONCLUSION : 

 

The finding of temples at Kumharan-Ka-Purwa, Lalai Singh-Ka-Purwa, Pura, Baria, Devra and 

Khandehwa clearly suggest that district Chitrakuta has vigorous religious activity right from the 

Gupta period onwards and continued till Chandella period. Seemingly, it is also observed by the 

scholars that the other contiguous regions of Chitrakut in Bundelkhand have also yielded several 

temples built during the reign of Imperial Pratiharas and Chandella time as seen at Char, 

Bhairampur, Itha Devipur and Basingha6. These  temples were located along the present National 

Highway-76 connecting Allahabad to Banda clearly indicates that during the Pratihara and Chandella 

period (9th to 12th century CE) this route became more popular due to vigorous pilgrimage7. The 

temples discussed above are also found on either side of the NH-76. In view of the above, it is 

concluded that district Chitrakut have largest concentration of temples ever reported from any other 

regions except district Lalitpur. The sudden increase of temples in district Chitrakut during the 

period between late 10th to 12th centuries AD seems to be only due to the political stability, economic 

sustainability and vigorous pilgrimage.  

***** 
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 Indian architecture had attained new height and was subjected to a perfect synthesis of 

different styles during Mughal Period. Building technology as developed too made the assimilation 

of various indigenous and foreign techniques possible. A large number of monuments of varied 

nature had been built at imperial and sub-imperial level1. To cater their emerging needs and to suit 

their newly acquired status, Mughals introduced a number of new building concepts such as diwan-I 

aam, diwan-I khas, hammams, etc. Mughals had constructed a large number of palaces of different 

nature to fulfill their different needs. For example they had built palaces in reserved hunting 

grounds2, which may be considered as a variant of pleasure palace. These places are different in 

orientation and in space organization in comparison to that built in capital cities e.g. Agra, Lahore, 

Delhi, etc. To build pleasure palaces with a garden and a water body3 was the prevailing tradition 

under the Mughal Rulers. These Mughal structures are yet to be studied in totality otherwise these 

would be faded away in the course of time.   

 

 Presently an attempt has been made to study the Complex of Palaces at Bari, Dhaulpur in the 

context of space organization, architecture, decoration along with structural engineering and building 

technology. 

 

 Bari is situated in latitude 26⁰ 93' n and longitude 77⁰ 37' e4 and presently is a subdivision5 of 

Dhaulpur District situated 34 kms to the west. During medieval times Bari rose to prominence when 

it was declared as the Mahal and then Paragana under the Mughals. Besides being declared as revenue 

unit, Bari was selected as one of the major hunting grounds by Akbar6 for hunting wild animals 
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especially leopards and tigers. Subsequently it remained reserved hunting ground under Jahangir 

and Shahjahan7. Lahori informs in Badshahnama that Shahjahan was fond of the place and used to 

visit8. Further he informs that Shahjahan had constructed a Complex of Palaces9 on the embankment 

of Dam known as Talab Shahi10 anf as the dam itself was modified and repaired by adding pillared 

pavilions to the embankments. 
 

 From the analysis of textual sources and architectural features it was already established that 

the Complex of hunting Lodge at Bari was built by Shahjahan which was completed during 1637-38 

A.D.11.  
 

 I have conducted thorough archaeological survey12 of the Complex of Palaces to study its 

space organization and architectural accomplishments. The Complex of Palaces is locally known as 

Lal Mahal. 
 

The complex of palaces was constructed over the embankments of the reservoir which is 

known as Talab Shahi. Talab Shahi13 is a masonry dam which has been built on east west alignment14.  

An artificial lake was created by putting masonry embankments on north and west side, to dam the 

rainy water coming down from the slopes of hills. Northern embankment15 measures 455 mts. and 

accommodates a small palace existing on eastern end where as western embankment16 measuring 365 

mts, has a small palace on northern side and a complex of palaces17 on southern side covering more 

than half of the length of the western embankment. This complex of palaces on western embankment 

is known as Lal Mahal. It acquired the nomenclature of Lal Mahal as it was built of Red Sand Stone. 
 

 The complex of palaces runs on north south axis and forms a rectangle measuring 215.35 mts. 

by 67.5 mts18. The Complex followed the ratio of 1:3 in occupying the space where length of the 

Complex is three times larger than the width19. It is aligned on north south axis. All the four corners 

have been conceived as bastions which are octagonal and surmounted by domed pavilion20. North 

Eastern and South Eastern corner bastions21 accommodate the wells which used to supply water for 

the domestic purposes such as Hammam and for catering other domestic needs. Structural analysis of 

the building of the Complex indicates that these structures were built to perform certain functions. 

On the basis of the functions, these buildings have been identified and studied in art historical 

perspective. The Complex consists of six functional units of structures which are meant for different 

purposes namely Hammam, King’s personal Apartment, King’s Private Apartment, Queen’s Seraglio 

and two Blocks of Retainers or Maid Servants Quarters. Buildings of the different units of the 

Complex were erected on a height22 from the water level of Reservoir and to achieve the height pillars 

and lintels or solid raised Platform were used. The Complex had the following sequence of 

Apartments23 aligning from south to north:- 
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Hammam - King’s Personal Apartment - King’s Private Audiences Apartment – Seraglio – Blocks of 

Retainers/ Maid Servant’s Quarters. Hammam was an important part of the Mughal Palaces. Generally 

Hammam either was built attaching to or as an integrated part of King’s personal Apartment. 

Hammam was built in the south eastern corner of the Lal Mahal24.  The structure of the Hammam was 

built on east west axis25 parallel to the width of the Lal Mahal. It consists of six chambers where two 

are octagonal and two are oblong26. Besides, corridors are provided to link all the chambers. All the 

chambers of the Hammam have domed roof27 with a hole in the centre of each dome for light and 

ventilation. Water was supposed to Hamman from the well built inside the Bastion type octagonal 

structure existing in the south eastern corner of Lal Mahal which is a little projected towards outer28. 
 

 The structure identified as King’s Personal Apartment  is existed on the northern side of 

Hammam. This Apartment is composed of a courtyard on western side and a pillared pavilion 

flanked with rooms and cloisters on the eastern side29. In front of pillared pavilion a raised Platform 

was constructed with a pond in the centre30. Here pillared pavilion was made with twenty four pillars 

arranged in two rectangles one into other31.  
 

 Then, comes a palace which may be termed as King’s Private Audiences Apartment on the 

basis of its layout and arrangement of various structural parts. The space in the Apartment was 

organized in to three categories32. On the eastern side exists buildings running on north south axis33. 

These buildings include rooms and cloisters constructed on the three sides of raised Platform while 

fourth side of the Platform provides three staircases to approach the central portion of the 

Apartment34. Char Bagh (Four Quartered garden) occupied this central place35. Beyond Char Bagh on 

eastern side a row of rooms36 was built on north south axis where mid room was built in the form of 

passage to go outside the Lal Mahal. 
 

 Third important palace in the Lal Mahal is designated as Seraglio or Queen’s Apartment. It 

exists on the northern side of King’s Private Audiences Apartment. It provides beautiful settings of 

structures having courtyard in centre. There is a courtyard in centre and to its eastern side there exists 

the main buildings on raised Platform37. The raised Platform has a bigger cloister which was flanked 

by rooms and small cloisters again on eastern side38. The northern and southern sides of the Platform 

were occupied by pillared cloisters. From this Platform three staircases provide access to the 

courtyard39. In western side of the courtyard, there is row of interconnected rooms40. 

 

 Blocks of Retainers or Maid servant’s quarters generally cover a rectangular area where space 

was arranged in such a way that ten sets of cloister flanked by chambers were constructed on all side 

of a central rectangular open space41. In the Lal Mahal of Bari blocks of retainers are two in number 

and they existed on western and southern sides of Seraglio42.  
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FIGURE-I 

 
Imagery of Talab Shahi and Associate Structures 

 
 

FIGURE- II 

 
Layout Plan of Talab Shahi and its Associate Structures 
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FIGURE- III 
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Ground Plan of the Complex of Palaces 
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Pt. 1: A General View of the Complex of Palaces 

 

  
Pt. 2: A Closer View of the Eastern Façade, the Complex of Palaces 
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Pt. 3: Another Closer view of the Eastern Façade, the Complex of Palaces 

 

   
Pt. 4: A View of Southern Façade & Entrance, the Complex of Palaces 
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Pt. 5: A General View of the King’s Personal Apartment 

 

  
Pt. 6: A Closer View of the King’s Personal Apartment 
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Pt. 7: A Bird Eye View of the King’s Private Audience Apartment 

  

  
Pt. 8: A View of Eastern wing of the King’s Personal Apartment 
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Pt. 9: A Closer View of Eastern wing of the King’s Personal Apartment 

  

 
Pt. 10: A View of Retainer’s Quarters, the Complex of Palaces 
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Pt. 11: A View of Seraglio Palace, the Complex of Palaces 

 

      
Pt. 12: A View of the Chamber of Hammam, the Complex of Palaces 
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Pt. 13: A View of another Chamber of Hammam, the Complex of Palaces 

 

 
Pt. 14: A View of Eastern Wing, Seraglio Palce 
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Pt. 15: A View of Western Wing, Seraglio Palace 

 

 
Pt. 16: A View of Eastern Façade of Hammam & King’s Personal Apartment 
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Pt. 17: A View of Western Façade of King’s Private Audience Apartment 

 

  
Pt. 18: A View of Retainer’s Quarters, the Complex of Palaces 
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Lucknow Monuments: 

Conservation problems and Solutions 

 
RoshanTaqui 

 
                The concept of conservation of ancient and medieval age monuments in India is as old as the 

formation of Royal Asiatic society of Bengal, Calcutta in 1784. The society was formed for study, 

cultivation and preservation of history and culture of Indian people. Yet in 1810, the legislation for 

managing board or trusts were formed for the maintenance and conservation of selected monuments, 

called as Bengal code of 1810 (Act XIX). Simultaneously Madras Code (Act VII) in 1817 and Act XX in 

1863 were passed2. This was the period when the British were at the helms of the country. Under the 

provisions of this act, no persons other than those appointed by Government as members of the 

board of management were allowed to manage any monument or property under the charge of 

Government. The cost of maintenance was to be met from the revenues earned from the lands etc 

attached to the monuments. It also empowered the government to prevent injury and to preserve 

buildings remarkable for their historical or architectural values. 

  After the five years of first settlement (of 1862), it was decided that the Central 

government would ‚not only conserve all historical monuments that had been located but also 

encourage exploration of others that would be discovered. In a directive of 1873, all provincial 

governments in India were directed that, ‚duty for carrying out the preservation of all buildings and 

monuments of historical and architectural interest’, was that of the government." Under this directive 

Central government in 1879 mooted the proposal for the sanction of grants to the provincial 

governments, for the preservation of ancient monuments. 

 It was imperative to formulate a law for furtherance of the conception of preservation and 

hence in 1904 an Act called as Ancient Monuments Preservation Act was introduced with the 

approval of Lord Curzon in 1905. This act was passed for the preservation of Ancient Monuments 

and for Protection or Acquisition of certain Ancient Monuments and objects of archaeological, 

historical and artistic interest. 
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 According to this Act, the maintenance of the monument, including repairing, restoration of 

protected area  and doing of any act which may be necessary for the purpose of proper maintenance 

and upkeep of the protected monuments. It was also empowered to declare any ancient monument to 

be a protected monument, conservation of which was the responsibility of the local government. The 

third and important part of the Act was that ‘the government could purchase an ancient monument’.

 Certain changes in education system were made after the World War I and education 

department in its meeting of the 21st February 1919 passed some resolutions, which were made 

Government of India resolutions. Resolution no. 48 states the classification of protected and 

unprotected monuments. Those monuments which from their present condition or archaeological or 

historical value, ought to be maintained in permanent good repair, and those monuments which were 

required to be saved, should be declared as protected. In case a building was in dilapidated 

condition. It did not follow that any measure should be permitted, which will tend to hasten its 

decay. It will be a monument of interest as long as its fabric is held together.  

After the education department’s resolution, a number of Monuments in  Lucknow were 

declared as protected most of them were cemeteries viz. Arjunpur and Rukhara Mounds, Cemeteries 

at Bargawan, Jahraila Road, ChiraiyaJheel, Alambagh, Dilkusha, Gaughat, QaiserPasand, MachchiBhawan, 

VilayatiBagh and many others. All of them were declared protected in 1920 and a gazette notice 

issued.  

A full fledged department with the name Archaeological Survey of India was then established 

and Sir John Marshall made its first director general. Sir John Marshall compiled a conservation 

manual in 1922, and enunciated the following principles – 

(i) Hypothetical restorations are unwarranted, unless they were essential to the stability of the 

building. 

(ii) Every original member of a building should be preserved intact and demolition and 

reconstruction should be undertaken only if the structure could not be maintained otherwise. 

(iii) Restoration of carved stones, carved wood or plaster moulding should be undertaken only if 

the artisans were able to succeed in the excellence of the old. 

            The conservation of Lucknow monuments is an extremely delicate and intricate work. It 

is undertaken as per the nature of architecture of the monument, because architecture is the mother of 

arts. The conservation of Lucknow Monuments is related with three different periods and cultures of 

the society, viz. Ancient Period, Medieval Period and end of Medieval Period. Mounds of Rukhera 

and Nagram, Mosque of ShahpeerMohammad, Tomb of ShahMina, FirangiMahal and also the tombs of 

ShiekhAbdurRahim, and SheikhBadreAlam belong to the  medieval period; while Imambaras, Dargah, 

Karbalas, Palaces, Gates, Bridges and Kothis and Bagh (gardens) belong to the Nawabi Period who 
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ruled at the end of Medieval Period. 

  MirzaAbuTalib (called Londoni) stated that Asif-ud-daula spent Rs. Five lakhs on 

maintenance and conservation of Imambara every year on the occasion of Moharram.The rulers of 

Avadh in succession advanced loans to or placed deposits with the East India Company for certain 

specific charitable purposes. A number of deeds of such deposits and loan have survived too. 

 Bahu Begum in her treaty with East India Company specified Rs. 18,000/- Sikka for the 

maintenance of the road in front of Imambara. Thus during the period 1814-42 contributions totaling 

not less than 48 million (or 4.8 crore) rupees had been lent by the kings of Avadh to British East India 

Company‛ for maintenance of buildings and pension to their relatives.        

 Ghazi-ud-din Haider perpetuated a loan of Rs. 1,08,50,000 (one crore eight lakh and fifty 

thousand @ 6% per annum on 14th November 1814. The annual interest of loan Rs. 6,51,000 had to 

invested for payment of his relations and servants and also for maintenance of the buildings erected 

by him. This deed ratified again on 11th May, 1816 and Rs. 1,137-10-8 has been year marked for 

Imambara Shah Najaf. 

 On 23rd November 1839, king Mohammad Ali Shah executed a trust deed no. LXVII at the rate of 

4% per annum … by which he deposited the sum of rupees 12 lakhs in perpetuity in the Hon’ble 

Company’s treasury at the Residency of Lucknow and the interest amounting to forty eight thousand 

Lucknowsikka rupees per annum has been bestowed as a gift upon the persons herein mentioned and 

for the expenses of HusainabadMubarak and Company.31 Later on, this trust expanded and made 

Husainabad and Allied Trusts covering the responsibility of repairing and conservation of those 

monuments. 

King Wajid Ali Shah, before ascending the throne, passed orders for the construction of his 

father’s Mausoleum at a cost of about ten lakhs of rupees. He invested Rs. 20,50,000 (Rupees twenty 

lakh fifty thousand) in the government promissory notes to stand in the name of different persons, 

together with seven lakhs of rupees invested with the British Government in the form of a perpetual 

loan for the expenses of the late king Amjad Ali Shah’s Mausoleum. 

 A number of Imambaras, palaces, and gardens were denied any work of preservation. The 

whole of the city declared as nuzool land and the Indians were not allowed to any kind of repairs. 

Since the main source of repairing maintenance and conservation of these monuments has been the 

government, and in absence of any patronage from them the monuments have been neglected and 

open to vandalism.    

Diagnosis: 

 The building to be repaired is to be assessed in order to find out the cause of damage. This can 
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be done by analyzing the material. The chemical analysis can be done to find out the oxide 

composition of the salts present. Mineral composition can be done by x-ray diffraction analyses, 

thermal differential (DTA) and thermal gravimetric analyses (DTg). From this, it can be inferred 

whether the damage is due to the influence of pollution, eg. Sulfurous gasses, Chlorides Nitrous 

oxides etc. Examples of damage due to the sulfurous gases can be witnessed at TajMahal, which has 

started showing deterioration after the construction of refinery in the closeby town Mathura. The 

white marble started showing blackish tinge on the surface. Chloride attack can be seen in the vicinity 

of marine drive at Bombay, where the salt laden air from the sea attacks the buildings. 

 In most of the cases the damage is not due to one factor, it is due to several factors, affecting 

simultaneously or subsequently. These have synergestic effect which is much more than the sum of 

the damage caused by individual factor. In the case of Lucknow monuments certain local problems 

caused damage to the monuments, as the problems of conservation here at Lucknow are different 

from other places like Agra, Mathura, or Varanasi. Lucknow, which has witnessed the greatest part in 

the first war of independence in 1857-58 and was neglected by the British Rulers, has also been 

neglected and has remained unattended after independence. Not only natural calamities and climatic 

conditions of Lucknow have damaged the architectural heritage buildings, but the human beings 

caused the greatest damage to it. Directorate of health and family planning demolished the grand 

palace called ChhotiChhaterManzil to build its SwasthyaBhawan. Gulzar e eram and DarshanBilas, 

the Dewan-e-Aam of Naseer-ud-din Haider is hidden behind the new structure called 

SwasthyaBhawan. Kothi of King Amjad Ali Shah at Hazratgunjwas raised to the ground and a new 

grand Janpath Market erected there. KothiAlamara at Alambaghwas allotted to the refugees, 

KallankiLat at HataFaqir Mohammad Khan, SekchawaliKothi, Tombs at Char Khamba, LotanBagh, 

Moosabagh and original residency at Mariyaon which were the monuments of national importance, 

are no more on the map of the city. The unpredictable conservation agencies and dubious role of 

government departments caused the first of the several problems in post-independence India. 

Protected under ASI or U.P. State Archaeology or unprotected, most of these buildings which are on 

the verge of collapse, are unattended not only by them but even by those people who are living inside 

the premises of these buildings like Gate and tomb of Janab-e-alia (Golagunj), Qaiserbagh Gates, 

Satkhanda (Husainabad), Cemetery Qaiserpasand (Qaiserbagh) and KothiRaushan-ud-daula 

(Qaiserbagh) housed two offices of state and central governments. 

Misuse and Encroachment 

 There is no effective law which can prohibit or restrict the misuse of historical buildings and 

its encroachment. Residential houses and commercial places have been constructed either inside the 

monuments or adjacent to it. The examples are Tomb of Janab-e-alia, Tomb of Hakim Mehdi, 

Cemetery Qaiserpasand, KallankiLat, Royal Hospital (ShahiShifakhana), Qaiserbagh Gates, 
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ImambaraSibtainabad (mausoleum of Amjad Ali Shah), KothiRaushan-ud-daula and Badshahbagh 

(Lucknow University). It has reduced the scope of conservation.  

Lucknow has a typical additional problem. After the revolt of 1857, the citizens of Lucknowwere 

restricted from visiting the buildings from Lalbagh to new cantt. area.  As a result, the old buildings 

located in these areas remained unattended and uninhabited, causing great damages to the structure. 

Plants grew up, termites and pests made their way and absence of proper drainage from roof tops 

facilitated in the development of pot-holes in the roofs and cracks in the walls. After the 

independence, a few of these buildings and certain areas were allotted to the refugees from newly 

created Pakistan. These refugees made their homes there and established their business. These 

monuments were reshaped to meet their requirements.  

Technical Problems 

 In addition to gravitational force of earth, which is an ever present cause of decay of 

monuments, there are certain other causes as well. 

Climatic Causes 

 Atmospheric pollution is increasing at an alarming speed. It is from the local emissions as well 

as from the pollutants entering into the monument through the wind from neighbouring building or 

the moving traffic. The haphazard construction activities near monument give much rise to the 

climatic changes thereby directly affecting the inner and outer climatic conditions of the building. 

Lucknow for many years has been oppressedby sudden changes of weathers. Same is the case with 

the mortar of the building. The city feels a temperature upto 45Celsius in summers and these 

buildings are heated up. Heating of the wall can cause stress in the building and the new cracks 

developed in the material used or widen the already existing cracks. 

Secondly atmospheric pollution is not only harmful to human beings, it is equally detrimental 

to the building structures. The structures of historical monuments have shown the premature 

deterioration. These atmospheric changes are one of the important causes of damages to the 

monuments. 

Biological and Botanical causes 

 A number of buildings which are not protected by ASI or State Archaeology departments are 

not being properly cared or preserved. Termites also known as white Ants, are very destructive to 

different types of buildings. Most of the buildings of archaeological importance at Lucknow have 

wooden doors, ventilators and gates. The doors of ImambaraSibtainabad (opp. Halwasia Market in 

Hazratgunj) were badly damaged by termites when census office was there. Same thing happened in 

LalBaradari, DarshanBilas and Kothi General Bahadur. A few insects such as the masonry bee 
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attacked brick work and mortar. The two exterior gates of ChhotaImambara, the gate of 

MaqbaraHazratgunj, and several buildings in Residency were attacked by masonry bee and these 

caused great damage to the walls and stucco works of the buildings. 

Plants and trees 

 Growing of plants and trees in the walls of old buildings, which are not properly protected, is 

a common sight. Gate and tomb of Maqbara Alia Golagunj, backwall of ChhotaImambara, Gates of 

Qaiserbagh, KothiDarshanBilas, Western Gate of Kazmain and gate of Karbala Naseer-ud-din 

Haiderare affected by the growth of trees. The boundaries and main building of Lal Karbala were 

destroyedin this way. At present, in this premise, New Hyderabad Colony was inhabited and Police 

Line hospital was established. Only the columns of this building surrounded by iron wire remain. 

Natural disasters 

 According to Seismic zoning map of India, prepared by BIS, Lucknow lies in Seismic zone III, 

which can get earthquakes upto magnitude 5-6 on the Richter scale. The seismic history also shows 

that several times Lucknow has experienced earthquake shocks . The area between Husainabad 

and Sikanderbagh comprising Heritage Zone, lies on Gomti river terrace consisting of loose sand, silt, 

clay and impersistantkankar horizons. The loose sandy silts are prone to liquefaction during seismic 

shaking and may result in the differential settlement causing foundation failure. Any kind of 

appreciable change, whether in the form for void ratio, density or moisture content in the subgrade 

strata may lead to foundation failure. Besides, there are at least five main Nalas (SarkataNala, 

PataNala, WazirgunjNala, China Bazar Nala, and MotiMahalNala) draining the effluent from old 

Lucknow (cisGomti) side, flowing through the heritage zone. These nalas are increasing the 

dampness and the acidic/toxic gasses emanating from the effluents are attacking the masonry and 

mortar of the buildings. They are injurious for these historical buildings. 

Floods:  

 Lucknow has been very prone to floods. Gomtiriver rose to the flood till the danger mark and 

the area called heritage zone and heritage buildings submerged in flood waters in 1921, 1923, 1960, 

1962, 1971 and 1977. The flood water crossed the danger mark at HusainabadImambara, Roomi Gate, 

AsifiImambara, and Sheesh Mahal, causing great damages to the buildings. The whole area was filled 

with filth, mud and dirty water. Sewer lines were choked and manholes emanated foul gases and 

sludge on to the gardens of heritage buildings. 

 During the floods of 1962, the Central Heritage Zone, Bari ChhatarManzil, FerhatBaksh, Kothi 

General Bahadur, TerhiKothi, LalBaradari and ChhotiChhatarManzil bore the fury. The flood water 

entered the basement of ChhatarManzil and FerhatBaksh and also the Lalbaradari. 
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ChhotiChhatarManzil developed cracks and was declared unsafe. After two years it was razed to the 

ground. The same year, the famous Iron bridge at Daligunjwas declared unsafe and demolished just 

to sell out its cast Iron mouldings by weight. However, the bridge of similar design and older than it, 

is still existing on river Thames in London.  

  Government after taking cognizance of the fury of flood laid the earthen embankment on the both 

sides of the river. Many measures have been taken by the government but the danger of damage to 

monumentsfrom flood water still prevails. 

Man made causes 

 Because of lack of knowledge the people, who are engaged in the maintenance of the building 

do great damage to its façade and life, as they do not know the difference between repairing and 

conservation. The simple patch work of cement with the lime concrete of older times does not mean 

preservation. 

 These buildings of Lucknow have unfortunately suffered badly by white washing.The 

multiple coats painted year after year have attained so much thickness that in some places even 

raised decorations in stucco have been nearly submerged in it. It is a pity that citizens of a historic 

city are so irresponsible towards their heritage. It should be understood that it is not possible for the 

government or any other international organization to maintain and preserve the heritage if the local 

people are not aware. 

 Urinating anywhere on the walls of monument, is a common sight, which destroys the 

building, writing graffiti is hobby for some Majnus but it spoils the aesthetic quality of heritage 

building. A big size water pipe line is laid beneath the RoomiDarwaza at a depth of say 1.5 metre. Any 

leakage in water pipe line will damage the foundation of the building and it had already cracked 

Roomi Gate before it was restored. In addition to it a Power Sub-Station is erected near it is only to 

disturb the sky line of the area. 

 Many places like BaradariHusainabadQaiserbagh gates etc are used as garbage dump causing 

damaged to the Monument. Spitting anywhere on the building is a habit of those people who chew 

betel, Gutkha etc.  Even the chewingum, cigarette packets and buts are found on the upper floors of 

BhoolBhulaiyan. According to Prof. L.G.W. Verhoef : No one can save or protect the monument 

where people are so careless and without aesthetic sense. 

               The biggest damage to the monument is encroachment. In some protected and some 

unprotected monuments, encroachers have not left room for maintenance and preservation. Some of 

such monuments are- Tombs of Janab-e-Alia, Hakeem Mehdi and Ali Quli Khan, Imambaras of 

MalkaZamani, JhauLal and Zain-ul-Abidin. As the case study and solution of this problem is the 
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example of NaubatKhana, a building just opposite the first gate of AsifiImambara. It was in a very 

dilapidated condition while encroached by the local residents. It now looks better after getting 

vacated, and preserved in a proper way. 

Heating and cold effect 

 The heating effect has undergone qualitative change. The heat felt by the monument today is 

varied in quantity and nature. It is not only the sun rays which directly affect the wall. The heat from 

houses and industries, air pollution and the moving automobiles also added to the dimension.  

Changes in ground water 

 Lucknow is a big city and thickly populated, specially the walled city. Gomtiriver doesn’t have 

good water to cater tothe requirement of the city. The water supply authorities have to depend upon 

water pumped out of ground in different localities. Excessive pumping of ground water has lowered 

the water strata drastically. Experts say that excess lowering in the level of ground water is 

dangerous and can cause damage to the foundations of historic buildings. The excessive pumping of 

water from second and third strata also may cause void in the earth, resulting in resettlement and 

subsequent development of cracks during the eventuality of earthquake.  

Vibration damages: 

 Research shows that traffic vibration reduces the life expectancy of historic buildings.Roomi 

Gate has already developed cracks, and these vibrations can cause heavy damage to the monument.  

Damage from theft and vandalism 

Most of the monuments of 18th and 19th century looted and destroyed by the functionariesand 

the forces of East India Company. Most of the buildings were left, just like that. 

Damage from tourism 

 Althoughthe tourist traffic in Lucknow is not much but the movement of tourists is not 

managed well. Anyone can see the miserable condition of BhoolBhulaiyan (the labyrinth) and 

AsifiImambara, the Residency and Dilkusha, spitting and different kinds of graffiti can be seen on the 

walls. 

Lack of knowledge 

Of all the causes of decay man’s neglect of his cultural heritage is the worst – and most 

damaging. For the conservation of monument the primary knowledge of material used in the 

building is an essential part of the work. From the material analysis, it is possible to find out the 
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composition of the material used in the existing structure, like the type of binder, and type of organic 

material used etc. In this most difficult part is the estimation of the organic material used. 

Unfortunately, in the case of Lucknow monuments, no sample of original material has been collected 

nor there is any type of facility available for analytical testing and experimentation of material. The 

Masons of that period have not left any written details of about construction of buildings. The 

technology passed fromfather to son. This is the reason why the materials and techniques once used 

successfully are no more known to us. 

Lack of funds 

 Knowledge, understanding and implementation are three different things. Knowledge may be 

available but one may not understand it, therefore the implementation will not be correct. This 

problem can be solved by doing basic fundamental research. But it is not easy, partly due to lack of 

funds and partly due to the lack of researchers with appropriate background and drive. If one applies 

for the grant for basic research, chances of getting the funds are rare. But still there are possibilities to 

get the funds for applied research. The revenue collected by way of ticket selling’s, shops and bazaar 

etc. at Husainabad trust iskept by the Trust, while the expenditure on conservation and preservation 

of this has to be met out by Archaeological Survey of India. 

 The District Magistrate is the chairman of Husainabad and allied trusts who squarely puts the 

financial things in place and hardly takes any note of the problems of maintenance of the buildings. 

BibikaMaqbara, a tomb inside the premises of HusainabadImambara, has been plastered with the 

Portland cement without taking the cognizance of the material previously used in building it and 

white enamel was painted on it. As a result the porosity in the old concrete was reduced by the new 

material and supply of oxygen from atmosphere was cutoff. As a result of application of synthetic 

enamel, small cracks started developing.  

Selection of material 

 Selection of material for preservation of monuments is very important and needs knowledge 

of the material. Even if it is possible to find out the basic information about the material used, it is 

necessary to produce a material which will be compatible to the existing material. Like if one says 

that we will use lime in the restoration. It is not sufficient. It must be emphasized which type of lime 

and how is it to be produced. In the ancient and medieval period non-hydraulic lime was never used. 

It was made by grinding kanker, which were produced by burning clay from user land, which 

contains silicates. Thus it was the pozzolanic cement. 

 Natural polymers have been used in the construction of Lucknow buildings. That some of the 

medieval period structures are in good shape even today speaks about their durability. Cereals and 

pulses like Uradki dal, or Bariyan, Gur, Shira and Sares were used with the slurry of lime.  It is very 
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difficult today to use these things in preservation of these monuments because these are very costly at 

present. One has to find out its alternative or substitute. 

Termite and insects damage 

 Termites, also known as white ants, can be very destructive to different types of buildings. As 

they subsist on cellulose, wooden pillars, showcases, storage cupboards, beams and others wooden 

structural components of buildings and other similar items are some of the typical examples of 

materials damaged by them. 

Air and pollution damages 

  Traffic pollution plays a major role in the deterioration of historic buildings and 

monuments. Although the district administrations have realized the need to restrict or possibly 

eliminate vehicular traffic from these points, nevertheless the inherent problem of particulate 

deposits still persists.  

Damage from dampness 

 Dampness in old buildings is a common phenomenon. The old pozzolanic lime is itself damp 

proof in its pure form. It is only hydrated with different kinds of mix. Most of the other building 

materials are wet. Dampness in the old buildings is caused by either absorbed water or capillary 

water.  

Automobiles – a source of damage 

 The Lucknow monuments are no stone monuments and are constructed only with lakhauri 

brick and lime concrete. The mechanical waves of automobiles may damage the monuments in the 

future to come.  

Multidisciplinary Misunderstanding 

 Lack of coordination amongst the different agencies concerned in our country with the 

Heritage Buildings and sites is more vulnerable. The conservation and preservation of the 

monuments is a complete subject and new dimensions of knowledge are getting added to everyday 

owing to new problems faced by it.  The preservation of a monument is not simply the maintenance 

or repair of the building. It requires multi-disciplinary approach as well. A group of people from 

different backgrounds like Historian, Civil Engineer, Archaeologist, Chemist, Natural Polymers 

expert and so on are to be concerted. The solutions to the problems are many but the approach is the 

same, first the diagnosis and then the treatment. Public awareness holds the key to good governance, 

planned management and the feeling for protection and conservation of these buildings and sites of 

historical importance.  
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Darshan Bilas 

The case studies of heritage properties are being done widely in different parts of the country by the 

scholars but Lucknow monuments have yet not been able to attract their attention. Darshan Bilas, the 

part of Gulistan-e-eram where the CMSD (Central Medical Stores Depot) of Directorate of Medical 

and Health services is running its office. Kothi Jarnail Bahadur, the recently-vacated Senior 

Superintendent of Police office buildings are such Heritage Sites which need detailed study. Darshan 

Bilas constructed by King Naseeruddin Haider (1827-37) and destroyed during first war of 

Independence was a protected monument till recently but does not appear now on the list of 

protected monuments as the sign board of protected monument is removed from there. The condition 

of this three-storied building, called as ‘Gulzar-e-Iram’ in history, is worst than any building. The top 

floor height of the building is at 96 steps, that is 62 feet and a basement of 12 feet below ground level. 

 Darshan Bilas is one of the most magnificient and extraordinary buildings of Lucknow. The 

west façade resembles Kothi Dilkusha while the east face resembles Kothi Ferhat Baksh. The north 

and south faces both imitate the kothi at Moosabagh. 

 ‘The copies are not exact, but they are close enough to be readily identified. Because of this, the 

building is sometimes referred to by the name Chaurukhi Kothi, which means ‘House of four faces’.i 

 It is not clear as who the architect of this building was. It is ascribed to Gore Ouseley, Claud 

Martin and King Naseerudin Haider, who himself was a Muslim by name, an English by his wears 

and a European in his life style. The exterior of the building is European but the interior is totally 

different. The Kangaroo style arched entrances with groups of four columns, the elaborate double 

arches of the fanlights, the near ovals on the first floor terrace with ornamental urns and the round 

towers on the roof is peculiar to the architecture of Lucknow. All the four facades can be identified by 

any onlooker who has gone through other buildings of Lucknow. 

 The Gulzar-e-Iram was the Royal palace for the ladies of king Naseeruddin Haider. After 1858, 

it housed the law Courts of Avadh and the chief Court of Avadh before they moved to their new site 

opposite Lal Baradari. This is now being used by Directorate Medical and health after independence. 

 The building is in a dilapidated condition and is likely to collapse if proper preservation work 

is not started immediately, known as ‚Chaurukhi Kothi‛ with four beautiful façade. At present not a 

single façade is visible from any side. Permanent structures have been erected all around and its big 

portion has been demolished to erect Swasthya Bhawan. Now it is an unprotected monument and no 

agency is ready to preserve it, look after it or spend even a meager amount for this purpose. A long 

tunnel towards nearby buildings is recently discovered incidentally when the hired labourers 

excavated the part of the building for some repairs. The prevention of decay or damage is the highest 
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form of conservation and Darshan Bilas requires immediately. 

 Like several other buildings of the region, Darshan Bilas is also affected by weathering, and 

non-maintenance. A variety of herbaceous and woody plants have grown up on the top floor and 

side walls. A pipal tree has entrenched itself into the wall and the roots of the tree have penetrated 

the building. It is very difficult to uproot the tree and it is causing immense damage. 

 The southern façade of Darshan Bilas which is partly visible is badly damaged in the same 

way. East and west facades are also in very bad shape. Dampness and seepage are all around and the 

drainage system from top floor or from first floor is not in order, increasing the problem many fold. 

The building is occupied by a government department, though managed and not preserved hitherto, 

must immediately consult the experts, for its conservation. 

SOLUTION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 The building Darshan Bilas is not older than 175 years. We can increase the life of the building 

with small expenditure and proper precautions. The twenty ninth General Conference of UNESCO, 

held in 1997, invited the States, parties to the convention of the protection of the world cultural and 

natural heritage to submit to it in accordance with Article 59 of the convention which reports on the 

legislative and administrative provisions they have adopted and other actions which they have taken 

for the application of the convention. Even after years of this convention it is yet to be decided what 

action is to be taken for the preservation of these heritage sites and buildings of Lucknow. The 

preservation of Darshan Bilas is only one of these cases. There are several monuments which require 

immediate attention for their maintenance and conservation. Kothi General Bahadur, KothiRaushan-

ud-daula, Badshah Bagh, Qaiserbagh, Sikandar Bagh, Tomb of Hakim Mehdi, and Ali Quli Khan are 

some of them. 

 The building called 'Darshan Bilas' should immediately be evacuated. The live load like 

human beings and dead load like machinery and official equipment are regularly damaging the 

building by their movement and frequency of operation. The godown in the basement of the building 

should be vacated and the thousands of Carton’s of drugs be shifted to other places. The additional 

load of water tank, coolers and the other machinery should also be immediately removed. 

 Excavation of deep drain or sewer and extraction of ground water through pumping should 

immediately be banned within the vicinity and the periphery of 200 meters as this may cause in the 

case of earthquake, a big damage to the heritage site. Experts of plant removal from the old buildings 

are available with the archaeology department. They have with them the specific chemicals and the 

practice of removing plants and vegetation from the buildings. They should be called for this job. 

Banyan trees are very difficult to be uprooted from the wall but anyhow it has to be removed to avoid 

any water seepage. 
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 The material used in the mortar of this building is difficult to procure and almost next to 

impossible to use. But the slaked lime with bone marrow which is now widely available in the 

market, and the powder of brick-kiln, what is called as Rawaj, can be used for qualitative and 

strengthened plaster. 

 One or two urinals are constructed adjacent to the old wall of the building. They should be 

demolished and the concealed drains be cleaned. The area would have to be cleared. The southern 

facade which looks like Moosabagh is bearing the wrath of rubbish, old vehicles, their spare parts 

and like wastes, which are to be removed before starting the washing and cleaning of the monument. 

 The careful maintenance of Darshan Bilas, though, shall increase its life, can be a perfect 

example of our dutiful awareness for the preservation and conservation of Lucknow monuments. 

  All old buildings decay with age and weathering. The problems caused by weathering 

is dampness or wetting, changes in temperature, rusting, corrosion. The other problems are water 

seepage and non-eradication of plants on the head and face of the building.  

DIAGNOSIS 

 After a proper survey it was found that the building is still intact and safe and cannot be 

recommended for dismantling and demolition. After proper diagnosis and immediate initial 

preservation works the building and its magnificent architecture can still be saved. 

 The building is only 170 years old, not very old for demolition. The building is facing the main 

road with round the clock heavy traffic, causing heavy frequency mechanical vibrations affecting the 

walls and the main structure. More than two hundred men have been working in the building 

causing great vibration and live load on the building. Moreover personal toilets and overhead tanks 

are constructed increasing the dead load of the monument. The live load can easily be calculated with 

simple formulae. Good drainage system, which is necessary for any heritage building, doesn’t exist 

here. The old down drains have been choked and banyan trees grown up, causing cracks in the walls. 

Herbaceous plant and vegetation is growing on the top of the roof and cupolas. These plants are 

regularly receiving rain water and sending it down to the structure, causing great damage to it. The 

regular seepage eroded the wooden lintel thereby causing collapse of the upper structure. The 

wooden beams supporting the openings of doors passage from are large in numbers. They have 

completed their life and they should be replaced. The 1.20 meter thick wall is firmly embedded with 

Lakhori (ashlar) masonry wherever seen without plaster especially on the walls from where the stairs 

are passing. 

SOLUTION AND SUGGESTION 

 Since the diagnosis of the preservation of monument is very simple in this case and hence the 
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solution is also simple and can be summarized point wise. With a small care the building can be 

saved and preserved for the generation to come. 

Removal of live load 

 The occupants of the building should be asked to contribute for the life of the monument and 

vacate the premises with immediate effect and also remove the entire additional load like water 

tanks, coolers, boxes of heavy Machine -wares and other related things. A notice board should be 

fixed here on the southern façade, asking the traffic to go slow. 

Boring Banned  

 Any boring for extraction of ground water should be banned within the premises and in a 

regulated area of 200 meters diameter. Extraction of ground water may cause settling of the building 

and even a mild quake can damage or demolish the monument. 

Removal of plants  

 The regular water seepage through the plant and vegetation which are grown up on the top of 

the floor is damaging the walls and wooden lintels in the doorways. The uprooting of these plants 

and specially banyan trees will help restore the strength of the building. The surveyors and experts of 

plant eradication are available with the conservation agencies. They can be approached for this kind 

of job. In the absence of any specific law, the unauthorized occupation of any part of heritage sites 

shall have to be checked by the district administration on the complaint of the conservation agency, 

using its administrative skill and general laws already existing. If there is will, there is way to do the 

job, as has been done in the case of Naubat Khana, opposite the Main gate of Imambara Asif-ud-

daula. It will be easy if a heritage Committee comprising of district administration, conservation 

agency, trusts, Municipal Corporation, and NGOs is formed to look after the interest of monuments. 

  Solving the mechanical problem it is observed that after the death of old experienced 

misteries and masons new masons do not know the finer points of preserving a monument. There 

must be refresher courses or workshops for masons, care takers and other related persons. 

 As the panorama of conservation is increasing day by day and varied forms of heritage sites, 

articles, paintings and different kinds of art works are being added to it, there is need of sincere 

thinking about the job. To overcome the legal problems of the conservation and protection of 

monuments, identity on the lines of conservation and protection of forests in India, a separate 

department should be created with legal teeth and judicial powers that can only create an 

environment of conservation and all conservation agencies came under this umbrella. 
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Immediate steps 

 After removal of plants, vegetable and banyan tree, the cracks all over the structure should be 

filled by pressure grouting. Slaked lime, surkhi and sheera mixed mortar is very effective in the old 

buildings of this region which were constructed with the help of the mortar using natural polymers. 

Newly laid pipeline and sewers with several manholes are always dangerous for the monument. 

Clearance and cleaning of these systems are imperative for the job. 

 The planned periodical inspection of this type of building would unfurl many things required 

to be done periodically, for accessing of the strength of the building and also remedial activities. 

Every heritage site has its own cultural and archaeological values.  
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